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CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

Summary of Exempt Change Variation Notices
Completed Under 10CFR50.59t

CE-2143 Description: This exempt change permanently documented the addition of
the air dryer for the portable diesel air compressor.

Evaluation: The function or operability of the Instrument Air Sys tem will
not be affected by the installation of the air dryer. The dryer
and its components were installed in accordance with the

i

appropriate piping and support specifications. The dryer
provides compressed air at a dew point of less than -40'F -

which meets the required Instrument Air System dew point of
less than 35*F. With the air dryer in service while using the
portable diesel compressor, the :upplied compressed air will
be more suitable for use in the Instrument Air System.

t

CE-2217 Description: This exempt change upgrades the solenoid valves on the
Feedwater Regulator and Feedwater Regulator Bypass Valves

. from non-QA to QA Condition 1.
'

Evaluation: The solenoid valves on the Feedwater Regulator Valves are
purchased QA Condition I and did not have to be replaced.
The solenoid valves on the Feedwater Regulator Bypass
Valves were not QA 1 and were replaced with QA 1 ASCO
solenoid valves. These new solenoid valves were mounted in

'
the same location as the existing solenoid valves and were
mounted the same as the old solenoid valves. These new .

solenoid valves do not create a seismic concern since no
credit is taken for the seismic qualification of the Feedwater
Regulator Bypass Valves. Also, the new solenoid valves will
not affect the operation of the plant systems since the fit,
form, and function of them is the same as the old ones.

CE-2245 Ikscription: This exempt change installed a 1/16" stainless steel guard
around the bottom of each doghouse water leve. switch.

Evaluation: The guard is bolted to the wall and does not touch the
standpipe or the level switch. The guard will not interfere
with water flow to the standpipe because there is a gap
between the guard and the floor.

CE-2480 Description: This exempt change allowed for cuttirg or grinding portions

I
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of the door frame angle and chipping of some concrete on
' doors AX632, AX635, AX635E, and AX635F to
accommodate the repair of the door hinges.

Evaluation: Engineering has reviewed these changes to the door frame
and surrounding concrete and has concluded that the doors
will continue to perform their intended function with respect
to both pressure and fire boundary requirements.

CE 2653 Description: This exempt change installed an improved packing
connguration and associated minor changes on valve IRN291
to enhance valve performance.

_

Evaluation: The modification does not affect the function or operation of
the valve in any way. There is no affect to the
opening / closing time of the valve, the torque requirements for
the valve, nor the flow rates through the valve in addition,
all the parts associated with the modification are qualified to
operate in the environment in which they are used.

CE-2677 Description: This exempt change replaced Moore Products 350L manual
loaders with Moore Products 352B digital controllers for
1CAMLO360, 0361, 0400, 0401, 0440, 0441, 0480, 0481,
0520,0521,0560,0561,0600,0601,0640, and 0641.

Evaluation: The manual loaders replaced are non-QA and perform no
safety function. The new controllers are seismically and
electrically compatible with the old controllers. To preclude
any human factors concerns arising from the different

_

appearance of the 352B faceplate from the 350L faceplate,
certain items on the 352B were covered up.,

CE-2678 Description: This exempt change replaced the Moore Products 350L
manual loader with a Moore Products 352B digital controller
for IVYML0190.

Evaluation: The manual loader that was replaced is non-QA and
performed no safety function. The new controller is
seismically and electrically compatible with the old controller.
To preclude any human factors concerns rising from the
different appearance of the 352B faceplate from the 350L
faceplate, certain items on the 352B were covered up.

CE-2679 Description: This exempt change replaced Moore Products 350L manual

2
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loaders with Moore Products 352B digital controllers for
INVSS5571,5651,5652; INVML1241 and 2940.

Evaluation: The manual loaders replaced are non-QA smd perform no
safety function. The new controllers are scismically and
electrically compatible with the old controllers. To preclude
any human factors concerns arising from the different
appearance of the 352B faceplate from the 350L faceplate,
certain items on the 352B were covered up.

CE-2758 ' Description: The purpose of this exempt change is to relocate the
Conventional Low Pressure Service Water (RL) Pump C
discharge valve IRLO31 downstream of the expansion joint
and to install a new expansion joint.

Evaluation: The RL system does not perform any safety function and is
therefore not assigned a safety class. Relocating valve
IRLO31 downstream of the expansion joint will not affect the
function or operability of the RL system. This arrangement
is a better design because the expansion joint will be isolated
from system pressure when the associated pump is isolated.
The existing supports can adequately support the valve at the
new location. Also, the expansion joint stainless stect stub
ends will be better suited for the corrosive conditions and the
thicker expansion joint liner will provide better protection for
the bellows. The new stub ends and liner are designed for
operation at the temperature and pressure conditions in this
portion of the RL system. '

CE-2762 Description: This exempt change revised the fully withdrawn elevation of
the Rod Cluster Control Assemblics (RCCAs) for Unit i
from 225 steps to 222 steps.

Evaluation: A complete safety evaluation was completed which addressed
the following areas: RCCA Insertion t..aracteristics,
Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal From a Subcritical of
Low Power Startup Condition, Uncontrolled RCCA Bank
Withdrawal at Power, RCCA Ejection Accidents, Shutdown-
Margin, Reactor Internals, Peaking Factors, an6 Loss of
Flow. No unreviewed safety questions were identified.

CE-2787 Description: This exempt change installed Chesterton live-loaded packing
sets in the Steam Generator PORV Block Valves (ISV025,
ISV026, ISV027 and ISV028).

i
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Evaluation: Providing live-loaded packing in the Steam Generator PORV
block valves will not affect the evaluation of the SV system
in the FSAR. These block valves are not required for
nuclear safety.

CE-2833 Description: This exempt change reduced the gain setting on the steam
dump controller to eliminate Reactor Coolant System
instability following "Imad Rejection".

Evaluation: The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of
the unit, thus it is not designated as safety related. The steam
dump system provides added flexibility in unit operation.
Failure of the steam dump system will not preclude operation :_

of any essential system. The worst operational consequences
of system failure is a reactor and turbine generator trip. In
the event of a complete loss of reduction in steam dump
capacity, full load steam flow to the atmosphere is assured by
the steam generator code safety relief valves. This change
will reduce the gain of the steam dump controller to allow the
steam dump valves to open and close at a slower, more
conservative rate.

CE-2929 Description: This exempt change modiGed the control circuit for
IND002A so that the interlock with IFWO27A and INSO43A
will now be dependent on valve position only. The change
also modified the control circuit for IND036B so that the
interlock with IFWO55B and INS 038B will now be
dependent on valve position only.

Evaluation: Removing power from 1FWO27A or INSO43A prevents
1ND002A from opening and removing power from 1FWO27A
or INS 043A prevents IND036B from opening. This
modi 6 cation will better ensure that IND002A and IND036B
can be repositioned as required.

CE-3006 Description: This exempt change modified RN train A to provide isolation
valves and flanges in the RN pump lube injection-strainer
discharge piping, deleted the lube injection piping to
connection 'L' and 'E' on RN pump 1 A, and deleted lube
injection requirements for RN pump 1 A.

Evaluatiorc This modification is an enhancement to the system, does not
J grade any design parameters, and cannot init ate any FSARi

a c w t. The RN pumps are relied on during accident

4
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scenarios so the modified portion of the system is still
seismically qualified. The RN pumps function as before, are
more reliable, and the modification did not create any new
failure modes.

CE-3007 Description: This exempt change modified RN train B to provide isolation
valves and Danges in the RN pump lube injection strainer
discharge piping, deleted the lube injection piping to

,

connection 'L' and 'E' on RN pump IB, and deleted lube
injection requirements for RN pump IB.

Evaluation: This modincation is an enhancement to the system, does not
degrade any design parameters, and cannot initiate any FS AR -

accident. The RN pumps are relied on during accident
scenarios so the modified portion of the system is still
seismically qualified. The RN pumps function as before, are
more reliable, and the modification did not create any new
failure modes.

CE-3015 Description: This exempt change replaced the esent Velocity-to-
Displacement (V-D) converters for the Unit 1 Reactor
Coolant Pumps. Also, an electrical band pass filter was
installed to eliminate frequencies below 10 Hz and above
1000 Hz.

Evaluation: The present V-D converters are no longer manufactured. The
new V-D converters are a direct replacement for the old
ones. The function of the system will be unaffected by the
replacement of the V-D converters. The band pass filter will

_

climinate spurious alarms in the Control Room due to the
primary system's 5 Hz natural frequency.

CE-3075 Description: This exempt change permanently located backdraft dampers
l AVS-D-Il and 1 AVS-D-12 downstream of their respective
air flow monitors.

Evaluation: The change in weights created by moving and modifying the
Annulus Ventilation (VE) duct work will not adversely affect
the seismic and support requirements for this system.
Moving the backdraft dampers on both trains and the air flow
monitor on Train B will not cause flow rates to fall outside
of the Technical Specification limits. Also, implementation
of this exempt change will not reduce the negative pressure
requirements or increase the annulus draw down time during

5
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startup of the VE system.

CE-3087 Description: This modification changed the Auxiliary Fecdwater Pump
Turbine (CAPT) control valve stem from a nitrided outer
surface to a chrome plate over nickel outer surface.

Evaluation: The stam base material is the same as the _ original stem;-
therefore, the strength of the stem will not be affected. Only
the hardening for the surface is being changed. The weight
chaage is negligible and no seismic qualifications are
affected. Since the valve will operate as before, operation of
the turbine driven CA pump is unaffected and its operability
should be enhanced.

CE-3099 Description: This modification provides an access hole in the hiain Steam
(Shi) system piping in order to provide access for the
radiographic inspection of weld IShi34-7 as required by
AShiE Code Section XI.

Evaluation: The half coupling and plug are designed to function at the
temperature and pressure conditions experienced in this
portion of the Shi system. _ The half coupling and plug will
maintain the integrity of the Shi system and serve as a
pressure boundary. In order to prevent leakage, a seal weld
will be made around the plug so that the weld deposit extends

'

fully to the outer edge of the coupling. To satisfy seismic
concerns, a minimum clearance of 0.75" will be maintained
between the top of the plug and the inside wall of the guard
pipe. The location of the hole has been reviewed and there
are no piping stress concerns. '

CE-3104 sescription: This modification removed valves ISA014 and ISA015 and
,

provided threaded unions in both the leakoff lines from the
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine (CAPT) trip and throttle
valve (ISA145) packing area.

Evaluation: Removing these valves from the leakoff lines will provide
better drainage and reduce the potential of the lines becoming
clogged. Removing the valves will not adversely affect the<

operation of either 1SA145 or the SA (hfain Steam to
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine) system nd will have no
effect on the stress analysis. Also, the addition of the
threaded unions in the leakoff lines will not affect the
function of operation of these lines.

6
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CE-3115 Description: This exempt change revised the torque switch setting for
valve 2NV037A.

Evaluation: Increasing the torque switch setting from 4 to 5 will better
ensure that the valve will close. The available torque output
of approximately 80 ft-lbs at a setting of 5 is well within the
200 ft-lbs design limit of the valve.

CE-3159 Description: The oil seals on the component cooling water (KC) pumps
have experienced premature failure. This exempt change
replaced the lip type oil seals with labyrinth seals.

Evaluation: This change does not impact the seismic or environmental
qualification of the pump. Neither does the change alter the
center of gravity or mass of the pump or pump shaft
significantly enough to warrant re-evaluation of the pump
rrounts. No controls, power supplies, or supporting
structures are affected by the change. Pump operability will
not be affected.

.

CE-3171 Description: This modification replaced the epoxy bonded seat with a
mechanically retained seat and installed disc travel stops on
valves 1RN245 and 1RN247.

Evaluation: This modification does not affect the function or ope:ation of
the valve in any way. There is no affect on flow rates
through the valves. In addition, all the- parts associated with
the modification are qualified to operate in the environment
in which they are used.

| CE-3172 Description: This modification replaced the epoxy bonded seat with a
mechanically retained seat and installed disc travel stops on'

valves IRN298, IRN305, and IRN307.

Evaluation: This mod;fication does not affect the function or operation of
; the valve in any way. There is no affect on flow rates
! through the valves. In addition, all the parts associated with
;

the modification are qualified to operata in the environment
in which they are used.

CE-3175 Description: This modification deleted the snubbers from supports 1-A-
I

KC-4108 and 1-A-KC-4177.

| Eve ation: Neither the function or operability of the KC system will be

7
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affected by deleting the snubbers from the supports listed
above. Engineering has performed the appropriate
calculations and analyses relating to the reduction of snubbers
to ensure the affected Component Cooling (KC) system
piping will be adequately supported during normal operation
and seismic events.

CE-3179 Description: This change adds additional data for verincation of torque
switch settings and adds recalculated setpoint data to the i

" Torque Switch Setting Sheets" in compliance with Duke's
response to Generic letter 89-10 for the fo!!owing valves:
IBB147B,148B,149B,150B; ICA015A, 018B, 085B,
116A; IFWO33A, 49B; IKCC37A, C40B, 345A, 3648, _

394A, 413B, 429B, 430A; 1NC054A; IND001B, 002A,
028A, 036B, 037A, 058B, 059B, 090, 091; 1 N1009A, 010B,
103A, ll8A,121 A,135B,136B,147B,150B,152B,153A,
154B,162A, 332A, 333B, 334B, 438A; INM039, 040,
207A, 210A; INV015B, 037A, 044 A, 055 A, 066A, 077A,
089A, 091B, 188 A,189B, 202B, 203 A, 312 A, 314B, 477,
865A, 876, 877; IWL450A, and 4518.

Evaluation: This change will not affect any present signals that initiate
,

valve motion. Valve operator speed and capacity are
unaffected. Open and closure times of these valves are
unchanged. This modification does not affect the valves
ability to perform their design function during an accident.
No safety related functions are added to or deleted from these
valves.

CE-3194 Description: This modification provides flush connections for the Nuclear
-

Service Water (RN) Train A Pump Motor upper bearing oil
coolers and replaces the RN Train A oil cooler throttle valves
with 1/2" diaphragm valves which will be less susceptible to
fouling and will provide better flow control.

Evaluation: This modification is an enhancement to the system and does
not degrade any design parameters. The RN pemps are
relied on during accident scenarios so the modined portion of
the system is still seismically qualified. The RN pumps will
function as before, and no new failure mode; were identified.

CE-3195 Description: This modification provides flush connections for the Nuclear
Service Water (RN) Train B Pump Motor upper bearing oil
coolers and replaces the RN Train B oil cooler throttle valves

8
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with 1/2' diaphragm valves which will be less susceptible to -
fouling and will provide better flow control.

Evaluation: This modification is an enhancement to the system and does j

not degrade any design parameters. The RF pumps are
relied on during accident scenarios so the modined portion of
the system is still seism:cally qualified. The RN pumps will
function as before, and no new failure modes were identified.

CE-3199 Description: This exempt change updates the Unit 2 Steam Generator
(S/G) tube sheet maps to include all tubes plugged to date for
each Unit 2 S/G. This evaluation provides justification for

,

tube plugging activities. !

Evaluation: The largest number of tubes plugged in any Unit 2 S/G is 23
out of a total of 4674 tubes which is well below the 10%
allowed by the ECCS analysis model. The installation of
tube plugs will not degrade primary boundary integrity, but
help to maintain it. The worst case scenario due to failure of
r. tube plug is judged to be a single tube rupture event. A
single tube rupture is a design basis accident and is addressed
in the Catawba FSAR.

CE-3205 Description: This modification replaced the refueling cavity seal with a
differently designed seal.

.

Evaluation: The entire assembly was tested for compatibility with borated
water similar to that present during the seals design use. The
new design reduces the possibility of seal failure because it
does not require internal air pressure and its construction
provides an additional impact barrier. Analysis for
environmental compatibility, leakage under pressure, seal
splice leakage, seismic response, and impact from a dropped
fuel assembly indicate the seal will function an designed.

CE-3213 Description: This modification provides an access hole in the Main Steam
(SM) system piping in order to provide access for the
radiographic inspection of weld ISM-1 A-F as required by

*ASME Code Section XI.

Evaluation: The half coupling and plug are designed to function at the
| temperature and pressure conditions experienced in this
; portion of the SM system. The half coupling and plug will

maintain the integrity of the SM system and ser,e as a
:

9
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pressure boundary. In order to prevent leakage, a seal weld
will be made around the plug so that the weld deposit extends
fully to the outer edge of the coupling. To satisfy seismic
concerns, a minimum clearance of 0.75" will be maintained ;

between the top of the plug and the inside wall of the guard
pipe. The location of the hole has been reviewed and there
are no piping stress concerns.

CE-3226 Description: This modification revised design documents and installed the
correct NAhtCO model limit switches for the following:
ICFLLO334, 0424, 0515, 0605, and INVLL4660.

I
Evaluation: The fit, form, and function of the replacement limit switches !

is identical to the existing switches. In addition, the
replacement limit switches were EQ approved by the !

engineering department.

CE-3249 Description: This modification provided electrical connections for
Auxiliary Feedwater Low Suction Pressure response time
testing.

Evaluation: This modification wired a set of spare cable conductors
between IEATC5 and IAFWTCP to allow testing of the B
Train circuitry in I AFWTCP. The spare cables used are
Safety Related QA-1. The connections to the field devices
are controlled by the maintenance procedure for testing the
affected circuitry.

CE-3256 Description: This modification added a 1.0 hiicrocurie source to each of
the steamline radiation monitors (IEh1F26, IEhiF27,
IEhfF28, and IEhiF29).

Evaluation: The addition of the keep-alive source to the PC boards of
each of the detectors will create a high enough level of
radioactivity to avoid the monitors sensing a loss of signal.
The sources themselves are of a low enough level of
radioactivity that they will not create a significant increase in
radioactivity in the near vicinity of the monitors.

CE-3257 Description: This modification added a 1.0 hiicrocurie source to each of
the - steamline radiation monitors (2EhfF10, 2Ehf Fil,
2EhiF12, and 2Eh1F13).

Evaluation: The addition of the keep-alive source to the PC boards of

10
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each of the detectors will create a high enough level of
radioactivity to avoid the monitors sensing a loss of signal.
The sources themselves are of a low enough level of
radioactivity that they will not create a significant increase in
radioactivity in the near vicinity of the monitors.

CE-3270 Description: This exempt change revised the vendor maintenance manual
CNM-1205.00-1889 for NAMCO limit switches to reDect
additions concerning model number agreement with switch
operation,

Evaluation: The fit, form, and function of the limit switches will changet
c only in the fact that the cenect model number will be used -

h for actuation and that the switches will not haw to be adapted
for operation. This change will also prevent negation for the
Equipment Qualincation of the limit switches.

_

{ CE-3282 Description: This modification provided manual throttling capability for
valves nil 73A and nil 78B.

'

Evaluation: Seismic qualification is not degraded for any piece of
equipment since the actual changes in weight, center of mass,
moments, and other relevant characteristics are insignificant.

- This modification introduces no new modes which could
initiate any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR.
Modification of the control circuits will not degrade the safety
function of the valves. The new operating characteristics will"

be incorporated into procedures where appropriate.
L

.

CE-3289 Description: This modification replaced valve IN!!02 wuh Valve item No.
CSR-021.

Evaluation: Neither the function or operation of the NI system will be
affected by replacing valve INIl02 with Valve item No.
CSR-021. The design of the replacement valve is very
similar to the existing valve and the new valve will function

-

identically to the old valve. Piping and support modifications-

are not required for installation of the new valve and there
are no seismic concerns.

CE-3290 Description: This modification replaced valve IND031 with Valve Item
No. CSR-035.

-

Evaluation: Neither the function or operation of tl e ND system will be

11
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affected by replacing valve IND031 with Valve Item No.
CSR-035. The design of the replacement valve is very
similar to the existing valve and the new valve will function

.

identically to the old valve. Piping and support modi 0 cations
are not required for installation of the new valve and there
are no seismic concerns.

,

I
CE-3310 Description: This modification updated documents to allow the mirror l

insulation and steel supports- to be removed and blanket
insulation to be installed on the Pressurizer.

Evaluation: Neither the function nor the operability of the Pressurizer will -
be affected by replacing the mirror insulation with blanket
insulation. Duke Specification CNM 1206.13-00-0001, Rev.
1, allows the replacement of mirror insulation with blanket
insulation inside Containment. The new blanket insulation
and supports for the Pressurizer meet &ll the conditions
addressed in the Duke Specification.

CE-3312 Description: This modification capped the Unit 1 Incore Instrument
Thimble J-07 at the seal table due to thimble damage as a
result of the thimble being bent.

.

Evaluation: As a conservative measure to protect against a small break
LOCA, thimble J-07 was capped with a QA-1 instrument cap.
Technical Specifications require 75% (44 of 58) of the
thimbles to be used during Incore Flux Mapping activities.
This modification will bring the total number of capped
th' nbles to 2 for Unit 1. Therefore, there are still 56 of 58
thimbles available for flux mapping.

CE-3325 Description: This exempt change modified valves INI56,67,78, and 90
by replacing the disk with a soft seat disk assembly.

, Evaluation: Neither the function or the operability of the NI system will
L be affected by modifying the disk assembly in the above

mentioned Ni valves. The soft seat disk assembly has been
tested in this type of air operated valve and has proven to be
acceptable for this application. The soft seat disk assembly
is acceptable for use in the NI system up to temperatures of
300 degrees F and will not degrade due to radiation affects.

L

CE-3329 Description: This exempt change verified and documented the change in
the item numbcr for valve IND008 from 91-602 to 9J-550.

i

|
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Evaluation: Neither the func6cn or the operability of the ND system will
be affected by modifying valve IND008 to Valve item No.
9J-550. The new valve is very similar to the existing valve
and will function identically to the old valve.

CE-3334 Description: This modification replaced relief valve IRN290 with Valve
Item No. CSR-047.

Evaluation: Neither the function or operation of the RN system will be
affected by replacing valve IRN290 with Valve Item No.
CSR-047. The design of the replacement valve is very
similar to the existmg valve and the new valve will function
identically to the old valve. Piping and support modifications
are not required for installation of the new valve and there
are no seismic concerns.

CE-3372 Description: This modification replaced the Personnel Airlock latch,

assemblies with latch assemblies that have better the. nal
protection.

Evaluation: The new latch assemblies will function exactly the same as
the old latch assemblies with some minor wiring changes to
the latches respective terminal boxes.

CE-3379 Description: This exempt change revised the CNS Maintenance Coating
Schedule to allow both the vendor coating and the application
of coatings per specification 103-1 as non-service level I
coatings on the Reactor Vessel internals lifting rig.

Evaluation: The surface area of the coatings on the reactor vessel
internals lifting rig was already accounted for as non-service
level I coatings. Evaluation indicates that the loss of this
coating will not adversely affect any plant system's,
specifically the containment spray system's recirculation
pump screen assembly.

CE-3384 Des <.ription: This modification restored the outer seal ring of the Unit 1
Equipment Hatch Barrel to its original configuration. This is
required since the outer seal ring was damaged during outage
related work.

Evaluation: The restoration was accomplished by mechanical means
(grinding) and did not involve any thermal process. In
addition, the grinding will not remove enough material to

13
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violate code minimum wall thickness. This modiReation did
not affect the scaling capabilities of the Equipment Hatch.

CE-3389 Description: This modification replaced the valve spring packs for valves
INC033A and INC035B with a different model spring pack.

Evaluation: The new spring pack model is QA-1. Discussions between
Engineering and the valve manufacturer regarding this
replacement verified that the new spring packs will have the
same fit, form, and function.

CE-3403 Description: This modification replaced the high pressure fittir.g at the seal
table and repositioned the Unit 1 incore instrument thimble B-
6.

Evaluation: This modincation will not reduce the number of thimbles
required by the Technical Specifications during incore flut.
mapping activities. No significant affects will be made on the
flux mapping capability for Unit 1. -

4
CE-3404 Description: This modiGcation added a note to CN-1499-NCll.02 in

regards to resoletion of pIR l-C91-0223.

Evaluati a change to a drawing,to reflect the as builto

configuratio h Ti Qm* ; p! ant operation in any<

way.
|

CE-3405 Description: This modification repaired two vertical tears that were
discovered in basket 9-9 of ice condenser bay 5.

Evaluation: The ice condenser is not used for any phase of normal plant
operations. It has no interface with any plant system used
either for power generation of shutdown cooling. The ability
of the ice condenser to perform its accident mitigation
functions is not degraded by :his modification. The scismic

|
qualification of the ice condenser is not degraded. No other

j plant system used for accident mitigation is affected by the
'

modification. The margin in ice mass relative to the safety
analysis ia not degraded by the modi 0 cation,

CE-3406 Description: The Main Steam Safety Valves have a specific bearing bandt

| for the spring washer. The existing allowable band ranges
; from 1/8" minimum to 3/16" maximum while the actual band

maximum in 1/4". This exempt change increased the spring

| 14
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washer bearing band maximum to 1/4". -

1

Evaluation: Neither the function nor the operability of the SV or SM i

system will be affected by increasing the spring washer I

bearing band maximum. The valve manufacturer and the
Engineering Deputment have reviewed this modi 6 cation and
determined that the function of the main steam safety valves

,

will be unaffected. '

CE-3412 Description: This change provides the Hydroset 1566 testing device
constant of 0.352 applicable to the main steam safety valves.

Evalnation: Neither the function nor the operability of the SV or SM
system will be affected by increasing the spring washer
bearing band maximum. The valve manufacturer and the
Engineering Department have reviewed this modification and
determined that the function of the main steam safety valves
will be unaffected.

CE-3418 Description: This modification replaced relief valve INIO8C with Valve
Item No. CSR-016.

Evaluation: Neither the function or operation of the N1 system will be
affected by replacing valve IN1086 with Valve Item No.
CSR-016. The design of the replacement valve is very
similar to the existing valve and the new valve will function
identically to the old valve. Piping and support modi 6 cations
are not required for installation of the new valve and there
are no seismic concerns.

'
.

CE-3427 Description: This modification installed 0.109' catfices in port "P" of the
fast acting solenoid valves for Main Turbine CVs 1,2,3,4 and

. CIVs 1,2,3,4,5 and 6 to prevent low ETS pressure.

Evaluation: A General Electric Change Notice identified this problem and
recommended that 0.109" orifices be iristalled in the fast
acting solenoid valves "P" port to prevent low ETS preseure
during valve testing. This change has ban evaluateo by GE
and determined to be acceptable.

CE-3438 bescription: This exempt change updated general arrangement drawings
and electrical equipment drawings to ieserve an area in the
Auxiliary Building for snubber test equipment. This exempt
change also set up and issued a vendor GM manual for the

15
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#snubber test equipment.

Evalaation: Seismic interaction concerns, additional HVAC loading
'

concerns, floor loading concerns, electrical noise interactions,
fire concerns, and internally generated missile concerns were
all evaluated and found to be acceptable.

CE-3446 Ikscription: This modification redistributed the gains for the Unit 1 OTAT
setpoint by replacing some of the resistors in the PCS cards.

Evaluation: The redistribution of the OTAT gains will not increase the
probability of an inadvertent reactor trip. Given the nature
of the hardware changes, there are no adverse effects in the
loads on the PCS power supplies. Compliance with seismic,
environmental, and Appendix R criteria is not adversely;

affected. Neither fission product barriers nor the source term
evaluation is affected.

C

CE-3447 Descr'.ption: This rnodification redistributed the gains for the Unit 2 OTAT
setpoint by replacing some of the resistors in the PCS cards.

Evah ation: The redistribution of the OTAT gains s 1 not increase the
probability of an inadvertent reactor trip. Given the nature

,

of the hardware changes, there are no adverse effects in the
loads on the PCS power supplies. Compliance with scismic,
environmental, and Appendix R criteria is not adversely
affected. Neither fission product barriers nor the source term
evaluation is affected,

CE-3455 De=cription: This modification idsed IEMF33s refrigerated dryer
approximately 6 inches higher than its present elevation. The
inlet and outlet piping was also modified to use tubing with
compression type fittings.

Evaluation: Neither flowrates nor sample integrity will be degraded since
the new piping / tubing layout is less constrictive and uses
welded or compression type joints. The inputs and outputs
for IEMF33 were not changed, and, therefore, the function .
of the system remains the same.

CE-3455 Description: This modifimtien rii.ui 2hMF33s refrigerated dryer
approximately 6 inches higher than its present elevation. The
inlet and outlet piping was also modified to use tubino eh
compression type fittings.

16
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Evaluation: Neither flor-ntes nor sample integrity will be degraded since
the new piping / tubing layout is less constrictive and uses !
welded or compression type joints. The inputs and outputs i

for IEMF33 were not changed, and, therefort, the function
of the system remains the same.+

|
1

!

!

J
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CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

, Summary a Nuclear Station hiodifications
Coupleted Under 10CFR50.59

)
Note: The first number designates the unit on which the modification was performed (i.e.

CN-2#### means the modification was performed on unit 2, a 1 means unit 1 and
a 5 means it is shared by both units).

CN-10058 1%cription: Thh NSht essentially replaced Se carbon steel RN piping on
the supply and discharge sides of the VG (Diese! Generator
Starting Air System) Aftercoolers with 2" stainless steel pipe,

Evalu.ition: RKability of the aftercoolers was improved based on less
flow restrictions due to crud buildup in the pipes. No
equipment has born degraded and no common mode failures
were introduced.

CN-10067 Description: This modi 6 cation provided a positive displacement pump to
dewater the Post Accident Liquid Sampling panel sump.

Cykluation: Pipe interaction c.nd stress analysis calculations wac
reviewed and found to be acceptable. This modification will
not adversely affect the operation of ;he panel. The Class E
portion of the system is separated from the Class B portion
by Class B manual isolation valves and a check valve.

CN-10318 Description: This modification replaced carbon steel piping with stainless
steel piping in order to alleviate fouling and corrosion
problems around RN Radiation hionitors 1 EMF 45 A and 45B.

Evaluation: Tne environmental, seismic and Appendix R qualifications of
the affected part of the RN system are unchanged. The
modined portion of the RN system performs a monitoring 2

function and will essentially function as before.

CN-10588 Description: This modification relocated blowdown flow control valves
1BB24, 65, 69, and 73 to allow straight discharge into the
blowdown tank.

Evaluation: No safety system is degraded by this modi 6 cation and no
functional change was made to the system. An Appendit R
review was conducted.

18
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CN-10893 Description: This modification provided floor drains needed to collect
'spills from valve packing and flanges that leak potentially

contaminated water on elevation 543.

Evaluation: There will be no appreciable bad increase for the floor it the
drain clogs up and fills the curbing with water, No safety
related equipment is in the area of the curbing so flooding of
safety related equipment inside 'he curbing is not a concern.
No concerns with seismic interaction or flooding of
equipment on elevation 522 due to pipe break exists.

CN 10925 Description: This inodification provided the Boric Acid Tank with a means
of automatic venting.

Evaluation: This modification improved the availability of the Boric Acid
Tank by providing automatic venting capability and
overpressure relief. The tank will function essentially a:
before.

CN-10942 Description: This modification modified selected valve operators in the
NS, ND, CA, CF, KC, RN, SM, and SV systems to resolve
concerns for these valves not attaining their desired positions
due to insufficient torque switch settings relative to the
resistance through the stroke travel.

Evaluation: The torque bypass contacts are being adjusted to a travel span
of 50% i 25%. These valves will opese identically to the
way they presently operate but shoulc de more reliable in
attaining their desired positions when required to change. No
new failure modes are created as a result of the torque bypass
travel span increase and a premature motor trip resulting
from a high torque is reduced.

CN-10977 Description: This modification repbced globe valve INV475 with a double
disc gate valve.

Evaluation: This valve is an isolation valve used for maintenance only.
The globe valve was not used as a pressure reducing valve or
for throttling purposes; therefore, a gate valve is an adequate
substitute. The valve coefficient for the new gate valve is
acceptable. The new valve will be the same material, class, i

and have the same design conditions as before, i

l
CN-11005 Description: This modification removes or replaces snubbers identified as |

i
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no longer needed.

Evaluation: The piping systems and support / restraints reanalyzed for
snubber reduction were dos so in consideration ofloads and
load combinations and allowaW stress criteria as prescribed
in the Catawba FSAR, and in accordance with appropriate
pwedures for QA-1 and QA-4 calculations. No redundancy
or separation criteria is violated by this modification.

CN-11067 Description: This modification placed a manual bypass for P-14 safety
signal (Steam Generator High High Level) to prevent
feedwater isolations during Modes 4, 5 and 6.

Evalcation: A seismic analysis has l>xn performed ft the main coatrol
board and found to be satisfactory. An appropriate Appendix
R review was satisfactorily conducted.

CN-11107 Description: This modification adds a recirculation loop to the Boric Acid
Tank (BAT).

Evaluation: The BAT recirculation loop is qualified for normal
environmental and vibrational conditions. The qualification
of neither the NV, WL, nor the NB system is degraded as a
result of this modification. Neither any fission product
barriers nor any source term evaluation is adversely affected
by the modification. The ability to maintain the BAT boric
acid concentration within required limits is not adversely
affected by the modification.

CN-ill19 Description: This modification added scal-in circuitry to the Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump Turbine (CAPT) overspeed trip lights on the
main control board and the SSF.

Evaluation: Addition of the seal-in circuitry will not affect the trip
_

function, only the individual trip lights. The relays that were
added are environmentally qualified and will be seismicahy
mounted by standard procedure.

CN-11123 Description: This modification ieplaced the stuffingbox on the Unit 1 RN
pumps.

Evaluation: The new stuffingbox will perform all the functions of the old
stuffingbox and the additional taps will only be in use during
maintenance periods. The operation of the RN pumps will

| 20
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not be adversely affected by this modincation. No new
failure modes are introduced as a result of this modification.

CN-11146 Description: This modincation redesigned the present method for flushing
the P.N to CA FWP piping.

Evaluation: The KC, RN, and CA system as well as the Auxiliary
Shutdown Panel will function as before. The potential for
efnuent to be flushed from the KC system to the RN system
has been evaluated and determined acceptable.

CN-Ill63 Description: This modi 6 cation replaces the turbine-generator (TGN)
Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) with a digital turbine
control system which uses state of the art technology.

Evaluation: The turbine trip functions listed in the FSAR are preserved,
and the anticipated frequency of a turbine trip is not
increased. The reliability of the new EHC system is at least
the same as that of the current EHC. The safety analysis of
turbine overspeed and turbine trip are unaffected by the
modification and remain bounding.

CN-lll68 Description: This modification installed the Digital Feedwater Control
System (DFCS) on Unit 1.

Evaluation: Input signal validation is employed and no failure
mechanisms were identiDed that would adversely affect
safety. The systems purpose and the manner ofimplementing
this purpose remain unchanged as a result of this modincation
and all failures of this system lead to conditions that are
analyzed specifically or are in the FSAR. All signals to and
from this system are isolated from safety related equipment.

CN-11169 Description: This modification revised existing supports on Feedwater
system piping in the Turbine Building,

, ,

Evaluation: The function of the feedwater system is not altered by these
revisions to the supports. The probability of any Feedwater
System accident or any other accident is not increased since
no system including the feedwater system is adversely
affected by the revision to the supports.

CN-11176 Description: This modification replace the Diesel Generator (D/G) Fuel
Oil (FD) and Lube Oil (LD) rigid corner piping with

21
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flexhoses.

Evaluation: The nexhose segments and accessories-to_be installed have-
been evaluated in an acceptable substitution report. The
design pressures and temperatures of the flexhose selected
match or exceed the design pressure and tempemtures of the
other parts of the FD and LD Systems. The stresses and
deflections corresponding to a combination of normal loads
and seismic forcing functions have been found to be within
acceptable limits.

CN-11178 Description: This modification replaced the existing Rochester Instruments
sequence of events recorder (SER) with the Dranetz Model
22 SER. A new printer and stand were also added.

Evaluation: The function of the SER is not altered, and no new failure
modes are introduced. The addition of the new printer and
printer stand have been shown to not adversely affect |
surrounding equipment and are not required to be mounted as
QA4.

CN-ill82 Description: This modification adds support brackets to guide non-essential l

thermocouple cables into the reactor vessel instrument ports.

Evaluation: This modification does not affect the function of any
operating system. The support brackets for the thermocouple
cables will reduce the likelihood of failures due to bending of

'

connections. The new supports were evaluated for potential
stress problems and found acceptable.

CN-11183 Description: This modification performs .HED related improvements on the
Main Control Boards and the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Turbine Control Panel.

Evaluation: The changes performed in this modification are cosmetic in
nature and will not affect the performance of any system.
This modification has no adverse impact on the seismic
qualification of the affected main control boards. No control
circuits will be changed as a result of this modification.

CN-l ll88 Description: This modification upgrades the software for the Inadequate
Core Cooling Monitor-86 (ICCM-86) to improve the
operation of the ICCM system based on a Westinghouse Field
Change Notice.

22
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Evaluation: The ICCM performs ne function during normal plant
operation. The interfaces it has with equipment used during
no: mal _ plant operations will riot be affected by this
modification. The ICCM functions are unchanged as a result
of the modification. The scismic and Appendix R
qualincation of the ICCM are not affecte<1 by this
modification.

CN-11191 Description: This modification installed ultrasonic level instrumentation on
the Reactor Coolant (NC) system piping on both the B and
the C hot legs.

Evaluation: Material compatibility was considered in the design of this
modification. Seismic and stress evaluations were performed
for this modification. The impact on the integrity of the NC
system piping was reviewed. An Appendix R review was
conducted.

CN-11192 Description: This modification changed the orientation of the Feedwnter
Control Bypass Valve (FCBV) and its internal configuration.

Evaluation: This modification was examined for all. considemtions
involving flow, failure modes, accidents and installation
standards and has been found acceptable,

CN-11195 Description: The Diesel Generator Engine Jacket Water Cooler Inlet
Valves, RN232A and RN292B, were replaced with a more
reliable and more easily maintainab!c butterfly valve.

Evaluation: The valves will function as before with respect to signals and
operating times. Although the C, is less, the flow capability
is adequate. The operator is also adecuately sized.
Materials, stress analysis, and pressure / temperature
parameters have been considered.

CN-11201 Description: This modification installed a set a acceleronieters on each of

the four Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs).

Evaluation: This modification will have no adverse in. pact on equipment
used for normal plant operations. No new failure modes
were identified. No accident mitigation system or equipment
is affected by this modification. The ability of the LVCUs to |
maintain lower compartment temperature within the limits of )
safety analysis is not degraded by the modification. No

1
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fission product barrier is affected. Furthermore, no source
term analysis is affected.

CN 11216 Description: This modification replaced gate valves BB8,10,19,21,56,
57, 60, and 61 with gate valves with a different Internal
configuration and a slightly larger Electric Motor Operator
(EMO).

Evaluation: No current function of these valves is being added to, deleted
from or altered. The new valves operate in the same manner
and are of the same class and construction material as the old
valve.

CN-11222 Description: This modification replaced the control room analog processor
Ice Condenser (NF) temperature chait recorder with a chart
recorder that has a digital processor.

Evaluation: The NF temperature recorder is provided to trend NF
temperature and to alarm on high temperature in the ice bed,
it has neither a control function nor a control interface with
any system used for normal plant operation, The reliability
of the ice bed temperature monitoring will not be impaired by
this modification.

CN-11227 Description: This modification changed the tubing downstream of the-
discharge side of the existing ven! valves in the NW Normal
and Assured Makeup Water lines to piping.

Evaluation: The material specifications, design limits, and safety
classification of the drain lines through the isolation valves

. will be the same as the Assured Makeup Water Lines. The
L modifications do not affect the integrity or the availability of

either the RN or the NW System to respcud to an accident.

CN-11239 Description: This modification will relocate a 3/4" line from upstream of

| NI95A to just downstream of the same valve. Check valve
NI471 will be installed in the new line.|

Evaluation: Materials to be added under this modification are compatible
with the existing design. The valves will still function as

L designed as containment isolation valves.
l

CN-11241 Description: The Fuci Handling Area Ventilation (VFi controls will be
modified to prevent shutdown of the VF Exhaust Fan upon,

|-
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indication of high radiation levels in the unit vent stack or
upon detection of smoke upstream of the VF Exhaust Filter
Units.

Evaluation: Removal of the trips on high radiation level in the unit vent
L stack and on smoke upstream of filters will result in the

increase of the availability of the VF exhaust fans to perform
their design function. Neither of these trips are safety related
and no credit is taken for them in the safety analysis.

;- Compliance with the appropriate seismic, Appendix R, and
| separation criteria is unchanged. No changes are made in

any of the interfaces between VF and any system used for
any phase of plant operation.

CN-11242 Description: This modification changed control circuit wiring and;

| associated documentation for ICA2,4, and 6; IFW0l A and
! 32B; IND32A and 65B, IRF389B,447B and 457B; and 12
'

KC valves in accordance with the guidance in Generic Letter
89-10.

Evaluation: All the valves will be rewired to include open-torque bypass
switches. Valve operator speed and capacity are unaffected.
Open and closure times are unaffected. Any signals which
would result in valve motion are unaffected.

CN-11243 Description: This modification installed drain lines downstream of
1RN236,296, and 2RN236.

Evaluation: The design of this modi 6 cation will not functionally affect
any system during any mode of operation. The design will
prevent excessive leakage and potemial line breaks.

! CN-ll250 Description: This modification added a branch pipe, isolation valve, weld
flange and blind flange to the Unit 1 Nuclear Service Water

! supply crossover line to facilitate temporary insertion of a
wi p:ug.

Evaluation: The additional mass and change to the center of gravity of the
RN pipe was analyzed and found to be acceptable for pipe

| 1estraints and stress analysis concerns. The modification used

| materials and methods equivalent to those already in the RN
system.

CN-ll254 Description: This modification machined a 2.7 inch diameter penetration
i

!
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in the secondary side shell of steam generator IB and '

provided bolted closure.

Evaluation: The closure meets all ASME Section 111 Code requirements
and is consistent with the design parameters associated with
the Steam Generator. Stress analysis demonstrates structural
integrity of the shell penetration and ciosure for all conditions
in compliance with ASME Section Ill code requirements.
The previously analyzed steam line break accident bounds any
potential failure of the shcIl closure assembly.

CN-ll259 Description: This modi 0 cation performed a leak repair on the Steam
Generator secondary side manway.

Evaluation: The repair met all ASME Section III code requirements and
was consistent with the design pressures and temperatures
associated with the Steam Generator. The structural integrity
of tne Steam Generator is not compromised by this
modification.

CN 20073 Description: Thit. modification placed a manual bypass for P-14 safety
signal (Steam Generator High-High Level) to prevent
feedwater isolations during Modes 4, 5 and 6.

Evaluation: A scismic analysis has been performed for the main control
board and found to be satisfactory. An appropriate Appendix
R review was satisfactorily cor. ducted.

CN-20279 Description: This raodification provided floor drains needed to collect
spills from vake packing and flanges that leak potentially
contaminated water on elevation 543.

Evaluation: There will be no appreciable load increase for the floor if the
drain clogs up and fills the curbing with water. No safety
related equipment is in the area of the curbing so flooding of
safety related equipment inside the curbing is not a concern. .

No concerns with seismic interaction or flooding of
equipment on elevation 522 due to pipe break exists.

CN-20396 Description: T'is en :Scation removes or replaces snubbers identified as
no lom i a tded.

Evaluation: The piping systems and support / restraints reanalyzed for
snubber reduction were donc so in consideration of loads and

26
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load combinations and allowable stress criteria as prescribed
in the Catawba FSAlt, nno in accordance with appropriate
procedures for QA 1 and QA-4 calculations. No redundancy
or separation criteria is violated by this modiScation.

CN 20558 lbeription: This modificatio3 provided more uniform flow from each
iteam generator (S/G) sample line to EMP34 by installing a
Linear Kinetic Ceu (LKC), a manually controlled throttle
valve, and a flow meier in each sample line.

Evaluation: The flow valves and instrumentation will be installed in.

accordance with applicable QA standards and the equipment
is rated for the design temperatures, pressures, and flow rates
for this part of the system, and rio operating or control
function will be added or deleted.

CN-ll216 lberiptic,r T'is modification replaced gate valves BB8,19,56, and 60
w.:h gate valves with a different Internal configuration and a
slightly larger Electric Motor Operator (EMO).

Evaluation: The function of these valves and it.s method of
implementation remains unchanged. No current function of
these valves is being added to, deleted frorn or altered. The
new valves operate in the same manner and are of the same

_

class and construefon material as the old valve.

CN 20572 Description: This modification modified and relocated the flow restricting
orifice installed in the main feedline (loops C and D)
downstream of the feedwater bypass piping takeoff and
moved check valve 2CF168 downstream and increased the ,

line size do -stream of 2CF96.
7

Evaluation: The orifices a properly designed and function exactly as ,

before. Structural mechanics, stress analysis and hanger
design have been reviewed and found acceptable.

CN 20576 Description: This modification 6 anged the orientation of the Feedwater
Control Bypass Valve (FCBV) and its internal configuration.

Evaluation: This modification was examined for all considerations
involving flow, failure modes, accidents and installation
standards and has been found acceptable.

CN-20582 Description: This moMt - allowed testing of certain valves in order

27
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to uixiate document CNM 1205.001997 (Torque Switch
settings for Rotork and Limitorque EMO's).

Evaluation: The operation of these valves does not constitute excessive
wear to the valves nor a radiological hazard to test personnel.
There will be no changes to the valves after completion of the
testing, and no control functions will be altered.

CN-20615 Description: This modification relocated the Up>wr Surge Tank (UST)
level instrumentation high point connection from the riser
between the UST and the Upper Surge Dome Tank (USDT)
to the USDT to the USDT vent line to the cor. denser.

Evaluation: The ability to monitor UST level is not degraded by the
modincation. The availability of the UST as a preferred CA

{ source is not adversely affected by the modification.

CN-20631 Dewrlption: This modification performed a leak seal repair on valves
2SV2511 and 2SV27A.

Evaluation: The ability of the valves to function as designed is not
adversely impacted by this modification. No new failure
modes were identified. The operability of the valve was
verified after completion of leak repair.

CN 20632 Description: The Fuel llandling Area Veritilation (VF) controls will be
modified to prevent shutdowr; of the VF Exhaust Fan upon
indication of high radiation levels in the unit vent stack or
upon detection of smoke upstream of the VF Exhaust Filtcr
Units.

Evaluation: Removal of the trips on high radiation level in the unit vent
stack and on smoke upstream of filters will result in the
increase of the availability of the VF exhaust fans to perform
their design function. Neither of these trips are safety related
and no credit is taken for them in the safety analysis.
Compliance with the appropriate scismic, Appendix R, and
separation criteria is unchanged. No changes are made in
any of the interfaces between VF and any system used for
any phase of plant operation.

CN-20637 Description: This modification provided the option for on-line leak sealing
repair of valve 2CA61 by installing bonnet studs with
injection washers below the bonnet nut.

28
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Evaluation: No new failure modes were identified, and the valve
operation will not be affected. The valve is still Class B and
seismically designed. The scalant to be used has been

,

categorized for this use by the Power Chemistry section.

CN-50303 Description: This modi 6 cation provided additional security barriers for
certain areas at the protected area boundary and vital area
boundaries.

Evaluation: Design considerationr were made concerning drainage,
llVAC How, and attachment to scismic walls and found to be
satisfactory.

CN 50375 Description: This modification added an oil reclaim line to both YC
Control Area Chillers, CRA-C-1 and CRA-C-2.

Evaluation: The modification only inytIves connecting copper tubing
between the evaporator and condenser of the chillers. There
will be no impact on containment leakage or fNl cladding
integrity. The installation of the copper tubing has been
seismically analyzed and the tubing has been reviewed for
piping interactions. The modification has no impact on the
chillers' design basis requirements of maintaining proper
temperature control in the Control Area.

CN-50385 Description: This modification will .acrease the corrosion protection
provided to the Lube Oil Tanks, Fuel Oil Tants and lines.

Evaluation: The cathodic protection system is not nuclear safety related.
The function of the D/G's to operate post accident is not
affected by this modification. The modification was designed
to the proper QA Conditions and industry standards.

CN 50414 Description: This modincation provided the option of routing the service
water strainer backwash to the RN pump pit.

Evaluation: A stress analysis and interaction review was completed
'

satisfactorily. The RN strainers, pumps, and pump pit
equipment are not degraded and no new failure modes were
found. The RN pump suction How and temperature are not
adversely affected and the operation of the RN System
equipment and heat sinks are not affected.

CN-50415 Description: This modincation built a cofferdam and settlement pond near

29
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the SNSWP to retain silt and waste water which accumulate ;

during dredging around the SNSWP intake structure.
'

Evaluation: The effect of a cofferdam failure on the SNSWP was
evaluated. The results show that the SNSWP intake would -

not be isiundated upon complete failure of the cofferdain.
The integrity ated availability of the SNSWP following a
seismic event will not be degraded by the modification.
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CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

Summary of Changes to the SLC Manual
Completed Under 10CFR50.594

SLC 16.2.7 Description: This change reduced the maximum allowable surveillance
extension from 50% to 25% in 16.2.7.

Evaluation: This change brings the requirements of the SLC manual in
line with the requirements of Technical Specincation 4.0.2.
This change improves the chances of discovering unreliable
equipment and is more conservative than the current
requirements.

SLC 16.9.5 Description: This change provided a complete list of Dre barriers and
scaling devices to SLC 16.9.5.

Evaluation: This change will prevent further PIRs/LERs due to missed
Dre watches.

SLC 16.9.6 Descripdon: This change deleted fire zones 128 and 130 from Table 16.9
3.

I

Evaluation: This change was editorial in nature in that it correctal a
mistake made in the original SLC.

.
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CATAWilA NUCLilAR STATION ,

Summary of Procedure Changes Completed
' ; Under 50.59 From 10/1/90 - 9/31/91
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TN/1/B/2488/CE/01A, initial Issue

Implementatien Procedure TN/1/B/2488/CF/01A provides qu. dance for the
modification of the control and alarm circuitry f or Radiation Monitor ([W )
1 EMF 31. The changes will incorporate alarm delays during normal backflush
cycles and pump restart delays following backflushes to allow the pump time to
stop its backward rotation before restarting. In order to ma6e these changes,
some relays will have to be added or changed and some wiring modifications
performed. 11 order to perform these electrical changes, the Turbine Building
Sump (WP) Sample Pump and flow switches lWPFSS100 and 5120 will need to be
isolated. To accomplish the isolations. a brealer for the pump will need to
be isolated. To accomplish the isolations, a breakor for the pump will need
to be opened and two fuses pulled to Isolate the flow switches. These
isolations will disable the sample pump, radiation monitor lEMF31, flow
switches lWPFSL100 and 5120, the pump indicating lights on ITBDx0057, the flow
alarm light on IEMF31, and the low flow annunciator for 15hF31 in the control,

room. Since 1[MF31 will be out of serv 1ce, the Tech. Spec. requfroments for
manual sampling will be followed daring implemontation of this Exempt Change.
The equipment and sampling system affected by this t<empt Change are not
safety reiated or required to bring the unit to a safe shutdown. Dnly the WP
radiation monitoring system and equipment are affected.

Based on the abcVe discussion, it is concluded that there are no unreviewed
safety questions associated with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1195/00/OlA, Initial issue

NSM CN-ll195, Rev. O, replaces the BIF butterfly valves 1RN232A and 1RN2928,
which are currently installed in Diesel Generator Rooms lA and 18. These
valves serve as the Diesel Generator Engine Jac6 ot Water Cooler (KD HXs) inlet
isolation valves. Posi-Seal valves will bo installed at 'bese locations.
This procedure provides guidelines for the top 1..coment of valve IRN232A..

Valve IRN232A is interlocked to open when Diesol Generator (D/G) 1A starts and
supply cooling water (RN) to tha Diesel Generator engine Jacket water cooler.
The valve closes when the Diese stops Therefore, replacing valve IRN232A
requires Diesel Generator 1A to be talen cut of service. The redundant
diesel, Diesel Generator IB, is not affected by this procedure and will be
available to supply emergency power. If a Unit'* diesel is out of service or
down for maintenance, then the shared valves normally powered from that
channel are provided with mar.ual switchovor to tho other Unit's diesel of
corresponding channel. However, due to isolations, the corresnonding Unit 2
Diesel will likewise be out of se vico during the replacement of valve
IRN232A. lhis procecure requires that the valvo replacemon', be performed
under the constr aints of Tech. Spec. 3.8.1.I which requires that D/G 1A be
returned to service nit hin 72 hours. This onsures thaqtne required D/G's are
available to supply emergency power to all accident mit qat ty systems. Due

O creve't theto the redundancy in components, the loss of one train W(ll no
accident mitigation systems from performing their intende9funckhonsand j

achieve safe shut down. 1

I
No system affected by this procedure ini t ia tes acc ident s. The loss of one i
Diesel Generator FD Hoat Frchanger has already heon ovaluated. !

|
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Based on the above considerations, no unreviewed safety questions are
determined to be associated with the implemontation of t;is procedure.

TN/1/A/1195/00/02A, Initial Issue

hSM CN-11195, Rev. O, rep' aces the BIF butterfly valves 1RN232A and 1RN2928,
which are currently installed in Diesel Generator Rooms 1A and 18. These
valves serve as the Diesel Generator Engine Jacket Water Cooler (KD HXs) inlet
' solation valves. Posi-Scal valves will be installed at these locaticns.
This precedure provides guidelines for the replacement of valve IRN2928.

h Valve IRN2928 is interlocked to open when Diesel Generator (D/G) 18 starts and
supply cooling water (RN) to the Diesel Generator engine Jacket water cooler.
The valve closes when the Diesel stops. Therefore, replacing valve IRN292B

~

requires Diesel Generator IB to be taken out of service. The redundant
diesel, Diesel Generator IA, is not affected by this procedure and will be
available to supply emergency power. If a Unit's diesel is out of service or
down for maintenance, then the shared valves normally powered from that

! channel are provided with manual switchover to the other Unit's diesel of
b corresponding channel. However, due to isolations, the corresponding Unit 2

Diesel will Itkewise be out of service during the replacement of valve
IRN2928. This procedure requires that the valve replacerrent be performed
under the constraints of Tech. Spec. 3.8.1.1 which requires that D/G 18 be
returned to service within 72 hours. This ensures that the required D/G's are
available to supply emergency power to all accident mitigation systems. Due=

to the redundancy in components, the loss of one train will not prevent the
accident mitigation systems from performing their intended functions and
achieve safe shut down.

No system affected by this procedure initiates accidents. The loss of one
Diesel Generator KD Heat Erchanger has already been evaluated.
' "

j'vad on ths above considerations, no unreviewed safety questions are, ,

determined to be associtted with the implementation of this procedure.g
-,

PT/0/A/4400/08 Retype, Changes 0 to 57 incorporated '

The purpose of this procedure is to ensura that all safety related iomponents
receive adequate cooling water during a faulted Engineered Safety Features
(ESF) situation from the Nuclear Service (RN) System. This procedure does not
create an unreviewed safety question.

There are two different balances performed using this procedure. One is the
full flow balance, which includes all necessary plant components such as the
Component Cooling Heat Exchangers, the Cont.ainment spray (NS) Heat Exchangers,
and the Diesel Generator Engine Coo'ing Water (hD) Heat Exchangers. The other
flow balance will only set flows pertaining to the pump itself, such as
bearing lubrication, motor cooling, and bearing oil cooling.

During the full flow balance, the trains are first isolated from tach other,
f Neither train is made inoperable, although the component under which

maintenance was performed is considered to be inoperable. The component flows

I _.
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are adjusted and throttle valves locked once all flows are within the
specified range.

Upon the cleaning of a NS Heat Exchanger, toe associated RN train will be
considered operable; only the isolated heat exchanger will be considered |

inoperable. During the post-cleaning flow balance, the addressed heat ;

exchanger will gradually be brought back into service while the Ley fl6ws are ;

monitored for their maintained operability.

During the pumphouse flow balance, only the pump under test is placed in
service. The crossover valves are not closed, and pump discharge pressure is
lowered to the pressure obtained during the previous full flow balance by use
of inservice components and additional NS Heat Exchangers. Again, neither
train of RN is made inoperable by the procedure. Operators are fully aware of
the status of the NS Heat Exchangers at all times.

The RN pumps are not operated outside design conditions.

PT/1/A/4600/03A, Change #56

This change consisted of correcting an incorrect page number, adding a
sign-off space which was removed by mistake from the last retype, and revising
the allowed maximum flow rates of both Reactor Makeup Water Pumps when the
Boron Dilution Mitigation System is inoperable in Modes 3, 4, or 5.

These new flow rates, along with the Source Range Neutron Flux Monitors,
ensure that adequate time is available for the operator to recognize and
tenninate a dilution event prior to a loss of shutdown margin.

The new flow rates were obtained 1 rom a Duke reanalysis, dated May 2, 1989, of
the Boron Dilution Accident. The reanalysis resulted from a Westinghouse
bulletin dated July 19, 1988, conce ming potential non-conservatisms in the
existing boron dilution analysis, i change is being incorporated to remove
the non-conservatisms from the Tec, spec. surveillance, although the Tech.
Specs, have not been changed at this time.

.

This procedure change does not create an unreviewed safety question.
l'

PT/2/A/4600/03A, Change #41

This change revised the allowed maximum flow rates of both Aeactor Makeup
Water Pumps when the Boron Dilution Mitigation System is inoperable 1:1 Modes
3, 4,'or 5.

These new flow rates, along with the Source Range Neutron Flux Monitors,
ensure that adequate time is available for the operator to recognize and
terminate a dilution event prior to a loss of shutdown margin.

T..a new flow rates were obtained from a Duke reanalysis, dated May 2, 1989, of
the Boron Oilution Accident. The reanalysis resulted from a Westinghouse
bulletin dated July 19, 1988, cor.cerning potential non-conservatisms in the'

existing boron dilution analysis. This change is being incorporated to renove
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the non-conservatisms from the Tech. Spec, surveillance, although the Tech.
Specs, have not been changed at this time. ;

;

This procedure change does not create an unreviewed safety question.

I

OP/1/A/6'C0/01, Change #191 !

This change incorporates new Power Range (P/R) Nuclear Instrumentation System
(N;5) Calibration data obtained per PT/1/A/4600/05A. This change replaces

'
,

page 1 of Table 2.2 with new data.

OP/1/A/6700/01, Unit One Data Book, Table 2.2 is used to record the 100% Full
Power Calibration Currents (at Axial offsets of +20%, 0%, and -204) and the M
factors for_each of the Power Range Excore Detectors. Data is obtained for :

this table only by approved procedure PT/1/A/4600/05A, "Incore/Excore i

Calibration", or PT/1/A/4600/05D " Interim incore/Excore Calibration". The :

data recorded on this table is used by Instrument and Electrical to adjust the :

Axial Flux Dif terence (AFD) calculating circuitry and Operator Aid Computer
(OAC) programs. It may also be used to manually calculate AFD and Quadrant
Power Tilt Ratio (QPTR) if the OAC is inoperable.

Since AFD is used to dynamically adjust both the Overtemperature Differentia)
Temperature and Overpower Differential Temperature setpoints, the data herein !

is safety related. -

This change does not create an unreviewed safety question. t

,

OP/2/A/6700/01, Change #121

This change updated curve 1.2,1, Temporary Rod Withdrawal Limits. Temporary
Rod Control Limits need to be established per PT/0/A/4150/21, " Temporary Rod
Withdrawal Limits Determination" performed during Catawba Unit 2 Cycle 4
(C2C4) Zero Power Physics Testing.

'

This curve is intended to supply the Operators with a reference to the results
of PT/0/A/4150/21, " Temporary Rod Withdrawal Limits Determination" performed
on 9/13/90 for C2C4. .This curve is required by Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3.a to
ensure that the Moderator Temperature Coef ficient (MIC) is negative at 100%
power (and less negative than required by Tech. Spec. 3.1 at other power

'levels.)

The results provide for Temporary Rcd Withdrawal Limits at 0% power and
between 85% ar.d 100% power. At all other power levels the MTC will be within
Tech. Specs.

-Data from CNNE 1553.05-08 (C2C4 Startup and Operation 31 Report) Figure 9
indicates that the predicted Hot Full Power (HFP) Boron Concentration for 4
Effective Full Power Days (EFPD) is 1243 ppmB. Since this is less than the

_

most limiting boron concentration, Temporary Rod Withdrawal Limits will no >

longer ce necessary beyond 4 EFPD.

'
- ,_ - . _ ~ - _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ . - - _ . _ _ . _ - . _ . _ . _ _ ._ _ _._._ _ _ __ ._ _ _



This curve does not affect plant systems, structures, or components in any
way. The procedure calculating this curve uses Design data and data from
pb/ sics testing.. This change does not create an unreviewed safety question.

PT/2/A/4250/03E Retype, Changes 0 to 9 Incorporated

This procedure retype verifies proper flow balance of Auxiliary Feedwater (CA)
lines to the Steam Generator' (S/Gs) and verifies the proper stroking of CA
check valves as required by Tech. Specs, and ASME Section XI, respectively.
This test is performed in Mode 3 prior to going into Mode 2. During all
portions of the test, all three CA-pumps and associated flow pa*,hs are
maintained in an operable condition. Modifications installed to fail open the
CA flew control valves do not defeat the fail open capability of the CA flow
control valves on a valid Auto Start Signal. Reclosure of the flow control .

valve can be immediately established by closure of the test switch, and only {one out of the three CA pumps is tested at any given time.

This-test injects water from the CA pumps to the S/Gs, which are near their I

normal-operating pressure. During the injection period, normal feedwater flow
,

to the affected S/G is isolated. This is a design function of the CA system i

up to approximately 3% Reactor Power. S/G high level (Feedwater Isolation)*

and S/G low level (CA Auto Start) capability is maintained at all times.
Adequate margin above the Safety injection Setpoint on low steam 1tne pressure
(725-Psig)-is maintained by providing test termination criteria of 900 Psig. .

The CA' system is used in its normal standby readiness alignment.as specified
by the FSAR. No Unreviewed Safety Questions exist by the performance of this
procedure,

,

!

PT/2/A/4200/09, Change #63 ;

This evaluation applies to change number 63 of PT/2/A/4200/09 Engineered
Safets Features (ESF) Actuation Test. This change adds additional load to the
actual load for Diesel Generator (D/G) 2A for enuipment that was not operated
during the A train Blachout section of the ESF test. These components have i

already been retested to verify they will start on a blackout signal. Values
for loads are obtained from FSAR table 8.3.1-1. The change also deletes 2VP7A
from the enclosures where response times are recorded. 2VP7A exceeded its
allowable . stroke time; however, Tech. Spec. 3.6.1.9 requires that the valve be
sealed'cloted during modes 1 through.4. As a result, power is removed from '

this valve with the valve in its safety position (closed) during the modes in
_

which it is required to be able to r.Inse in a specified time.
;

i

No unreviewed safety question is created by this change.

!
'

pT/2/A/4200/09, Change #57
!

This procedure change was written to remove power from Containment Spray (NS) i

-. valves 2NS128 and 2NS15B during the performance of section 12.4 and to restore
power after the test. This will ensure that na water will be sprayed into i

'upper containment during section 12.4. The load for these valves is not

S
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needed in section 12.4, and the valves will be timed in section 12.5. Another
part of this change will rack NS pump 2B to test for section 12.5. This will
keep NS 28 pump from starting in order to ensure that no water will be sprayed

; into upper containment during performance of section 12.5. The breaker for NS
pump 2B will be returned to the "as found" position by the current procedure.

|Unit 2 is required to be in Mode 5 by this procedure, and NS is not required
to be operable in mode 5. Thus, an unreviewed safety question is not created
by this change.

PT/2/A/4200/09C, Change #1

This change will allow the testing of the Boron Dilution Mitigation System
(BDMS) in a mode where a charging pump is operating to provide seal injection
flow to the Reactor Coolant pump seals. The original procedure was designed j
to be performed when all the charging pumps are off. This change will cause a :

swap of suction sources from the Volume Control Tank (VCT) to the Refueling |
Water Storage Tank (FWST) while the charging pump is running. This change of '

suction sources with the pump opeiating is the original design of the system.
I

This system is designed to supply high boron concentration water from the FWST
in case an unexpected dilution is taking place. The test prerequisites verify '

that a planned boron dilution is not in progress. Tech. Specs. 3.1.2.5 and 1

3.1.2.6 ensure that the FVST boron concentration is maintained at a minimum of '

2000 ppmB in Modes 1 to 6. In any case, the injection of borated water from
the FWS1 will only cause the shutdown margin of the Reactor Coolant system to
increase.

During the entire test, both trains of BDMS will remain operable and capable
of performing their intended function. No unreviewed safety question is

,

created by performance of this procedure.

*

PT/1/A/4200/34, Change #15

Change #15 to PT/1/A/4200/34 revises the Valve Inservice Test (IWV) stroke i

time value for Containment Purge (VP) valves to 10 seconds, to eliminate the
need to maintain the valves with an unnecessary limiting value of 5 seconds.
The required action for stroke time increases is also changed. Trending will
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. The evaluation will be performed by the
responsible engineer.

The VP system. is only operated in mode 5 or lower. Timing the valves to close
within 10 seconds will ensure containment closure for high radiation and high
relative humidity. The valves will continue to be tested on a cold shutdown
frequency. No unreviewed safety question is created by this procedure.

PT/2/A/4250/02E, Change #34

This change provides the necessary steps to verify the proper operation of the '

S/G Hi-Hi Level (P-14) Blocking switch. Signals will be generated in the
process cabinets, and proper Llocking and unblocking functions of the switch
will be verified. Since the Feedwater Isolation function from P-14 is only

- .-. __ . . - . - . . . . - - . . -- - . - . - - - - . - . - - - -- - -
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required for Modes 2 and 1, and this test can only be performed in Modes 5, 6
and No Mode, there is no impact on Tech. Specs.

The additicn of these steps in the procedure does not change the final
actuation of the F-14 circuit, if the P-14 fails to block the initiating
signal, the equipment affected does not change from the original intent of the
procedure. Therefore no new accident scenarios are created, and the proba-
bility of an evaluated accident scenario is not increased. There is also no
new equipment malfunction created since the addition of the P-14 block circuit
has already been evaluated in the modification package.

No unreviewed safety question exists.

MP/0/A/7300/03, Change #1
-

This is a previously approved and fully reviewed procedure to which a new
section is being added, section 11.27. Section 11.27 is titled " Pneumatic
Control Valve Removal, Replacement, and Corrective Maintenance". The new
section provides a method of procedural documentation and guidance for re-
moval, replacement, and corrective maintenance of the dryer pneumatic control
valves. Incorporation of the dryer pneumatic control valves into this proce-
dure is to consolidate inspections and activities under one procedure for this
component. -Enclosure 13.1 has been upgraded to document requirements of the
new section 11.27.

This addition verifies or restores the pneumatic control valves back to their
original material and operating condition. It does NOT create an unreviewed
safety question.

MP/0/A/7450/34, Change #1

The following changes were made to this procedure:
'

Step 4.1.1 was changed to provide further clarification.*

Changed the word Condenser to Compresscr in step 11.2.5.*

Placed statement (Crack open valve 5) at the beginning of step 11.5.1.5.*

Deleted original steps 11.6.5 through 11.6.13 and added the following new*

steps:

11.6.5 Visually check liquid level on site glass, (located on the
cooler -hell).
NOTE: Do not exceed 2 1/2 bolt level on the cooler site glass.

Storage tanks may contain reserve refrigerant.
11.6.6 When Freon level reaches 2 1/2 bolts on the cooler site glass,

close l_iquid line valve 7.
11.6.7 Turn off pumpout Compressor.
11.6.8 Close all valves (1 thru 11).

i

, , , , ,
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The above changes were made to provide further guidance and clarification to
the maintenancs personnel performing the work under the procedure.

Tech. Spec. 3/4.7.6 (two trains of YC operable) is affected by this procedure.
Operations hu the responsibility and the procedures for compliance with this
Tech. Spec. Maintenance will be performed on these chillers when Tech. Specs. i

allow, per Operations procedures.

Maintenance performed under this procedure has been reviewed against approved i

vendor manuals, design documeats, and station procedures to ensure that
corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return this chiller.
to as-built / as-cesigned condition. These actions will ensure the chiller's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the chiller will be returned to
as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences or probability of a
malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

OP/1/A/6200/12 Change #25

This change consists of tne following items:

1) Adding a step which, in conjunction with Chemistry's procedure, will
provide administrative controls to ensure the Reactor Make-up Water
Storage Tank (RMWST) makeup flow will not exceed its overflow capability.
The RMWST has an overflow capacity of 40 to 60 gpm, depending on the
level in the overflow discharge tank (Recycle Holdup Tank -- RHT). Each
of the two Make Demineralizer Vacuum Deaerator Discharge pumps, which are
used for RMWST makeup, can provide a maximum of 40 gpm to the RMWST. By
only allowing one pump to be in operation during the makeup, overflow
capacity will not b exceeded.

2) Revising the allowed maximum flow rates nf both Reactor Makeup Water
Pumps when the Boron Dilution Mitigation System (BDMS) is inoperable in
Modes 3, 4, or 5.

These new flow rates, along with the Source Range Neutron Flux Monitors,
ensure that adequate time is available for tne operator to recognize and
terminate a dilution event prior to a loss of shutdown margin.

The new flow rates were obtained from a Duke reanalysis, dated May 2, 1989, of
the Boron Dilution Accident. The reanalysis results from a Westinghouse
bulletin, dated July 19, 1988, concerning potential non-conservatisms in the
existing boron dilution analysis. This change is being incorporated to remove
the non-conservatisms from the Tech. Spec. surveillance.

OP/2/A/6200/12, Change #12

This change consists of the following items:

1) Adding a step which, in conjunction with Chemistry's procedure, will
provide administrative controls to ensure the RMWST makeup flow will not
exceed its overflow capability. The RMWST has an overflow capacity of 40
to 60 gpm, depending on the level in the overflow discharge tank (RHT).

- - - - ._ - - - . . - - - - ._ _ . - .
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Each of the two Make Demineralizer Vacuum Deaerator Discharge pumps,
which are used for RMWST makeup, can provide a maximum of 40 gpm to the
RMWST. By only allowing one pump to be in operation during the makeup,
overflow capacity will not be exceeded.

2) Revising the allowed maximum flow rates of both Reactor Makeup Water
Pumps when BDMS is inoperable in Modes 3, 4, or 5.

These new flow rates, along with the Source Range Neutron Flux Monitors,
ensure that adequate time is available for the operator to recognize and
terminate a dilution event prior to e loss of shutdown margin.

The new flow r6tes were obtained from a Duke reanalysis, dated May 2, 1989, of
the Boron Dilution Accident. The reanalysis results from a Westinghouse
bulletin, dated July 19, 1988, concerning potential non-conservatisms in the
existing boron dilutior analysis. This change is being incorporated to remove

-the non-conservatisms from the Tech. Spec. surveillance.

PT/2/A/4200/09 Change #60

This change to the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Actuation Periodic Test
procedure specifies rttests of components (2KC56A, 2NI9A, 2 nil 08, and 2NV91B)
for which no response times were obtained during the ESF test. 2NI9A and
2 nil 0B had power removed during the test to prevent Reactor Coolant System
volume from increasir.g. 2KC56A and 2NV918 went to their safety position
during the ESF test; however, no response times were obtained from the
Response Time Testing program on the Operator Aid Computer (0AC).

The retests for 1KC56A and INV918 are essentially identical to the Valve
Inservice (IWV) tests performed during cold shutdown, with the exception of
the initiating signal. Instead of using the pushbutton in the control room, a
jumper will be placed to stroke the valves to their closed position. During
the test of 2N19A and 2N1108, pressurizer level may increase slightly, and
there may be a slight temperature transient. Prior to opening the valves,
pressurizer level will be verified to be at a low level. Normal charging will
be isolated. Letdown may also be increased. The valves will only be open for
a short period of time. Each valve has a stroke tirne of approximately 5
seconds, and the valves may be closed as soon as they reach their open >

position. Nothing is being done to any of the valves being tested to hinder
their performance. The margin of ssfety as defined in the bases to Tech.
Spf.cs, is not reduced by this change to the procedure. No Unreviewed Safety
Question is created by this procedure.

TN/5/A/0078/00/01A, Initial Issue

NSM CN-50078,-Rev. O, will improve the reliability of the Control Area
Ventilation and Chilled Water (VC/YC) systems, simplify maintenance, and
reduce radiation exposure. This procedure will provide guidelines to add
individual "0N-AUT0" switches of various Train A VC/YC equipment, interlock
Train A Control Room return air damper with its respective Smoke Purge fan,
provide a Train A " sequencer signal control circuit" switch on the main
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control board, delyte Train A VC/YC temperature switches and associated
annunciator s, and downgrade Train A Chilled Water Pump dif ferential pressure
switch from safety to non-safety.

'No work will begin on this procedure unti? the critical Train A VC/YC 1r,ola-
tion dampers end switchgear Air Handling Units ( AHus) are operational for
retest purposes. Also, work will not begin on this A Train VC/YC procudure
until B Train is ir peration and determined that this train can pressurize
the Control Rcom; adequately to satisfy Tech. Spec. 4.7.6.e.3. This procedure
will be implemented under Tech. Spec. 3.7.6. This Tech. Spec. allows one
Train of VC/YC to be out of service for 7 days. Train A VC/YC will be out of
service during the implementation of this proradure.

No other system will be prevented from pert'orming any function important to*

safety while this work is being performed. All equipment affected by this
. procedure and the design intent of this modification will be completely tested
by Performance procedure TT/0/A/9100/56. -

The aargin of safety defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
unaffected. An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/5/A/0078/00/02A, Initial Issue

NSM CN-50078, Rev. O, will improve the reliability of the VC/YC systems,
simplify maintenance, and reduce radiation exposure. This procedure will
provide guidelines to add individual 'ON-AUT0" switches of various Train B
VC/YC equipment, interlock Train B Control Room return air damper with its
respective Smoke Purge fan, provide a Train B "soquencer signal control
circuit" switch on the main control board, delete Train B VC/YC temperature
switches and associated annurciators, and downgrade Train B Chilled Water Pump -

differential pressure switch from safety to non-safety.

No work will begin on this procedure until the critical Train B VC/YC isola- +

tion dampers end switchgear AHus are operational fcr retest purposes. Also,
work will not begin on this B Train VC/YC procedure until A Train is in opera-
tion and determined that this train can pressurize the Control Room adequately
to satisfy lech. Spec. 4.7.6.e.3. This procedure will be implemented under
Tech. Spec. .7,6. This Tech. Spec. allows one Train of VC/YC to be out of
service for 7 days. Train B VC/YC will be out of service during the imple-
mentation of this procedure.

No other system will be prevented from performing any function importkEt to
safety while this work is being performed. All equipment affected by this -

procedure and the design intent of this modification will be completely tested
by Performance procedure TT/0/A/9100/56.

The margin of safety defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
unaffected. An unreviewed safety question does not exist.
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TN/5/A/0078/Ou/05A, initial Issue

NSM CN-50078, Rev. O, will improve the rel' ability of the VC/YC systen.$,
simplify maintenance, and reduce radiation exposure. This prc<edure will
prcvide guidelines to install a hand-operated butterfly valve in duct between
discharge of smoke purge fan ICR-SPF-1 and t N unit vent and to install a
shaft seal on fan ICR-SPF-1.

No work will begin on this A Train VC/YC procedure until B Train is ir opera-
tion. This precedure will be implemented under Tech. Spec. L7,6. This Tech.
Spec. allows one Train of VC/YC to be out of service for 7 days. Train A
VC/YC will be out of service during the implementation of this procedure.

No other system will be prevented from performing any function important to
safety while this work is being performed. Before returning the smoke purge
f an ICR-SPF-1 to service, Construction / Maintenance Department (CMD) personnel
will assure the valv9 operates freely and properly, and Performance will per-
form a fluw balance of Train A VC/YC per PT/0/A/4450/08.

The margin of safety defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
unt f fected. An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/5/A/0078/00/06A, Initial Issue

NSM CN-50078, Rev. O, will improve the reliability of the VC/YC systems,
simplify maintenance, and reduce radiation exposure. This procedure will
provide guidelines to install a band-operated butterfly valve in duct between
discharge of smoke purge fan 2CR-SPF-1 and the unit vent and to install a
shaft seal on fan 2CR-SPF-1.

No work will begin on this B Train VC/YC procedure until A Train is in opera-
tion. This procedure will be implemented under Tech. Spec. 3.7.6. This Tech.
Spec allows one Train of VC/YC to be but of service for 7 days. Train B
VC/YC wl11 be out of service during the implementation of this procedure.

No other system will be prevented from performing any function important to
safety while this work is being performed. Before returning the smoke purge
fan 2CR-SPF-1 to service, CMD prsonnel will assure the valve operates freely
and properly, and Pe formance will perform a flow balance of Train B VC/YC per
PT/0/A/4450/08. *

The margin of safety defined in the bases nf the Technical Specifications is
,

unaffected. An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/0925/00/01A, Initia? Issue

The Boric Acid Tank (BAT) does not have adequate overpressure protection.
This problem could result in failure of the tank. The purpose of NSM
CN-10925, Rev. O, is to. modify the below the diaphragm vent line so automatic
venting capability is provided. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modifications to the below the diaphragm vent line.

.
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Implementing this procedure will require isolation and draining of the BAT.
The Operations Group will coordinate the isolations recessary to implement
this procedure. The modification to the vent line may be performed during an '

outage and in Modes 5, 6, and No Mode. The SAT will be out of_ service during
the modification. The systems and equipment affected by this procedure can be -

out of service during Modes 5, 6, and No Mode.
-

Testing for NSM CN-10925, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
,

Post Modification Testing program at the station. The new relief velve will' '

_be tested and verified to relieve at tne design setpoint. This testing.will
be performed before and after the valve is !nstalled in the system. The test -

.

of the valve before installation will verify the va;ve bas been properly
designed by the manufacturer. The test of the valve after installation will
verify the new test connection will perfurm its intended function, which is to
provide a_flowpath for in-line testing of tht relief valve. The testing after
installation of the relief valve will be performed in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode

,

while the tank is out of service. In addition, the BAT level protection
channels will be calibrated to verify proper operation of the instrumentation.>

Since the BAT is derlgned as an atmospheric tank, pressure testing of tne new ,

piping and components is not required. All of the testing referenced in this
evaluation is_ identified on the Post Modification Te> ting Plan and has been
reviewed by the system expert to ensure the testing identified adequately
addresses the concerns of the post modiffcation testing program.

;

Tne Operations Group will control the isolations required to implement this
~

procedure. Post modification testing vill be performed to ensure the relief
valve performs _its intended function.

Based on this discussion, there are no unroviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure,

,

OP/2/A/6700/01, Change #123

OP/2/A/6700/01 (Unit Two Data Book) Tab'a 2.2 is a table of data for use by
plant personnel.

I

'

FULL FGWER _CQRREhis

This section is used to record the 100% Full Power currents for +20, 0, and
' -20% axial offset and M factors for each of the Porter Range Excore Detectors.

Data is obtained for this section only by use of approved procedures such'as
,

PT/2/A/4600/05E, Refueling ENB Calibration, or PT/2/A/4600/05A, Incore/Excore
Calibration. Other tests may supply data to this section but in all cases the
tests must be approved' tests.

,

The data recorded here is used by Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel to
adjust the Axial Flux Difference ( AFU) calculating circuitry and Operator Aid
Computer (OAC) programs. It may also be used to manually calculate AFD if the
OAC is inoperable.

Since AFD is used to dynamically adjust both the Overtempet ature Dif ferential
Temperature and Overpower Differential Temperature setpcints, the data here is
safety related.

. . _. - - - - - .-- -



This change replaces page 1 of Table 2.2 to reflect new Power Range Currents
from t>,e interim incore/excore calibration performed at 30% power per
PT/2/A/4600/050.

Inforr,.ation in OP/2/A/6700/01 (Unit Two Data Book) is changed only by approved
,

procedure change. No equipment other than the Nuclear Instrumentation System
(NIS) is affected by Table 2,2, The safety margin will not be decreased.

,

PT/2/A/4400/06A, Change #7

Step 8.9 in the proteoure is changed to ensure that the Refueling Water
Storage Tank (WST) beater setpoints are adjusted to maintain an FYST
temperature of 93 degrees. This temperature will ensure that a sufficient

'

temperature differential exists t, atween the FWST and Nuclear Service Water
(RN) to perform a heat capacity test. The setpoints will be returned to
normal upon the completion of the test.

Tech. Specs. specify that the FWST temperature must remain between 70 and 100
degrees. The temperature is required to be maintained above 70 degrees to
preclude possible damage to the containment vessel due to the inadvertent
operation of the containment spray system. The temperature will still be
maintained within-the allowable limits as specified by Technical Specifica-

.

tions. Tbo margin of safety as defined in the bases to Tech. Specs, will not
be reduced by this change.

No unreviewed safety question is created by this change.

Mp/0/B/7650/124, Initial issue

This procedure is to be used as a guideline for station engineers and design
engineers for vibration testing of station components, and as documentation
that testing has occurred on station components. This procedure may be used
in the absence of a work request for data collection. However, if any work is
to be performed fr conjunction with this testing, a work request will be
required, and appropriate corrective maintenance procedures will be employed.

This procedure includes a checklist similar to the nuclear safety evaluation
checklist which must be completed and reviewed by a qualified reviewer prior
to any testing. In addition to the checklist, the test plan must be written
ond approved by the Mair:tenance Engineering Services (MES) engineer res-
ponsible for the compen9nt, as well as responsible Operations or Chemistry i

personnel.

This procedure is to be used for diagnostic testing only. No changes to plant-

components or systems may be performed under this procedure. No unreviewed
safety question exists as a result of this procedure.

- ---~-. - , - -- - - . - - - . _ _ . . - - - - , , _ - - - - - . - .
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NP/0/A/7200/01- Retype. Changes 0 to 4 Incorporated

This procedure has been revised; the changes to the procedure are as follows:

Sectinn 11.0 Step 11.3.3 was added to inspect th washers for flatness and
smooth finish.

Section 11.0 Step 11c5.8 was revised to include more detail about the
corrett sequence for replacing the packing in the valve bor. net.

Section 11.0 Step 11.6 was revised to include more detail on the correct
mGthod for setting the valve stem travel.

Enclosure 13.1 Was revisc:t to add appropriate sign-of f s.

Tech. Spec. 2/4.7.1 may be affseted by this procedure. Operations has the
responsit:ility and the procedures for compliance with tH s Tech. Spec.
Maintenance will be performed on the governor valve when Tech. Specs, allow,
per Operation's procedures. This revision will clarify and assure that
maintenance cctivities will return the governor valve to as-designed
conditions.

The changes made by this revhion are to incorporate lessons learned from
performing maintenance on the valve. Design documents and station procedures
have been reviewed to ensure that the corrective maintenance controlled by
this procedure will ieturn the governor valve to as-built /as-designed condi-
tion. These actions will ensure the governor valve's compliance with FSAR
accident analysis. Since the governor valve will be returned to as-designed
conditions, the possibility, consequences, er probability of a malfunction
will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

MP/0/A/7450/26 Change #2

This safety evaluation is for Change #2 to MP/0/A/7450/26. The following
changes have been made to the procedure:

- Added steps 11.2.6.1 through 11.2.6.4 to allow removal of fan sheeve and
bushing-) rom shaft,

- Added steps 11.2.10.1 through 11.2.10,10 to allow removal of pillow block
bearing assembly,

- Deleted steps 11.4.3 through 11.'4.16.

- Added new steps 11.4.3 through 11.4.6 to allow reinstallation of drive end
pillow block bv.aring, sh? eve, ~ and allow belt alignment and tensioning.

- Sign-offs were added to Enclosure 13.1 (Data Sheets) to document torque
velves for steps 11.4.3.4 and 11.4.5.1.

-The changes being made to this procedure have been reviewed against approved
| vendor manuals, design documents .and station procedures to ensure that the
j corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the fan-to

o
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as-built /as-designed conditions. These actions will ensure the fan's com-
pliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the fant will be returned to
as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a
malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

OP/0/B/6250/09, Retype #7, Changes 0 to 22 Incorporated

This retype is a major rewrite and contains numerous changes which include the
following:

1) Former enclosures dealing with precoating Condensate Polishing
Demineralizers (CPD) and the use of Solution A were deleted. This
information was incorporated into Enclosures 4.1 and 4.2.

2) ThL maximum flowrate through a CPD was changed from 5450 GPM to 5000 GPM.

3) 1he requiremant that a precoat shall Le prepared within an hour of use
was removed. 1 rast statements now read "should" to allow a supervisor
some discretion in tne evan, a delay occurs.

4) All references to CP/0/A/SP00/05 and CP/0/9/8800/04 were changed to
reference Chemistry Management Procedure 3.4.17. These procedures were
deleted and their contents incorporated in CMP 3.4.17.

5) Statements were added to explain that fresh resin beds can decrease the
inventory of chemical additives in the secondary system. This is to
alert operators to be aware of possible changes when placing CPDs in
service.

6) A new enclosure was added to provide guidance for the inspection process
when tube bundles are changed out.

7) The cleaning of CPD Y-Strainers was made into separcte enclosures, and
the process was expanded to be more detailed. This revision allows the
job to be done with the vessel in " HOLD"

s

8) The process of placing a CPD in " HOLD" was made into separate enclosures.
This operation can be routinely performed for a variety of reasons.

9) Steps were added throughout the procedure to require the review of Limits
and Precautions and Log Books prior to performing any operations.

10) The requirement for a CPD to be backwashed prior to preparing filter
media was adaed.

11) Guidance has been added for the use of premixed resins. Historically, we
have mixed resins ourselves and this is still included. The development
of the pre-mixed resins appear to have some attractive advantages. The
General Office has requested that Catawba test some of these re, ins in
the near future.



_ _ ,

12) Guidance on the addition of Morpholine to CpD resins is included.
Catawba will begin to add Morpholine to the secondary system in thc near
future, it is desirable to saturate the resin bed with Morpholine prior
to placing it in service to reduce the chance of decreasing the system's
chemical inventory. General Office guidance recommends a maximum
addition of three gallons of 40% Morpholine to the Recirculation Tank.

13) A change was added to require recording the date a CPD is placed in
service. This will aid in tracking the performance of the CPD and,

provide greater control over monitoring Secondary Chemistry.

14) The requirement to verify the agailability of Demineralized Water (YM)
was added in several sections.

15) All references to " Secondary Chemistry Supervisor" were changed to
_

" Chemistry Supervisor".
< .

16) All numerical ranges throughout the procedure were changed from a " ...-

+/ ..." format to "... to ..." format. This is consistent with
procedure development guidelines. |

17) References to-specific sections of OP/0/A/6250/16 were made less
__

specific. This will-reduce the chances of changes made necessary to this
' procedure by a correspondence change in the referenced procedure.

18) Instructions were added to record specific information concerning CPD
backwashes. This will aid in monitoring CPD performance and resin
inventory in storage tanks.

19) The valve checklists were changed to delete YM valves and add several CM
valycs which were omitted in previous revisions.

20) Statements were added throughout the procedure to inform Operations when ;

CPD valve manipulations could cause syttem flow, differential pressure,
or bypass va~ive changes.

21) Electrical breaker lists were revised to match the in plant naming of
breakers.

22) The instructions for using/ applying resin overlays were expanded.

23) The sections for preparing CPDs for maintenance has been totally
rewritten. A vent / drain path has been incorporated into the process and
is in place during' maintenance act1/ities.

24) The procedure sections bive been ranumbered extensively to reflect the
additions /deletic's.

. 25) References to specific sections of the procedure have been changed to
reflect the renumbering that occurred.

I

1
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PT/1/A/4200/136, Change #22

This change adds valve INI-136B to the Safety injection (NI) cold shutdown
procedure. This valve was previously tested quarterly under PT/1/A/4200/13A.
It was discovered that opening INI-136B during power operation could degrade
the Residual Heat Removal (ND) system flow in the event of a large Break LOCA.
Therefore, stroke testing of INI-136B will only be performed while Unit 1 is
in modes 5, 6, or no mode. No unreviewed safety question is created by this
change.

TN/1/A/0318/00/01A, Initial Issue

Implementation Procedure TN/1/A/0318/00/01A provides guidance for the
installation of new piping and an ultrasonic flow meter for the Nuclear
Service Water (RN) supply to Radiation Monitor 1 EMF 45A. The work associated"

with this TN is scheduled to occur during the Unit 1 outage while 'A' Train of
the RN system supplying the associated Containment Spray (NS) heat exchanger
is drained and isolated. The system alignment and Unit 1 Mode during this 'A'
Train RN outage window make it possible to perform the work outlined in this
implementation procedure without entering any kind of Technical Specification
Action step. Both NS and-the RN supply-to the 'A' Train NS heat exchanger are
not required to be operable during the time frame that this procedure is
scheduled to be worked. There are no unusual RN system isolations planned to
support implementation of this TN. Radiation Monitor IEMF45A.is not a
component that is referenced in Tech. Specs. Therefore, isolation of this
monitor will not cause any operability concerns. The electrical isolations
associated with removing IRNFS4980 and installing 1RNFE4980 and 1RNFT4980 only
involve pulling fuses located in the EMF junction box. These electrical
isolations will disable the local and Control Room alarms for 1 EMF 45A low flow
indication. Again, since 1 EMF 45A is not a Tech. Spec. monitor, isolation of
its low flow alarm indication is not an operability problem. The post-
modification testing associated with this TN involves checking flow rates
through IEMF45A and veri fying correct low flow annunciator / alarm response.
These tests will occur with RN flow to 1 EMF 45A in an isolated, throttled, and ,

full open alignment. The first two RN alignments are typical for normal
system operation. The full open alignment merely involves opening the manual
diaphragm valve located near the EMF. This is not considered to be an
elaborate or highly unusual system alignment. Even in this atypical
alignment, there would not be a significant reduction in RN flow to the NS
Feat exchanger. Operability of the NS heat exchanger would not be jeopardized
in an unthrottled RN alignment to 1 EMF 45A. This implementation procedure,
along with any other work control procedures, will adequately govern the
return to service of all components / systems affected by this modification.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that there are no unreviewed
c.afety questions associated with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/0318/00/02A, In.tial Issue

Implementation Procedure TN/1/A/0318/00/02A provides guidance for the
installation of new piping and an ultrasonic flow meter for the Nuclear
Service Water (RN) supply to 1 EMF 45B. The work associated with this TN is

- ..-_- . ,_ , . - . . - - _ . - . - - . _ - - _ - _ - - .- - _ - - . - - . . . -
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scheduled to occur during the Unit 1 outage while 'B' Train of the RN system
supplying the associated Containment Spray (NS) heat exchanger is drained and
isolated. The system alignment and Unit 1 Mode during this 'B' Train RN
outage window make it possible to perform the work outlined in this
implemtntation procedure without entering any kind of Technical Specification
Action step. Both NS and the RN supply to the 'B' Train NS heat exchanger are
not required to be operable during the time frame that this procedure is
scheduled to be worked. There are no unusual RN system isolations planned to
support implementation of this TN. Radiation lunitor 1 EMF 45B is not a
component that is referenced in Tech Specs. Therefore, isolation of this
monitor will not cause any operability concerns. The electrical isolations
associsted with removing 1RNFS4990 and installing 1RNFE4990 and 1RNFT4990 only
involve pulling fuses located in the EMF junction box - These electrical
isolations will disable the local and Control Room alarms for IEMF458 low flow
indication. Again, since 1 EMF 458 .s not a Tech. Spec. monitor, isolation of
its low flow alarm indication is not an operability problem. The
post-modification testing associated with this TN involves checking flow rates
through 1 EMF 458 and verifying correct low flow annunciator / alarm response.
These tests will occur with RN flow to IEMF45B in an isolated, throttled, and
full open alignment. The first two RN alignments are typical for normal
system operation. The full open alignment merely involves opening the manual
diaphragm valve located near the EMF, This is not considered to be an
elaborate or highly unusual system alignment. Even in this atypical
alignment, there would not be significant reduction in RN flow to the NS heat .

exchanger. Operability of the NS heat exchanger would not be jeopardized in
an unthrottled RN alignment to 1 EMF 458. This implementation procedure, along
with any other work control procedures, will adequately govern the return to
service of all components / systems affected by this modification.

.

Based on the above discussion, it is concluded that there are no unreviewed
safety questions associated with the implementation of this procedure.

HP/0/8/1003/50, Initial Issue
'

Activities covered in this procedure contarn the operation and calibration of
personnel survey equipment, which will not increase the probability of an
accident as described in Chapter 15 of the FSAR, nor create any situation that
could cause an accident that has not al,eady been evaluated in the FSAR. This
procedure does not create an unreviewed safety question.

HP/0/B/1003/44, Initial Issue

Activities covered in this procedure concern the operation and Calibratioh of
personnel survey equipment, which will not increase the probability of an
accident as described in Chapter 15 of the FSAR. nor create any situation that
could cause an accident that has not already been evaluated in the FSAR. No

unreviewed safety question is created by this crocedure,

i

)
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OP/2/A/6700/01, Change #129

OP/2/A/6700/01 (Unit Two Data Book) Table 2,2 is a table of data for use by
plant personnel. .The following describes the two sections of the-table and
how the data is obtained and used. Change #129 only affects the first section
(power range full power currents). This change updates the full power
currents determined by PT/2/A/4600/050,- Interim incore/Excore Calibration.
This procedure was performed to renormalize tilts to approximately 1.00, as
Quadrant 4 lower tilt ratio was approaching 1.02.

FULL POWER CURREKIS
,

This section is used to record the 100% Full Power currents for 420, 0, and
-20% axial offset and the M factors for each of the Power Range Excore !

Detectors. Data is obtained for this section only by use of approved
procedures such as:

PT/2/A/4600/05A, Incore/Excore Calibration,
PT/2/A/4600/050, Interim Incore/Excore Calibration, or
PT/2/A/4600/05G, Post Refueling Incore/dxcore Calibration.

Other ttsts may supply data to this section, but in all cases the tests must !

be approved tests.

The data recorded here is used by Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel to
adjust the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) calculating circuitry and inputs to
Operator Aid Computer (OAC) programs, it is also used in manual calculations
of AFD and Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio (QPTR) (for instance, when the OAC is
inoperable).

Since AFD is used to dynamically adjust the Overtemperature Differential
Temperature (OTDT) setpoints, the data here is safety related.

IHlfLSEIPOINTS

The trip setpoints for both the Intermediate (N-35 and N-36) and Power Range -|

(N-41, N42, N43, and N44) detectors are recorded on page 2 of the table.
These are.used by IAE in setting the Reactor Trip setpoints for the detectors.
The data here may be obta'ned by a variety of means.

Trip setpoints for Intermediate Range Detector may only be obtained by use of
approved procedures to calculate or measure the 25% Full Power Reactor Trip
setpoints.

Trip setpoints for the Power Range Detectors may not be deliberately set
greater than 109% Full Power. The trip setpoint may be sat 1cwer than 109% by
use of approved procedures, by direction of Tech. Specs., or by direction of
the Shift Supervisor. The 109% is set by Tech. Spec. to ensure operation is

_

bounded by the assumptions used in the FSAR chapter 15 accidents. Any
setpoint below 109% may be used for conservatis a or to comply with Tech.
Specs.

|
|

|

:
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Information in OP/2/A/6700/01 (Unit Two Data Book) is changed only by approved
procedure change. It will not increase the probability / consequences of an
accident analyzed in the FSAR or create an accident not analyzed in the FSAR.
No analyzed or unanalyzed malfunction of safety related equipment will be
created. The margin of safety as defined in the bases to Tech. Specs, will
not be reduced in any way. There is no unreviewed safety question created by
this change.

MP/0/A/7450/26 Chai._2 #3

The folicwing changes have been made to the procedure: i

The bearing clearance reduction listed in Step 11.4.3.1 was changed to- *

0.002 to 0.003 to reflect vendor manual requirements.

Step 11.4.3.6.1 was-added to address the inside bearing replacement using-

Steps 11.4.3 through 11.4.3.6. Also, notes were added to this step about
using Neolube on the tapered sleeve and aboat centering bearing in the
bearing housing on the floating end of the fan shaft.

Step 11.4.3 was further clarified by adding (Drive end). i--

A sign off was added to the Data Sheets (Enclosure 13.1) to provide a-

sign off for the inside bearing cap torque in Step 11.4.3.4.

The changes being made to this procedure have been reviewed against approved'

vendor manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the
corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the fan to
as-designed /as-built' condition. These actions will ensure the fan's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the fans will be returned to
as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a
malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no Unreviewed Safety Question exists.

Procedure-MP/0/A/7650/63 Retype, Changes 0 to 2 Incorporated
,

This procedure provides a method for controlling vendor on-line leak sealing
repairs. The procedure ensures that proper eviews and controls are taken for
each leak sealing repair. The procedure also contains information specific to
Catawba for tracking and trending.

The purpose of this evaluation is to describe the changes made to
MP/0/A/7650/63 as part of a procedure rewrite lhese changes are needed to
provide additional documentation that vendor repairs are made following the
specifications given in the procedure. No technical information wss changed.

The following is a summary of the changes made to this procedure.

The addition of documentation for the vendor repair.*
;

Added steps: 11.2 - Vendor documentation of adherence
to procedural specifications.

__ _ _ - _ . - , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ . - _ . - _ . . - . _ _ _
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11.3 - Vendor documentr. tion of injection
valve thread engagement

Revised steps: 11.4 - Vendor Documentation of injection -

process enhanced

The completion of this procedure requires that a safe +.y evaluation
(10CFR50.59) be completed and revieweo for each specific on-line leak sealing
repair; therefore, this procedure does not significantly affect structures,
systems, or components without a safety evaluation,

PT/2/A/4200/09A, Retype, Changes 0 to 70 Incorporated,

This procedure has been completely rewritten so that the procedure format for ~

both-the Unft 1 and Unit 2 Auxiliary Safeguards Test Cabinet Periodic Test is
the same. The testing methodology remains the same. The only changes made in
the test are that the Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pumps will- now be started in
Sections 12.13 and 12.14, and a sieve relay test device will not be placed
across the contacts for the Main Feedwater (CF) Feed Regulating Bypass Valves
unless the valves cannot be closed. In Sections 12.13 and 12.14, the CA pumps

- -

will-be run in miniflow, since the discharge valves to the Steam Generators
will be closed for the test. In the Feedwater Isolation sections, the CF Feed
Regulating Bypass Valves will be varified to be closed prior to performi19 the
test. If the valvas cannot be closed a slave relay test device will be used
so that the circuit can be tested. Other than these changes, only the format '

of the test has been changed. No Unreviewed Safety Question is created by
these changes.u

MP/0/A/7450/47, Initial Issue

This safety evaluation is for the original issue of MP/0/A/7450/47.
.

This procedure has been written to provide guidance in performing corrective
maintenance on the Chilled Water (YC) Chillers. Maintenance performed under-

this procedure has been reviewed against approved vendor manuals, design
- documents, and station procedures to ensure that corrective maintenance
controlled by this procedure will return this chiller to as-built /as-designed
condition. These actions will ensure the chiller's compliance with FSAR
accident analysis. Since the chiller will be returned to as-designed condi-
tions, the possibility, consequences or prcbability of a malfunctic.n will be
reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

TN/1/A/1241/00/01A, Initial Issue

NSM CN-11241, Rev. O, will revise the controls on the VF (Fuel Building
Ventilation) systen so that when a trip 2 signal is received from Radiation
Monitors (EMFs) 35, 36, 37, and 42, the system will go into filter mode
instead of shutting down the fans. This procedure will provide guidelines for
isolation, electrical work, restorations, and functional verification of the
modification.

I
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,

This procedure may be implemented with Unit One in any mode. The isolations
that will have to be performed te implement this procedure will effect the VF i

' System (Fuel Building Ventilation) VE System (Annulus Ventilation), and two
of the Reactor Vessel Head Vent valves.

During the implementation of this procedure, as a , sult of the isolations,
both trains of VF will be inoperable, Per Tech. Spec. 3.9.11, this is allowed
as long as no operations involving movement of fuel within the storage pool or

- crane operation with loads over the storage pool is taking place. No fuel-

movement will be taking place during the implementation of this procedure, i

Also, as a result of the isolations, VE Train A will be inoperable due to
power being removed from VE Fan 1A, damper 1AVS-D-4 (IVE-4, VE Fan 1A Miniflow
Isolation), and 1AVS-D-5 (VE Fan lA Isolation Damper). Per Tech. Spec.
3.6.1.8, one train of VE.may be inoperable for 7 days while the Unit is in
Modes 1, 2 -3, or 4.

The isolations for this procedure affect Tornado Isolstion Dampers 1FPX-0-3A,
IFPX-D-6A, IFPX-D-38, IFPX-D-68, and 1AVS-D-5. As a result of the isolations,
Fuel Pool Exhaust dampers IFPX-D-3A, 1FPX-D< A, 1FPX-D-30, and IFrX-D-6B will,

fail open. However,-these dampers have a back-up air suppi, # that would
close these dampers if the Tornado Isolation pushbutton was det n on
Control Board IMC5. -Damper 1AV3-D-5 is al w t fail open dampor, o .ais
damper will.be gagged closed before the isolations are maoe to protect the

! plant in case of a tornado. VE Train A will be inoperable during the
implementation of this procedure, so having 1AVS-D-5 closed will not be an'

operational concern.

The isolations made for the Control Board plug P-04-16 also affect Reactor
Head Vent valves INC2518 and INC2528. Two of the four Reactor Head Ve6t
valves, INC2528 and 1NC253A (in series), are closed with power renoved during
normal operation. Therefore, a single failure would affect only one of the
two powered valves, INC250A and 1NC2518, Valves INC2518 and 1NC2528 will have ,

power removed from them to implement this procedure. INC2518 will be tagged
closed for this procedure, making one of the reactor coolant vent pathi
inoperable. Per Tech. Spec. 3.4.11, one reactor coolant vent path may be '

inoperable for 30 days while the Unit is in Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4.

All modified circuits will be functionally tested prior to returning f.N m to,

service.

Accordingly, the implementation of this procedure will not increase the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, or different
than any already evaluate _d, in the FSAR. Nor will the implementation of this

: procedure increase the probability or consequences of an equipment malfunction
previously evaluated, or different than any already evaluated, in the FSAR.
The margin of safety defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
unaffected, and no unreviewed safety questions exist.

OP/1/A/6350/02, Retype #15, Change 61 Incorporated

This evaluation for OP/1/A/6360/02, DIESEL GENERATOR OPERATION, documents the
review of the change describing the inoperability of the Diesel Generators

|

l

'
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(D/Gs) when performing an air roll or barring the engine. Additional changes-
are also' incorporated and added to the retype.

The changes are as follows:

ENCLOSURES 4.2.,_4.3, 4.4, 4.5-

Complete retype of these= valve checklists to add valve locations, reorganize
the lists in order of om locations for the valves, and to incorporate new
valves, and valve name changes.

ENCLOSURE 4.10

PROCEDURE
-

Steps 2.9 Deiated note concerning stopping the flow of oil to the
turbochargers through the turbo oil solenoid valve after 5 minutes
because it was already covered by a caution step.

Step 2.18 Moved note to reflect that the D/G is in operation and that data
should be taken on PT/2/A/4350/10. It_was previously after the
D/G was paralleled, but data on the start was missed if the D/G
was run unloaded for a time.

Step 2,20 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2.22 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the D/Gs.

Step 2.29 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the 0/G.

Step 2,30 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
-

procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the 0/Gs.

Step 2.45 Revised the step to include that the Effective Full Power Hour
(EFPH) sheet has been included in the D/G Operating Parameters

'

Periodic Test (PT) so that the EFPH data is stored with the D/G
run data.

ENCLOSURE 4.11

PROCEDURE

Step 2.9 Deleted note concerning stopping the flow of oil to the
turbochargers through the turbo oil solenoid valve after 5 minutes
because it was already covered by a caution step.

Step 2.12 Moved note to reflect that the D/G is in operation and that data
should be taken on pT/2/A/4350/10. It was previously after the

. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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D/G was paralleled, but data on the start was missed if the D/G
was run unloaded for a time.

Ster 2.14 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2,16 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the D/Gs. '

Step 2.23 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2.24 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the D/Gs.

Step 2.37 Revised the step to include that the Effective Full Power Hour
sheet has been included in the D/G Operating Parameters PT so that
the EFPH data is stored with the D/G run data,

ENCLOSURE 4.13

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Ster 2.10 Changed step 2.6.1 to 2.7.1 to correct the wrong step number
referenced.

Step 2.11 Changed step 2,6.3 to 2.7.3 to correct the wrong step number
referenced.

ENCLOSURE 4.14

PROCEDURE
~

Rewrote the entire procedure section of the enclosure because the old
enclosure left too many N/As for the startup portion of the procedure. The
naw enclosure consists of two options, each with the appropriate substeps to
secure the D/G after an autostart.

ENCLOSURE 4.19

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.2 (old) Was deleted and a new Step 1.3 added to direct that the D/G
must have been removed from service per Enclosure 4.13.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Revised step to ensure that the D/G is in Maintenance mode.

Step 2.20 Revised step to return to Enclosure 4.13 to return the D/G to
operability if it is the appropriate time to do so, and deleted

... - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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the remaining steps concerned with verifying the 0/G' 1's operable -,

because they are covered in Enclosure 4.13.
)

ENCLOSURE 4.21
q

INITIAL CONDITIONS i

Step'1.3 Note Changed the pressure where the 0/G becomes inoperable to 210 i
-psig based on the-results of PIR 1-C90-0238 end the associated
Tech. Spec. Interpretation revision 1 for Tech. Spec. 3.8.1.1.

PROCEDURE-

:Ctep:2.1 NOTE Revised note to allow the Operator to leave the room after
~~

,

returning all valves to the normal position, but before
removing the crosstie _ hose. ,

.

ENCLOSURE 4.22

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.3 Note Changed the pressure where the D/G becomes inoperable to 210-
psig based on the results of_PIF 1-C90-0238 and the associated
Tech. Spec. Interpretation revision 1.for Tech.-Spec. 3.8.1.1.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 NOTE Revised note to allow the Operator to leave the room after
returning all valves to the normal position, but before
removing the crosstie hose.

These procedure chaages have been evaluated to have no detrimental effect-on-
plant safety, and create no unreviewed safety questions.

OP/2/A/6350/02, Retype #10, Changes 45 to 49-Incorporated

This evaluation for OP/2/A/6350/02, DIESEL GENERATOR OPERATION, documents the
review of the change in. engine fluid temperatures deemed acceptable during the
performance of the Engineered Safeguards (ES) checklist. Additional changes
are also incorpointed and added to the retype.

The changes _are as follows:

LIMITS AND PRECAUTIONS

Lube oil'and 'ooling water at the engine outlets sho'J1d be. Step 2.3 c
-

4 . (140-150'F) while in standby unless the engine has been secured
within the past 12 hours.*

-- - . - . - ... .-
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ENCLOSURES 4.2,-4.3, 4.4, 4.5

Complete _ retype of these valve checklists to add valve locations, reo ganire
Lthe lists in order of room locations for the va:ves, and to incorporate new
valves, and valve name changes.

ENCLOSURE 4.6-

Step 2 Jacket Water temp. maintained at (140-150"F) (as indicated by
Strip Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on Diesel Generator (D/G)
Control _ Panel 2A) unless the D/G has been secured within the last
12 hours. (The range becomes (140-185 F. )*

Step 3 Lube oil temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by Strip
thart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on D/G Control Panel 2A) unless
the D/G has been secured within the last 12 hours. (The range
be.:omes (140-185 F. )*

ENCLOSURE 4.7

Step 2 Jacket Water temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by
Strip Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on Diesel Generator (D/G)
Control Panel 2A) unless the D/G'has been secured within the last
12 hours. (The range becomes (140-185 F. )*

Step 3 Lube oil temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by Strip
Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on D/G Control Panel 2A) unless
the D/G has been secured within the last 12 hours. (The range
becomes (140-185 F. )*

ENCLOSURE 4.8

Step 2 Jacket Water temp. maintained at (140-150aF) (as indicated by
Strip Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on Diesel Generater (D/G)4

Control panel 28) unless the D/G has been secuced .,1 thin the last

12 hours. (The range becomes (140-185 F. )*

Step 3 Lube oil temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by Strip
Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on D/G Control Parel 2B) unless
the D/G has been secured within the last 12 hours. (The range
becomes (140-185 F. )*

ENCLOSURE 4.9

Step 2- Jacket Water temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by
Strip Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on Diesel Generator (D/G)
Ccntrol Panel 2B) unless the D/G has been secured within the last
12 hours. (The range becomes (140-185 F. )*

Step 3 Lube oil temp. maintained at (140-150 F) (as indicated by Strip
Chart Recorder or Temp. Scanner on D/G Control Panel 28) unless

-- .. - - . - -_- . - - .--
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the 0/G has been secured within the last 12 hours. -(The range
becomes (140-185 F.)*

ENCLOSURE:4.10 *

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.3 Lube-011 temperature and jacket water temperature are (140-150 F)
unless the D/G has secured within the last 12 hours. (The range
becomes (140-185*F. )*

-PROCEDURE

Step 2.9 Deleted note concerning stopping the flow of oil to the
turbochargers through the turbo oil solenoid valve after 5 minutes
because it was already covered by a caution step.

Step 2.18 Moved note to reflect that the D/G is in operation and that-data
,_

should be taken on PT/2/A/4350/10. It was previously after the
0/G was paralleled, but data on the start was missed if the D/G
was run unloaded for a time.

Step 2.20 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2.22 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts-to
parallel the D/Gs.

Step 2.29 Added range for acceptable 0/G voltage before para 11elit the D/G.

Step 2.30- Added the approximate rate of rotation for'the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in'the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the 0/Gs.

Step 2.45 Revised the step to include that the Effective Full Power Hour
(EFPH) sheet has been included in the 0/G Operating Parameters
Periodic Test (PT) so that the EFPH data is stored with the D/G
run data.

,

ENCL 0SURE 4.11

INITIAL CONDITIONS-

Step 1.3 Lube Oil temperature and jacket water temperature are (140-150 F)
unless the D/G has been secured within the last 12 hours. (The
range becomes (140-185 F. )*

PROCEDURE

Step 2.9_ Deleted note concerning stopping the flow of oil to the'

turbochargers through the turbo oil solenoid valve after 5 minutes
because it was already covered by a caution step.

,
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Step 2.12 Moved note to reflect that the D/G is in operation and that data
should be taken on PT/2/A/4350/10. It was previously after the
D/G was paralleled, but data on the start was missed if the D/G
was run unloaded for a time.

Step 2.14 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2.16 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the D/Gs.

Step 2.23 Added range for acceptable D/G voltage before paralleling the D/G.

Step 2.24 Added the approximate rate of rotation for the synchroscope to the
_

procedure to assist in the prevention of missed attempts to
parallel the D/Gs.

Step 2.37 Revised the step to include that the Effective Full Power Hour
sheet has been included in the 0/G Operating Parameters PT so that
the EFPH data is stored with the D/G run data.

*This range was increased from (140-150 F) to (140-185 F) because the upper
range did not accurately reflect true conditions of the D/G when performing an
ES checklist immediately after shutting down the Diesel. The range also did
not accurately reflect the requirements established for performing a D/G
restart shortly after securing the D/G.

The previous ranges were set in place to verify that the D/G Jacket Water Keep
Warm system and D/G Lube Oil Prelube system were functioning properly. The,

lower ranges assured that the jacket water and lobe oil heaters were
energizing at the proper temperature to maintain the 0/Gs in a ready to start
condition. The upper ranges assured that the temperatures of the lube oil

_

were not excessive for long periods of time, breaking down the oil at a higher
than necessary rate. Both of these parameters are still being met by the D/G
procedures. During times of standby alignment, when the D/G has not been run
within 12 hours, the acceptable range of jacket water and lube oil .

temperatures remains at the (140-150 F) range. Only after running the D/Gs
and then reading the temperatures do the new (140-185 F) ranges apply.

Making this change of acceptable temperatures decreases the time that each D/G
is declared inoperable. Currently, Operations personnel are waiting several
hours after each D/G run to declare the D/G operable because the engine has
not cooled from the normal operating temperatures of 185oF to the normal
standby temperature ranges. This delay does not enhance plant safety because
the D/G has just proven its ability to start, accelerate, and carry its
assigned load. D/G temperatures decrease frcm normal operating to standby ht
their given rate without regard to D/G operability.

Should elevated temperatures due to improper heater operation be present, they
would be noted out of range during the next Operator semi-dalb rounds of the
D/G room. Corrective actions would then be taken per normal practice.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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ENCLOSURE 4.13

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Old Step 1.3 Was deleted concerning the Unit Supervisor's permission to
remove the D/G from service because the job is ordered by the
Unit Supervisor.

Steps 1.4, 1.5 Added the steps to give pre-conditions to D/G removal.

Step 1.6 Added Tech. Spec. -3.8.1.2 to the initial conditions for Mode 5 and
6 operation. Tech. Specs, 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2 require an operable
power source, but 3.8.1.2 requires an operable D/G to back up the
power source during core alterations of Mode 6. The additional
Tech. Spec has the Operators look at all the Mode 6 requirements.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Changed the note reminding the Operator to do PT/2/A/4350/02C to a
sign-off step.

Step 2.10 Changed step 2.6.1. to 2.7.1 to correct the wrong step number
referenced.

Step 2.11 Changed step 2.6.3 to 2.7.3 to correct the wrong step number
referenced.

ENCLOSURE 4.14-

PROCEDURE

Rewrote the entire procedure section of the enclosure because the old
enclosure left too many N/As for the startup portion of the procedure. The
new enclosure consists of two options, each with the appropriate substeps to
secure the D/G af ter an autostart. ;

ENCLOSURE 4.18

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.3 Added th.at the opposite train D/G supplied components must be
operable to prevent simultaneous inoperability on both trains of
equipment and entering Tech. Spec. 3.0.3.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Re-wrote the step to acknowledge that the D/G is inoperable, but
because the inoperability was short (approximately ten minutes),
there is acceptably small risk associated with the D/G's
inoperability. Therefore, as long as the inoperability does not
approach the two hour Tech. Spec. Action, the air roll may be
performed without performing plant realignments.
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ENCLOSURE 4.19

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.2 (vid) Was deleted and a new Step 1.3 added to direct that the D/G
must have been removed from service per Enclosure.4.13.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Revised. step to ensure that the D/G is ia Maintenance mode.

Step 2.20 Revised step to return to Enclosure 4.13 to return the D/G to
operability if it is the appropriate time to do so, and deleted
the remaining steps concerned with verifying the D/G is operable
because they are covered in Enclosure 4.13.

ENCLOSURE 4.21

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.3 Note Changed the pressure where the D/G becomes inoperable to 210
psig based on the results of P!R 1-C90-0238 and the associated
Tech. Spec. Interpretation revision I for Tech. Spec. 3.8.1.1.

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Note Revised note to allow the Operator to leave the room after
returning Til valves to the normal position, but before
removing che crosstie hose.

ENCLOSURE 4.22

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Step 1.3_ Note Changed the pressure where the D/G becomes inoperable to 210
psig based on the results of PIR 1-C90-0238 and the associated

- Tech. Spec. Interpretation revision 1 for Tech. Spec. 3.8.1.1,

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1 Note Revised note to allow the Operator to leave the room after
returning all valves to the normal position, but before
removing the crosstie hose.

ENCLOSURE 4.24,-

PROCEDURE

Step 2.1.7 Added the computer point number to monitor to observe Nuclear
Service Water (RN) flow through the Diesel Generator Engine
Cooling-Water Heat Exchanger (KD Hx).

4
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Step 2.3.7 Added the computer point number to monitor to observe RN flow
through the KD Hx.

These procedure changes have been evaluated to have no detrimental effect on
plant safety, and. create no unreviewed safety questions.

PT/1/A/4450/03C, Retype, Changes 0 to 12 Incorporated

Section 12.1 and 12.5

Section 12.1 (Train A) and section 12.5 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the Annulus Ventilation System (VE) will draw-down the annulus to a
pressure equal t_o or more negative than -0.5 inches-of water gauge (inwg)
within one minute after a start signal as required by Tech. Spec. 4,6.1.8.d.4.
Also, the stabilized pressure and drawdown time are checked to verify that
they are within the limits set by Design Engineering. If the stabilized
pressure:or the dr&wdown time are not within the above liraits, Design
Engineering is contacted within twelve hours to determine operability (if unit .

1 is in mode I to 4). The test manometer vent is the only part of this
section that could have an effect on the VE system. An isolation valve exirts
on the vent line between the pressure transmitter and the manometer, so that
the manometer can be isolated easily from the transmitter if needed. A
caution statement is. included in the procedure that directs the performer to
reconnect the manometer.or close the isolation valve immediately if the
manometer inadvertently becomes disconnected from the vent line. It an
accident occurs during the performance of this section, VE would perform as
designed.

Sections 12.2 and 12.6

Section 12.2 (Train A) and section 12.6 (Trein B) of this procedure verify
that the pressure drop across the total filter unit is less than 8 inwd and
that the system flow rate is 9000 cfm 10% during system operation, as
required by Tech. Specs. 4.6.1.8.b.3 and d.1. The upper limit of the flow is
currently restricted to 8700 cfm by PIR #C90-00093, and this is reflected in
the-present acceptance criteria. All of tha data in sections 12.?. and 12.6 is
taken'while the system is operating per OP/1/A/6450/02. None of the data
taken will. affect the system operation. Therefore, if an accident were to
occur durirg the performance of these sections, VE would function as designed.

Igetions-12.3 and 12.7

Section 12.3-(Train A) and section 12.7 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the pre-heaters dissipate 45 i 6.7 kW during system operation as required
by Tech. Spec. 4.6.1.8.d.5. The lower limit of the power dissipate'l is
currently restricted to 45 kW by PIR #C90-00093 and the acceptance criteria
reflects this restriction. The heater control panel is opened and then Amps

,

and Volts _on all thyee phases of both stages of the heater are measured using
an-ammeter'and a multimeter. Calculations are performed to give total voltage
adjusted (to 600V). power dissipation. The e sections are performed while the,

system is operating per OP/1/A/6450/02 and have no ef fect on the system other
than temporarily removing the power from the heater. If an accident occurs
during performance of these sections, VE would function as designed.

_-. _ - . - _ . _ , _ _ .
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Section 12.4 and 12.8

Section 12.4 (Train A) ano section 12.8 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the filter cooling electric motor operated bypass valves can be manually
t'pened such that a mini-flow path is established from the non-operating filter
train to the operating filter train as required by Tech. Spec. 4.6.1.8.d.3.
This is accomplished by ensuring that the damper control switches for each
trains' damper is in the auto position, verifying that the opposite trains'
damper'is open, then placing the switch for the applicable train camper to the
"Open'! position and verifying that the valve opens. The opposite train flow
is recorded for information while the system is in the mini-flow alignment to
verify cooling flw. Then-the opposite train valve is closed by placing the
switch to the "Close" position to verify proper operation of the damper
control switch and to verify that the valve will close. All damper control
switches are independently verified to be returned to the "As Found" position
by the procedure. A caution statement gives the performer direction to
isolate the mini-flow path in the event of an accident during the test because
the operating filter unit flow is affected when in mini-flow alignment. These
sections are performed while the system is operating per OP/1/A/6450/02. If
an accident occurs during the performance of these sections, VE would function
as designed.

Section 12.9; 12.10 and 12.11

Sections 12.9,12.10 and 12.11 verify that the proper vacuum decay time can be
attained for different alignments of-VE components and other ventilation
systems. These_ tests are performed as a result of testing conducted or. the VE
system during the Unit 2 End-of-Cycle 3 (2E0C3) Refueling Outage, and LER
414/90-03. The vacuum decay time test measures the time that it takes the
annulus pressure-to decay.from -3.5 inches of water to - 0.5 inches of water
with VE shutdown. The purpose of this test is to ensure less than 2,000 scfm
air in-leakage into the Annulus under accident conditions. The 2000 scfm
in-leakage is the' assumed value used in CANVENT and ACT005 to calculate dose-

for the post LOCA conditions. This test is not required directly by Tech.,

Spec., but in-leakage outside the above mentioned value may increase the dose
above the appropriate 10CFR-limits.

All of these sections-shutdown both Trains of the Fuel Pool Ventilation System
,

(VF) on Unit 1 per OP/1/A/6450/04. VF is only required to be operable during
fuel movement or with any overhead load above the fuel pool. A prerequisite
to-the tests ensure that there is no work in progress or planned during the
performance of these tests that may require the operability of VF on Unit 1.
After the testing is complete, VF is returned to normal per OP/1/3/6450/04.
Unit 1 is also required to be in modes 5, 6 or no mode during the performance
of these sections. VE is not required to be operable during modes 5, 6 or no
mode, so these test could not increase the consequences of an accident or
decrease the margin of safety as defined-in the bases of Tech. Specs. Various
backdraft dampers are tied open in sections 12.9 and 12.11. Because of the
possibility of affecting the flow when a damper is tied open, the flow for
each train is required to be checked after the dampers have been returned to
normal and before Unit 1 enters mode 4 isections 12.9 and 12.11 only). The
unit vent isolation dampers (D-5 & D-10) are aligned using the damper control
switches in the control room. These switches are returned to the " Auto"
Position by the procedure when testing is complete.

_. __ , _ _ _ _ , .__
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Section 12.9 performs the vacuum decay time test with dampers 0-5, D-10, 0-11
and 0-12 open to. verify annulus pressure boundary integrity during mini-flow
operation of-either-VE train. Section 12.10 performs the vacuum decay test
with dampers D-5 and 0-10 open and 6. door on the B train filter unit open
(randomly chosen). This test verifies the annulus pressure boundary during
normal maintenance activities that may be performed when Unit 1 is in Mode 1
to 4.

'Section 12.11 will perform the Vacuum Cecay Time Test under accident
conditions for the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System (VA) system with VE
dampers D-1, D-6, D-11 and D-12 open. This test ensures integrity of the VE -

ductwork, filter units and the general Annulus while VA is in the most
conservative accident alignment. During this test, Train IB & 2B of VA will
be shutdown per OP/0/A/6450/03 and train 1A & 2A-filtered exhaust fans will be
placed in the post LOCA mode of' operation by this procedure. A prerequisite
. requires that Radiation Protection is informed of the intended abnormal
alignment of VA and that exhaust flow from the sample hoods will be lost.
After the test is completed, VA is returned to normal per Operations procedure
OP/0/A/6450/03. If an accident were to occur on the opposite Unit during the

-performance of section 12.11, VA would function as designed because it would
already be in the safety alignment.

Summarv

All instrumentation installed / removed, jumpers placed/ removed, and trans-
mitters failed and returned to service are independently verified within each
section of this procedure. The VE, VF, and VA systems are operated under. the,

appropriate Operations procedures. Where applicable, caution statements are
included to ensure that the system is returned to normal in a timely manner in
the event of an accident during the performance of this procedure, so the
margin of safety as defined in the bases of Tech. Spec. will not be reduced.
VE is not an accident initiator, so the probability of an accident will not be
increased, and the possibility of an accident different than evaluated will
not be created. For these reasons, and the ones stated within this evalua-
tion, this procedure does not increase the consequences of an accident OR
increase the probability or consequences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety. Further, the possibility of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety different than evaluated will not be created. Therefore,
an unreviewed safety question does not exist.

PT/2/A/4450/03C, Retype, Changes 0 to 9 Incorporated

Section 12.1 and 12.5

Section 12.1 (Train A) and section 12.5 (Train B) of this procedure verify-
L _

that the Annulus Ventilation System (VE) will draw-down the annulus to a
pressure equal to or more negative than -0.5 inches of water gauge (inwg)|

_ within one minute after a start signal as required by Tech. Spec. 4.6.1.8.d.4.i

| Also, the stabilized pressure and drawdown time are checked to verify that
they are within the limits set by Design Enoineering. If the stabilized
pressure or the drawdown time are not within the a'ove limits, Designc
Engineering is contacted within twelve hours to determine operability (if unit
2 is in mode 1 to 4). The test mancmeter vent is the only part of this

--. - - - - _ . - _ - ,,
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seccion that could have an effect on the VE system. An isolation valve exists
on the vent line between the pressure transmitter and the manometer, so that
the manometer can be isolated easily from the transmitter if needed. A
caution statement is included in the procedure that directs the performer to
reconnect the manometer or close the isolation valve immediately if the
manometer inadvertently becomes disconnected from the vent line, If an
accident occurs during the performance of this section, VE woulc perform as
designed.

Sections 12.2 and 12.6

Section 12.2 (Train A) and tection 12.6 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the pressure drop across the total filter unit is less than 8 inwd and
that the system flow rate is 9000 cfm 10% during system operation, as
required by Tech. Specs. 4.6.1.8.b.3 and d.1. The upper limit of the flow is
currently restricted to 8700 cfm by PIR #C90-00093, and this is reflected in
the present acceptance criteria. All of the data in sections 12.2 and 12.6 is
taken while the system is operating per OP/2/A/6450/02. None of the data
taken will affect the system operation. Therefore, if an accident were to
occur during the performance of these sections, VE would function as designed.

Sections 12.3 and 12.7

Section 12.3 (Train A) and section 12.7 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the pre-heaters dissipate 45- 6.7 kW during system operation as required
by Tech. Spec. 4.6.1.8.d 5. The lower limit of the power dissipated is
currently restricted to 45 kW by PIR #C90-00093, and the acceptance criteria
-reflects this restriction. The heater control panel is opened and then Amps
and Volts on all three phases of both_ stages of the heater are measured using
an ammeter and a multimeter. Calculations are performed to give total vol.tage
adjusted (to 600V) power dissipation. These sections are performed while the
system is cperating per OP/2/A/6450/02 and have no effect on the gutem other
than temporarily removing the power from the heater. If an accident occurs
during performance of these sections, VE would function as designed.

Section 12.4 and 12.8

Section 12.4 (Train A) and section 12.8 (Train B) of this procedure verify
that the filter cooling electric motor operated bypass valves can be manually
opened such that a mini-flow path is established from the non-operating filter
train to the operating filter train as required by Tech. Spec. 4.6.1.8.d.3.
This'is accomplished by ensuring that the damper control switches for each
trains'-damper is in the auto position, verifying that the opposite trains'
damper is open, then placing the switch for the applicable train damper to the
"Open" position and verifying that the valve opens, The opposite train flow
is recorded for information while the system is in the mini-flow alignment to
verify cooling flow. Then the opposite train valve is closed by placing the
switch to the "Close" position to verify proper operation of the damper
control switch and to verify that the valve will close. All damper control
switches are independently verified to be returned to the "As Found" position
by the procedure. -A caution statement gives the performer direction to
isolate the mini-flow path in the event of an accident during the test because
the operating filter unit flow is affected when in mint-flow alignment. These
sections are performed while the system is operating per OP/2/A/6450/02. If

. --.- . - -
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an accident occurs during the performance of these sections, VE would function
as designed.

Section 12.9. 12.10 and 12.11
i

Sections 12.9, 12.10 and 12.11 verify that the proper vacuum decay time can be
attained for different alignments of VE components and other ventilation
systems. These tests are performed as a result of testing conducted on the VE
system during the Unit 2 End-of-Cycle 3 (2EOC3) Refueling Outage, and LER
414/90-03. The vacuum decay time test measures the time that it takes the
annulus pressuie to decay from -3.5 inches of water to - 0.5 inches of water
with VE shutdown. The purpose of this test is to ensure less than 2,000 scfm
air in-leakage into the Annulus under accident conditions. The 2000 scfm
in-leakage is the assumed value used in CANVENT and ACTDOS to calculate dose
for the post LOCA conditions. This test is not required directly by Tech. -

Spec., but in-leakage outside the above mentioned value may increase the dose
above the appropriate 10CFR limits.

All of these sections shutdown both Trains of the fuel Pool Ventilation System
(VF) on Unit 2 per OP/2/A/6450/04. VF is only required to be operable during
fuel movement or with any overhead load above the fuel pool. A prerequisite
to the tests ensure that there is no work in progress or planned during the
performance of these tests that may require the operability of VF on Unit 2.
After the testing is complete, VF is returned to normal per OP/2/A/6450/04.
Unit 2 is also required to be in modes 5, 6 or no mode during the performance
of these sections. VE is not required to be operable during modes 5, 6 or no
mode, so these test could not increase the consequences of an accident or
decrease the margin of safety as defined in the bases of Tech. Specs. Various
backdraf t dampors are tied open in sections 12.9 and 12.11. Cecause of the
possibility of affecting the flow when a damper is tied open, the flow for
each train is required to be checked after the dampers have been returned to
normal and before Unit 1 enters mode 4 (sections 12.9 and 12.11 only). The
unit vent isolation dampers (D-5 & 0-10) are aligned using the damper control
switches in the control room. These switches are returned to the " Auto" '

Position by the procedure when testing is complete.

Section 12.9 performs the vacuum decay time test with dampers D-5, 0-10, D-11
and D-12 open to verify annulus pressure boundary integrity during mini-flow
operation of either VE train. Section 12,10 performs the vacuum decay test
with dampers D-5 and D-10 open and a door on the B train filter unit open
(randomly chosen). This test verifies the annulus pressure boundary during
normal maintenance activities that may be performed when Unit 2 is in Mode 1
to 4

Section 12.11 will cerform the Vacuum Decay Time Test under accident
conditions for the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System (VA) system with VE
dampers D-1, D-6, D-11 and D-12 open. This test ensures irtegrity of the VE
ouctwork, filter units and the general Annulus while VA is in the most
conservative accident alignment. During this test, Train 18 & 2B of VA will
be shutdown per OP/0/A/6450/03 and train 1A & 2A filtered exhaust fans will be
placed in the post-LOCA mode of operation by this procedure. A prerequisite
requires that Radiation Protection is informed of the intended abnormal
alignment of VA and that exhaust flow from the sample hoods will be lost.
After the test is completed, VA is returned to normal per Operations procedure
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OP/0/A/6450/03. If an accident were to occur on the opposite Unit during the
performance of section 12.-11, VA would function as designed because it would
already be in the sefety alignment.

Summarv

All instrumentation installed / removed, jumpers placed/ removed, and trans-
mitters failed and returned to service are independently verified within each
section of this procedure. The VE, VF, and VA systems are operated under the
appropriate Operations procedures. Where applicable, caution statements are '

included to ensure that:the system is returned to normal in a timely manner in
the event of- an accident during the performance of this procedure, so the
margin'of safety as defined in the bases of Tech. Spec. will not be reduced.
VE is not an accident initiator, so t.e probability of an accident will not be
increased, and the possibility of an accident different than evaluated will
not be created. For these reasons, anu the ones stated within this evalua-
tion, this procedure does not increase the consequences of an accident OR
increase the probability or consequences of a malfunction of equipment ,

important to safety. Further, the possibility of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety different than evaluated will not be created. Therefore,
an unreviewed. safety question does not exist.

PT/1/A/4550/10,- Retype #4, Changes 9 to 9 Incorporated

This revision of PT/1/A/4350/10, " Diesel Generator Operating Parameters," was
revised to more closely reflect the actual order that the operating data was
required to be obtained, and to match up more closely with OP/1/A/6350/02,
" Diesel Generator Operating Procedure," for taking the data. Additionally,
the revision contains an enclosure to calculate the Effective Full Power Hours

-

of the Diesel Generator (D/G) for the run. This follows the precedent set up
by the monthly D/G Periodic Test (PT), PT/1/A/4350/02A(B), which records this
data with the run data and stores it with the permanent records. Additional
changes were placed in_the data collection sheets for a column to define which
parameters could be adequately recorded with check marks and which required
actual-values to be recorded. This is to enhance the quality of the data
trended by Maintenance Engineering Services (MES) for predicting engine
problems.

-The only.other significant changes to the pT were the deletion of the data
sheet enclosure due to a . revision in the requirements for the sheet, and the
addition of an enclosure to handle out of the normal D/G parameters before
they reach the point of causing inoperability.

These changes have been evaluated by referencing Tech. Specs. 3/4.8.1.1, FSAR
Section 8.3.1, 9.5.4, 9.5.5, 9.5.6 and 9.5.7. Based on the reviews of these
documents, there were no safety related concerns created by these procedure
changes. Additionally, no-unreviewed safety questions were created by these
changes.
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PT/2/A/4550/10, Retype #4, Changes 9 to 9 Incorporated'

.

This revision.of PT/2/A/4350/10. " Diesel Generator Operating Parameters," was
revised:to more-closely reflect-the actual order that the operating data was
required to be obtained, and to match up more closely with OP/2/A/6350/02,
" Diesel Generator Operating-Procedure" for taking the data. Additionally,-the
revision contains an enclosure to calculate the Effective Full Power Hours of
the D/G for the run. This follows the precedent set up by the monthly D/G PT,

,' PT/2/A/4350/02A(B), which records this data with the run data and stores-it
with the permanent records. Additional changes were placed in the data
collection sheets for a column to define which parameters could be adequately
recordei with check marks and which required actual values to be recorded.
This is to enhance the quality of the data trended by MES for predicting
engine problems.

The only other significant changes to the PT were the deletion of the data
sheet enclosure due to a revision in the requirements for the sheet, and the
addition of an enclosure to handle out of the normal D/G parameters before
they reach the point of causing inoperability.

These changes have been evaluated by referencing Tech. Specs. 3/4.8.1.1, FSAR
Sections 8.3.1, 9.5.4, 9.5.5, 9.5.6 and 9.5.7. Based on the reviews of these
documents, there were no safety related concerns created by these procedure-
changes. Additionally, no unreviewed safety questions were created by these
changes.

MP/0/A/7150/90, Initial Issue

This safety evaluation is for the creation of MP/0/A/7150/90. This procedure
has been written to provide a method to test and document the condition of ice
condenser. ice basket U-bolts. The failure of ice basket U-bolts at McGuire
has been well documented on their PIR number 0-M90-0289.

-The test torque of 19 ft-lbs. was determined through an evaluation of design
loads plus a factor in excess of 25% which includes test uncertainties,
fatigue concerns, and a . factor of safety. McGuire procedure MP/0/A/7150/99,
" Ice Basket U-bolt Torque", was used to determine the nut torque that would
produce the required test load on the bolts. It was determined that 19>

ft-lbs. was the appropriate torque. Design has determined that this same
torque can be used at Catawba. Refer to the Catawba Operability evaluation
for PIR 0-C90-0322.

The second part of the procedure involves returning the U-bolt nuts to the
as-built torque. The " Westinghouse Ice Basket Installation Procedure", our
number CNM 1201.17-343, states that the proper nut torque is 12 ft-lbs. in
Step 4.21.

This procedure has been written based on approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the actions controlled will
return the ice basket U-bolts to their as designed /as built condition
.following acceptance testing. These actions will ensure the ice condenser's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the U-bolts will be returned
as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a

,
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malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions
e x i s t s .-

PT/0/A/4150/128, Initial Issue

Tech. Spec. 3.1.1.3 requires that within 7 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD)
.after reaching a boron concentration of 300 ppmB, the Moderator Temperature
Coefficient (MTC) of Reactivity be verified to be less negative than 41
pcm/deg F. This procedure measures the MIC.'

The MTC is calculated by measuring the Hot Full Power (HFP) Boron
concentration at two different reactor coolant temperatures while maintaining
the same power level and control rod position. The boron difference is
converted into a reactivity difference, and the Isothermal Temperature
Coefficient'(ITC) calculated. From the ITC, the Doppler Temperatare
Coefficient-is subtracted to give the MTC.

The procedure requires that 3 sets of steady state data (boron, temperature,
and other reactivity parameters) be obtained. _The first data set is obtained
at normal full power conditions. The second is obtained af ter the Reactor
Coolant (NC) system Average Temperature (T-AVG) has been lowered _C Degrees F

.

below Reference Temperature (T-REF) while maintaining power and control rod
position the same as in the first data set. The NC system temperature ;r
lowered-by a controlled boration of the NC system. The third data set is
obtained after increasing the NC system T-AVG to within 1 Degree F of T-REF by
a controlled dilution of the NC system (data set is obtained with power and

-control rods the same as the first two data sets).

The only off normal condition during this test is the NC T-AVG being 6 Degrees
F lower than T-REF. T-AVG is closely monitored throughout the test to ensure
that the deviation between T-AVG /T-REF does not approach 7.8 Degrees F (the
point at which the turbine control valves are at the full open position). The
n rmal-FSAR accident analysis assumes a 4 Degree F T-AVG /T-REF deviation
(15.0.3.2), but deviations for required testing are allowed by FSAR 15.0.1.1.
'Therefore, the temperature deviations are bounded by the FSAR analysis.

An Axial _ Flux Difference oscillation is induced by the required temperature-

swings but is monitored closely and must remain within the operating windcws.

This test does not impact any equipment important to safety or lower the
margin of safety.

PT/1/A/4150/128, Change #5

This procedure is being deleted. It is being replaced by a Unit "0" shared
procedure, PT/0/A/4130/128, " Moderator Temperature Coef ficient of Reactivity
Measurement (EOC)". PT/0/A/4150/12B is the same as this procedure +:xcept for
deletion of unit specific identification and typographical corrections and
clarifications. (See earlier summary for the new procedure.)

i
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PT/2/A/4150/12B, Change #4

This procedure is being deleted. It is being replaced by a Unit "0" shared
procedure. PT/0/A/4130/12B, " Moderator Temperature Coeffietent of Reactivity,
Measurement (EOC)". PT/0/A/4150/128 is the same as this procedure except for
deletion of unit spccific identification and typographical corrections and
clarf fications. (See earlier summary for the new procedure.)

,

OP/1/A/6700/01, Change #195

This change replaces page 1 of Table 2.2 New Full Power currents and M
factors were obtained from PT/1/A/4600/05A, "Incore/Exco .- Calibration."3
Also, the "C" Incore Detector Setpoints in Table 2.4 wer replaced. During
PT/1/A/4600/06B, "Incore Detector Setpoints Determination," It was discovered '

-

that Detector "C" cable was only 1771 inches long. This change blocks
aaministratively path #4 (Normal Mode) which is greater than 1771 inchee.

TABLE 2.4

The Movable Incore Detector System (ENA) is used to measure the flux
distribution in the Reactor Cere. While the system is not considered by the
FSAR to be important to safety, the data gathered by the system is used for 3
Tech. Spec. related functions. These are:

1) Recalibration'of the Excore Neutron Flux Oetection System (inputs to
Overtemperature Differer,tial Temperature (OTOT), Overpower Dif ferential
Temperature (OPDT) and Axial Flux 01f ference ( AFD))

2) Monitoring the Quadrant Power Tilt Ratio (if one Nuclear Instrumentation
System channel is unavailable)

3) Measurement of F and F (Z)H q

Data Book Table 2.4 serves as a reference for the top and bottom of core-
setpoints used in the ENA system. The setpoints are calculateo and measured
by PT/1/A/4600/06B, "Incore Detector Setpoints Determination". The setpoints
are used:so that the ENA system correctly scans the entire height of the core,
Without the correct setpoints, the ENA system would not correctly give a
measurment of the flux distribution of the core.

This table of the data book does not impsct any safety related equipment. It

does not increase or create the possibility of any accident analyzed (ur
-unanalyzed) by the FSAR, No safety margins are reduced.

TABLE 2.2

OP/1/A/6700/01 (Unit One Data Book) Taole 2.2 is a table of data for use by
plant personnel. The following describes the 3 sections of tne table and how
the data is obtained and used.

. _. .



FULL POWER CURRENTS

i This-section is used to record the 100% Full Power Zero Axial of fsets currents
. and M factors for each of the Power Range Excore.(EN8) Detectors. Data is
| obtained fer this section only by use of approved procedures such as
. PT/1/A/4600/0 E, " Refueling END Calibration", or PT/1/A/4600/05A, "Incore/
' Excore Calibration." Other tests may supply data to this section, but in all

cases the tests must be approved tests.

The data recorded here is used by Instrument and Electrical (IAE) to adjust
the Axial Flux Difference (AFD) calculating circuitry and Operator Aid
Ccmputer (OAC) programs. It may also be used to manually calculate AFD if the
OAC is inoperable.'

Since AFL is used to dynamically adjust both the OTDT and OPDT setpoints, the
data here is safety related. The accidents referenced above depend on these
setpoints for mitigation.

'

TRIP SETPO ELS

The trin setpoints for both the Intermediate (N-35 and N-36) and Power Range
(N-41, 42, 43 and 44) Detectors are recorded on page 2 of the table. These
are used by IAE in setting the Reactor Trip setpoints on the detectors. The

-data here may be obtained by a variety of means.

Trip setpoints for Intermediata Range Detector may only be obtained by use of
approved procedures to calculate or measure the 25% Full Power Reactor Trip
setpoints.

Trip setpoints for the Power Range Detectors may not be deliberately set
greater than 109% Full Power ever. The trip setpoint :nay be set lower than
109% by use of approved procedures, by direction of Tech. Specs. or by
direction of the Shift Supervisor. The 109% is set by Tech. Spec. to ensure
operation is bounded by the assumptions used in the FSAR chapter 15 accidents.
Any setpoint below 109% may be used for conservatism or to comply with Tech.
Specs.

Information in OP/1/A/6700/jl (Unit One Data Book) is changed only by approved
procedure change. It will not increase the probability / consequences of an
accident analyzed in the FSAR or create an accident not analyzed in the FSAR.
No equipment other than the Nuclear Instrumentation System is affected by
Table 2.2. The safety margin will not be decreased.

No unreviewed safe'.y question is created by either of these changes.

PT/1/A/4200/09C, Change #2

The purpose of this test is to verify thst each automatic valve actuated by
the Boron Oilution Mitigation System (EDMS) moves to its correct position upon
receipt of a trip signal and also verify that each reactor mskeup water pump
stops upon receipt of a trip signal.



Suction of the Centrifugal _ Charging (NV) pumps will be aligned to the Volume
Control Tank-(VCT) and the Reactor Makeup Water Pumps will be running in
recirculation to the Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMWST). A Boron

f Dilution Mitigation System trip signal will be siinulated by depressing the
TEST pushbutton on the Shutdown Margin Monitor. Suction of the NV Pumps will
be verified to swap to the Refueling Water Storage Tank (FWST) and the Reactor
Makeup Water Pumps will trip.

The additional changes will allow testing in modes 3 and 4 when the NV pump is
in operation, whereas the original procedure was to be performed while the_NV
pumps were off. The NV pump is providing seal injection to the Reactor
Coolant pump seals. These changes will cause a swap of suction sources from
the VCT to the FWST while the NV pump is operating. This change of suction
sources with the pump operating is ths ;riginal design of the system;
therefore, no new equipment malfunction is created; thus, the consequences of
equipment malfunction remains tne same.

During this test, one train of the BDMS will remain in service. The opposite
train will be inoperable for a period of time well within the action time
allowed by Tech. Specs.; therefore, the margin of safety as defined by Tech.
Specs. will not be reduced. No unreviewed safety question is created by this
change.

TN/1/A/1178/00/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure will provide work activities necessary for the replacement of
the existing Unit 1 Events Recorder System per Nuclear Station Modification
(NSM) CN-11178, Rev. 00.

The_ cables being pulled per this procedure are Non-Safety cables. These
cables will not be terminated per this procedure. These cables will oe routed
such that the separation requirements as stated in the FSAR are maintained.
The requirement. for firewatches to be established when fire boundaries are
breached is written in this procedure. This procedure will involve the
penetration of a Control Room Ventilation System (VC) firestop. Because of

'this, steps, notes, and warnings have been incorporated in this procedure to
ensure VC operability during the implementation of this procedure.

This procedure will also direct work activities for the cable terminations and
wiring necessary for the replacemt of the existing system as well as the
installation of all components to the new Dranetz system. The terminations
and wiring will include 27 new Operator Aid Computer (OAC) points which were
originally wired via the Events Recorder. For these work activities to take
place, the entire Unit 1 Events Recorder will be removed for service. This
will occur while Unit 1 is on line.

The Events Recorder is not Tech. Spec. related. The bases for this system is
to perform monitoring of plant systems, and it is also used for post trip
snalysis. The bases for this system will not change as a result of this
procedure. The .new system will be installed and tested before it is returned
to service. These tests will ensure that the new system will perform all of-

its intended functions per the design bases. No other systems will be
affected by this procedure, and as a result no FSAR changes will be created

!
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from the implementation of this procedure. Accordingly, this procedure will
not create any unreviewed safety questions,

PT/1/A/4200/26,. Change #35

. The purpose of this test is to satisfy the requirements of Section XI,
Subsection IWV of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code with regard to the
measurement of valve stroke time, valve operability and valve position
indicatcr verification as required by Catawba IW Submittal.

After the system is properly aligneti, the valve 1.5 moved to its " Required
Initial Test Position." The valve is then stroked, and the stroke time is
recorded. The system is returned to its normal alignment as necessary. Once

' every two years, valve operation will be verified to agree with the remote
position indicators and Operator Aid Computer (OAC) position indication.

Originally this test created a possible situation for the Containment Spray
(NS) pumps to start without a suction source. By defeating NS pumps' auto
start circuitry, this change allows testing with breakers racked in, prevents
pump start without suction source, and reduces the possibility of equipment
malfunction.

During this test, one train of NS will remain operable. The opposite train
will be inoperable for a period of time well within the action time allowed by
Tech. Specs.; therefore, the margin of safety as defined of Tech. Specs. will
not be reduced. No unreviewed safety questions are created by this change.

PT/2/A/4200/26, Change #22

The purpose of this test is to satisfy the requirements of Section XI,
Subsection IWV of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code with regard to the
measurement of valve stroke time, valve operability and valve position
indicator verification as required by Catawba IWV Submittal.

After the system is properly aligned, the valve is moved to its " Required
Initial Test Position" The valve is then stroked, and the stroke time is
recorded. The system is returned to its normal alignment as necessary. Once
every two years, valve operation will be verified to agree with the remote
position indicators and 0AC position indication.

Originally the breakers were racked out to prevent the NS pumps from starting
without a suction source. This change will allow testing with the NS pump
Breakers racked in and prevents NS Pump start without a suction source by
defeating auto start circuitry. This change will also increase the availa-
bility of the system by limiting its inoperable status to approximately one
(1) hour as compared to approximately four (4) to five (5) hours with breakers
racked out.

During this test, one train of the NS will remain operable. The opposite
train will be inoperable for a period of time weli within the action time
allowed by Tech. Spec.; therefore, the margin of sa fety as defined by Tech.
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Specs, will not be reduced. No unreviewed safety questions are created by
this channe.

OP/0/B/6250/10, Retype #6, Changes 0 to 14 Incorporated

This change incorporates the use of mocpholine as a chemical additive in the
,

secondary system of the plant. The addition of morpholine is considered
beneficial in the control of erosion / corrosion. The following is a detailed
technical evaluation of the use of morpholine.

Technical Summary for Morpholine Addition to Secondary Cycle at Catawba
Nuclear Station

_

Introduction

The main purpose of adding morpholine to the Secondary Coolant is to reduce
the iron transport to the steam generators. An additional benefit is that a
reduction of corrosion at any point in the system results in an extended life

'

for that system. The current corrosion inhibition function in the Catawba
secondary system is performed by All Volatile Treatment ( AVT) Chemistry. This
consists mainly of additions of hydrazine (which decomposes to ammonia) and
occasional additions of ammonia to maintain a pH that effectively minimizes
corrosion of the condensate /feedwater piping and components.

Ammonia, hcwever, favors the vapor phase during the condensation process, and,
therefore, the liquid portion of certain two phase flow areas of the system is
at a less than optimal pH to limit corrosion. This has been demonstrated by
extensive chemistry studies of corrosion product transport around the system.

Morpheline is also a volatile amine, but it partitions about evenly between
the liquid and vapor phases and can therefore raise the pH in two phase flow "

areas of the system. These minor changes in pH can significantly decrease the
rate of corrosion in the affected areas, which in turn results in a correspon-
ding decrease in iron transport to the steam generators.

Until 1985, only a very few US utilities used morpholine in their Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) plants. Since then, hcwever, it has been more widely
recognized and accepted by both Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) venacts and
the utilities for its potential to decrease buildup of iron oxides in steam
generators. At the beginning of 1990, approximately 25 of 73 US PWRs were on
comnined AVT/ morpholine chemistry, including both Oconee and McGuire. The use i
of morpholire was widespread enough for it to be incorporated into the most "

recent revision of the EPRI PWR Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines as an
alternative to conventional AVT Chemistry.

At the present time, morpholine addition is considered a test or experiment
not described in the Catawba FSAR; however, it will be incorporated into the
next revision. Therefore, this evaluation covers affected sections of the
FSAR, Technical Specifications, and issues related to non-metallic materials
compatibility.
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-Technical Evaluation
,

;The following material reviews all changes and areas of concern for Catawba
Chemistry to adopt morpholine addition to the secondary coolant.

1.0 FSAR Sections Reviewed for Applicability

1.1 FSAR Section 10.3, " Main Steam Supply System," Subpart 10.3.5.2
" Secondary Side Water Chemistry". A short discussion of the
purpose of maintaining water purity, the treatment used, the
monitoring requirements, and controlling chemistry is presented. 3Each of these will be considered separately as it applies '
morpholine addition.

1.1.1 Maintaining Water Purity (10.3.5.2)

The reasons given for maintaining water purity within
specified limits are to minimize corrosion and minimize
fouling of steam generator surfaces. The addition of
morpholine as described is to retard these processes.
This is considered to be in agreement with the stated
purpose and, therefore, does not represent a significant
deviation to the FSAR.

1.1.2 Treatment (10.3.5.2.1)

The AVT treatment is described as the addition of
hydrazine for oxygen Scavenging and the addition of
ammonia for pH control. The addition of morpholine has no
effect on the ability of hydrazine to scavenge oxygen.
The addition of morpholine is expected to slightly raise
the pH as maintained oy ammonia'fn two chase cortions of -

the system. However, morpholine is not expected to change
"the pH of steam and/or feedwater significantly.

Morpholine-is therefore being used in conjunction with
ammonia (or hydrazine which decomposes to ammonia) to
maintain a more desirable system pH. Powdered resin
demineralizers are mentioned as used for condensate
polishing and will be discussed under 10.4.6, " Condensate
Cleanup System".

1.1.3 Monitoring (10.3.5.2.2)

The sampling and analysis program for feedwater,
condensate, and steam generators, as related to current
operating guidelines, is referenced to vendor recommenda-
tions and the current revision of the EPRI PWR Secondary
Water Chemistry Guidelines. Many Westinghoust plants are
using r;orpholine/AVT treatment, and its use is supported
by Westinghouse. The effects of morpholine addition on pH
und also conductivity are covered in detail in the EPRI
Guidalines.

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - . _
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:1.1.4 - Controlling Chemistry (10.3.5.2.3)

The use of blowdown demineralizers, polishers, makeup
water, and cramical additives to maintain chemistry limits
are addressed here. The blowdown demineralizers will be
discusseo under 10.4.8, " Steam Generator Blowdown System."
Since detailed description of chemistry control is lef t to
Plant Operating Procedures, addition of morpholine is '

considered to be appropriately handled the same way.

1.2 FSAR Section 10.4, "Other Features of Steam and Power Conversion
System", Subparts 10.4.1, 10.4.6, 10.4.7, 10.4.8, and 10.4.9 are
reviewed separately as they pertain to morpholine addition.

1.2.1 - 10.4.1, " Main Condenser", subpart 10.4.1.4, " Test and
Inspections", lists the monitoring .equirements for
condensate leaving the hotwell as it relates to condenser
cooling water leakage. No effects are expected that will
minimize the ability to identify condenser leaks. The
measurement of the most sensitive parameter, sodium, will 3

not be affected by the presence of morpholine at the .

concentration of condensed main steam.

1.2.2 10.4.6, " Condensate Cleanup System (CCS)", describes the
mode of operation of the system and provides the design
bases, which is-to remove dissolved and suspended
impurities, radioactivity in the event of a primary to v

secondary leak, and additional impurities in the event of
a condensate leak. The individual polishers will be
allnwed to saturate on morpholine. Utility experience has
shown the polisher's ability to remove these contaminants
will not be significantly impacted by the presence of
morpholine.

1.2.3 10.4.7, " Condensate and Feedwater Systems", describes the
functions of these two systems to provide water to the
steam generators while maintaining proper water
inventories throughout the cycle. The addition of

-morptioline will not af fect these systems' ability to
perform their design function in any manner.

1.2.4 10.4.8, " Steam Generator Blowdown System", is designea to
maintain proper shell side water chemistry by removing
non-volatile materials and provide a purification and +

recovery system for the blowdown. The mixed bed a

demineralizers described for purification will be allowed
to saturate on morpholine, a process that takes some time.
Utility experience has shown the demineralizers' ability
to remove contaminants will not be significantly impacted
by the presence of morpholine.

1.2.5 10.4.9, " Auxiliary Feedwater System", is designed to
,

provide suf ficient feedwater supply to the steam
| generator s in the event of loss of feedwater/ condensate.

.- ._ ,-- - . _ _.-__ _ _ - . - _ - . . - , _ - -
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The preferred quality of water for this system is
condensate grade, but it c i be aligned to the Standby
Nuclear Service Water Pond. Morpholine addition in no way
affects the auxiliary feedwater system's ability to
perform its design. function and may actually provide some
protection from corrosion processes to the generators in
the event Service Water is used.

1.3 Summary

It can be concluded from this-information that Secondary Cycle pH
control additives do not play a significant role in the accident
and malfunction scenarios outlined in the FSAR. They also do not
create additional scenarios of this type not considered in the
FSAR. Their purpose is to minimize the corrosion of metallic
surfaces and, therefore, extend the life and improve the rella-
bility of the components they come in contact with.

2.0 Technical Specifications Reviewed for Applicability

3/4.7 Plant Systems

The addition of morpholine will not affect the operability of
any of the systems listed in this section.

3/4.11 Radioactive Effluents

Morpholine is not a radioactive material and, therefore, does
not affect this section.

6.8.4.c Procedures and Programs J

The pertinent section of Technical Specifications dealing with
Secondary Chemistry is subpart 6.8.4 (c). This summarizes the
program required for monitoring secondary-water chemistry to
inhibit steam generator tube degradation. Since morpholine
addition contributes specifically to this purpose, no change to
this Tech. Spec, is needed.

Appendix 8: Environmental Protection Plan

The use of morpholine in the secondary system will result in
the discharge of morpholine through the Conventional Waste (WC)
system and its associated National Pollution Discharge Elimina-
tion System (NPOES) discharge point. Administrative limits of
10 ppm have been previously approved by South Carolina Depart-
ment of Health and Environmental Control (SCDHEC) for Catawba

- through either the Conventional Wastewater (WC) or Low Pressure
Service Water (RL) systems. Therefore, it is determined that
the use of morpholine in the secondary system will be con-
sistent with the guidance and limitations provided by SCDHEC.

|.
I
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3.0 Secondary Non-Metallic Materials Compatibility

In general, non-metallic materials used in the Secondary System are in- |the form of gaskets, diaphragms, 0-rings, seals, etc. and are made of |
such materials as asbestos,= teflon, viton, EPON, and rubber (Buna-N, I
Butyl, black, red). .These are all common materials in use in any nuclear- I
plant _on similar equipment. The concentration of morpholine to be_used i
in the feedwater/ condensate system is not considered to be a concern to '

the integrity of these materials based on industry experience and testing
programs. Only the chemical addition system will see concentrations of
morpholine that might be considered-harmful. Therefore, a survey was
conducted of non-metallic materials in use in the chemical feed pumps,
tank, and various instrumentation associated with this system. The
chemical feed pumps have teflon diaphragms, and the tank and associated
piping-are all stainless steel. Instrumentation in this system consists
of pressure and flow gauges not affected by 1-5% morpholine.

For these reasons, these changes do not create an unreviewed safety question.

PT/0/A/4400/10, Retype, Changes 0 to 0 Incorporated

This procedure performs a spring test to determine the opening force of check
valves that cannot be tested normally by a full flow test. The valves require
disassembly using the appropriate disassembly procedure prior to performing
this procedure. The following~ changes have been incorporated into this :

re-type of this procedure. I

1) Valves 1&2 NI 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, and 253 were deleted from
i

this procedure, lhese valves were part of the Upper Head Injection
-system prior to its removal.

2) Valves 1&2 NI 125, 126, 129, 134, 175, 176, 180, and 181 were added i

to_this procedure. These valves have been added to the Inservice
. Test (IST) program. Baseline inspections were performed on valves
1&2 NI 125 and 175. From the baseline test, the maximum allowable
. force for these valves has been determined to be 12 pounds.

The appropriate . sections of the FSAR and TECH. SPEC. have been-reviewed and
have been determined not to be affected. Since these changes incorporate
recent revisions of the IST program, this procedure complies with the present
testing requirements. The health and safety of the public has not been
affected, No unreviewed safety questions exist.

PT/1/A/4150/26, Retype, Changes 0 to 3 Incorporated

This 10CFR50.59 Evaluation is for a major rewrite of PT/1/A/4150/26. Since
major changes to the valves-tested under this procedure have occurred, a full
evaluation has been performed.

The following changes have been made in this rewrite.
,

!
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1. - Valves NI-248, 249, 250, 251, 252, and 253 have been removed from this
procedure. These valves were ~ removed from service-under NSM CN-10910,
Rev. 0,-by deletion of the Upper Head Injection piping. Further testing
is not required,

2. Valves NI-125, 126, 129, 134, 175, 176, 180, and 181 have been added to
this procedure. These valves were added to the Inservice Testing Program
per Revision 17 (Unit 1) of the Test Manual.

3. Add last test date'of 1/90 on refueling outage #4 for valves CA-172,
NI-93, NI-94,'NI-125, NI-175, NS-21, NS-33, NS-99, SA-6, KD-6, and KD-21. .

All changes comply with the latest revision of the Catawba Nuclear Station
Pump and Valve Inservice Testing Manual. The FSAR and Tech. Specs. have not
been affected. No unreviewed safety questions exist.

PT/2/4150/26, Retype, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

This 10CFR50.59 Evaluation is for a major rewrite of PT/2/A/4150/26. Since
major. changes to the valves tested under this procedure have occurred, a full
evaluation has been performed.

,

The following changes have been made in the rewrite.

I' Valves NI-125, 126, 129, 134, 175, 176, 180, and 181 have been added to.

this procedure. These valves were added to the Inservice Testing Program
- per Revision 8 (Unit 1) of the Test Manual.

2. Add last test date of 6/90 on refueling outage #3 for valves CA-171,
NI-81, NI-82, N1-125, NI-175, N5-4, NS-30, NS-98, SA-6, KD-6, and KD-21.

All changes comply with the latest revision of the Catawba Nuclear Station
Pump and Valve Inservice Testing Manual. The FSAR and Tech. Specs. have not
been affected. No unreviewed safety questions exist.

PT/2/A/4150/13D, Change #5

The opening of Tempering. Flow on Steam Generato 1 S/G) D will introduce an
unaccounted for flow to the system. Thus, Secondary Power will decrease by
approximately 3.1%. Due to the reduction in Main Feedwater (CF) Venturi Flow,
which is an input to the Secondary Power Calculation, power will be
established at 96% prior to the test. Since the Secondary Power Calculation
will no longer be accurate, primary power will be used to control Reactor +

.Powe r. This will ensure that the Tech. Spec. Rated Thermal Power is not
exceeded. Therefore, the margin of safety will not be reduced.

The opening of Tempering Flow will not change the existing flow path to the
- Auxiliary -Feedwater (CA) Nozzle on S/G D. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of a malfunction of equipment due to this test will not increase.
No new accident scenerios are created, and the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated will not increase. No unreviewed safety
questions are created.

. .-- . .. - - -
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TN/1/A/1067/00/01A, Initial Issue

NSM CN-11067, Rev. O, will provide a manual bypass of the P-14 safety signal
(S/G Hi-Hi Level) to prevent nuisance feedwater isolations during modes 4, 5,
and 6. This procedure provides guidelines for pulling cables, performing
wiring changes, installing and wiring the switches on the Control Board IMC3,
performing Solid State Protection System (SSPS) cabinet changes, and
performin_o a functional and retest for the modification.

No work will. begin on this procedure until Unit One is in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode. No system will be prevented from performing any function important to
safety while this work is being performed.

During the implementation of this procedure, as a result of the isolations,
various indicating lights, status lights, annunciators, and events recorder
points will be out of service. None of these indications are required to be
operable during the modes that we are implementing the procedure.

Also as a result of the isolations, the Refueling Water Storage Tank (FVST)
Heater groups A and B will be inoperable. This will not be a oroblem since we
will be implementing this procedure in March, April, and May.

This procedure also removes power from ISSPSA and ISSPSB. However, the Solid
State Protection Syster is not required to be operable in modes 5, 6, and No
mode. (Reference Technical Specifications 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.) The Solid State
Protection System is required for Mode 4 and will be returned to service prior
to Unit One entering Mode 4 up.

The isolations made for the implementation of this procedure will also affect
valves IVC 008A, 2VC008A, and 1YC1218. Valves IVC 008A and 2VC008A will be red
tagged closed for the implementation of Step 8.3.4.3. Valve 1YC121B will be
red, tagged closed for the implementation of Step 8.3.5.4. Red tagging these
valves closed will not make either train of the Control Room Ventilation /I Chilled Water Systems (VC/YC) inoperable.

IVC 008A is the A Train pressure filter train cross-connect valve. When VC/YC

I
Train A is put in service, this valve automatically closes for train separa-
tien, and the 3 Train cross-connect valve, 2VC0078, automatically opens. If
VC/YC Train A is in service during the implementation of Step 8.3.4.3, red
tagging IVC 008A closed will not be an operational concern since it's supposed
to be' closed when VC/YC Train a is in service. If Train B VC/YC is in service
during the implementation of Step 8.3.4.3, red ,ging IVC 008A c hsed will not
be an operational concern since the 8 Train ct.ss-connect va've t 1: be closed
also. The only time this valve is needed to open is when either pcessure
filter train carbon bed needs to be cooled. If this happens duri g the
implementation of this step, Operations can manually open IVC 00CA.

2VC008A is a B Train miniflow isolation valve. This valve has no automaticfunctions. lhis is a normally closed valve. Red tagging this valve closed
for the implementation of Step 8.3.4.3 will not be an operational concern. It
is only opened when Train 8 pressure tilter train carbon bed needs to be
cooled. If this happens curing the implementation of Step 8.3 4.3, Oper tions
can manually open 2VC008A.

i
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1YC121B provides chilled _ water maseup for VC/YC Train B from the Makeup
Demineralized Water System (YM). YM is a non-safety syster, and is not
required to be available in an accident condition, lYC121B receives a signal
to close on a safety injection, Red tagging this valve c . sed for the

-implementation of Step 8.3,5.4 will not be an operational concern since this
valve's fail safe position is closed.

Accordingly, the_' implementation of this procedure will not increase the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, or different
than any already evaluated, in the FSAR. Nor will the implementation of this
procedure increase the probability or consequences of an equipment malfunction
previously evaluated, or different than any already evaluated, in the FSAR.
The margin of safety defined in the bases of the Technical Specifications is
unaffected and no unreviewed safety questions exists.

TN/1/A/1005/02/03A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-: 105/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing i1e number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of one support on Math Model
KCH. This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC)
system.

There are na system isolatio.15 required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' pipir.g during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCH has been qualified for the
present support / restraint configuration. It has also been qualified for the
support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this procedure
has been implemented. However, the interim configuration with the support
being partially dismantled has not been analyzed For this reason, Design has
determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are operable,
provided all the support modifications for the entire math model are completed
within the 72 hours allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In
order to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected
system (s) inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate
the-affected piping could be qualified provided the modifications to-the
existing supports have been completed. However, if the support modificatio n
cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be
contacted to perform-an analysis of the affected piping to determine opera-
bility. Design Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of'

any configuration of modified supports provided the affected piping is
adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to
ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the
necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

i
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TN/1/A/1005/02/04A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN 11005/02 nodifies various piping system ;

analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of one support on Math Model
KCG. This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC)
system.

There are g syst9m isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualifiution of the af fected systems' pipiaq duringt

implenntation of tbl5 procedure. Math Model ACG has been qualified fur the
present support / restraint configuration. It has also been quali' led for the
support /r25traint configuration which will be in place after this procedure
has been implemented. However, the interim configuration with ine support
being partially dismantled has not been analyzed. For this reason, Design has
determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are operable,3

) provided all the support modifications for the entire math model are completed
within the 72 hours allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In
ceder to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected
system (s) inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate
the affected piping could be qualified, provided the modifications to the

r existing supports have been completed. However, if the support modifications
cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit. Design Engineering will be
contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to determine opera-
bility, Design Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of
any configuration of modified supports provided the affected piping isg

adequately suoported. Station maintenance procedures provirie guidance to;

ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the
nece.ssary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
requirements.i

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/06A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modi f N:, var as piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number ' mechan W 1 snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of ans auptort on Ma*.h Model
KCZ. Thir math model includes supports only on the Cor nrinent Cooling (KC),,
system.

l

There are a system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during

'

mplementation of this procedure. Math Model KCZ has been qualified for the
present support / restraint configuration. It has also been qualified for the
support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this procedure

L has been imp"emented. However, the interim configuration with the support
beirg partially dismantled has not been analyzed. for this reason, Design has

. determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are operable,
F provided all the support modifications for the entire math model are completed

within the 72 hours allowed by the technical specification for snub'Jert In
ordar to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affecteda

(

l
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system (s) inoperable, Design Engin9ering has performed analyses that inditate
the affected piping could be qualified provided the modifications to the
existing supports-have been completed. However, if the support modifications
cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be
contacted to perform +n analysis of the affected piping to determine opera-
bility. Design Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of
any configuration of modifito supports provided the affected piping is

,adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to I

ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the ;

necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification :requirements. '

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure. '

.

1N/1/A/1005/02/10A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station 'iodification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with tne objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math *

Model ASF. This math model includes supports on the Auxiliary Steam (AS),
Chemical and Volume Control (NV), and Liquid Radwaste (WL) systems. These
supports will either be_ deleted from the system or revised to a different -

configuration.

There are ng system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
,

concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implen:entation of this procedure. Math Model ASF has been qualified for the
p.esent support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim coafiguration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require
nu orous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be '

done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and-declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed provided the ;

modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is '

written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,-

if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
,

Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of tne affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports provided the
affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure ;

will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with this procedure.

;
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1N/1/A/1005/02/13A, initial Issue

Nuclear Station Msdification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure prnvides guidance for the rework of one support on Math Model
N00. This math model includes supports only on the Residual Heat Removal (ND)
system.

There are ng system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
uplementation_of this procedure, Math Model NDO has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration with the
support being partially dismantled has not been analyzed. For this reason,
Design has determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are
operable, provided all the support modifications for the entire math model are
completed within the 72 hours allowed by the technical specification for

-snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the
affected system (s) inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analyses that
indicate _the affected piping could be qualified provided the modifications to
the existing supports have been completed. However, if the sepport modifica-
tions canrot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will
be contacted to perform an_ analysis of the-affected piping to determine
operability. Desigt Engineering has stated they could justify operable, status
of any configuration of modified supports, provided the affected piping is
adequately supported. _ Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to
ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the
necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
requirements.

Based on_this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure. -

TN/1/A/1005/02/14A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CH-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NBE. This math model includes supports on the Boron Recycle (NB)
system. These supports will be deleted from the system.

There are n2 system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected. systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model NBE has been qualified for the
present support / restraint configuration, it has also been qualified for the

y support / restraint (S/R) configuration which will be in place af ter this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some<

deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many-possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the supports

' modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
.
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, allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
: exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,

Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected t.1 ping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed. However, if the

| support deletions cannot be corrpleted in the 72 hour time limit, Design
Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to>

* determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could justify
operable status of any configuration of deleted supports provided the affected

.
-piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures provide

i -guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will
provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
.,pecification requirements.;

Dased on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated-

with the implementation of this procedure.
|,

1

1
1

'i TN/1/A/1005/02/15A, Initial Issue

Nv?en Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system |

[ anaiyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math

,
Model NDO. This math model includes supports on the Hydrogen Blanket (GB) and

-

-Residual-Heat Removal (ND)-systems. These supports will either be deleted,

from the system or revised to a different configuration.

| There are_ng system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
iconcern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during

. implementation of this procedure. Math Model NDD_has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been_ qualified for<

,

the_ support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been_ implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some,

deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,'

because the many possible combinations of $/R configurations would require;

! numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be ;

i done while the af fected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
' 'modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours

allowed by the technical specification for snubbers, in order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af fected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed provided the

: modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
! written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports, dowever,
; if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, '

Design. Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected '

; piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports provided the

' 'affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
"j provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure

will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical i

j specification requirements.

: Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
! wfth the implementation of this procedure.

!

I I
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TN/1/A/1005/02/17A, Initial Issue
,

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers,
fhis procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NVD. This math model includes supports on the Chemical and Volume
Control (NV) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
revised to a different configuration.

There are a system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model NVD has been qualified for the
3 resent supprt/ restraint (S/R) config" ration. It has also been qualified for

~the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of S/p, configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reasnn, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
erceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af fected system (s) inopersble,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports provided the
affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This precedure
will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical ~

specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/19A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 rodifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model KDA. This math model includes supports on the Diescl Generator Engine
Cooling Water (KD) system. These supports will be deleted from the system.

1here are a system isolations required to impicment this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Nath Model KDA has been qualified for the:
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some-

deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,

._ . . . . . . .
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because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require
numerous analyses.- For this reason, Design has determined this wort may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours ,

>

a' lowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid !

exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected pipinq
could be qualified under any combination nf snubbers removed, this procedure

.contains only deleted supports. However, if the support deletions cannot be i
completed in the 72 hour time limit, Des.ign Engineering will be contacted to ;

perform an analysis of the af fected pining to determine orerability. Design ;
Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration
of deleted supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.

i

Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is '

adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to |

ensure compliance with all technical specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated ;

with the implementation of this procedure. '

f

-1N/1/A/1005/02/22A, Initial Issue ,

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping sys.em ;
aralyses with_the objective of reducing the number o_f mechanical snubbers. ;-

This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted froin Math, .

Model CFA. This math model includes supports on the Main Feedwater (CF)
3 system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a

different configuration,
i

There are ng system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model CFA has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some i

deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of $/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. -For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the af fected system (5) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any_ combination of snubbers removed provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed, This procedure is
written to complete all modifict' ions before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected - '

,

piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided
the affected piping is adequately' supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure

,
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will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implemantation of this procedure.

' iN/1/A/1005/02/24A, Inittel Issue
"

Nuclere Statio6 Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers,'

r

This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Msth
Model NM-03. This math model includes supports on the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system. _These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration, o

There are ng system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
,

concern is the seismic qualification of the af fected systems' piping during ;

implementation of this procedure. Math Model NM-03 has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R)-configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be_ in place after this
procedure has been implemented, liowever, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of $/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be '

done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
excteding the 72 hour-limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping .;

could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
.,

modifications to the existbg supports have been completed. This procedure is '

- written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
,

if the support modifications cannot be enmpleted in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided
the affected piping is adequately' supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure '

will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.i

IBated on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated '

with the implementation of this procedure.
]

TN/1/A/1005/02/25A, initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system I

analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted-from Math

.- Model NV-04. Thit math nodel includes supports on the Chemical and Volume
Control (NV) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
eevised to a differtnt configuration.

1
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There are a system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only !
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during <

implementation of this procedure. Math Model NV-04 has been qualifted for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place af ter this
procedure has been irrplemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and soue still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the mary possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require
numerous analyses.- For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours

.

'

allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding tne 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of-snubbers nmoved, provided the. '

modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the tupport modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected

.

piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could ;

. Justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided
the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported, This procedure

- will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all-technical
specification requirements, i

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/26A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Podel NV-01. This math model includes supports on the Chemical and Volume
Control (NV) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system,
or revised to a different configuration.

There are a system isolations required to implement this procedure. The cnly
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model NV-01 has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has'not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may '.e
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be.. qualified under any combinatinn of snubbers removed, provided the

.
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modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operabiltiy. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided a

the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure
will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implerentation of this procedure.

_

TN/1/A/1005/02/27A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (N$M) CN-Il005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers. e

lhis procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NV-13. This math mooel includes supports on the Chemical and Volume
Control (NV) and Liquid Ridwaste (WL) systems. These supports will either be
deleted from the system or revised to a different configuration.

There are nn system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during'

implementation cf this procedure. Math Model NV-13 has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
tne support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbets removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be

_

done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid ,

exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, ,

Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Drsign Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided
the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure
wili provide tbo necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

-
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TN/1/A/1005/02/28A, Initial Issue
.

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NM-04. This math model includes supports on the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration. '

There are a system isolations required to implement this orocedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during -

implementation of this procedure. Math Model NM-04 has.been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for

'

the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this '

procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,

l because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) irioperable,

'
Design Engineering has performed analyses tha. indicate the affected piping . ;

could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However, i

if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, '

Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
- piping to_ determine operability. Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports, provided
the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure
will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Based on this discussion, thare are no unreviewed safety ouestions associated
- with the implementation af this procedure.

TN/1/A/.1005/02/30A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of one support on Math Model
KCW. This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC)
system.

There are n system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCW has been qualifted for the
present support / restraint configuration. It has also been qualified for the
support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this procedure
has been implemented. However, the interim configuration with the support

' being partially dismantled has not been analyzed. For this reason, Design has

,
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determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are operable,
provided all the support modifications for the entire math model are completed
within the 72 hours allowed by the technical specification for snubbers. In a
order to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected
system (s) inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analysed that indicate ,

;the affected piping could be qualified, provided the modifications to the ;
existing supports have been completed. However, if the support modifications t

cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit Design Engineering will be
contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to determine opera-
bility. -Design Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of
any configuration of modified supports, provided the affected piping is
adequately supported. Station maintenarce procedures provide guidance to
ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the
neces::ary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
requirements.

Bas'ed on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/31A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers. !

This procedure provides guidance for the rework of one support on Math Model
KCY. This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC)
system.

There are n2 system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is-the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCY has been qualified for the
present support / restraint configuration. It has also been qualified for the
support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this procedure
has been implemented. However, the interim configuration with the support
being partially dismantled has not been analyzed. For this reason, Design has
determined this work may be done while the affected system (s) are operable,
provided all the support modifications for the entire math model=are completed .

within the 72 hours allowed by the technical pecification for snubbers. In
order to avoid exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected
system (s)-inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate
the affected piping could be qualified, provided the modifications to the ,

existing supports have been completed. However, if the support modifications
cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be
contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to determine opera-

,

bility. Design Engineering has stated they could justify operable status of
_

any configuration of modified supports, provided the affected piping is
adequately-supported. Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to
ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the
necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
requirements.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated I

with the implementation of this procedure.
1

l

,
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TN/1/A/3099/CE/01A, Initial Issue ;

In order to comply with the ASME Code section XI Inservice Inspection :

requirements, a radiographic examination must be performed on the weld
,

(ISM 34-7) located between Steam Generator (S/G) 1A and the 32" diameter main
steam (SM) piping. In order to perform this radiography efficiently, a hole ,

is needed.in the SM_ system piping to allow access inside the piping, Exempt
Change CE-3099 was originated to provide the access hole for the radiographic
examination of the above weld. After the examination is complete, the hole
will be plugged. The purpose of this procedure is to provide guidance for the
drilling of the hole and the installation of the half coupling and plug.

The Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement
this procedure. S/G 1A and its associated main steam line will be out of ,

service during the installation phase of this procedure. The drilling of the ihole and the installation of the half coupling and plug will be performed
during Modes 5, 6, and no mode. The Operations Group will ensure containment
integrity is maintained while the affected main steam line is open to
containment. '

Testing for CE-3099 will be performed in accordance with the Post Modification
Testing program at the station. Since the hole is one inch in diameter, a
pressure test is not required per ASME Section XI exemptions; however, a
visual inspection for leaks will be performed in Mode 3 with the affected SM
piping at normal system temperature and pressure. This inspection will not
affect the function or operation of the SM system. System insolations or
abnormal alignments are noA required.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/3213/CE/01A, Initial Issuo

In order to comply with the ASME Code Section XI Inservice Inspection
requirements, a radiographic examination must be performed on the weld
(ISM-1A-F) located on the 32" diameter main steam (SM) piping from Steam
Generator (S/G) 1A. In order to perform this radiography efficiently, a hole
is needed in'the SM system piping to allow access-inside the piping. Exempt
Change.CE-3213 was originated to provide the access hole for the radiographic
examination of the above weld. After the examination is complete, the hole
will be plugged. The purpose of this procedure is to provide guidance for the
drilling of the hole and the installation of the half coupling and plug.

The'0perations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement
this procedure. S/G 1A and its associated main steam line will be out of
service during the installation phase of this procedure. The drilling of the '

hole and the installation of the half coupling and plug will be performed
during Modes.5, 6, and no mode. The Operations Group will ensure containment
integrity is maintained while the affected main steam line is open to
containment.

Testing for CE-3213 will be performed in accordance with the Post Modification
Testing program at the station. Since the hole is one inch in diameter, a

.
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pressure test is not required per ASME Section XI exemptions; however, a
visual inspection for leaks will be performed in Mode 3 with the affected SM
piping at normal system temperature and ptessure. This inspectic will not
affect _the function cr operation ' the SM system. System isolations or
abnormal alignments are no.1 requ. .d.

Based on this discussion, there are no unrtviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

MP/0/A/7400/70, Initial Issue

This is a new procedure that was developed to provide a method for the
controlled removal and replacement of a maintenance tool (baring device) that
is normally stored on the engine. The safety circuitry that allows engagement

- or removal of the maintenance tool (baring device), also prevents normal air
operation of the engine.

This procedure assures that the niaintenance tool (baring device) safety
circuitry is complete and that tb air system is functioning as designed
whether or not the maintenance tv01 (baring device) is installe6.

The maintenance tool (baring device) has no. safety related function. The
maintenance tool (baring device) assembly is not mounted on the engine, but is
mounted on the floor. Removal of the maintenance tool from its base assembly,
which is mounted in the floor, greatly reduces the weight on that base
assembly. It further LOWERS the center of gravity from the maintenance tool
to the floor mounted base. Installation of the spacer onto the base assembly
is a very insignificant weight addition, but in fact, much, much less than the
maintenance tool itself. The floor mounted base assembly with the spacer
installed would NOT ef fect the engine or the generator in a seismic event.
The parts that hold the pin in position 4.re not loaded, except to resist the
tiny spring in the switch, as when the maintenance tooi is installed.

The procedure requires post Maintenance Testlag (verifying the engine will air
roll) to assure proper system operation immediately after tool removal AND
after tool replacement.

The procedure assures equipment availability, ieliability, and operability
through well thought out and evaluated specified steps. The procedure does
NOT create an unreviewed safety question.

MP/0/A/7200/04, Change #2

This procedure has been revised; the changes to the procedure are as follows:

Section 11.0 Step 11,4.11,1 was changed to ac id running the turbine
at speeds _less_than 2000 RPM. . Speeds below 2000 RPM can
cause internal damage to the pump.

Section 11.0 Step 11.5, a " Caution" was added to clarify when the
overspeed trip device can be operated,4
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Section 11M Step 11.5.4 was revised to delete the MES holdpoint.

Enclosure 13.1 Vas revised to delete appropriate sign-offs.

Title The title was changed to include the words "Overspeed
Testing" to give a better description of the content of
the procedure.

Tech. Spec. 3/4.7.1 could be affected by this procedure. Operations has the
responsibility and the procedures for compliance with this Tech. Spec,-

i
Maintenance will be performed on the governor when Tech. Specs. allow, per '

Operation's proceduros. This revision will clarify and assure that
maintenance activities will return the governor to as-designed conditions..

The changes made by this revision have been reviewed against approved vendor
manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the

- corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the governor
to as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure the governor's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the governor will be returned
to as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a |

- malfunction will be reduced. I

Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions exist.

TN/1/A/1188/00/UlA initial Issue

Nuclear Statien Modification (NSM) CN-11188, Rev 0, will install the In-
adequate Core Cdoling Monitor-86 (ICCM-86) System Software Update PROMS V8.2'

and Remote Display PROMS V.1.1 provided by Westinghouse in Field Change Notice ,

(FCN) DCPO-40513A. Thit procedure will provide guidelines for installing the
FCN, performing'a functional verification of the FCN, and completing the

,

Channel Calibrations for the Reactor Vessel level Indication System (RVLIS).

The purpose of the Inviequate Core Cooling Monitor-86 (ICCM-86) System is to
. provido post-accident information of reactor core and. reactor vessel condi-
tions which would indicate the approach of inadequate core cooling conditions.
The ICCM specifically monitors, processes, and displays information on the
following parameters: incore thermocouple temperature, subcooling margin, and
reactor vessel water level. According to Technical. Specification 3.3.3,6,
this instrumentation is required only in modes 1, 2, and 3.

No work will begin on this procedure until Unit One's reactor vessel head is
removed (mode 6 entry). All modification work will be completed in modes 6
and no mode. Channel-Cals for RVLIS will be completed prior to mode 3 up. No
system will be prevented from performing any function important to safety
while this work is being performed. No unreviewed safety questions exist.

TN/1/A/0397/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure relocates pushbuttons for valves ICAS4B and ICA66B located on
the Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump Turbine Control Panel IAFWPTCP.

,
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Work activities within this procedure will require that the control functions
for valves ICAS40, ICA66B, and ICA858 be disabled. Disabling these control
functions will require Unit 1 to be in Modes 4, 5, 6, or No Mode, lhe
affected pushbuttons will be relocated and returned to service per -

TN/1/A/0397/CE/01A. Upon completion of the implementaticn of this procedure,
the pushbutton for valves 1CA540 and ICA66B will be stroked from 1AFWPTCP and
the Control Room to verify proper operation. No work will be performed on the'

circuitry for valve ICA850. This valve was isolated only to prevent the
swapping of its controls tr IAFWPTCP while the testing for valves ICA540 and
ICA66B is being performed. No other systems, structure or components will be
affected by the implementation of this procedure. As a result, the imple-
mentation of this procedure will not create an unreviewed safety questfoh.

_

MP/0/A/7150/67, Retype, Changes 0 to 11 Incorporated

This procedure is for performing latching and unlatching operations on the
Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) drive shafts. Instruction manuals
CNM-1201.00-0030 and CNM-1201.13-038 provided technical information for the
development of this procedure. Plant specific information was also included.,

This evaluation is for changes made during the procedure review following
Catawba Unit 2 End of Cycle 3 outage. The Catawba FSAR and Technical
Specifications have been reviewed and are not affected by this revision. The
probability of an accident or a malfunction of equipment nreviously addressed
will not be increased nor will any unreviewed safety questions be involved.

The following changes were made.

Step 11.13.31.7 Added to repeat steps if weight is reduced below tool*

weight minus 140 lbs.

Step 11.14.28 Added step to perform visual verification of drive*

rod le; king screw position to insure drive shafts are -

locked.

Step 13.0 Added enclosure 13.5 Control Rod Drive Shaft.*

Revised Enclosure 13.1 Data Sheets for the above changes.*

MP/1/A/7150/42, Retype, Changes 0 to 13 Incorporated

This procedure is for perfort.ing removal and reolacement activities required
on the Reactor Vessel Head during refueling outages.

This evaluation is for changes made during the procedure review following the
Catawba Unit 1 End-of-Cycle 4 outage. These changes were required to clarify
steps for better understanding and to add manufacturer's information on new
equipment. See procedure changes below:

Step 6.6 Delated this step.*

Step 8.1 Moved special tool list to an enclosure.
*

.
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Step E.2 Added visual inspection for all lifting devices, j
*

Step 9.1 Change stud elongation to ( +.008"/ 002"). :
*

Step 10.2 Changed must to should.*

Step 11.2 Revised temperature reference from Nil-Ductility*

Transition Temperature (NDTT) to minimum head flange
.

temperaturc for detension/ tension as specifled in '

0P/1/A/6700/01.
|

* - Step 11,3.8 Deleted this step. Head stand shielding not required.

Step 11.4.2 Revised NDTT temperature reference as in 11.2.*

Step 11.4.5 Added note 6.*

Step 11.4.9 Changed spherical washer to top of the closure stud.*

_ Step-11.4.22 Added compensating weights.*

;

,

*. Step 11.4.24 Added step for-cleaning stud hole plug sealing surface.
;

Step 11.4.25 Deleted this step. i
*

Step 11.4.26 Added step for cleaning stud holes for installation of*

guide pin sleeves.
,

* Step 11.4.33 Changed install to inspect.

Step 11.4.34 Added note. |
*

!
* Step 11.4.38 Changed to 11.4.37.4.

Sten 11.4,38 Changed to install head ladder.*

Step 11.4.50 ' Added note 4.*

Step 11.4.56 Added step for inside shroud inspection.*

Step-11 5.23 Added note 2.*

Step 11.5.26.2 Deleted note 2.*

Step 11.5.30 Revised NDTT teuperature as in step 11.2.*

Step 11.5.58 Note 2 Revised elong tion (+.008/~.002).*

'

Step 11.5.59.3 Revised pump pressu e to 6600 psig.'- *

_ Step 11.5.60.2 Revised elongation (+.008/ .002).*

Step 11.5.61.6 Deleted this step,*

e

L
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Step 11.5.61.10 Revised punp pressure to 6600 psig.* "

Step 11.5.61.14 Revised elongation (+.P98/.002).*

Step 13.0 Added 13.7 enclosure, Notr'e Port Cover Location.*

'Enclosure 13.1 Revised for tne changes made.*

This procedure will be used to maintain the Reactor Vessel Head in its
original design requirements and specifications. The Catawba FSAR and
Technical Specifications have been reviewed and are not affected by this )
procedure change. The probability of an accident or a malfunction previously
addressed will not ce increased nor will any unrevieweo safety question be

,

involved.

MP/0/A/7300/14. Initial issue
t

This procecure has been written to provide generic instructions for pillow
block bearing inspection and lubrication on safety related fans.

The procedure has been written in a manner to maintain the equipment it is
used on in its as-designed /as-built condition. This is ensured by having a ,

step in the procedure to obtain the approved vendor technical manual for the
specific-piece of equipment before any work can begin. The approved technical
manual is then referenced in several places in the procedure to establish the
correct as+ designed /as-built condition of the equipm9nt.

;
It has been determined that when lock washers are present, bolts should not be '

torqued but tightened securely. The results of this determination are com-
bined into the notes for steps 11.3.8 and 11.4.8 of the procedure. Realizing
that there will be questions on this topic,- the-Technician is referred back to
the Maintenance Engineering Services (MES) Engineer to determine the correct
resolution. Design will be contacted as needed to resolve problems.

This procedure has been written based on approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station proccdures to ensure that the actions controlled will
return the fan beariugs to their as-designed /as-built condition. Since the
fah bearings will be returned to as-designed conditit.ns, the possibility,
consequences, or probability of a malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no i

Unreviewed Safety Question exists.

|

PT/2/A/4200/09A, Change #74

This change was written so that only one Steam Generator (S/G) Power Operated
Relief Valve (PORV) will be isolated during testing. Presently, all four S/G
PORV block valves are closed, and all four PORVs are cycled during the test.
Tech. Specs. rr luire that three PORVs must be operable. A recent Tech. Spec.
interpretation for_ Tech. Spec. 3.7.1.6 (approved 1/17/91) states that for the
PORV to be. operable, the PORV block valve must be OPERABLE and OPEN. This is
to ensure that two PORVs are available to cool Reactor Coolant (NC) assuming a
S/G tube rupture concurrent with a less of offsite power.

!
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This change will ensure that two PORVs are available for a cooldown to
Residual Heat Removal initiation temperature in the event of a S/G tubes

,

rupture concurrent with a loss of offsite power and failure of a Diesel4

'

Gunsrator. Only one S/G PORV block valve will be closed by the procedure to
ensure that two PORVs are available to cooldown, to Unreviewed Safety
Questions are created.

PT/1/A/4200/09A, Change #137

This change was written so that only one Steam Generator (S/G) Power Operated
Relief Valve (PORV) will be isolated during testing. Presently, all four S/G
PORV block valves are closed, and all four PORVs are cycled during the test.
Tech. Specs. require that three PORVs must be operable. A recent Tech. Spec,
interpretation for Tech._ Spec. 3.7.1.6 (approved 1/17/91) states that for the ,

PORV to be operable, the PORV block vaive must be OPERABLE and OPEN. This is
to ensure that two PORVs are available to cool Reactor Coolant (NC) assuming a
S/G tube rupture concurred , tith a loss of of f site power.

This change will ensure that two PORVs are available fcr a cooldown to
Residual Heat Removal initiation temperature in the event of a S/G tube '

rupture concurrent with a loss of offsite power and failure of a Diesel
Generator. Only one S/G PORV block valve will be closad by the procedure to
ensure that two PORVs are available to cooldown. No Unreviewed Safety
Questions are created.

PT/1/A/4200/09A, Change #136

This change was written to ensure that the normal letdown path is not isolated
as a result of the Auxiliary Safeguards Test Cabinet Periodic Test. Th15 is
being done to prevent a possible thermal transient as a result of isolating
letdown (reference Westinghouse report, Vll-W/co-40).

The change deletes an option which was in the procedure that has not been used
in the last few years. The change will reduce the likelihood of a thermal
transient. The change has no effect on the method in which this test has been
performed within recent history. No Unreviewed Safety Question are created
by this-change.

PT/2/A/4200/09A, Change #13 .

This change was written to ensure tnat the normal letdown path is not isolated
ar. e result of the Auxiliary Safeguards Test Cabinet Periodic Test. This is
being done to prevent a possible thermal transient as a result of isolating
letdown (reference Westinghouse report, Vll-W 90-40).

. _The change deletes an option which was in the procedure that has not been used
in ibe last few years. The change will reduce the likelihood of a thermal
transient. The change.has no effect on the method ir which this test has been
performed within recent history. Th!s change does not create an Unreviewed
Safety Question.

- . _ . . . _ . _ _ . . _ . - . __ _ _ . _ . - . _ - _ _ . - _ _ . . . _ . . _ _ . _ ._ _ _ _ _
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PT/1/A/4200/09, Retype, Changes 0 to 88 Incorporated

The Engineered Safety Features Actuation Periodic Test is performed in
accordance with Section 7.3 of the Catawba FSAR and applicable Technical
Specifications. Sections 12.1 and 12.4 of this test verify that ESF com-
ponents actuate correctly to their safety position within their required time
limits in response to a Safety Injection, Phase A Isolation, Phase B Isola-
tion, and a Blackout. In addition, proper operation of the Diesel Generator
(0/G) is verified. Sections 12.2 and 12.5 are essentially a repeat of 12.1
and 12.4, except there is no blackout of the essential switchgear, and the
signals are generated using the manual pushbuttons in the control room.
Sections 12.3 and 12.6 verify proper D/G starting, load shedding, and load
sequencing in response to a blackout. Correct valve movements, response

~ times, and system responses are verified. Sections 12.7 and 12.8 verify that
each cold leg accumulator valve opens when a simulated F.eactor Coolant (NC)
system pressure signal exceeds the P-11 setpoint and upon receipt of Safety
Injection Signal. Sections 12.9 and 12.10 verify the proper operation and
response time of the automatic swapover to containment recirculation upon a
Safety injection coincident with Lo-Lo Refueling Water Storage Tank (FWST)
level. Section 12.11 verifies that the Maia Steam isolation valves, Main -

Steam isolation bypass valves, and the Steam Generator (S/G) power Operated i

Relief Valves (PORVs) close upon a manual Main 5+.eam isolation.

In sections 12.1 through 12.fa, the opposite train of the one under test will
remain operable during the test. All pumps on the train under test are
inoperable (due to alignment to recirculat Mn flow path) except for the
Nuclear Service Water (RN) and Component Cooling (KC) pumps (in section 12.2
snd 12.5), both of which are aligned for normal operation. The RN and KC
pumps are inoperable in sections 12.1 and 12.4 due to the D/G being in-
operable. The opposite train is capable of fulfilling any required safety
functions. The discharge of the Chemical and Volume Ce. trol (NV) pump and the
Safety Injection (NI) pump on the train under test are isolated from the
Reactor Coolant System by two isolation valves to provide low temperature
overpressure protection as required by Technical Specifications, in addition,
as a precaution to avoid inadvertent actuation of an NC'PORV, the prerequi-
sites to the test specify that the NC system cannot be water solid. Tech.
Spec. 3.1.2.1 requires that one boron injection flow path be operable. One
boron injection flowpath will remain operable since the centrifugal che ging
pump on the opposite train of the one being tested is not rendered inoperable
by this test. Radiation Monitors (EMFs) 38, 39, and 40, wnich provide

-interlocks to terminate containment release through Containment Purge
Ventilation (VP) and Containment Air Release and Aridition (VQ), will be

-rendered inoperable by the conduct of this test when the sample lines are
isolated by a Phase A containment isolation signal; however, both VP and VQ
operation will be terminated upon receipt of the phase A containment isolation
signal. The Spray / Sprinkler system will become inoperable due to the closure
of the containment isolation valve to the annulus sprinklers. The test should

-be completed well within the one hour in which action must be taken. If the
test cannot be finished witnin one hour, the action can be easily satisfied.
A Limit and Precaution has been added to the procedure stating that portions
of the Fire Protection System (RF) will be inoperable due to valves IRF389B,
IRF4478, and 1RF457B receiving a Phase A containment isolation signal. In
sections 12.1 and 12,4, the D/G on the train under test is inoperable due to
the accelerated sequence being defeated. If the D/G runs for an extended
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period of time, that D/G will become inoperable due to fuel oil level dropping
below the minimum allowed by Tech. Specs.; aowever, only rne 0/G is required
to be operable during Modes 5 and 6. Assuming an initial fuel oil supply of,

80,000 gallons (Operations generally maintains tank between 82,000 and 86,000
gallons), the D/G would have to be run for greater than / hours before

- becoming inoperable due to fuel oil supply. This test should not run the 0/G
for more than 2 hours. The procedure requires the D/G on the opposite train
to be operable. Section 12.7 and 12.8 do not make the Cold leg accumulators

'

inoperable, since they are only required in Modes 1 through 3, and the test is
done in Modes 4, 5, or 6. Sections 12.9 and 12.10 will each make the Residual

- Heat Remotal (ND) train under test inoperable due to the suction piping being
drained. These sections will be done when the unit is below Mode 4, when only
one train of ND is required. Only one train may be tested at a time. Section
12.11 does not make Main Steam inoperable and is performed in Mode 5 when Main '

Steam Isolation is not required. '

Several additional changes have been made on this reissue of the procedure
which were not previously approved.

1) Steps have been added to remove power from valves IN19A (secuons
12.1 and 12.2) and 1N110B (sections 12.4 and 12.5) if the opposite
train NV pump is running. These steps were added to prevent

'

injection into the NC system.

2) The S/G PORV block valves were added to the lineups so that opening ,

the PORVs for the test would have no ef fect.

3) Valves ICF21 and ICF25 were added to enclosures 13.18A and 13.19A.
These valves have been closed by Operations in the past to prevent
the S/Gs from (1111ng during the test. They have been added to the i

procedure to document that they are closed and that they are
returned to their "As Found" position. 4

4) Enclosures 13.3.9 and 13,6.9 were added to aid Operations in
recovering from the blackout sections of the test. The enclosures
are to assist in returning systems (components) to their pretest
alignment.

5) Steps have been added to verify status lights and annunciators that
are expected during the test. These steps were added so that the
test coordinator would be aware of any problems that may arise
during the setup in the process cabinets, and so that the control
room operators would know to expect the alarms.

6) The drawing number for the head curve for NI Pump 1A was corrected
'

on Enclosure 13.1.7 and in Section 2.2.2. This has no effect on the
-performance of the test other than to ensure that the correct curve 1

is used.

7) The setpoints for the pressure switches listed in step E.0.9 were
deleted since the setpoints are part of the calibration procedures.

8) A note was added prior to steps defeating the accelerated sequence '

stating that the 0/G is inoperable.

$
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9) Section 12.1 has been changed so that power will be removed from
INS 29A and INS 32A to ensure that containment is not sprayed. In ,

Section 12.2, the containment is not sprayed. in Section 12.2, the
Containment Spray (NS) pump will be racked to test, and INS 29A and
INS 32A will be stroked to verify response times.

10) Section 12.4 has been changed so that power will be removed from
INS 128 and INSISB to ensure that containment is not sprayed. In
Section 12.5, the NS pump will be racked to test, and INS 12B and
1NS158 will be stroked to verify response times.

11) In sections 12.3 and 12.6, the accelcrated sequence will no longer
be defeated. Performing the test with the accelerated sequence will
more closely simulate the loading the D/G would actually see during
a Blackout.

12) On enclosures 13.3.1A and 13.6.1A, Auxiliary feedwater (CA) dis-
charge valves to the S/Gs were added to ensure the CA Pump does not
discharge to the S/Gs.

13) -On Enclosure 13.6, the modifications for Air Returc Fan (ARF)_1A
were changed 50 that the test switch is no longer used. A jumper
will be used to allow the bypass dampers to open.

14) In sections 12.1 and 12.4, the step starting the D/G visicorder has
been moved to immediately prior to actuation to conserve paper to
ensure the roll of paper does not empty during the test.

.

15) A caution has been added to restart Control Area Ventilation / Chilled
Water Systems (VC/YC) if needed to ensure that control room pressure
is maintained,

16) Additional guidance has been added to 13.3.6 ar,d 13.6.6 outlining -

what to do if a Lower Containment Ventilation Unit does not start
during the test.

17) Steps were added to sections 12.7 and 12.8 to Defeat CA Auto-Start
when test for the simulated P-11 signal is completed. The test
resets the Auto-Start defeat

18) On Enclosures 13.11.3 and 13.11.4, the " required time" was changed
to 5 seconds to reflect Tech. Spec. 3.6.3 and IWV required times.

19) Additional breakers were added to 13.13 and 13.15 to ensure all
breakers are returned their original pre-test status.
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26) The procedure new requires valves that are used for double isolation
of pumps be white-tagged to ensure the valves are not opened which "

could lead to a Tech. Spec. violation.

21)
-

A prerequisite was added to sections 12.1 through 12.6 to verify the
NC system is filled prior to the test. This is done since one train
of ND will be taken out of service by the test. (See Tech. Spec.,

g; 3.4.1.4.1 and 3.4.1.4.2)
A
R 22) Limit and Precaution 6.2 has been deleted. Containment pressure isa normally maintained within these limits.
!

I 23) The reactor trip breakers and Control Rod Drive Mechanism feeders
were delettd from enclosures 13.3.2 and 13.6.2. The breakers are ~

not needed to satiLfy any alignments or interlocks, and they receive
no signal during a blackout.,

Pumps which receive a start signal are aligned to assure that a minimum flow
path is available. The procedure requires immediate verification of flow upon

F actuation. Testing is performed in accordance with the FSAR and Technical
Specifications.

"
This test does not create an unreviewed safety question.

-

PT/1/A/4250/13A, Retype, Changes C to 2 Incorporated
m

The following is a list of previously unapproved changes to PT/1/A/4250/13A.
Items 1 through 6 are required because the use of dLOG has been incorporated
into this procedure.

1) Change the " References Needed to Perform Test" (Section 2) from
'"None" to "dLOG Computer Program Benchmark"

{ 2) Changes to Sectiun 5 (Test Equipment):

a) Require the use of transmitters instead of gauges.

b) Require the use of Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTOs)
instead of digital thermometers.

c) Add requirement of precision resistor for each transmitter
used.

d) Md requirement of HP Data Logger

1/ Changes to Section 8 (Prerequisite System Conditions)

a) Add substep in test instrument installation step to attach RTDs
to the suction and discharge piping of the pump.

b) Add Steps 8.10 through 8.14 (including Note prior to 8.14) for
/ LOG setup.

,_

I
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4) - Change test equipment listed in Section 10 (Data Required) to
reflect changes given above for Section 5.

,

5) Changes to Section 12 (Procedure) ,

a). Add-Notes prior to steps 12.7 and 12.12 allowing the Test I

Coordinator to N/A Enclosure 13.4 if dLOG will be used to
.rform the Total Dynamic Head (TDH) calculations.

i

b) Change step 12.9 (test instrument removal) to reflect changes '

in test equipment as described above.

6) Changes to Section 13 (Enclosures)

a) Add Enclosures 13.9 and 13.10 for dLOG Setup.

b) Change Enclosure 13.1 to reflect changes in test equipment.|

s

c) Delete Note on Enclosure 13.1 allowing blanks to be N/A'd if
test equipment not used (test equipment must be used with
dLOG).

d)- Change Enclosure 13.4 to require only one reading instead of
-three because dLOG can be used to obtain one accurate average
v,1ue for a five minute period.

The following is a list of changes associated with the deletion of the
requirement to take data at " max flow", thus making 600 gpm the highest flow,

!- data point.

'
1) Change the range on the discharge pressure gauge from 2000 psig to,

1800 psig, i

2) Delete the need for a 0-800 inwd D/p gauge.
I

3) Delete Notes prior.to steps 8.1.1 and 12.7, and delete former step
8.1.2, concerning installation of the 0-800 inwd gauge.

4) Add Note prior to step 12.7 to avoid over-ranging of instrumentation-
(since the 0-800 inwd D/p gauge will no longer be used). Also,
change the acceptance range for the 600 gpm flow point from (575-625
gpm) to' (575-610 gpm) to avoid instrument over ranging. )

4

The option of taking vibration data was al:o deleted in this procedure retype
because such data is obtained during each IWP test. The following changes
were made to reflect this:,

L-

| 1) Delete need for vibration probe in Sections.5 and 10 (Test Equipment i

' and Data Required, respectively). I

! 2) Change the:last sentence of the lest Methos Section (Section 9) to
indicate that no vibration data is required, and to explain the i

option of performing manual calculations, or using dLOG, i

|
|
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,

3) Delete Vibration data Note in Enclosure 13.4.

The remainder of changes included in the retype are listed below. Many of
them reflect an attempt to standardite the head curve procedures (as much as
possible) between units. Others are changes required to ensure that success-
ful completion of the procedure can be achieved with minimal discrepancies.

,

1) The following References were added to Section 2:

a) OP/1/A/6250/02, Auxiliary Feedwater System
b) OP/1/A/6450/18, CA Pump Pit CO2 System

2) Add Limits and Precautions 6.5 and 6.6 to make sure pump miniflow
limits are observed, and pump bearing temperatures are monitored by
the Control Room Operator.

3) Change wording of CO2 and Firewatch steps to be consistent with the
IWP procedures. The wording used (or to be used) for these steps in
the IWP procedures is consistent with Operations' recommendations,
and was developed through the Cross-Disciplinary Review process.
Also remove the Independent Verification (1.V.) requirement for
Operations to take the CO2 system out of service and return it back
to service. The I.V. is not required because all actions taken are
covered under OP/1/A/6450/18, CA Pump Pit CO2 System.

4)_ Add phrase "Have Operations.. " to the beginning of each step
dealing with the valve alignment.

5) Add Note concerning CA system operability to follow the step which
has Operations align valves to their " Required Initial Test Posi-
tion". This change was originated through a step in the two year
procedure review process.

'

6) Add step following step 12.7.1 to have the flow throttled to
approximately 400 gpm before the pump is shut off. This is to allow
' Operations to readily complete their Head and Valve Verification
procedure at the completion of this test.

7) Add Note following step 12.16 to ensure that the appropriate docu-
ments (Flow Balance Procedure, and Unit 1 Data Book) are updated if
the % pump calculation result differs from the previous such result.

8) Add step to ensure that the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator and '

the Control Room Operator are informed of the completion of this
test.

9) Change process gauge numbers in Enclosure 13.4 to the correct
numbers.

10) Valve ICA87, CA Pump 1A Discharge to S/G Isol, was added to the
valve alignment to be required in the open position. This will
further ensure proper system configuration during the performance of
this test.

- , , - . . _ . . _ . ._ _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ - _ _ __ _ _ , . . . _. . . . . _ _ . . _ . _ _
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The purpose of this procedure is to verify that Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump
1A is operating within acceptable limits, and to provide a pump strength value
.for the CA Flow Balance Procedure (PT/1/A/4250/03E).

-

The changes associated with the incorporation of-the dLOG Computer Application
for data acquisition do not alter the Test Method used. They do, however,
chenge the method that data is acquired by utilizing a benchmarked computer
data acquisition system to take data and perform calculations. The instru-
ments used still meet the requirnd accuracies stated in the CA System lest
Acceptan.e Criteria Data Sheet CNTC-1592-CA-V001-02 (Rev.1).

'

Other changes includes in this retype delete the requirements to take vibra-
tion data, and head data at flows greater than 600 gpm. Although pump
vibration is a critical parameter which should be monitored carefully, the
deletion of the requirement to obtain vibration data via this procedure will
not affect our pump performance monitoring program. This data is obtained
regularly per the quarterly IWP pr ocedure, PT/1/A/4250/03A. Limiting the
range of flow rates at which Total Dynamic Head data is acquired to less than
or equal to 600 gpm will not degrade the effectiveness of our pump performance ;
monitoring. This range amply covers the required flow rates of CA Pump 1A in

- the event of an accident.

These changes do not create an Unreviewed Safety Question
,

PT/1/A/4250/13B, Retype, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

The following is a list of previously unapproved changes to PT/1/A/4250/130.
Items 1 through 6 are required because the use of dLOG has been incorporated
into this procedure.

1) Change the " References Needed to Perform Test" (Section 2) from
"None" to "dLOG Computer Program Benchmark",

2) Changes to Section 5 (Test Equipment):
.

a) Require the use of transmitters instead of gauges.

b) Require the use of Resistance Temperature , Detectors (RID's)
instead of digital thermometers.

c) Add requirement of precision resistor for each transmitter *

used.

d) Aod requirement of HP Data Logger

3) Changes to Section 8 (Prerequisite System Conditions')

a) Add substep in test irstrument installation step to attach RTDs
to the suction and discharge piping of the pump.

4

b) Add Steps 8.10 through 8.14 (including Note prior to 8.14) for'

dLOG setup.

_ . _ _ . - -. , _. ._ . _.. . . _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- _ _ .._. _ _ _ _ . _ _ - . _
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'

4) Change test equierrent listed in'Section 10 (Data Required) to ;

reflect changes given above for Section 5.
,

5) Changes to Section 12 (procedure)

a) Add Notes prior to steps 12.7 and 12.12 allowing the Test
Coordinator to N/A Enclosure 13.4 if dLOG will be used to

,

'

j. perforn, the 1DH calculations,

b) Change step 12.9 (test instrument removal) to reflect changes
in test equipment as described above.

|
6) Changes to Section 13 (Enclosures)

a) Add Enclosures 13.9 and 13.10 for dLOG Setup.
~

b) Change Enclosure 13.1 to reflect changes in test equipment.

c) Delete Note on Enclosure 13.1 allowing blanks to be N/A'd if
test equipment not used (test equipment must be used with
dLOG).

'

d) Change Enclosura 13.4 to require only one reading instead of ;

three because dLOG can be used to obtain one accurate average !value for'a five minute period.

The following is a list of changes associated with the deletion of the
requirement to take data at " max flow", thus making 600 gpm the highest flow
data point.

1) Change the range on the discharge pressure gauge from 2000 psig to
1800 psig. ;

2) 10elete the need for a 0-800 inwd 0/P gauge.

3)' ' Delete Notes prior to steps 8.1.1 and 12.7, and delete former step ?

8.1.2, concerning installation of the 0-800 inwd gauge.
'

4) Add Now prior to step 12.7 to avoid over-ranging of instrumentation
-(since the 0-800 inwd 0/p gauge will no longer be used). Also,
change the acceptance range for the 600 gpm flow point from (575-625
gpm) to (575-610 gpm) to avoid instrument over-ranging.

The_ option of tak ng vibration data was also deleted in this procedure retype
because such data is obtained during each IWp test. The following changes ,

were made to reflect thisi '

1) Delete need for vibration probe in Sections 5 and 10 (Test Equipment,

'

and Data Required, respectively).
I

2) Change the 'ast sentence of the Test Method Section (Section 9) to
indicate that no vibration data is required, and to explain the

-option of performing manual calculations, or using dLOG..

_ . . -...-_,__.__.a. _ , . . - - - . . . . . - , , . - _ . _._...._.___._;w.....a_.__,_.,____,.u.,...._._.-.._.._.
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3) Delete Vibration data Note in Enclosure 13.4.

Th1 remainder of changes included in the retype are listed below. Many of
them reflect an attempt to standardize the head curve procedures (as much as
possible) between units. Others are changes required to ensure that success-
ful completion of the procedure can be achieved with minimal discrepancies. k

1) The following References were added to Section 2:

a) OP/1/A/6250/02 Auxiliary feedwater System
b) OP/1/A/6450/18, CA Pump Pit C02 System

2) Add Limits and Precautions 6,5 and 6.6 to make sure pump miniflow
limits are observed, and pump bearing temperatures are monitored by ~

the Control Room Operator.

3) Change wording of CO2 and Firewatch steps to be consistent with the
IWP procedures. The wording used (or to be used) for these steps in
the IWP procedures is consistent with Operations' reconnendations,
and was developed through the Cross-Disciplinary Review process.
Also remove the Independent Verification (I.V.) requirement for
Operations to take the CO2 system out of service and return it back
to service. The I.V. is not required because all actions taken are
covered under OP/1/A/6450/18, CA Pump Pit 002 System.

4) Add phrase "Have Operations. " to the beginning of each step
dealing with the valve alignment.

5) Add Note concerning CA system operability to follow the step which
has Operations align valves to their " Required initial Test Posi-
tion" This change was originated through a step in the two year
procedure review process.

6) Add step following step 12.7.1 to have the flow throttled to
approximately 400 gpm before the pump is shut off. This is to allow
Operations to readily complete their Head and Valve Verification
procedure at the completion of this test.

7) Add Note following step 12.16 to ensure that the appropriate docu-
ments (Flow Balance Procedure, and Unit 1 Data Book) are updated if
the % pump calculation result differs from the previous such result.

8) Add step to ensure that the Control Room Senior Reactor Operator and
the Cortrol Room Operator are informed of the completion of this
test.

9) Change process gauge numbers 'n Enclosure 13.4 to the correct
numbers.

10) Valve ICA88, CA Pump 1B Discharge to S/G Isol, was added to the
valve alignment to be required in the open position. This will
further ensure proper system configuration durin'g the performance of
this test.

l
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The purpose of this procedure is to verify that CA ' sp 1B is operating within
acceptable limits, and to provide a pump strength ve;ue for the CA Flow
Balance Procedure (PT/1/A/4250/03E). .

The changes associated with the incorporatien of the dLOG Computer Application
for data acquisition do not alter the Test Method used. They do, however,
change the method that data is acquired by utilizing a benchmarked computer :
data acquisition system to take de.ta and perform calculations The instru-
ments used still meet the required accuracies stated in the CA-System Test
Acceptance Criteria Data Sheet CNTC-1592-CA-V002-03 (Rev.1).

Other changes included in this retype delete the requirements to take vibra-
tion data, and head data at flows greater than 600 gpm. Although pump
vibration is a critical parameter which should be monitored carefully, the
deletion of the requirement to obtain vibration data via this procedure will
not affect our-pump performance mon';oring program. This data is obtained
regularly per the quarterly IWP procedure, PT/1/A/4250/038. Limiting the
range of flow rates at which Total Dynamic Head data is acquired to less than
or equal to 600 com will not degrade the ef fectiveness of our pump performance

- monitoring. This range amply covers the required flow rates of CA-Pump 1B in
the event of en accident.

No Unreviewed Safety Questions are created by these changes.

PT/2/A/4250/13A Retype, Changes 0 to 4 incorporated {

The previously unapproved changes included in this retype are intended ta
ensure as much similarity as possible between the Unit 1 and Unit 2
procedures. The intent of each of the major changes included in this retype
can be described by one of the following:I

Incorporation of the use of the benchmarked dLOG computer program-

for data acquisition into this procedure. ,

DeletMa of the requirement to take Head data at " max flow". (600
-

gpm is now the highest flow rate at which a data point is required).

Deletion of requirement to trend pump motor bearing temperatures-

during this test. This activity is not within the scope of the main
objective of this procedure, and is performed annually per the IWP

. ,

procedure for Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump 2A (PT/2/4250/03A). A ,

Limit and Precaution which informs the Control Room Operator.to
monitor pump motor bearing temperatures was added to this procedure
in place of the trending requirement.

Addition / Deletion of various steps to ensure proper Administrative~

Controls during the performance of this procedure.

The purpose of this procedure is to verify that CA Pump 2A is operating within
| acceptable limits, and to provide a pump strength value for the CA Flow

Balance Procedure (PT/2/A/4250/03E).

-s
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The changes associated with the incorporation of the dLOG Computer Application
for data acquisition do not alter the Test Method used. They do, however,
change the method that data is acquired by utilizing a benchmarked computer
data acquisition system to take data and perform calculations. The instru-
ments used still meet the required accuracies stated in the CA System Test
Acceptance Criterla Data Sheet CNTC-2592-CA-V001-03 (Rev. C).

_

Other changes included in this retype delete the requirements to trend pump
motor bearing temperature data, and to take head data at flows greater than
600 gpm. Although pump motor bearing temperature is a critical parameter
which thould be monitored carefully, the deletion of the requirement to obtain
vibration data via this procedure will not affect our pump performance
monitoring program. This data is trended on an annual basis per the IWP
procedure, PT/2/A/4250/03A. Limiting the range of flow rates at which Total
Dynamic Head data is acquired to less than or equal to 600 gpm will not
degrade the effectiveness of our pump performance monitoring. This range
amply covers the required flow rates of CA Pump 2A in the event of an
accident.

All other :hanges included in this retype are part of an attempt to maintain
,imilarity between the Unit 1 and Unit 2 procedures.

No Unreviewed Safety Questions are created as a result of these changes.

TN/1/A/1239/00/01A, Initial Issue

The purpose of Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11239 is to install a
pressure relief path to prevent overpressurization of Penetration M-322. This
NSM will install a check valve and piping around Safety Injection (NI) valve
1NIO95A to provide this pressure relief.

This procedure will control the installation of the piping and valves and
assure Post Modification Testing is cumpleted to maintain system integrity.
Part of the NI system will be isolated to perform this modification while the
unit is in modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Steps in TN/1/A/1239/00/01A insure ':iat
containment integrity will be maintained during Core Alterations, per Tech.
Spec. 3/4-9.4, by isolating the NI System within the boundaries of valves.

INIl208, 1NIO968, and 1NI360. The Operations group will control 'the
isolations for implementation and testing. An unreviewed safety question is
not created ti 'he implementation of this procedure.

MP/0/A/7450/45, Iniuai lesue

This procedure has veen written to provide guidance in performing corrective
maintenance on the Control Area Chilled Water (YC) Chillers.

Maintenance performed under this procedure has been reviewed against approved
vendor manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that
corrective maintenance centrolled by this procedure will return this chiller
to as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure the chiller's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the chiller will be returned to

i
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as-designed-conditions, the possibility, consequences or probability of a
malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no Unreviewed Safety Question exists.

MP/0/A/7150/88, Initia? 'ssue

This procedure.has been written to provide a method to take ice condenser
-baskets apart and put them back together again should it become necessary
during outage work.

This procedure has been written in a manner as to maintain the as-designed,
as-built condition of the ice baskets as shown on drawing CNM-1201.17-30 and
as described in the Westinghouse Ice Basket installation Procedure
CNM-1201.17-343.

This procedure has been written based on approved vendor manuals, design
documer+s, and station procedures to ensure that the actions controlled will
return the ice baskets to their as-designed /as-built condition. These actions
will ensure the ice basket's compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since
the ice baskets will be returned to as-designed conditions, the possibility,
probability or consequences of a malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no
Unreviewed Safety Question exists.

PT/1/A/4450/13E, Initial Issue

During the investigation of PIR 2-C90-156 it was found that the solenoids on
the three carbon dioxide pilot control valves were installed backwards. To
keep this. problem from occurring in the future, it was recommended that a
nitrogen pressure test of the pilot control va',<es be performed to verify that
they do not leak through. It was also recommended that each pilot control
alve be actuated in order to verify that pilot pressure is received at the
'vtor valve.

'as der to perform thi:; additional testing, this new procedure
pT< 'A/4450/13E) was written. This new procedure will be performed every
ir- years. It will verify that the pilot control valves hold pressure and
'nat .he selector valves operate, and also will verify that the piping from
t'< aischarge header to the nozzles in the pits is unobstructed. Nitrogen
wiil be used to test the pilot control valves. Instrument air (VI) will be
blown out the discharge nozzles to verify piping is unobstructed.

Although the Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) CO2 system is not directly nuclear
safety related, it does protect equipment that is Chapter 16.9-3 of the FSAR
(Selected Licensee Commitment Manual) renu!res that the CA C02 system be
operable whenever equipment protected by it is requfred to be operable. (The
CA system is required to be operable in modes 1, 2, and 3.) During this test,
the CA CO2 system will be inoperable, but a continuous firewatch will be
established as required by the Selected Licensee Commitment Manual action for
CO2 system out of service. There is also a fire hose station located in the
CA pump room, so that at no time will any of the equipment protected by the CA
CO2 system be left unprotected.

- , _. .__. -
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The CA C02 system does not directly affect the safe shutdown of the plant. No
safety related equipment is left unprotected. No conditions of this test
violate t'.e. design basis assumptions as described in the FSAR. The margin of
safety as defined in the Tech.-Spec. bases is not reduced. No unreviewed
safety question is created,

TT/0/A/9100/57, Initial Issue

PIR 0-C90-279 was written because testing of the fire hose stations was
inadequate to ensure design flow and pressure was being delivered. The fire
hose system is designed to deliver a flow of 75-100 gpm at a minimum pressure
of 65 psig. It was recommended that several of the fire hose stations in the
Auxiliary Buildig be flow tested to ensure that no degradation had occurred
that would affect the fire protection system.

In order to perform this testing, this temporary test (TT/0/A/9100/57) was
written. This test will involve full flow testing several hose stations
throughout the Auxiliary Building. The ,sater will be discharged into
Groundwater Drainage System (WZ) Sump C. For the hose stations on the 543'
elevation, pressure and flowrate data will be taken. For the other
elevations, e restrictive orifice sill be inserted between the end of the hose
and the discharge to the drain, and the pressure back at the hose station
valve will be monitored. The orifice will restrict the flow to a range of
75-100 gpm through the pressure rance of 60-100 psig.

1All the fire hose stations that are to be tested are required by Chapter '

16.9-4 of the FSAR (Selected Licensee Commitment-Fianual) to be operable
whenever.. equipment.that is protected by them is required to be operable.
During this test, the hose station being tested will be inoperable due to its
normal fire hose being disconnected and test hose being connected between the
hose station and the discharge drain. There is a Caution statement at the
beginning of each test that says that the fire hose should be disconnected !

.

from the hose station for less than an hour, or some means of protaction for !

the area left unprotected will be provided. Since each hose station will be
inoperable for less than an hour, and since there will be someone at the hose

,

station valve to shut it and reconnect the fire hose 1. case of a fire, none !
of the equipment protected by the hose stations will be left unprotected. j.

During the performance of this test, it will be necessary to keep open certain
:

fire doors and tornado pressure doors. In order to do this, the Compensatory i

Action Guidelines for Plant Access Doors must be followed. This document |
gives the requirements for closing these doors and the time in which the I
action must be perfo %ed. |

1

Since this test does not affect any other parts of the Fire Protection System !
and there are sufficient compensatory actions in place to return those parts
of the system the test does affect to their normai conditions, the probability
of and consequences of an accident, whether or not previously evaluated in the
FSAR is not increased. Since none of the equipment protecteo by the hose
stations is left unprotected, the probability of and consequences of a
malfunction of a piece of equipment important to safety, whether or not
previously evaluated in the FSAR, is not increased. Since the conditions of
this test do not violate the design basis assumptions as described in the

1

~!
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FSAR, the margin of safety as defined in the basis is not reduced. No.

| unreviewed safety-question is. created.
.

E PT/2/A/41$0/13E, Initial Issur

This procedure Will be used'to determine the value for tempering flow to be
I input-into the Operator Aid Computer (OAC) Thermal Outputs- Program when

Auxiliary Feedwater nozzle tempering flow is established.4

,

Method:

The test will be performed in 3 parts:

1) Data will be recorded from the OAC for 2 hours to establish a baseline,

2) Tempering flow will be established and another 2 hears of data will ben
recorded. With the 2 sets of data the tempering flow can be calculated.

Since during the second run Secondary Power will be invalid, Main Turbine
First Stage Pressure will be used to detect changes in power level,

~

between the two runs. This has been determined to be the most repeatable
: and most stable indicator of Power Level using many 2 hour data runs on

the OAC.*

The Main Feedwater (CF) Venturi Flow in the first run is corrected to the
power level of the second run. The difference between the corrected CF
Venturi Flow from the-first run and the CF Venturi Flow from the second
run is the tempering flow for that Steam Generator.

These calculated tempering flows are then input as constants into the OAC
Thermal Output Program.

3) Data will be-recorded for another 2 hourt. Then the Secondary Power
Level will be compared to the first run Power Level after correcting for
Main Turbine First Stage Pressure changes. The difference between the
two will be verified to be within 0.1% of each other.

Safety Evaluation

Having Tempering flow on or off has no effect on the operation of Unit except
-

for the calculation of Reactor Power. During the second 2 hour run, Secondary
Power will be in error by the amount of the tempering flow. During the entire
test Reactor Power will be limited to 99% or less. The Control Room Operator
will be informed of the Error in Secondary Thermal Power during the second
run. He will be told to monitor Primary Thermal Power and not to let Power to
increase above the level measured during the first run. This will ensure that

'during the test that 100% Reactor Power will not be exceeded.

The latest Secundary Power Uncertaint/ Analysis is Design Calculation
) CNC-1552.08-00-0019 dated 7/31/87. In this analysis, tempering flow is

accounted for even though Unit 2 normally has tempering flow isolated. Ther

-assumed Uncertainty for tempering flow is 45 gpm per S/G. This equates to a
90 GPM or [45 * SQRT(4) ] uncertainty for total unit tempering flow. This

1
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determination of temperirig flow in this procedure is well within this
__ uncertainty. Therefore, establishing tempering flow and calculating the
tempering flow rate per this procedure will not increase the uncertainty of
the_0AC Thermal-Power Calculations.

.

No unreviewed safety questions are created.

PT/2/A/4250/138, Initial Issue :
:

The intent of _ this procedure is to ensure that Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump
2B is operating within acceptable limits and to provide a pump strength value -

for the CA System Flow Balance Procedure (PT/2/A/4250/03E).
.

This procedure is used to~ ensure that in the event of an accident,-the pump
strength of CA Pump 2B is acceptable to fulfill _ its design function. This
procedure actually_ decreases the probability of safety equipment malfunction
by allowing any notable decrease in the strength of CA Pump 2B to be

_

recognized through testing. This test method used involves normal operating /
testing processes (manual start, alignment to the Upper Surge Tank, etc.).

Although this procedure may be performed in modes 1, 2, or 3 when the CA
System is required, the margin of safety as defined by Tech. Specs, is not
reduced because the remaining two CA Pumps are assumed to be available and
able to fulfill the required function of the CA System during the performance
of this test.

PT/1/A/4350/15A Retype, Changes 0 to 20 Incorporated

The following changes have been incorporated into this procedure reissue.

In Section 12.3, the steps that specify jumpers to be placed to simulate an
emergency start have been changed to specify a momentary placement of the
jumpers. Section 12.4 has been broken-into several subsectioas. A step has
been added to Section 12.4.4 to ensure that all isolation valves to the lube
oil pressure switches are open when testing is finished. A caution statement
has also been added to 12.4.4 stating that if the TRIP LOW PRESSURE LUBE OIL
alarm is received, the operator is to depress the ENABLE NON-Eh3R TRIP reset
pushbutton. This will allow the Diesel Generator (D/G) to trip while the
low-low pressure lube oil. trip is being tested.

The Diesel Generator 1A Periodic Test is performed in accordance with Tech.
-Specs. 4.8.1.1.2.g.3,-4.8.1.1.2.g.2, 4.8.1.1.2.g.5, 4.8.1.1.2.g.7,
-4.8.1.1.2.g.6c, 4.8.1.1.2.g.11, and 4.8.1.1.2.g.13. The following criteria
are verified:

-1) The capability of the 0/G to reject a load of 825 kw while maintaining
voltage at 4160 1 420 volts, and frequency at 60 1 1.2 Hz.

2) The capability of the 0/G to reject a load of 1 5600 kw but 1 5750 kw<

without tripping and without allowing D/G speed to exceed 500 rpm.

, . - . . .
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3) All automatic D/G trips, except engine overspeed, low-low lube oil
pressure, generator differential, and the 2 out of 3 veltage controlled
overcurrent-relay scheme are bypassed upon loss of voltage on the
emergency bus concurrent with a Safety injection Actuation signal.i

4)- The Fuel Oil transfer valve transfers fuel from each fuel storage tank to
the day tank of the D/G.

5) The barring device engaged and MAINTENANCE mode lockout features prevent
the D/G from starting.

6) The D/G will start on an auto-start signal. '

7)- The capability of the D/G to carry a load of > 5600 kw but 5 5750 kw for
2 24 hours.

During performance of this test, the D/G will remain operable except during
Sections 12.3 and 12.4. In Section 12.3 the D/G will be placed in MAINTENANCE
mode and the barring device will be engaged, both of which prevent the D/G
from starting. In Sectior 12.4, the Lo-Lo Lube Oil Pressure trip is blocked.
The overall test method remains the same as in the previous issue of this
procedure.

Only D/G 1A is made inoperabit by this test; D/G 1B is still available to
supply the B-Train 4160V euential bus. The D/G 1A will be run in a normal
alignment, both paralleled to the grid and in an idling condition, by approved
operating procedures. The accident analysis assumes only one train is
available. If D/G 1A were to fail, D/G 1B will supply its essential bus. No
unreviewed safety question is created,

pT/2/A/4350/15A Retype, Changes 0 to 9 Incorporated

The.following changes have been incorporated into this procedure reissue.

A step has been added to Section 12.4.4 to ensure that all isolation valves to
the lube oil pressure switches are open when testing is finished. A caution
statement has also been added to 12.4.4 stating that if the TRIP LOW PRESSURE
LUBE OIL alarm is received, the operator is to depress the ENABLE NON-EMER
TRIP reset.pushbutton. 'This will allow the D/G to trip while the low-low
pressure lube oil trip 1s being tested. Steps 12.3.20 and 12.3.25 were added
to ensure Non-Emergency trips arc einstated. Editorial changes were also
made which do not affect the test method.

The Diesel Generator 2A Periodic Test is performed in accordance with Tech.
Specs. 4.8.1.1.2,g.3, 4.8.1.1.2.g.2, 4.8.1.1.2.g 5, 4.8.1.1.2.g.7,
4.8.1.1.2.g.6c, 4.8.1.1.2.g.11, and 4.8.1.1.2.g.13. The following criteria
are verified:

1) The capability of the D/G to reject a load of 825 kw while maintaining
voltage at 4160 420 volts, and frequency at 60 i 1.2 Hz.

2) The capability of the D/G to reject a load of 2 5600 kw but i 5750 kw
without tripping and without allowing D/G speed to exceed 500 rpm.

h
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3) All automatic D/G trips, except engine overspeed, low-low lobe oil
pressure, generator differential, and the 2 out of 3 voltage controlled
overcurrent relay scheme are bypassed upon loss of voltage nn the
emergency bus concurrent with a Safety Injection Actuation signal.

4) The fuel Oil transfer valve transfers fuel from each fuel storage tank to'

the day tank of the D/G.

.5) The barring device engaged and MAINTENANCE mode lockout features prevent
the D/G from starting.

6) The D/G will start on an auto-start signal.

7) The capability of the D/G to carry a load of > 5600 kw but 5 5750 kw for
2 24 hours.

During performance of this test, the D/G will remain operable except during
3ections 12.3 and 12.4. In Section 12.3, the D/G will be placed in
MAINTENANCE mode and the barring device will be engaged, both of which prevent
the D/G from starting. In Section 12.4, the Lo-Lo Lube Oil Pressure trip is-

blocked. The overall test method remains the same as in the previous issue of
this procedure. Section 12.4 has been broken into several subsections.

Only D/G 2A is made inoperable by this test; D/G 28 is still available to
supply the B-Train 4160V essential bus. The D/G 2A will be run in a normal
alignment, both paralleled to the grid and in an idling condition, by approved
operating procedures. The accident analysis assumes only one train is
available. If D/G 2A were to fail, D/G 2B will supply its essential bus. No
unreviewed safety question is created.

PT/2/A/4350/158 Retype, Changes 0 to 9 Incorporated

The following changes have been incorporated into this procedure reissue,

i A step has been added to Section 12.4.4 to ensure that all isolation valves to
''

the lube oil pressure switches are open when testing is finished. A caution
statement nas also been added to 12.4.4 stating that if the TRIP LOW PRESSURE
LUBE OIL alarm is received, the operator is to depress the ENABLE NON-EMER
TRIP reset pushbutton. This will allow the Diesel Generator (D/G) to trip
while the low-low pressure lube oil trip is being tested. Steps 12.3.20 and
12.3.25 were added to ensure Non-Emergency trips are reinstated. Editorial
changes were also made which do not affect the test method.

The Diesel Generator 2B Periodic Test is performed in accordance with Tech.
Specs. 4.8.1.1.2.g.3, 4.8.1.1.2.g.2, 4.8.1.1.2.g.5, 4.8.1.1.2.g.7,
4.P.1.1.2.g.6c, 4.8.1.1.2.g.11, and 4.8.1.1.2.g.13. The following criteria
are verified:,

1) The capability of the D/G to reject a load of 825 kw while maintaining
voltage at 4160 t 420 volts, and frequency at 60 1 1.2 Hz,

2) The capability of the D/G to reject a load of 2 600 kw but 5 5750 kw
without-tripping and without allowing D/G speed to exceed 500 rpm.

|
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3) .All_ automatic D/G trips, except engine overspeed, low-low lube oil
pressure, generator differential, and the 2 out of 3 voltage controlled
overcurrent-relay scheme are bypassed upon loss of voltage on-the
emergency bus' concurrent with'a Safety. Injection Actuation signal.

4) The Fuel Oil transfer valve transfers fuel from each fuel storage tank to
the day' tank of the D/G.

5) The barring device engaged and MAINTENANCE mode lockout features prevent
the D/G from starting.

6) The D/G will start on an auto-start signal.

7) The capability of the D/G to carry a load of > 5600 kw but 5 5750 kw for
2 24 hours.

Dur ng performance of this test, the D/G will remain operable, except duringi

Sections 12.3 and 12.4 In Section 12.3, the D/G will be placed in
- MAINTENANCE mode and the barring device will be engaged, both of which prevent
the D/G from starting. In Section 12.4, the Lo-Lo Lebe 011 Pressure trip is
blocked. The overall test method remains the same as in the previous issue of
this procedure.

Only D/G 2B is made' inoperable by this test; D/G 2A is still available to
supply the A-Train 4160V essential-bus. The D/G 2A will be run in a normal
alignment, both paralleled to the grid and in an idling condition, by approved
operating procedures. The accident analysis assumes only one train is
available. 'If D/G 2B were to fail, D/G 2A will supply its essential bus. No
unreviewed safety question.is created.

PT/1/A/4350/15B Retype, Changes 0 to 20 Incorporated

The following changes have been incorporated-into this procedure reissue.

In Section 12.3, the steps that specify jumpers to be placed to simulate an
emergency start have been changed to specify 4 momentary placement of the
jumpers. Section 12.4 has been broken into several subsections. A step has
been:added to Section 12.4.4 to ensure that all isolation valves to the lube
oil pressure switches are open when testing is finished. A caution statement
has also been'added to 12,4.4 stating that if the TRIP LOW PRESSURE LVBE OIL
alarm is received, the operator is to depress the ENABLE NON-EMER TRIP reset
pushbutton. This will allow the Diesel Generator (D/G) to trip while the
low-low pressure lube oil trip is being tested.

The-Diesel Generator IB Periodic Test is performed in accordance with Tech.
Specs 4.8.1.1.2.g.3, 4.8.1.1.2.g.2, 4.8.1.1.E.g.5, 4.8.1.1.2.g.7,
4.8.1.1.2.g.6c, 4.8.1.1.2,g.11, and 4.8.1.1 2.g.13. The- following criteria.

are verified:

1) The capability of the D/G to reject a load of 825 kw while maintaining
voltage at 4160 1 420 volts, and frequency at 60 1 1.2 Hz.

i

i
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2)_ -The capability of the.0/G to reject a load of 2-5600 kw but $ 5750 kw~

without tripping and without allowing D/G speed to exceed 500 rpm.

3); - All : automatic D/G trips, except engine overspeed, low-low lube ~ oil
pressure, generator differential, and the 2 out of 3 voltage controlled
overcurrent relay scheme are bypassed upon loss of voltage on the ' '

.

emergency bus concurrent with a Safety Injection Actuation signal.

4) The Fuel Oil transfer valve transfers fuel from each fuel storage tank to
the-day tank of the D/G.

5) The barring device engaged and MAINTENANCE mode lockout features prevent
the D/G from starting.

6) The D/G will start on an auto-start signal.

. 7) The capability of the D/G to carry a load of > 5600 kw but 5 5750 kw for
2 24 hoars.

,

During performance of.this test, the D/G will remain operable except during
" actions 12.3 and 12.4. In Section 12.3 the D/G will be placed in MAINTENANCE
ade and the:barring device will be engaged,'both of which prevent the D/G
from starting. In Section 12.4, the Lo-Lo Lube Oil Pressure trip is blocked.
The overall test method remains the same as in the previous issue of this
procedure.

Only D/G 1B is made inoperable by this test; D/G 1A is still available to
supply the A-Train 4160V essential bus. The D/G will be run in a normal
alignment, both paralleled to the grid and in an idling condition, by approved
operating procedures. The accident analysis assumes only one train is

- available. If D/G 1B were to fail, D/G 1A will supply its essential bus. No
unreviewed safety question is created.

MP/0/A/7150/05 Retype, Cnanges 0 to 6 Incorporated

The following-changes were made to the procedure during the re-write:

- The applicable FSAR section was added to the References Section 2.0.

References to Health physics in Section 4.2 were changed to Radiation-

Protection.

'
Designated Personnel in the Hold part of-Steps 6.1 and 6.2 were changed-

to Maint. Rep. '

Maintenance Engineer in-Step 6.3 was changed to MES Rep.- --

. - - Step 6.4 was changed from a step to a' note.

Step 8.2 dealing with the inspection of lifting devices has been removed.-

This function is now performed in the Tool Room.

,

a . - , - m , +- -, - u-,
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The Accen's ce Requirements of Section 9.0 have been changed to reflecto .-
''

the new nigher minimum-acceptable ice basket weight. Technical
Specification.3/4.6.5.1 has been changed to allow the weighing
surveillance interval to increase from 9 to 18 months. In increasing the
weighing intervai, the minimum allowable ice basket weight for Tech.,

Specs. has increased. The minimum acceptable weights shown in.Section
9.0 reflect the new total ice basket weights for baskets with and without

; cable cruciforms.
4

.MES Mechanical Engineer in Steps 11.3.1.3 was changed to MES Rep.-

Step 11.3.4.3 was changed to soecify clevis pin.and to include the-

keeper.
,

- - Step 11.3.4.11 was changed from " Install pin" to " Install clev h nin and
keeper".

,

Verifier in Steps 6.1 and 6.2 of Enclosure 13.1 Section A was changed to-

Maint. Rep.

: MES Mechanical Engineer in Steps 11.3.1.3 and 11.3.2 of Enclosure 13.1-

' -Section B was changed to MES Rep.

- The Data Sheet Page 2 of 5 of Enclosure 13.1 has been neatened up. The
acceptance requirements have been changed to reflect Section 9.0.

The Data Sheet Page 3 of 5 of Enclosure 13.1 has been changed to-

eliminate the unnecessary signoff blanks. Step 13.3.3.12 of this sheet
has been changed to include the clevis pin keepers in the final
inspection,

Step 11.4.2 of Enclosure 13.1 page 4 of 5 has been changed to show the-

| new acceptance requireinents of Section 9.0.
,

Step 8.2 of Enclosure 13 I has been deleted.-

Technical Specificat!on Section 4.6.5.1.b.2 addresses the surveillance
requirements for weighing ice baskets. FSAR Section 6.7.4, Ice Baskets,
addresses the design, fabrication, and installation of ice baskets.

'

This procedure is based on approved vendor manuais, design documents, and
station procedures and has been compared with Tech. Specs. to ensure that the
actions controlled by this procedure will comply with established survaillance
requirements. This procedure will ensure that accurate ice basket weights are

i taken on randomly selected baskets which will be used to determine ice bed
operability. Since the procedure will accurately determine basket weight- en
randomly selected baskets, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a,

_

malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.
!

TN/1/8/0632/00/02A, Initial Issue

i Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-10632, ilev. O will modify the ica
i condenser piping associated with the floor cooling units on the Ice Condenser

1 -
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Refrigeration (NF) System. This modification will be implemented in parts.
TN/1/B/0632/00/02A provides guidance for modifying piping in the lower
elevations of the NF system.

The primary concern for implementation of this modification is melting the ice
in the ice condenser. With this consideration in mind, this modification will
be implemented in parts to minimize the time that the NF system will be out of
service. TN/1/B/0632/00/02A involves work activities associated with the
lower elevation tie-ins and modificatin of the NF system. This work will be
performed during a Unit 1 outage whil tn Maintenance Ice Condenser crew is
on their scheduled off time. This will enable the NF floor cooling units -to
be removed from service while minimizing the possibility of ice melting.

: Technical Specification 3/4.6.5 discusses the ice condenser. This Technical
Specification is only required for Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4 and requires that the
temperature be maintained below 27 degrees. Implementation of this
modification will not cause the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System to be
inoperable;. therefore, Operations will still be capable of monitoring the
temperature of the ice condenser. In addition, this modification will not
affect the Ice Bed Ooors or Door Position Monitoring System or any other
system associated with the NF System.

Section 6.7 of the FSAR discusses the Ice Condenser design. NSM CN-10632 will
reroute the ice condenser floor cooling supply line from the AHU return line
directly to the lower portion of the ice condenser compartments. This will

-enable the NF System to provide cooler glycol to the floor cooling units and
will decrease the temperature differential between the lower ice condenser and
the ice bed.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

.TN/1/8/0632/00/03A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-10632, Rev. O will modify the ice
condenser piping associated with the floor cooling units on the Ice Condenser
Refrigeration (NF) System. This modification will be implemented in parts.
TN/1/8/0632/00/03A provides guidance for modifying piping in the upper
elevations.of the NF system.

The primary concern for implementation of this modification is melting the ice
in the ice condenser. With this consideration in mind, this modification will
be implemented in parts to minimize the time that the NF system will be out of
service. TN/1/B/0632/00/03A involves work activities associated with the
upper elevation tie-ins and modifications of the NF system. This work will be
performed during a Unit 1 outage while the Maintenance Ice Condenser crew is
on their scheduled off time. This will enable the NF system to be removed
from service while minimizing the possibility of ice melting.

Technical Specification 3/4.6.5 discusses the ice condenser. This Technical
Specification is only required for Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4 and requires that the
temperature be maintained below 27 degrees. Implementation of this
modification will not cause the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System to be
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inoperable;- therefore, Operations wil'1 still be capble of monitoring the
temperature of the ice condenser. In addition, this modification will not
affect the Ice Bed Doors or Door Position Monitoring System or any other
system associated with the NF System.

Section 6.7-of the FSAR discusses the Ice Condenser design. NSM CN-10632 will
reroute the ice condenser floor cooling supply line from the AHU return line
direct'.y to the lower portion of the ice condenser compartments. This will
enabir'the NF System to provide cooler glycol to the floor cooling units and
will. decrease the temperature differential between the lower ice condenser and
the ice bed.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/3175/CE/01A, Initial Issue

Exempt Change CE-3175 authorizes the deletion of the snubbers for Component
Cooling (KC) system supports 1-A-KC-4108 and 1-A-KC-4177. This procedure
provides guidance for the removal of the snubbers from supports referenced
above.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the KC system pipino during
implementation of this procedure. Design Engineering has provided
instructions for the implementation of this modification. In accordance with
these instructions, implementation of this work unit does aqt make the KC
system inoperable. All support deletions may be completed with the affected
KC system piping in service, and KC system operability will ng_t be affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/2929/CE/01A, Initial Issue

Exempt Change CE-2929 will modify the control circuit for Residual Heat
Removal-(ND) Valve IND002A (ND Pump 1A Suction from Reactor Coolant loop B) so
the interlock with valves IFW027A (ND Pump 1A Suction from Refueling Water
Storage Tank) and INSO43A (ND Pump 1A Discharge to Containment Spray Header)
will be dependent on valve pos1 tion only. The modification will also modify
the control circuit for valve IND036B (ND Pump 1B Suction from Reactor Coolant
Loop C) so the interlock with valves IFWO558 (ND Pump 1B Suction from
Refueling Water Storage Tank) and INS 038B (ND Pump IB Discharge to Containment
Spray Header) will be dependent on valve position snly. Presently, removal of
power from either IFWO27A or INSO43A will prevent IND002A from opening and
removal of power from either IFWO55B or INS 0388 will prevent 1N00368 from
opening.

This procedure will control the work on the A-train valves associated with
CE-2929. Construction Maintenance Department (CMD) will perform all work
remote to the valves and Instrument and Electrical Group (IAE) will perform
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all work on the valves. No new equipment or components will be added by this
modification.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 la Modes 4, 5 or 6 with NO
Train B operable or with Unit 1 in No Mode.

IAE will rewire and setup the rotors on valves IFWC27A and INSO43A and perform
a functional-verification on the valves in accordance with IP/0/A/3820/04.
Performance will. stroke time valves IFWO27A and 1NSO43A to verify operability.
An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/2929/CE/02, Initial Issue

Exempt Change CE-2929 will mod fy the control circuit for Residual Heat
Removal (ND) Valve IND002A (NO Pump 1A Suction from Reactor Coolant Loop B) so
the interlock with valves IFW027A (ND Pump 1A Suction from Refueling Vater
Storage Tank) e d INS 043A (ND Pump 1A Discharge tc Containment Spray Header)
will be dependent on valve position only. The modification will also modify
the control circuit for valve IND036B (ND Pump 1B Suction from Reactor Coolant
Loop C) so the interlock with valves IFWO55B (ND Pump 1B Suction from
Refueling Water Storage Tank) and INS 038B (ND Pump 1B Discharge to Containment
Spray Header) will be dependent on valve position only. Presently, ..no ul of
power from either 1FWO27A or INSO43A will prevent 1ND002A from opening and '

removal of power from either 1FW055B or INS 0388 will prevent IND0368 from
opening.

This procedure will control the work on the B-train valves associated with
CE-2929. Construction Maintenance Department (CMO) will perform all work
remote to the valves and Instrument and Electrical Group (IAE) will perform
all work on the valves. No new equipment or components will be added by this
modification.

j

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 4, 5 or 6 with ND
Train A operable or with Unit 1 in No Mode.

IAE will rewire and setup the rotors on valves IFWO558 and INS 038B and perform
a functional verification on the valves in accordance with IP/0/A/3820/04.
Performance will stroke time valves IFWO55B and INS 0388 to verify operability.
An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

!
TN/5/A/0414/00/01A, Initial Issue |

|
'The purpose of this procedure is to add piping and valves to the Nuclear

Service Water (RN) strainer backwash lines for use during the addition of
clamtrol into the RN pump pits. The addition of thfs modification will
prevent the release of treated water to Lake Wylie during clamtrol treatment.
The RN strainers backflush automatically on a time cycle unless overridden by
a pre-set high pressure drop. Internal water pressure is the motive force for
dislodging strained particles, as a backflush drive mctor turns a backwash arm
past the various strainer assemblies. The discharge is released to
atmospheric pressure and dumps into a trash basket outside the RN Pumphouse.
Entrained trash is collected, and the water is returned to the Standby Nuclear
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Service Water Pond, which overflows to Lake Wylie. The addition of piping and
isolation valves by this modification will not affect the strainer backflush
process. However, it will essure that during clamtrel addition the backflush
will be routed through the new piping and strainer basket for entrained trash
collection. The water will be returned to the RN Pump pit, instead of being
routed to the trash pits on the outside o' the RN Pumphouse. This will assure
that the clamtrol treated water will remain in the pump pits and not be
released to the Standby '.uclear Service Water Pond. At such time clamtrol is
not needed, the backflush operations can continue as they are presently
operating.

Scaffolding must be erected in the RN pump pits for the implementation of tnis
modification. Design Engineering has evaluated the operability concerns and
has provided En0ineering Instructions to assure operability during scaffold
erection and modification implementation. The RN Pumphouse is a Class 1
seismically designed structure that contains two separate pits, from which two
independent and redundant channels of RN pumps take suction. This procedure
requires that the scaffolding be erected according to Design Engineering
instructions. Even in the occurrence of an unusual event, based on the
Engineering Instructions depiciting the type of materials required for the
erection of the scaffolding, as well flow characteristics in the pump pits,
and lattict screens to protect the RN pumps from solid objects, the pump pits
would remain operable.

The RN System A-Train wil be out of service during the tie-ins for this
modification. Tech Spec. 3/4.7.4 requires that the RN System A-Train be

,

returned to service within 72 hours. The RN System provides essential
auxiliary support functions to Engineered Safety Features of the station. The
RN System is designed to supply cooling water to various heat loads in both
the safety and non-safety portions of each unit, and provisions are made to
ensure continuous flow of cooling water to those systems and components,

necessary for plant safety during ncrmal operation and under accident
conditions. Sufficient redundancy of piping and components is provided to
ensure that cooling is maintained to essential loads at all times.

Post Mudification Testing (PMf) will be conducted in accordance with PMT
Letter and established procedures. There are no abnormal isolations for Post
Modification Testing.

This procedure will control the implementation of NSM CNSO414 which will
enhance the system by safely allowing the addition of clamtrol, and does not
degrade any design paramaters, and cannot initiate any FSAR accidents. There
are no reviewed safety questions associated with this procedure.

TN/5/A/0414/00/02A, Initial Issue
' The purpose of this procedure is to add piping and valves to the Nuclear

Service Water (RN) strainer backwash lines for use during the addition of
clamtrol into the RN pump pits. The addition of this modification will
pr ment the release of treated water to Lake Wylie during clamtrol treatment.
The RN strainers backflush automatically on a time cycle unless overridden by
a pre-set high pressure drop. Internal water pressure is the motive force for
dislodging strained particles, as a backflush drive motor turns a backwash arm

__. . . --_
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past the various strainer assemblies. The discharge is re % sed to
atmospheric pressure and dumps into a trash basket outside the RN Pumphouse.
Entrained trash is collected, and the water is returned to the Standby Nuclear
Service Water Pond, which overflows to Lake Wylie. The addition of piping and

isolation valves by this modification will not af fect the strainer backflush
process. However, it will assure that during clamtrol addition the backflush
will be routed through the new piping and strainer basket for entrained trash
collection. The water will be returned te the RN Pump pit, instead of being
routed to the trash pits on the outside of the RN Pumphouse. This will assure
that the clamtrol treated water will remain in the pump pits and not be
released to the Standby Nuclear Service Water Pond. At such time clamtrol is
not needed, the backflush operations can continue as they are presently
operating.

Scaffolding must be erected in the RN pump pits for the implementation of this
modification. Design Engineering has evaluated the operability concerns and
has provided Engineering Instructions to assure operability during scaffold
erection and modification implementation. The RN Pumphouse is a Class 1
seismically designed structure that centains two separate pits, from which two
independent and redundant channels of RN pumps take suction. This procedure
requires that the scaffolding be erected uccording to Design Engineering
instructions. Even in the occurrence of an unusual event, based on the
Engineering Instructions depicting the type of materials required for the
erection of the scaffolding, as well flow characteristics in the pump pits,
and lattice screens to protect the RN pumps from solid objects, the pump pits
would remain operable.

The RN System B-Train will be out of service during the tie-ins for this
modification. Tech. Spec. 3/4.7.4 requires that the RN System A-Train be
returned to service within 72 hours. The RN System provides essential
auxiliary support functions to Engineered Safety Features of the station. The

RN System is designed to supply cooling water to various heat loads in both
the safety and non-safety portions of each unit, and provisions are made to
ensure continuous flow of cooling water to those systems and components
necessary for plant safety during normal operation and under accident
conditions. Sufficient redundancy of piping and components is provided to
ensure that cooling is maintained to essential loads at all times.

Post Modification Testing (PMT) will be conducted in accordance with pMT .

Letter and e:tablished procedures. There are no abnormal isolations for Post
Modification Testing.

This procedure will control the implementation of NSM CN50414 which will
enhance the system by safely allowing the addition of clamtrol, ano Goes not
degrade any design parameters, and cannot initiate any FSAR accidents. There
are no reviewed safety questions associated with this procedure.

TN/1/A/1216/00/01A, Initial issue

This procedure will replace Steam Generator 10 Blowdown Isolation (BB) Valve
1BB010B with a new gate valve, item #06H-210. This is being performed due to
numerous maintenance problems and marginally sized operators.

- _ _ _ _ -. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The flow path from Steam Generator 10 will be out of service during the
replacement of valve 1880108. The containment isolation valves upstream of
1BB010B will be utilized to satisfy Tech. Spec, requirements for control of
penetrations which have direct access to outside atmosphere for containment
integrity / closure during core alterations, fuel movement, and Reactor Coolant
System mid-loop conditions. Breaker F07A in IEMXL will be opened and Red
Tagged to ensure valve 18B0108 is de-energized for electrical work. Also,
sliding links will be opened to-isolate the monitor light for valve 1BB0108.
These isolations do not present a concern for the safe operation of the BB
system, because the BB system is not required to be operable in modes 5, 6, or
no mode. Red tags will be removed, and breaker F07A in IEMXL and sliding
links in 1EATC2 will be closed te allow-for valve set up, verification of-
remote position indication, Motor Operated Valve (MOV) and stroke time
testing. The installation and set up for new valve 1BB010B will be complete
prior to entry into mode 4. A post modification review will be performed
prior to mode 4 to satisfy containment integrity requirements and allow
further testing that must be performed in modes 1 through 4.

Testing of the new valve will consist of performing MOV Testing and verifying
all remote position, and status light indications. Stroke time tests will be
performed prior'to mode 3, and again in mode 3. A differential pressure and
flow verification tests will be performed on valve 18B0108. Hydrostatic and
appropriate Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) tests will also be performed.
All of this post modification testing will be performed using approved station
procedures.

.

No new failure modes are being introduced. The safety rel,ated aepects of the
BB system will be maintained during implementation of this work unit.

Based on the above discussion, it is determined that an Unreviewed Safety
Question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1216/00/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure will replace Steam Generator IA Blowdown Isolation (BB) Valve
1880578 with a new gate valve Item #06H-210. This is being performed due to
numerous maintenance problems and marginally sized operators.

The flow path from Steam Generator IA will be out of service during the
replacement of valve 1880578. The containment isolation vahes upstream of
1BB0578 will be utilized to satisfy Tech. Spec. requirements for control of
penetrations which have direct access to outside atmosphere for containment
integrity / closure during core alterations, fuel movement, and Reactor Coolant
System'mid-loop conditions. Breaker F07B in IEMXL will be opened and Red

,

Tagged to ensure valve 1BB0578 is de-energized for electrical work. Also,
sliding links will be opened to isolate the monitor light for valve 1880578.
These isolations do not present a concern for the safe operation of the BB
system, because the BB system is not required to be operable in modes 5, 6, or
no mode. Red tags will be removed, and breaker F07B in IEMXL and sliding
: links in 1EATC2 will be closed to allow for valve set up, verification of
remote position indication, Motor Operated Valve (MOV) and stroke time
testing. 'The installation and set up for new valve 18B057B will be complete
prior to entry into mode 4. A post modification review will be performed

i
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. prior to mode 4 to satisfy containment integrity requirements and allow
further testing that tc.ust be performed in modes 1 through 4.

Testing of the n u valve will consist of performing MOV Testing and vertfying
all remote-positien and status light indications, as well as testing of the
newly installed anti-hammer circuit. Stroke-time tests will be performed
prior to mode 3, and again in mode 3. A differential pressure and flow
verification tests will be performed on valve 1BB0578. Hydrostatic and
appropriate Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) tests will also be performed.
All of.this post modification testing will be performed using approved station
procedures.

No new failure modes are being introduced. The safety related aspects of the
BB system will be ,vaintained during implemantation of this work unit.

~ Based on the above discussi:m, it is determined that an Unreviewed Safety
Quest' ion does not exist.

TN/1/A/1216/00/03A, Initial Issue

This precedure will replace Steam Generator 1B Blowdawn Isolation (BB) Valve
188021B with a new gate valve, Item #06H-210. Thia is being performed due to
numerous naintenance problems and marginally sized operators.

The flow path from Steam Generator IB will-ae out of service during the
replacement of valve 1880218. The containment isolation valies upstream of
ISB0218.w111 be utilized to satisfy Tech. Spec requirements for control of
penetrations which have direct access to outside atmosphere for containment
integrity / closure during core alterations, fuel movement, and Reactor Coolant
System mid-loop conditions. Breaker R02D in IEMXB will be opened and Red
Tagged to ensure valve 1BB02'G is de-energized for electrical work. Also,
sliding links will be opened to isolate the monitor light +or valve 1880218.

-These isolations do not present a concern for the safe operation of the BB
system, because the BB system is not required to be operable in modes 5, 6,'or
no mode. Red tags will be removed, and breaker R020 in IEMXB and sliding
-links in IEATC5 will be closed to allew for valve set up, verifir.ation of ,

remote position indication, Motor Operated Valve (MOV) and stroke time
testing. The tnstallation and set up for new valve 1880219 will be complete
prior to tetry into mode 4, A post modification review will be performed
prior to mode 4 to satisfy containment integrity requirements and allow
further testing that must be performed in modes 1 through 4.

Testing of the new valve will consist of performing MOV Testing and verifying
all remote position and status light indications. Stroke time tests will be
performed prior to mode 3, and again in mode 3. A dif ferential pressure and
flow verification tests will be performed on valve 188021B, Hydrostatic cnd
appropriate Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) w sts will also be performed.

.All of this post modification testing will be performed using approved station
procedures.

No new failure medes are being introduced. The safety related aspects of the
BB system will be maintained during implementation of this work unit.

.. - , _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - -
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Based on the enove discussion, it is detormined that an Unreviewed Safety
Question does not exist. ,

TN/1/A/1216/00/04A, Initial Issue

- This procedure will replace Steam Generator 1C Blowdown Isolation (BB) Valve
16B061B with:a new gate valve, Item #06H-210. This is being performed due to
numerous maintenance problems and marginally sized operators.

The flow path from Steam Generator 1C will be out of service during the
replacement of valve 1880618. The containment isolation valves upstream of-
IBB061B w nl be utilized to satisfy Tech. Spec. requirements for control of
penetrations which have direct access to outside atmosphere for containment

-

integrity / closure-during core alterations. fuel movement, and Reactor Coolant
System mid-loop conditions. Breaker F02B in IEMXB will be opened and Red
Tagged to ensure valve IBB061B is de-energized for electrical work. Also,
sliding links will be opened to isolate the monitor light for valve 1B8061B.

- These isolations do not present a concern for the safe operation of the BB
system, because-the BB system is not required to be operable in modes 5, 6, or-
no mode. Red tags will be removed, and breaker F028 in IEMXB and sliding
links in 1EATC5 will be closed to allow for valve set up, verification of
remote position indication. Motor Operated Valve (MOV) and stroke time,

testing. The installation and set up for new valve 1BB061B will be complete
prior to entry into mode 4 A post modification review will be performed
prior to mode 4 to satisfy containment integrity requirements and allow
further testing that must be performed in mcdes 1 through 4.

Testing of the new valve will consist of performing MOV Testing and verifying
all remote position and status light indications, as well as te*. ting of the
newly installed anti-Sammer circuit. Stroke time tests will be performed
prior to mode 3, and again in mode 3. A differential pressure and flow
verification tests will be performed en valve 18B0618. Hydrostatic and

-

appropriate Non-Destructiva Examination (NDE) tests will also be performed.
All of this post modification testing will be performed using approved station
procedures.

No new failure modes are being introduced. The safety related aspects of the
BB system will be maintained during implementation of this work unit.

Based on the above discussion, it is determined that an Unreviewed Safety
- Question does not exist.

PT/1/A/4250/14 Retype, Chenges 0 to 8 Incorporated

This procedure retype condolidates the four sections of the existing procedure
into two sections in Enclosure Format. To do so, an "Autostart" section,
.along with a " Manual start" section, were constructed, and tne option was
given to align the system per either the "Miniflow" or " Flow other than
Miniflow" alignment Enclosure. Neither the test method nor the actual steps
in this procedure are significantly affected. Also, the steps associated with
all data parameters are now optional, so that a particular section may be
performed without having to obtain unnecessary data. Descriptive notes were
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placed on many of these steps so that the Test Coordinator can make a quick
and accurate assessment of whether or not to N/A a step, and the test could be
performed more effectively.

A third main section is being-added to this procedure as a result of this
retype (T&T Valve Start si d Stop, Enclosure 13.3). This section allows only a 4

Visicorder trace to be obtained, and has a separate Acceptance Criteria (11.3)
to verify that Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine (CAPT) #1 can be started and
stopped.using the Trip and Throttle (T&T) valve.

This procedure verifies proper operation of the CAPT #1 governor and
associated equipment. The restructuring of this procedure doas not i

-significantly' affect the test method nor the actual steps within the
,

procedure. The T&T Valve Start /Stop section wa> added by this retype to
-provide a method of-. ensuring that CAPT #1 will operate properly when
controlled by the T&T Valve only (as required daring a safe shutdown facility

'(SSF) event). The addition of the T&T Valve Start /Stop section will allow
problems with the T&T Valve to be detected through testing rather than during
an actual event. This test will only be performed after permission has been
granted by the Operations shift personnel, who control the operation of the CA
Pumps, to ensure that the two Motor-Driven CA pumps are available in the event
that " accident occurs during the performance of this test.

Therefore, no Unreviewed Safety Questions exist as a result of this procedure
retype.

.

PT/2/A/4250/14 Retype, Changes 0 to 2 Incorporated

This procedure retype consolidates the four sections of the existing procedure
'

into two sections in Enclor,ure Format. To do so, an "Autostart" section,
along with a " Manual start" section, were constructed, and the option was
given to align the system per either the "Miniflow" or " Flow other than
Miniflow" alignment Enclosure. Neither the test method nor the actual steps

,

in this procedure are significantly sffected. Also, the steps associated with
all data parameters are now optional, so that a particular seculon may be
performed without having to obtain unnecessary da". Descriptive notes were
placed on many of these steps so that the Test Cot.dinator can make a quick
and accurate assessment of whether or not to N/A a step, and the test could be-

performed more effectively.

A' third main section is being added to this procedure as a result of this
retype .(T&T Valve Start and Stop, Enclosure 13.3). This section allows only a
Visicorder trace to be obtained, and has a separace Acceptance Criteria (11.3)
to verify that Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine (CAPT) #2 can be started and
stopped using the Trip and Throttle (T&T) valve.

-This procedure verifies-oroper operation of the CAPT #2 governor and
associated equipment. The restructuring of this procedure does not

L significantly affect the test method nor the actual steps within the
' procedure. The T&T Valve Start /Stop section was added by this retype to.

! provide a method of ensuring that CAPT #2 will operate properly when
controlled-by the T&T Valve only (as required during a Safe Shutdown Facility
(SSF) event). The addition of the T&T Valve Stait/Stop section will allow

I
,. . - . - . - - -
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problems with the T&T Valve to be detected through testing, rather than during
an actual event. This test will only be performed af ter permission has been
granted by the Operations shift personnel, who control the operation of the CA
Pumps, to ensur, th&t the two Motor-Driven CA pumps are available in the event
that an accident occurs during the performance of this test.

Therefore, no Unreviewed Safety Questions exist as a result of this procedure
retype.

OP/0/B/6500/09 Revision 4, Changes 0 to 32 Incorporated

Catawba Nuclear Station (CNS) Technical Specification 3/4.11.3 requires that
all radioactive wastas be solidified or dewatered in accordance with the
Process Control Prograni (PCP) to meet shipping and transportation requirements
during transit, and disposai d te requirements when received at the disposal
site. This Technical Specification implements the requirements of 10CFR50.36a
and General Design Criterion 60 of Appendix A to 10CFR50. The Duke Power
Company (DPC) PCP was developed to assure that solidification and dewatering
activities are performed in compliance with 10CFR20, 50, 61, 71 and 49CFR.
The PCP states:

" Vendor procedures shall be incorporated as attachments to station
procedures. Vendor format may be retained as a DPC enclosure if
desired, or the procedure may be rewritten into DPC forma'.."

At Catawba, the vendor format is retained, and new enclosures are issued as
major procedure changes whenever a vendor procedure is revised and reissued.
These new enclosures cover the dewatering of powdered resin mixtures and the
handling of high integrity container overpacks, and have been reviewed and
approved by the following areas:

* Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. Safety Review Board

* Duke Power Company, Nuclear Production Department, Nuclear Technical
Services (General Office)

The new enclosures do not sigificantly affect structures, systems, or
components that are addressed in the FSAR. Spent resins are transferrea to
the liners using approved Duke Power Company procedures. The Chem-Nuclear
procedures are used only for the dewatering of the material af ter it is placed
in the liner, and the handling of the liner.

The Catawba systems that interface with vendor equipment are:

* Station Air (VS)

* Makeup Demineralized Water Sytsem.(YM)

* Solid Radwaste System (WS)

This revision: 1) incorporates four changes (Changes #29 through Change #32),
2) replaces three revised pages (#4, #5, ar,d #9) of Enclosure 4.10, Process
Control Procram for the CNSI Demineralization Systems DM-OP-025. (These three
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pages were reissued to correct "psig" to "psid" on two pages and correct '

"0S0 TOPIC" to " ISOTOPIC" on the other page) and 3) restructures the format on
steps 3.1.6 and 3.1.7.

No unreviewed safety question is created by these changes.

PT/1/A/4400/030 Retype, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

This test balances flow to Component Cooling (KC) supplied components under
the Refueling and Engineereo Jafety Features (ESF) modes as described in the ,

FSAR. When performing the Refueling balance in modes 5 and 6. Residual Heat
Removal (NO) System operability is required and will be maintained by ensuring

! that KC flow stays above 5000 gpm. In no mode, neither train is required;
therefore, the Tech. Specs, are not affected. For ESF mode, the test will be -

on a single train at a time; therefore, the associated components will be
decl& red inoperable per Tech. Specs. An unreviewed safet> question does not
exist.

i OP/1/A/6350/01 Retype #3, Changes 11 tc 19 Incorporated
,

The changes made to this procedure affect the system in a significant manner
by removing the equipment from service, but they do not affect the evaluation
made in the FSAR. FSAR sections 8.1.4 and 8.3.1 were reviewed. The major
change to the procedure is the addition of enclosures to remove and return the
following from/to service:

.;

ETA /ETB
FTA/FTB
6900 Volt Switchgear
Train A (B) of Main Powar

The enclosures are written so that any required load is transferred to another '

power source before its normal power source is removed. These enclosures are
being added as a result of the study done due to Catawba Incident
Investigation Report C88-006-2, Unit 2 was changed to an earlier date. The
Unit 1 procedure has been improved due to things learned from the Unit 2
procedure.

By using these enclosures, an undesired train blackout can be prevented, since
the sequencer is removed from service before de-energizing ETA or ETB. The
enclosures will remove one train of equipment at a time. This will only be
done during No Mode when no Tech. Specs. will be af fected.

In the past, all the actions per'>rmed in these enclosures were handled by a
worklist item and tagouts. The procedure will provida the guidelines for
removing and restoring this equipment, which will require a review by more
than one person to change the order of the procedure or any other change
required.

It is judged that the changes made in this retype do not create an unreviewed
safety question.

|
1
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MP/0/A/7150/91A, Initial Issue

This procedure.is for removal and replacement of the Reactor Coolant (NC) Pump
Motor Flywheel to. perform flywheel inservice inspections.

This procedure has been reviewed against approved vendar manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that activities controlled by this
procedure.will return to Flywheel ano the NC pumps to the as-designed
condition. Regulatory Guide 1.14 was reviewed for compliance. The flywheel
is removed using this procedure to perform an examination of all exposed
surfaces and a ccmplete ultrasonic volumetric examination. This procedure
meets requirements of Reg. Gelde 1.14 to insure integrity of the Flywheel
through inservice inspection. Since this procedure maintains the Flywheel and
the NC Pump in their as-oesign condition, the possibility, consequences, or
probability of a malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewea safety -

question exists.

MP/0/A/7200/05 Retype, Changes 0 to 2 Incorporated

The procedure title has been changed to give a betts. description of what the
procedure includes, Section 11.0 of this procedure has been revised as
follows:

- Section 11.29 has steps 21, 22 and 23 added to provide more detail for
correctly installing the trip rod after maintenance has been performed.$

Section 11.30 was revised to include steps for electrical or mechanical-

overspeed trip testing. It was alsn revised to insure that maintenance
monitors the bearing oil temperatures of the turbine during testing.

Enclosure 13.4 was replaced with the current revision from the vendor.-

- Enclosure 13.8 was revised to show a more complete tcol list. -

Tech. Spec. 3/4.7.1 is affected by this procedure. Operations has the
. responsibility ard the procedures for compliance with these Tech. Specs.
Maintenance will be performed on this turbine when Tech. Specs, allow, per
Operations' procedures. This rewrite will clarify and assure that maintenance
activities will return--the turbines to as-designed conditions.

The changes made by this rewrite have been reviewed against approved vendor
manuals,-design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the
corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the turbine to
as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure the turbine's
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Since the turbine will be returned to
'as-designed conditions, the possibility, consequences, or probability of a
malfunction will be reduced. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

MP/0/B/7600/123, Initial Issue

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .
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-This procedure performs corrective maintenance on valves 1 (2) CF-9 and -16,
Atwood and Mor_ rill-24" Check Valves with side air cylinders. This procedure
is only applicable to non-safety related equipment.

This-. procedure has been reviewed against approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the corrective maintenance
controlled by this procedure will return the valve to as-built /as-designed
condition. These actions will ensure valve compliance with FSAR accident
analysis. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

TN/1/A/1107/01/03A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11107, Rev. O provides an alternate
recirculation loop for the Unit 1 Boric Acid Tank (BAT) in the chemical
control, purification, and makeup subsystem of the Chemical and Volume Control
(NV) system. A recirculation pump with isolation valves, drain valves, and
instrumentation will be added for BAT recirculation. The pump vill employ
suction and discharge from existing BAT connections. This new recirculation
loop will provide a more thorough and uniform mixing of the BAT contents than
is presently provided by the existing Boric Acid Transfer pumps.

In order to perform this procedure, the Unit 1 BAT must be drained to
facilitate system tie-in's. The BAT supplies boric acid solution to support
unit operation. The tank is designed to store sufficient boric acid solution
for a cold shutdown from full power operation. The BAT will be drained while
Unit-1 is in' NO MODE; theref ore, unit shutdown requirements will not be a
concern. After completion of the BAl tie-in's, the BAT pressure boundary will
be restored and the BAT can 3e returned to service to provide make-up
capabilities to support unit operation a; required by the FSAR.

This modification also requires system tie-in's to the Baron Recycle (NB) and
Liquid Waste (WL) systems. The NB tie-in will be performed using a wet-tap
procedure to eliminate system down time. No NB system isolations are
,equired, and the wet-tap will not affect N9 system operation. Therefore, no
additional operational-concerns are imposed, The WL tie-in will be installed
in a Class 'E' section of piping, which supports various station equipment
drains and leak-off flows. The tie-in is located at an elevation above the
drain header; therefore, installation-will not impact system draining
capabilities.

This procedure installs the BAT recirculation pump, recirculation pioing,
along with manual isolation valves and check valves, and makes the required
tie-in's to the. BAT, NB and WL piping. Af ter installation, portions of the
piping will be hydrostatically tested and the remainder visually inspected at
system temperature and pressure to verify piping integrity.

No new failure modes or operating characteristics are introduced by this-.

procedure. All systems affected by this procedure will be able to perform
their intended functions. Based on the considerations above, no unreviewed !
safety questions e judged to be involved or created by this procedure, i

pT/2/A/4250/030 Retype, Changes 0 to 18 Incorporated |
1
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This procedure is used to verify the response times of valves associated with
the Nuclear Service Water (RN) assured water source to suction of the-

fuxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. The changes involved in this retype have all
been previously approved.

Since the CA System is not required in Modes 4, 5, or 6, no accident scenarios
are impacted. Since all changes included in this retype have previously been
approved, the margin of safety as defined in the design basis is unaffected.
Also, neither the probability, nor the consequence of safety equipment
malfunction is increased. No unreviewed scfety question is created.

,

PT/1/A/4250/03D Retype, Changes 0 to 33 Incorporated

The following-is a summary of previously unapproved changes included in this
retype. The intent of this retype is to ensure that the test can be performed
with minimal discrepancies, and to maintain similarity between the Unit 1 and
Unit 2 procedures.

<

1) The following to Section V (Test Equipment) was added to ensure that the
Test Coordinator is properly prepared to run the test:

.

"_ Key to Unit 1 Auxiliary Shutdown Panel
_ link slider
_ wrench
_ Four jumpers (with labelled tags)"'

2) "1EATC5" was replaced with "the backside of IEATC5" in Steps 12.2.5.6,
12.2.5.7, 12.2.6.8, 12.2.6.9, 12.2.7.6. 12.2.7.7, and 12.2.7.21, This
change clarified existing procedure steps.

3) A note was added prior to all steps requiring the Auxiliary Feedwater
(CA) System Auto-Start Defeat to be " DEFEATED" The Note will enable
each of these steps to be N/A, initialed, and dated if Solid State
Protection System (SSPS) (for the aporopriate Train) is in " TEST" Mode.
This change is necessary because the CA System-Auto-Start Defeat will not
go into " DEFEAT" mode if the corresponding train of SSPS is in " TEST".

4) In the-sections where a Motor-Driven CA Pump Auto-St.rt signal is
simulated, steps were added to ensure that the motor breaker for the
appropriate pump is opened prior to the completion to the section.
Although the motor breakers are " Racked to Test" (for the pump receiving
the Auto-Start signal), these steps will serve as an additional

. precautionary measure after the pump motor breaker closes-on the
Auto-Start signal. Note: the alignments ensure that both motor breakers
are returned to their "As Found" positions following completion of the
corresponding section.

5) Due to the change discussed above (Item 4), the second notes following
Steps 12.2.7.19 and 12.1.7.19 were deleted because they no longer apply.

6) A note was added to precede Step 12.2.8 so that Steps 12.2.8 and 12.2.9
may be performed out of sequence. Due to the locations of the links.

_ _ _ . - --
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involved-in these steps, this change will allow the procedure to be
performed in a more simple, logical manner.

7) Step 12.5 (and tne note accompanying it) were added to ensure that the
test is logged ot.t of the Unit- 1 Test Logbook, and the key to the Unit 1
Auxiliary _ Shutdown Panel is returned to Operations upon completion of the
test.

-This procedure is used to verify the response times of valves associated with '

the Nuclear Service Water (RN) assured water source to suction of the CA
pumps.

Items 1, 2, and 6 are administrative controls to ensure that the procedure can
be followed accurately and with minimal problems. Item 3, concerning the CA
System Auto-Start Defeat, ensures that the af fected procedure steps can be
completed under varying system configurations (i.e. , SSPS in TEST or in
NORMAL).

Items 4 and 5 ensure that proper system configuration is restored after the
motor driven pump motor breakers close on auto-start signals.

Since the CA System is not required in Modes 4, 5, or 6, no accident scenarios
are impacted. Also, the margin of safety as defined in the design basis is
unaffected. Neither the consequences, nor the probability of safety equipment
malfunction are increased. No reviewed safety question is created.

TN/1/A/1146/00/01A, Initial Issue

' '

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11146 Rev. O will make the following
changes: 1) Delete the Nuclear Service hter (RN) piping that supplies flush
water for the Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT) Radiation

'

Monitors (EMFs). 2) Provide new piping from the Component Cooling (KC) system
to supply the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel Supply Units ( ASPSU3) with an
additional RN supply tie in that will be used during an Auxiliary Shutdown
Panel (ASP) event. 3) Delete all the old RN piping that used to supply the
ASPSUs. 4) Provide a flow path to flush out the RN piping that supplies the
Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. This flow path will tie into the Condenser
Circulating Water system, bypassing the CA system;

NSM CN-11146 Rev. O has been broken up into five Work Units for implementation
purposes. Work Unit 01 vill perform the following: 1) Cut and cap the old RN
piping which used to supply the A Train ASPSU. The RN piping will be cut and
capped at the 6" supply and 20" return headers. A Post Modification work
request will be used to remove the majority of this old RN piping and
associated support restraints. 2) A new tie in to the 6" RN A Train piping
will be made including a new drain and isolation valve. 3) New 4" piping will
also be tied-into the 6" RN A Train piping. This will be part of the new
"Ciam Flush' piping which will tie '.o the RC system under Work Unit 03. The
piping to be installed under Work Unit 01 will include the A Train isolation
valve and all the piping up to the support restraints specified by Design
Engineering.

1
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The11solations required to perform the work asociated with'this procedure fall l

under the scope of routine tagouts performed by the operational control group.
The piping _being deleted / installed pu this procedure will bave pipe caps or
isolation-valves that will provide for system isolation. To further ensure
system isolation and operability, the isolation valves will be tagged closed
and all the piping _ supports required for system and seismic integrity will be
installed per Design Engineering instructionr. Design has analyzed this
particular installation configuration and approved its implementation. The
freeze seals required for hydrostatic t! sting will be controlled by an

y '~
approved station procedure. All of the isolations and testing associated with

3

this procedure have been analyzed or will be controlled by existing approved ;

procedures. No new failwe modes are being introduced.

The safety related aspects of the RN, CA, and KC systems will be maintained
during implementation of this Work Unit.

Based on the above discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions
; associated with this procedure.

TN/1/A/1146/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11146 Rev. 0 will make the following
enanges: 1) Delete the Nuclear Service Water (RN) piping that supplies flush
water for the Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT) Radiation
Monitors (EMFs). 2) Provide new piping from the Component Cooling (KC) system
to supply the Auxiliary Shutdawn Panel Supply Units (ASPSUs) with an

.a'dditional RN supply tie in that will be used during an Auxiliary Shutdown
Panel (ASP) event. 3) Delete all the old RN piping that used to supply the
ASPSUs,- 4) Provide a flow path to flush out the RN piping that supplies the
Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. .This flow patn will tie into the Condenser

.

Circulating Water (RC) system, bypassing the CA system,

NSM CN-11146 Rev. 0 has= been broke, up into five _ Work Units- for implementation
purposes. Work Unit 02 will perform the following: 1) Delete the remaining
RN piping going to the VUCDT EMFs and cap the pipe. 2) Tie into the KC A
Train Essential Supply and Return headers. 3) Install piping and other
comoonents from the KC system tie-ins up to ASPSU-1A. L4) Tie into the RN

-ASPSU-1A supp'ly line installed under Work Unit 01. 5) Install ASPSU-1A outlet
piping _up to and including' valve 1KCD30 (the RC system isolation valve.).

|

The isolations required to perform the work asociated with this procedure fall
' under the scope of routine tagouts performed by the operational control group.
The piping being deleted / installed per this procedure will have pipe caps or

A isolation valves that will provide for system isolation. To further ensure
system isolation and operability, the isolation valves will be tagged closed
and all the piping supports required for system and seismic integrity will be

talled per Design Engineering instructiens. Design has analyzed this
particular installation configuration and approved its implementation. The
freeze seals required for hydrostatic testing will be controlled by an
approved station procedure. All of the isolations and testing associated with
this procedure have been analyzed or will be controlled by existing approved
procedures.

~. . .. _
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The safety related aspects of the RN, CA, and KC systems will be maintained
during implementation of this Work Unit.

Based on the above discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions
j as',ociated with this procedure.

,

TN/1/A/1146/00/03A, Initial Issue
,

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11146 Rev. 0 will make the following
changes: 1) Delete the Nuclear Service Water (RN) piping that supplies flush
water for the Ventilation Unit Condensate Orain Tank (VUCDT) Radiation
Monitors (EMFs). 2) Provide new piping from the Component Cooling (KC) system

! to supply the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel Supply Units (ASPSus) with an
additional RN supply tie in that will be used during an Auxiliary Shutdown a

Panel (ASP) event. 3) Delete all the old RN piping that used to supply the
ASPSUs. 4) Provide a flow path tu flush out the RN piping that supplies the <

Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. This flow path will tie into the Condenser
Circulating Water (Rr) system, bypassing the CA system.

NSM CN-11146 Rev. O has been broken up into five Work Units for implementation
purposes. Work Unit 03 will perform the following: 1) Make all the ti vins
to the piping int..siled under Work Units 01, 02, 04, and 05. 2) Make the
tie-in to the RC system. 3) Install a new 2" CA drain line. 4) Perform all
the necersary Post Modification Testing required for CN-11146 Rev. O.

The isolat;ons required to perform the work asociated with this procedure fall
under the scope of routine tagouts performed by the operational control group,
The piping being deleted / installed per this procedure will have pipe caps or
isolaticq valves that will provide for system isolation. Since Work Unit 03
installs all the remaining piping, supports vaives, and other components i

associated with CN-11146 Rev. O, the seismic and pressure boundary integrity
of the RN, CA, RC, and KC systems will be ensured. The Post Modification
Testing to be performed under this procedure will verify flows through tha -

piping installed under all five Work Units. Adequate operation of the ASPSus
vill also be verified using RN and KC supplied water. The valve alionments
and operation of related equipment will be controlled using the procedure for
Vork Unit 03 and any Operational Control Group procedures required for system
alignments and equipment operation. The Post Modification Testing does act
put the RN, KC, CA, or RC systems into an unusual alignment. The testing will
use flow paths and alignments that will be used during normal and ASP event
system operation, The KC supply to the ASPSUs is considered to be minimal
relative to the total KC essential header supply flow. Even with a maximum of ;
10 GPM going to the ASPSU, the effect on the flow being supplied to the
Residual Heat Removal (ND) pumps motor coolers is considered to be negligible.
Therefore, even if the ND pumps are required to be operable during the period
of time that the post modification testing is being performed, the pumps will
still have sufficient flow to operate adequately and provide their safety
related function as required by Tech. Specs.

{
A KC flow balance will not be necessary to ensure KC or ND cperability due to
the Post Modification Testing being performed in this procedure prior to Mode
4 A KC flaw balance will be performed prior to entering Mode 4 up to ensure
KC system operability required for Mode 4 plant operation.

I
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All af the isolations and testing associated with this procedure have been j
analyzed or will be controlled by existing approved procedures. The safety |related aspects of the RN, CA, and KC systems will be maintained during 1

implementation of this Work Unit.

Based on the above discussion, there are no unroviewed safety questions
associated with this procedure.

TN/1/A/1146/00/04A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11146 Rev. O will make the following
changes: 1) Delete the Nuclear Service Water (RN) piping that supplies flush
water for the Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT) Radiation
Monitors (EMFs). 2) Provide new piping from the Component Cooling (KC) system
to supply the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel Supply Units (ASPS"i) with an
additional RN supply tie in that will be used during an Auxiliary Shutduwn
Panel (ASP) event. 3) Delete all the old RN piping that used to supply the
ASPSUs. 4) Provide a flow path to flush out the RN piping that supplies the
Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. This flew path will tie into the Condenser
Circulating Water (RC) system, bypassing the CA system.

NSM CN-11146 Rev. O has been broken up into five Work Units for implementation
purposes. Work Unit 04 will perform the following: 1) Cut and cap the old RN
piping which used to supply the B Train ASPSV. The RN piping will be cut and
capped at the 20" return header. A Post Modification work request will be
used to remove the majority of this old RN piping and associated support
restraints. 2) A new tie-into the 6" RN 0 Train piping will be made including
a new drain and isolation valve. 3) New 4" piping will also be tied into the
6" RN B Train piping at the location of the old 2" RN supply to the ASPSU.
This will be part of the new " Clam Flush" piping which will tie into the RC ,

system under Work Unit 03. The piping to be installed under Work Unit 04 will
,

include the B Train isolation valve and all the piping up to the support
.

restraints specified by Design Engineering.

The isolations required to perform the work asociated with this procedure fall
under;the scope of routine tagouts performed by the operational control group.
'The piping being deleted / installed per this procedure will have pipe caps or
isolation valves that will provide for system isolation. To further ensure
system isolation and operability, the isolation valves will be tagged closed
and all the piping supports required for system and seismic integrity will be -

installed per Design Engineering instructions. Design has analyzed this
particular installation configuration and approved its implemer'ation. The

'

freeze; seals reautred for hydrostatic testing will be controlled ly an
- approved station procedure. All of the isolations and testing associated with
this procedure have been analyzed or will be controlled by existing approved
procedures. No new failure modes are being introduced.

The safety related aspects of tFe RN, CA. and KC systems will be maintained
during implementation of this Work Unit.

1

Based on the above discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions
associated with this procedure.

.

I
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TN/1/A/1146/00/OSA, Initia' Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11146 Rev. O will make the following
changes: 1) Delete the Nuclear Service Water (RN) piping thct supplies flush

-water for the Ventilation Unit Condensate Drain Tank (VUCDT) Radiation
Monitors (EMFs). 2) provide new piping from the Component Cooling (KC) system
to supply the Auxiliary Shutdown Panel Supply Units ( ASpSUs) with an

_

additional RN supply tie in that will be used during an Auxiliary shutdown
Panel (ASP) event. 3) Delete all the old RN piping that used to supply the
ASPSUs. 4) Provide a f*>.;w path to flush out the RN piping that supplies the
Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps. This flow path will tie into the Condenser
Circulating Water (RC) system, bypassinC the CA system.

NSM CN-11146 Rev. O has been broken up into five Work Units for implementation
purposes. Work Unit OS will perform the following: 1) Tie into the KC A
Train Essential Supply and Return headers. 2) Install piping at.d other
components from the KC system tie-ins up to ASPSU-18. 3) 11e into the RN
ASPSU-1B supply line installed under Work Unit 04. 5) Install ASPSU-1B outlet.
piping up to and including valve 1KC039 (the RC system isolation valve.)

The isolations required to perform the work asociated with this procedure fall
under the scope of routine tagoutt performed by the operational control group,
The piping bein*, deleted / installed per this procedure will have pipe caps or
isolation valves that will provide for system isolation. To further ensure
system isolation and operability, the isolation velves will be tagged closed
and all the pipirg npports required for system and seismic integrity will be
installed per Design Engineering instructions. Design has analyzed this
particular installation configuration and anproved its implementation. The
freeze seals required for hydrostatic testing will be controlled by an
approved station procedure. All of the isolations nd testing associated with
this precedure have been analyzed or will be controlled by existing approved
procedures. No new failure modes are being introduced.

The safety related aspects of the RN, CA, and KC syswms will be maintained -

during implementation of this Work Unit.

Based on the above discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions
associated with this procedure.

TN/1/A/0058/00/06A Retype #1, Change 01 Incorporated

This procedure is for the installation of new 2" Stainless t ael (SS) Nuclear-
Service Vater (RN) piping from supply valve 1RNC92 through Diesel Generator
Starting Air (VG) Aftercooler 182 to return valve IRNCS4. This new piping
will allow greater unobstructed flow through VG Aftercooler 102. The existing
1" Carbon Steel piping will be removed from the system, with valve 1RN964
being deleted and valve IRN961 remaining as a system drain.

Currently the VG Aftercoolers are supplied by the RN System through 1" Carbon'

Steel piping, which has become partially restricted due to corrosion.- The
replacement of this piping with 2" Stainless Steel piping will provide the
required flow to the af tercoolers and will not be as susceptible to corrosion.

,
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Implementing this procedure will require isolating and draining of the portion
of the RN System that supplies VG Aftercooler 102. Ihe Operations Group will
coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this procedure. This
procedure will be im9lemented during Modes 5 and 6 with 'A' Diesel operable,
or during No Mode of the unit refueling outage. VG Aftercooler 182 will be
out of service during this modification. The piping and equipment affected by
this precedure can be out of servie during the modes and conditions specified
above.

Post Modification Testing will include a hydro-static test and a visual
inspection for leakage. These tests will assure the pressure boundaries and
integrity of the system are maintained. Also, performance will test the new
piping to a>sure the flow and pressure drop capabilities of the aftercooler
have-improved, ihe implementation of this procedure does not degrade any
design parameters, and cannot initiate any FSAR accidents. The implementation
of this procedure will not cause any new f ailure modes. There is no increase
in ths probability or consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR. Based on this discussion, the
possibility of a malfunction of equipment important to safety different than
any already evaluated in the FSAR is not created.

Since no safety ps ameters, setpoints, or design limits have been adversely
affected, no margin is safety as defined in the bases to any Technical
Specification is reduced. Based on the above, there are no unreviewed safety
questions associated with this procedure.

TN/1/ "1058/00/03A Retype #1, Change 01 Incorporated

This procedure is for the installetion of new 2" Stainless Steel (SS) Nuclear
Service Water (RN) piping from supply valve IRNC90 through Diesel Generator
Starting Air (VG) Af tercooler 1A2 to return valve IRNC52. This new piping
will allow greater unobstructed flow through VG Aftercooler 1A2. The existing
1" Carbon Steel piping will be removed from the system, with valve IRN953
being deleted and valve IRN950 remaining as a system drain.

Currently the VG Aftercoolers are supplied by the RN System through 1" Carbon
Steel niping, which has become partially restricted due to corrosion. The
replacement of-this piping with 2" Stainless Steel piping will provide the
required flow to tre aftercoolers and will not be as susceptible to corrosion.

Implementing this procedure will require isolating and draining of the portion
of the RN System that supplies VG Aftercooler lA2. The Operations Group will
coordinate tha isolations necessary to implement this procedure. This
procedure will be implemented during Modes 5 and 6 with 'B' Diesel operable,
or during No Mode of the unit refueling outage. VG Aftercooler IA2 will be
out of-service during this modification. The piping and equipment aff0cted by
this procedure can be out of service during the modes and conditions specified
above.

--Post Modiiication Testing will include a hydro-static test and a visual
inspection for leakage. These tests will assure the pressure boundaries and
integrity of the system are maintained. Also, performance will test the new
piping to assure the flow and pre uure drop capabilities of the aftercooler

. . . . . . . .
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have improv,td. The implementation of this procedure does not degrade any
design-parameters, and ctnnot irtitiata any FSAR accidents. The implementation
of this procedure will not cause any new failure modes. There is no increase i

in the probability or consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously. evaluated in the FSAR. Based on this discussion, the

possibility of a malfunction of equipment important to safety different than
any already evaluated in the FSAR is not created. ;

Since no safety parameters, setpoints, or design limits have been adversely
affected, no margin is safety as defined in the bases to any Technical
Specification is reduced. Based on the above, there are no unreviewed safety
questions associated with this procedure.

~

TN/1/A/2678/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Channe
CE-2678 Work Unit 01A. This modification replaces manual loader IVYMt0190
with a Moore Products 3523 Single Loop Digital Controller. This manual loader
provides manual control of valve IVY 19, which is adjusted to regulate air flow
from containment into the annulus when the Ccntainment Hydrogen Purge System
is being used. The new controller will be programmed so function as a manual-
-loader, thereby providing the same function as the existing manual loader. ;

All wt:k in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in Mohs 5, 6, or No
Mode. The Containment Hydrogen Purge System is not required during these
modes. The t..anual loader is located on Main Control Board IMC5. This panel
will not be adversely affected by the work performed in this procedure and no
other equipment will be affected. Electrical isolations for this pr,cedure
involve opening /d osing sliding links and will only affect the controller and

,

instrument loop in which they are contained. These links are specifically '

addressed in the procedure to be closed during the restoration process.
Testing involves performing an instrument loop calibration and string check
(IP). This IP verifies correct output of the manual loader at 0, 25, 50, 75,
and 100% of range and verifies proper response of other components in the
instrument loop. Since the controller wil' be programmed to function as a
manual loader, there are no tuning requirements, and since the IP verifies '

proper valve response, no other testing is required. All testing will be
completed prior to entering Mode 4 to ensure proper system operation before
returning it to service.

The equipment affected by this modification is not required to be operable or
perform a safety function when this procedure is used. This procedure creates
no new failure modes, and failure of the manual loader is not evaluated in the
FSAR. No operating parameters or safety limits will be changed, and setpoints
.will be returned to their normal operating value before return to service.

In conclusion, there will be no unreviewed Safety Qusstions created by this
procedure.

PT/1/A/4200/01A, Retype, Changes 0 to-10 Incorporated

PT/1/A/4200/01A, Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT) is performed in
mode 5 or No Mode to satisfy Surveillance Requirements 4.6.1.2, 4.6.1.6 and

, _ _ _ . _.
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4.6.1,7. The test is outlined in FSAR section 6.2.6. This is essentially the
same test as outlined in chapter 14 of the FSAR for the preoperational Type A
test. There are some differences in the test alignments for some penetrations
due to post operation system alignment needs. The procedure allows for Decay f,

Heat Removal (ND) to remain in operation for core cooling. Additionally, the s

structural integrity test (test pressure at 110 - 115 percent of design pres-
sure) is not perforn.ed. As stated in the FSAR and Tech. Specs., the test is
performed in accordance with Appendix J of 10CFR50 and the provisions of ANSI
N45.4-1972 or the Mass Point method.

The test is performed by sealing the containment vessel and pumping in air to
achieve a pressure of 14.88 psig to 15.0 psig. A four hour Stabilization
period is then entered. If stable conditions exist after at least four hours,
the test is started. A test pressure of 14.88 - 15.0 psig is used to ensura
that the containment pressure remains greater than 14.68 psig (Pa) for tv -

duration of the test. After completion of the test, a known leak is imp sed
on the containment vessel to verify the accuracy of the leak rate
calculations. Given satisfactory results, the containment vessel is
depressurized and the test concluded.

Due to the increased air density inside containment when pressurized for the
test, the containment fire detectors may go into alarm. A fire watch will be
established by using the Resistance Temperature Devices (RTDs) as the means of
fire detection, These RTDs are located in lower containment, upper
containment and the ice condenser, thus providing adequate coverage of the
entire containment.

The Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test is performed in Mode 5 or No Mode.
Containment closure / integrity is not requi ed during the performance of this
test since core alterations or mid-loop operations would not be conducted
during ILRT. The test alignment for penetratiens is written such that closure
is maintained nce it 3 5 possible that penetrations (other than M371) could
still be in the est alignment prior to or following ILRT when
closure / integrity is required.

Due to the increased air density inside containment during ILRT, it is
necessary to decrease the speed of the ice condenser (NF) air handling unit
(AHU) fans.___It will a!so be necessary to increase the capacity of the thermal
overloads for the NF AHU fan motors. The pressure increase inside containment
will result in a doubling of the air density. Since fan pow w is directly
proportional to fan' rpm cubed times the density, the power required by the fan
motor will double. Therefore, with this reduced speed and doubled air
density, the required fan motor power will be 2 times the normal value. This
will be accounted for by increasing the capacity of the thermal overloads for
the fan motors to 2 times their current capacity. Due to the length of time
required to install these modifications, installation could start prior to
entering Mode 5. These fans are not safety related, are not required for safe
shutdown of the unit, and han no Tech. Specs, directly related to them;
therefore, operability is not a concern. They do, however, maintain the ice
condenser at its required temperature. The ice condenser temperature is

monitored at least every 12 hours as required by Tech. Spec. surveillance
requirement 4.6.5.1.a; therefore, any problem with ice condenser temperature
would be discovered and corrective action taken. This test will be logged

. . . . . .
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into the shift supervisor's logbook prior to implementing these modifications
and will remain logged in until the test is complete and the modifications
removed.

During the ILRT, the Reactor Cooling System Vent for Low Temperature Over-
pressure Protection (LTOP) must be maintained. Since the procedure requires
venting the cold leg accumulators which supply the safety related motive force
fer the PORV's during 1. TOP, it is necessary to either gag open two NC PORVs,
or at least one NC Code Safety Valve must be removed to establish a 4.5 in*
vent path for the Reactor Cooiant System. This procedure includes a step to
ensure that one of these methods is used.

A depressurization rig will be installed at a spare NF Penetration (M371)
which will be used to depressurize containment following completion of the
Integrated Leak Rate Test. This assembly is not seismically qualified to meet
requirements for containment integrity or containment closure. Thus, this
assembly can be installed when containment integrity / closure is not required,
and must be removed prior to any activity / condition which requires containment
integrity / closure. Special provisions are included in the procedure to ensure
that the depressurization rig is removed prie to Mode 6, and procedure steps
are provided to ensure that the blind flanges have been reinstalled on M371
prior to Mode-4 entry.-

Also,- & Containment Air Release and Addition (VQ) modifica, ion will be
performed on check valve 1VQ12 to allow flow to pass in the other direction.
This will be an alternate depressurization path, if needed, following the
completion of the Integrated Leak Rate Test. The modifications discussed
above are installed and removed by the direction of this procedure which
includes independent verification.

The relief. valve, IVY 34, on Penetration M346 will not be used. Penetration
M346 will N be used for a depressurization path following the completion of
the Integrated Leak Rate Test.

Therefore, the probability and consequences of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR will not be
increased. The possibility of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety not previously evaluated-in the FSAR will not be created,
The margin of safety in the basis to Tech. Specs. will not be reduced. No

unreviewed safety question is created.

TN/1/A/1242/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-ll242 Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFW001A, 0328,1KC00M, 0188, 228B, 230A,
305B, 3158, 320A, 332B, 333A, 3388, 424B, 425A, IND032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF389B, 4478, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass con-
tacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM-will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
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events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and packing Load. . ;

,

This procedure will control work being performed on Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) i
valve ICA002. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) will perform all work at the "

valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify ;

add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.
,

,

This procedure may be implemented with Unit 1 in Mode 4, 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve IN002 is the CA pump suction from hotwell isolation valve. The CA
system is not required to be operable in these modes. Prior to returning the
valve to service, a functional verification will be performed to verify valve
operability,

i
'

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/02A, Initial Issue ,

Nuclear Station Modification (N W1 CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004 OGu. Ihr W . 032B, 3KC003A, 0188, 2280, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 36P, 42> 1N0032A, P659, INF233B,
1RF3898, 4478,-and 4578 to prc ,de 9 % w .' Jd" torque switch bypass

'

contacts which can be adjusted 1 @ y c:o vf f ndications or f aterlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Opera a valve (MOV) testing of the valves. ,

The MOV testing information included M the NSM will supersede the old torque !
switch setting values and replace them w!th thrust values. Tha settingt are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Aux iiary Feedwater (CA),

valve ICA004. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) will perform all work at the
valve, IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify
add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of.the valve. '

c

This procedure may be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 4, 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve ICA004 is the CA pump suct'on from Upper Surge Tank Header valve. The
CA system is not required to be operable in these modes, prior to returning
the valve to service, a functional verification will be performed to verify

; valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.
|
o
I

,
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TN/1/A/1242/00/03A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-ll242 Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FWOOlA, 032B, 1KC003A, 0180, 2280, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 332B, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IND032A, 065B, INF2338,

.

IRF3898, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limit actuatod" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting' values and replace them with thrust values, lhe settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on lotal
Thrust. Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Auxiliary Feedwater (CA)
valve 1CA006. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) will perform all work at the
valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify add-on-
pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This procedure may be implemented with Unit 1 in Mode 4, 5, 6 or No Mode.
Valve ICA006 is the supply from CA Condensate Storage Isolation valve. The CA
System is not required to be operable in these modes. Prior to returning the

_

valve to service, a functional verification will be performed to verify valve
operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/2679/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2679, Work Unit OlA, This modification replaces manual loader INVML2940
and controllers 1NVS$5571 and INVSS5651 with Moore Products 3528 Single Loop'

Digital Controllers. The manual loader provides for manual control of valve
INV294 and is adjusted to regulate charging flow from the Centrifugal Charging

-Pumps. Controller INVSS5571 operates valve INV148, and controls letdown
pressure downstream of the Letdown Heat Exchanger to prevent flashing.
Controller INVSS5651 operates valve INV309, and controls seal water injection
flow to the Reactor Coolant (NC) pumps. All are located on Auxiliary Shutdown
Panel (ASP) A and provide a secondary means of control for these valves, lhe
new controllers will be programmed to function as single loop controllers for
INVSS5571 and INVSS5651. and as a manual loader for 1NVML2940, thereby
providing the same function as the existing manual loader and controllers.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 4, 5, 6, or
No Mode. Control of letdown, charging, or NC seal water flow from 1ASPA is
not required in these modes, The panel on which the manual loader and con-
trollers are located will not be adversely affected by the work performed in
this procedure, and no other equipment will be affected. Electrical isola-
tions for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding links and will only
affect the controllers and instrument loops they are contained in. These
links are specifically addressed in the procedure to be closed during the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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restoration process. Testing involves performing an instrument loop calibra- !

tion and string check (!P) and verifying the ability of the controllers to,

maintain specific setpoints with satisfactory process response. The IPs rverify correct output of the manual loader, and of the controllers, when
placed in manual mode, at 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100% of range, and verify proper :
response of other components in the instrument loop, Since the manual loader
has no tuning requirements, and the IPs yet ify proper valve response, no other

,

testing is required, for the controllers, values of flow / pressure expected ;

during normal operating conditions will be used as setpoints to verify the
i

tuning constants provide adequate control. All testing will be completed ;

prior to entering Mode 3 to ensure proper system operation before returning it
to service.

The equipment affected by this modification is not required to be operable or ;

perform a safety function when this procedure is used. This procedure creates
no new failure modes, and failure of the loader or controllers is not

evaluated in the TSAR. No operating parameters or safety limits will be
changed. Setpoints will be returned to their normal operating value before i
return to service.

In conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

* TN/1/A/2679/CE/02A, Initial Issue ;

- This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
; CE-2679.- Work Unit 02A. This modification replaces manual loader INVML2941

and controller 1NVSS5652 with Moore Products 3528 Single Loop Digital ''

Controllers. Manual Loader 1NVML1241 provides for manual control of valve
INV1248. which is adjusted to maintain excess letdown pressure in prevent ,

exceeding the allowable back pressure on the Reactor toolant (NC) pump #1
seals. Controller 1NVSS5652 operates valve INV309 and controls seal watar
injection flow to the NC pumps. Both are located on Auxiliary Shutdown Panel
( ASP) B and provide a secondary means of control for these valves. The new
controllers will be programmed to function as a single loop controller'for

'

1NVSS5652 and as a manual loader for 1NVML1241, thereby providing the same
function as the ertsting manual loader and controller,

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 4, 5, 6, or
No Mode. Control of letdown or NC seal water flow from 1ASPB is not required
in these modes, The panel-on which the manual loader and controllers are
located'will not be adversely affecteo by tha work performed in this proce-
dure, and no other equipment will be affected. Electrical isolations for this
procedure involve opening / closing sliding links ar,will only affect the
controllers and instrument loops they are contain d in. These links are
specifically addressed in the procedure to be closed during the restoration
process. Testing involves performing an instrument loop calibration and
string check (IP) and verifying the ability of the controllers to_ maintain
specific setpoints with satisfactory process response. The IPs verify correct
output of the manual loader, and of the controller, when placed in manual
mode, at 0, 25, 50, 75,'and 100% of range, and verify proper response of other
components in the instrument loop. Since the manual loader has no tuning

;

I' j
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requirements, and the IPs verify proper valve response, no other testing is !

required. For the controllers, values of flow expected during-normal operat- i
*

ing conditions will be used as setpoints to verify the tuning constants
provide adequate control. All testing will be completed prior to entering J

_ Mode 3 to ensure proper system operation before returning it to service.

The equipment affected by thi.5 modification is not required to be operable or
perform a safety function when this procedure is used. This procedure creates |no new failure modes, and failure of the loader or controllers is not ;

evaluated in the FSAR. No operating parameters or safety limits will be ,

changed, and setpoints will be returned to their normal operating value before
return to service.

,

,

in conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this !
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

. .

TN/1/A/3282/CE/01A, Initial Issue*

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-3282, Work Unit OlA. This modification provides manual throttling capa- ,

bility for Safety Injection (NI) valve INil73A. This will be accomplished by
- adding a third position to the power disconnect switch, located on IMC11, !

which will defeat the seal-in circuitry for the M/0 and M/C circuits. This i
will allow IN1173A to be positioned to any intermediate position by depressing
the OPEN or CLOSE pushbutton, then releasing the pushbutton when the valve :reaches the' desired position. This capability will only be available when the
disconnect switch is placed in the throttle (new) position.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No
Mode and Decav Heat Removal (NM Train A out of urv W yn put n yinwnt
cthar than tiis ' valve will M afitetsd. Thc chan:;cs dncr! bed M %is ;

procedure involve only electrical wiring changes to the valve control '

circuits; no changes to the valve or valve actuator will be performed.
Electrical isolations involve red tagging specific breakers open. Testing
involves stroking the valve full open and closed to verify present valve
operating characteristics are maintained. The steps contained in Periodic
Test PT/1/A/4200/18 which verifies pwer removal for INil73A will be performed i

to verify the ability to remove power to the valve actuator, and hence com-
pliance with Technical Specification 3/4.5.2, has not been degraded. Since

'

the purpose of this modification is to provide throttling capability, the '

valve will.be placed in the throttle mode and the control board pushbutton
used to position the valve to various intermediate positions between full open
and full closed, All testing will be completed prior to entering Mode 4 to
ensure proper system operation before returning it to service. '

This procedure will be performed when ND Train A is net required to be
operable or perform a safety function in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. This
procedure creates no new failure modet,, and the failure analysis presented in .

- - the FSAR for this valve will not be. affected. No operating parameters, safety
limits, or setpoints will be changed.

.
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in conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

TN/1/A/3282/CE/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-3282 Work Unit 02A. This modification provides manual throttling
capability Safety Injection (NI) valve IN11788. This will be accomplished by
adding a third position to the power disconnect switch, located on IMC11,
which will defeat the seal-in circuitry for the M/0 and M/C circuits. This
will allow IN11788 to be positioned to any intermediate position by depressing
the OPEN or CLOSE pushbutton, then releasing the pushbutton when the valve
reaches the desired position. This capability will only be available when the -

disconnect switch is placed in the throttle (new) position.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No
Mode and Decay Heat Removal (ND) Train B out of service. No plant equipment
other than the valve will be affected. The changes described in this
procedure involve only electrical wiring changes to the valve control
circuits; no changes to the valve or valve actuator will be performed.
Electrical isolations involve red tagging specific breakers open. Testing
involves stroking the valve full open and closed to verify present valve
operating characteristics are maintained. The steps contained in Periodic
Test PT/1/A/4200/18 which verifies power removal for INI178B will be performed
to verify the ability to remove power to the valve actuator, and hence.

compliance with Technical Specification 3/4.5.2, has not been degraded. Since
the purpose of this mod'fication is to provide throttling capability, the
valve will be placed in the throttle mode and the control board pushbutton
u:.ed to position the valve to various intermediate po m ica: bctc,icen full open
a'!i N! 't cles:d. MI t& sting will be completed prior to entering Mode 4 to)
ensure proper system opt'ation before returning it to service.

This procedure will be performed when ND Train P is not requ"ed to be
operable or perform a safety function in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. This-;

procedure creates no new failure modes, and the failure ans. lysis presented in-
the FSAR for this valve will not be affected. No operating parameters, safety
limits, or setpoints will be changed.

In conclusion,=there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this,

procedure and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

TN/2/B/0615/00/01A, Initial Issue

TN/2/B/0615/00/01A replaces the level transmitter, 2CSLT5840, and adds two
Grrent' alarm modules f_or the Unit 2 Upper Surge Tanks in accordance with
Nucleat Station Modification (NSM) CN-20615. NSM CN-20615 was written to
provide more' accurate level indication for the Unit 2 Upper Surge Tanks. The
Upper Surge Tanks are now being operated in an overflow condition to insure
that the station complies with Technical Specification 3/4.7,1.5. This
technical specification requires that the Condensate Storage System be

= _ - _ - - - - - _ _ - _ - - _
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operable with a water volume of at least 225,000 gallons. The Control Room
recorder 2CSCR5840 is constantly off scale due to the surge tanks being in a
overflow condition.

NSM CN-20615 replaces level transmitter 2CSLi5840 and reroutes its impulse
line, The low pressure input to 2CSLT5840 will be attached to the Upper Surge
Dome vent line; the high pressure input will be attached to the bottom of the
Upper Surge Tank. CN-20615 replaces pressure switches 20$pS5840, 5841, and'

,

5842 with two current alarms. NSM CN-20015 also adds level gauge 2CSLG5970. J

Level gauge 2CSLG5970 provides the station with level indic.ation while the new I

level transmitter and electrical connections are being installed. |

2CSLG5970 will be installed under TN/2/B/0615/00/018. Condensate water volume
will be verified at the Upper Surge Tanks by 2CSLG5970. TN/2/B/0615/00/01A ;

will install the remaining portion of NSM CH-20615. TN/2/B/0615/00/01A will
install the new level transmitter, current alarm modules, and will rescale pin
#2 of control room chart recorder 2CSCR5840. Control Room indication of
condensate water volume and its associated alarms will be restored by

'

TN/2/B/0615/00/01A.

The transmitter and current alarms have no control function. The work covered
by this procedure involves components described in Technical Specification
3/4.7.1.5. The-Technical Specification requires verification of the Con- ,

densate Storage System water volume. This requirement will be satisfied by
2CSLG5970 until TN/2/8/0615/00/01A it completed. TN/2/B/0615/00/01A will make
operable the alarms referenced the FSAR section 9.2.6.4. The implementation -

of this procedure will not create an unreviewed safety question. ;

TN/2/B/0615/00/01B, Initial Issue

TN/2/B/0615/00/01B adds a visual level indicator to the Unit 2 Upper Surge
Tanks in accordance with Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20615. NSM
CH-20615 was written to provide more accurate level indication for the Unit 2
Upper Surge Tanks. The Upper Surge Tanks are now being operated in an
overflow condition to insure that the station complies with Technical
Specification 3/4.7.1.5, This technical specification requires that the

*

Condensate Storage System be operable with a water volume of at least 225,000 ;

gallons. The Control Room recorder 2CSCR5840 is constantly off scale due to
the surge tanks being in a overflow condition.

NSM CN-20615 replaces level transmitter 2CSLT5840 and reroutes its impulse
,

line. The' low pressure input to 2CSLT5840 will ba attached to the Upper Surge *

Dome vent line; the high pressure input will be attachtd to the bottom of the
- Upper Surge Tank. . CN-20615 replaces pressure switches 2CSpS5840. 5841, and
5842 with two current alarms. NSM CN-20615 also adds level gauge 2CSLG5970.
Level gauge 2CSLG5970 will provide the station with level indication while the
new level transmitter and electrical connections are being installed.

TN/2/B/0615/00/018 installs 2CSLG5970. The existing level transmitter,
2CSLT5840, will not be operational while level gauge is being installed. The
new transmitter for 2CSLT5840 will be installed by another TN procedure. ;

.
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The transmitter and current alarms have no cor. trol function. The work covered
by this procedure involves components described in fechnical Specification
3/4.7.1.5. The Technical Specification requires verification of the
Conder. sate Storage System water volume, This specification allows level
indication to be inoperable for seven days if the standby nuclear service
water pond, as backup supply to the auxiliary feedwater pumps, is operable.

.,

The duration of this modif_ication should be two days, Temporary level
indication can be utilized if reeded.

MP/0/A/7600/23A, Retype, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

This procedute provides a method for disassembly, inspection, reassembly, and
corrective maintenance for BIF Butterfly (BF) Valves (HW ONLY).

_

-The purpose of this evaluation is to describe changes made to MP/0/A/7600/23A
due to a valve modification on selected BIF BF valves. The modification
consists of the following:

1- Machining the valve body for installation of a mechanically retained
seat,

2- A re-designed two piece seat to provide more reliable sealing,

3- Addition of internal mechanical stops to prevent the possibility of
the valve disc from rotating through the seat.

The modification should improve the valved ability to reliably itolate plant
equipment. Appropriate sections were added to the valve procedure to allow
the disassembly, inspection, and reassembly of the modified valves.<

The purpo:,e of this procedure is to correct and improve the performance of
these valves within their original design requirements and specifications. .

The modification has been reviewed as a part of Nuclear Station Modifications -

CN-11223 and CN-20599, and Exempt Changes CE3171 and CE3172. The procedurei

will maintain the valves in the as designed condition and will not
significantly change the component.

No unreviewed safety questions are involved.

TN/1/A/1242/00/04A, Initial Issue
*

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-ll242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FW001A, 0320, 1KC003A, 018B, 2288, 230A,
3058, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IN0032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF389B, 4478, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
c.ontacts wnich can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to cor.?plete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves,

This procedure will control work being performed on Refueling Water (FW) valve
1FW001A. -Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all work at
the valve. IAE will rewire the rotcrs, set up the switch rotors, and verify
add-on pak switch setup.
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This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve 1FW001A is the Refueling Water Loop Isolation valve. Valve 1FW001A
closes on receipt of an SS-K signal and provides redundant isolation of the
class E (non-safety) portion of the Refueling Water system from the class 8
(safety) portion, which is used as a part of the ECCS. (In the event of an
emergency, it isolates the suction of the Refueling Water pump from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank.) This valve is a normally closed, electric
motor operated (EM0) seismic category I valve. This valve may be inoperable
in Modes 5, 6, and no mode, prior to returning the valve to service, a
functional verification and retest will be performed to verify valve
operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/05A.- Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FW001A, 032B, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 424B, 425A, IN0032A, 065B, INF233B,
1RF3898, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.

This procedure will control work being performed on Refueling Water (FV) valve
1FV0320. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all work at
the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, and verify
add-on-pak switch setup.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve 1FWO32B closes on receipt of an SS-K signal and provides redundant
isolation of the class E (non-safety) portion of the Refueling Water system
from the class B (safety) portion, which is used as a part of the ECCS. (In
the event of an emergency, it isolates the suction of the Refueling Water Pump
from the Refueling Water Storage Tank.) This valve is a normally closed,
electric motor operated (EMO) seismic category I valve. This valve may be
inoperable in Modes 5, 6, and no mode. Valve 1FWO32B is the Refueling Water
Loop Isolation valve. Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional
verification and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/06A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modifics. tion (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on-1CA002, 004, 006, 1FW001A, 0328, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A 338B, 4248, 425A, INC')32A, 065B, INF233B,
1RF389B, 4478, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.

- ,, - - - -, . - . - - . .- -- -. - .-
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This procedure will contro1 work being performed on Residual Heat Removal (ND)
valve IND032A. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE wi,- set up the switch rotors and verify add-on-pat
switch setup.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve IND032A is the ND Train lA Hot Leg Injection Return Isolation valve.
Performance of this TN will require cycling the valve. This valve is a
normally open, motor operated gate valve, located in the cross-connecting
piping downstream of the ND Heat Exchangers. This valve is used to align the
ND system for the recirculation phases following a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA), it is manually controlled from the Control Room. This valve has no
interlocks. It is manually closed when establishing cold leg recirculation
following a LOCA. This valve is not required to be operable during Modes 5,
6, and no mode because the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is not
required to be operable in these modes. It is not required for Residual Heat
Removal. Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification
and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/)/A/1242/00/07, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
-circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFW001A, 0328, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 3158, 320A, 3320, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IN0032A, 0650, INF233B,
1RF3898, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.

This procedure will control work being performed on Residual Heat Removal (ND)
valve IND065B. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE set up the switch rotors and verify add-on pak switch -

setup.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6 or No Mode.
Valve-lN0065B is the NO Train IB Hot Leg Injection Return Isolation valve.
Performance of this TN will require cycling the valve. This valve is a
normally open, motor operated gate valve, located in the cross-connecting
piping downstream of the ND Heat Exchangers. This valve is used to align the
ND system for the recirculation phases following a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA). It is manually controlled from the Control Room. This valve has no
interlocks. It is manually closed when establishing cold leg recirculation
following a LOCA. This valve is not required to be operable during Modes 5,
6, and no mode because the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) is not
requirw to be operable in these modes. It is not required for Residual Heat
Removal. prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification
and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

. . _ . .
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TN/1/A/1242/00/08A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFWOO1A, 0320, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
-305B, 3158, 320A, 3320, 333A, 338B. 4248, 425A, IND032A, 065B, INF233B,
IRF3898, 4478, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MDV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are i
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control' work being performed on Ice Condenser Refrigera-
tion (NF) valve INF2338. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will
perform all work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch
rotors, and verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the
valve.

This procedure will be-implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve INF233B is the Air Handling Unit Glycol Return inside Containment
Isolation-valve. Performing the work discussed in this TN will require
removing this valve from service. This valve closes in response to an ST
(Containment isolation Phase A) signal to isolate the glycol piping inside
the containment from the external refrigeration system. This isolates the
glycol supply to the ice condenser air handling units. Containment isolation
Valves are not required to be operable in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. The ice
condenser is not required to be operable in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Prior to
returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest will be
performed to .>erify valve operability.

>

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/12A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242. Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FW001A, 0320, 1KC003A, 018B, 2288, 230A,
305B, 3150, 320A, 332B, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IN0032A, 0658, INF2338,
1RF3898, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

_ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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IThis procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC).
valve 1KC003A. Instrument Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all work at !

the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify )
add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve 1KC003A is the Reactor Building Non-Essential Return Header Isolation
valve. Performing the modification on valve 1KC003A will require de-
energizing the valve. The valve will fati "as-is". Later, the valve will be
cycled to verify the new switch settings, and perform stroke time testing.
Per Tech. Spec. 3.7.3, Component Cooling is not required to be operable in the
modes in which work will be performed. Prior to returning the valve to |

'
service, a functional verification and retest will be performed to verify;;

valve operability.
I

An unreviewed safety question does not exist. |

TN/1/A/1242/00/13A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FV001A, 032B, IKC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,

;

305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IND032A, 065B, INF233B,
1RF389B, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass .

contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor.0perated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting. values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are i

selected, set, and maintair d correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operata during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC0188.- Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, and
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

.

This. procedure wil'. be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
-Valve 1KC0188 is the Reactor Building Non-Essential Return Header Isolation
valve. Performing the modification on valve 1KC0188 will require de-
energizing the valve. The valve will fail "as-is". Later, the valve will be
cycled to verify the new switch settings, and perform stroke time testing.
Per Tech. Spec. 3.7.3, Component Cooling is not required to be operable in
Modes 5,-6, or No Mode. Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional
verification and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

. |
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TN/1/A/1242/00/14A, Initial issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN 11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFV001A, 0320, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 332B, 333A, 338B, 424B, 425A, IND032A, 065B, INF233B,
IRF3898, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated '/alve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information_ included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC2288. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE will-rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotnrs, and
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.
Valve 1KC228B is the Train IB Supply to Reactor Building Non-Essential Header
Isolation valve. The isolations required to perform this work will cause
1KC2288 to fail "as is." In addition,1KC002B,188, 538, and 228B will close
(due to a simulated low-low KC surge tank level from the isolations.) A
number of indications relating to these components will be affected. Tech.
Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Modes 1-4. KC is designed for
operation during all phases of plant operatien. The non-essential header can
be supplied from either KC train. The isolations will close the train B
valves for the Auxiliary Building and Reactor Building Non- ssential Headers.
Thus, the isolations required by this procedure may remove parts of one train
of KC from service. However, any loads required to be served during the
outage could be supplied by the redundant train. Instructions are given in
the proteaure to inform the Unit Supervisnr nf the effects of the isolaticns

. required to perform this TN. Operations has the responsibility to ensure KC
configuration control. Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional
verification and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/15A, Initial issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, 1FW001A, 0328, 1KC003A, 018B, 2288, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 424B, 425A, IND032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF3898, 4478, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
forential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal

,
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events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will ;

operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Pscking Load.

This procedure will. control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC230A. Instrumert Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all work at
the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify
add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This valve is the Train 1A Supply to Reactor Bu11dina Non-Essential Header
Isolation Valve. The isolations required to perform this work will cause
1KC230A to fail "as is." In addition, 1KC001A, 00SA, 053A, and 230A will
close (due to a simulated low-low KC surge tank Isvel from.the isolations.) A
number of indications relating to these components will be affected.

,

~This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Tech.
Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Modes 1-4. KC is designed for
operation during all phases of plant operation. The non-essential header can
be supplied from either KC train. The isolations will close the train A
valves for the Auxilia*y Building and Reactor Building fun-essential Headers.
Thus, the.isolations required by this procedure may remove parts of one train
of KC from service. . However, any loads required to be served during the
outage could be supplied by the redundant train. Instructions are given in
the procedure to inform the Unit Supervisor of the effects of the isolations
required to perform this TN. Operations hat, the responsibility to ensure KC
configuration t.ontrol. Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional
verification and retest will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/16A Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFV001A, 0328, IKCOMA, 0180, 2?80, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3368, 424B, 425A, IN0032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF3898, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of Indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old toroue
switch setting values and repl a e them with thrust values. The settings are i

selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate-during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total !
Thrust, Differential Pressure (0P) Thrust, and Packing Load. |

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC305B. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all l

work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, i

verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

-This procedure will be implemented with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. 1

Valve 1KC305B is the Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger Supply Header Containment I

._ _ _ _ , ______._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ , _ _ _ . _ _
1
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lsolation (Outs 1de) Valve. The isolations required to perform this work will
cause 1kC305B to fail "as is."

Tech, Spec. 3.7.3 only requit es KC to be operable in Modes 1-4. This valve isi

a containment isolation valve. Tech. Spec. 3.6.3 concerning containment
isolation val,os is only applicable in Modos 1-4. The Excess Letdown Heat
Excharger is not used when the unit is being cooled by the Decay Heat Removal
(NO) system, as it would be in modes 5 or 6. Prior to returning the valve to
service, a functionsi verification and retest will be performed to verify
valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/03/17A, Initial Issue -

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control 4
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006,19001A, 0328,1KC003A, 018R, 228B, 230A,e
305B, 3158, 320A, 3328, 333As 33BB, 424B, 425A, IND032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF389B, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.

--The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust-values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC3158. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors,

'

verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve. -

This TN performs modification work on valve 1KC315B. This valve is the Excess
Letdown Heat Exchanger Return Header Containment Isolation (Outside) Valve.
The isolations required to perform this work will cause 1KC3158 to fail "as
is."

i

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Tech.
Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Modes 1-4, This valve is a
containment isolation valve. Teci.. Spec. 3.6.3 concerning containment
isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The Excess Letdown Heat
Exchanger is not used when the unit is being cooled by the Decay Heat Removal
(ND) system, as it would be in modes 5 or 6, Prior to returning the valve to
service, a functional verification and retest will be performed to verify
-valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/18A, Initial Issue

, _ . .
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Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. (1, will modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, IFWOO1A, 0328, IKC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IND032A, 065B, INF233B,
IRF3899, 4478, and-457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting ? imitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC320A. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valva. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors,
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testiaq of the valve.

This TN performs modification work on valve 1kC320A. This valve is the
Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Heat Exchanger Cooling Water Supalv Containment
Isolation (Outside) Valve. The isolations-required to per k ; this work will
cause 1KC320A to fail "as is."

This wo-k will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Tech.
Spec. 5.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Mode. 1-4 This valve is a
containment isolation velve. lech. Spec. 3.6.3 concerning containment
isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The Reactor Coolant Drain
Tank Heat Exchanger does not have a heat load in modes 5 or 6. The normal
position for IKC320A is open (providing flow.) ;ven if this valve were to be

cycled closed, there would be no safety concern in the applicable modes.
'

Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest
will be performed to verify valve operability.

,

An unreviewed safety question does nnt exist.

IN/1/A/1242/00/19A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rey, 0, wili modify the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, !FW001 A, 0328,1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
305B, 3158, 320A, 332B, 333A, 338B, 4248, 425A, IND032A, 0653, INF2s3B,
1RF3898, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the N5M will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected en the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will

-

operate daring normal and abnormal ever.ts by setting limitations on Total,

Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.
'

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (VC)
valve IXC3328. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) perso;nel will ;c P rm ail
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work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors. I

verify add-on-pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This TN performs modification work on valve 1kC3328. This valve is the 1

Reactor Coolant Orain Tank Heat Exchanger Cooling Water Return Contain m t
Isolation (Inside) Valve. T h isolations required to perform this work will |
cause 1KC3328 to fail "as is

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode, Tech. |
Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Modes 1-4 This v61ve is a
containment isolation valve. Tech. Spec. 3.6.3 com:etaing containment
isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The Reactor Coolar.t Drain
Tank Haat Exchanger does not have a heat load in modes 5 or 6. The normal
position for IKC332B is open (providing flew.) Even if this valve were to be
cycled closed, there would be no safety concern in the applicable modes.
Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest
will be performed to verify |alvt opcrability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/20A,-Initial Issue

Nuclear Station buific& tion (NSM) CN-11?42, Rn 0, will modify the control
circuit wiring cn 1C/002, 004, 00s, IfN001A, DaJB, 1KC003A, 018B, 2280, 230A,
3058, 3158, 320A, 3328, 333A, 33 4 , 424B, 425A, IN0032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF3898, 4478, and 457B to prov de " limit actuated" torw e switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the HSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly te ;commodate the maximum dif-
ferential pres 5ure expected on the valve ,cing bo+b no mal &nd abnc mai 1

events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will ;

operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being per H rmed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1XC333A. Instrument crd Electrical t i AE) personnel will rarforin all
work at the valve. IAE will rewire the M ors, set up the switch rotors,
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve. I

This TN performs modification work on valve 1KC333A. -This valve is tha
Reactor Coolant Drain Tank Heat Exchanger Cooling Water Return Containment
Isolation _(Outside) Valve. The isolations requfred to P M ea +his work will
cause 1KC333A to fail "as is."

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Tecn.
Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable in Modes 1-4. This valve is a
containment isolation valve. Tech Spec. 3.6.3 concerning containmant

. Orainisolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The Reactor Coo" .

Tank Heat Exchanger does not have a heat load in modes 5 or 6. TN normal
position for 1KC333A is open (providing ficw.) Even if this valve were to be
cycled closed, there would be rc safety concern in the apd icable mode .

- . - - . - - . .. -- , - , , . . -
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Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest
will be performed to verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/12t2/00/21A, initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) i.N-11242, Rev. O, will modif y the control
circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006,1FN0;'1 A, 032B,1KC003A, 0180, 2288, 230A,
305B, 3158, 320A, 332B, 333A, 3388, 424B, 425A, IN0032A, 0658 INF2338,
1RF389B, 447R, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks ard
provide data to complete Motor operated Valve (MOV) tetting of the valves.
The MOV testing informatiot, incWded in tne NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained cr rectly to accommodate the maximum dif-
ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events W thin the derign basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate.during o rmal a d abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing 1.oad.

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC3388. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all
work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors,
ve Uy add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This TN performs modification work on valve 1KC3388. This valve is the
Reactor Coolant Pumps' Supply Header Containment Isolation (Outside) Valve.
This valve serves the reactor vessel support coolers and reactor coolant

. onmps. The isolationt rt, quired to perfcm this work will cause IVT138B to
fail "as is."

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode with the
Reactor Coolant Pumps off. Tech. Spec., 3.7.3 only requires-KC to be operable
in Modes 1-4. This valve is a containment isolation valve. Tech. Spec. 3.6.3
concerning containment isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The
normal position for 1KC338B is open (providing flow.) Even if this valve were
to be cycled closed, there would be no safety concern since the reactor
coolant pumps will be off when this TN is performed.- Prior to returning the
valve to service, a functional verification and retest will be performed toi

verify valve operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

TN/1/A/)R42/00/22A, initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control'

circuit wiring on ICA002, 004, 006, ifV00M, 032B,1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,
3058, 315B, 320A, 332B, 333A, 338B. 424B, 425A, IND032A, 0658, INF233B,
1RF389B, 447B, and 457B to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass

-

contacts which can d adjusteJ independently of indications or interlocks and
provide W a to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves,

n
I

.
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The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replacs them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum dif- ,

ferential pressure expected on the valys during both normal and abnormal !
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will '

operate.during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, Differential Pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing Load.

,

This procedure will control work being performed on Component Cooling (KC) ,

valve 1KC4240. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) personnel will perform all :
work at-the valve. IAE will rewire the rotnrs, set up the switch rotors,
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

This TN performs modification work on valve 1KC4248. This valve is the
Reactor Coolant Pumps' Return Header Containment isolation (Inside) Valve.
This valve serves the reactor vessel support coolers and reactor coolant
pumps. The isolations required to perform this work will cause 1KC424B to e

fail "as is."
,

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode with the
Reactor Coolant Pumps.off. Tech. Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable
in Modes 1-4. This valve is a containment isolation valve. Tech. Spec. 3.6.3
concerning containment isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4 The

,

normal position for 1KC424B is open (providing flow. ' Even if this valve were
to be cycled closed, there would be no safety concert since the reactor

,

coolant pumps will be off when'this TN is performed. Prior to returning the '

ulve to service, a funct;onal verification and retest will be performed to
verify valve' operability.

An unreviewed safety question does not exist,

TN/1/A/1242/00/23A, Initial Issue

;Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242 Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on 1CA002, 004, 006,1Fh001 A, 0328,1KC003A, 0188, 2288, 230A,

-305B, 315B, 320A, 3328, 333A, 3388, 4248, 425A, IND032A, 06BB, INF2338, ,

1RF3898, 4470, and 4578 to provide " limit actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which'can be adjusted independently-'of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV-testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque

,

switch sett4g values and replace t, hem with thrust values. The settings are
selected, ret, and-maintained carrectly to accommodate the maximum dif-

~~

ferential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormal
events within tha design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by. setting limitations on Total
Thrust,. Differential pressure (DP) Thrust, and Packing-Load.

This procedure will control work beirg performed on Component Cooling (KC)
valve 1KC425A. Instrument and Electrical personnel (IAE) will perform all
work at the valve. IAE will rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors,
verify add-on pak switch setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

u, . _ _ _ _ . . . - -. ,- . _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ . . . _ _ . ,
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This TN performs modification work on valve 1KC425A. This valve is the
'Reactor Coolant Pumps' Return Header Containment Isolation (Outside) Vaive.

This valve serves the reactor vessel support coolers and reactor coolant
pumps. The isolations required to perform this work will caust IKC425A to
fail "as is."

This work will be performed with Unit 1 in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode with the
Reactor Coolant Pumps off. Tech. Spec. 3.7.3 only requires KC to be operable
in Modes 1-4. This valve is a containment isolation valve. Tech. Spec. 3.6.3
concerning containment isolation valves is only applicable in Modes 1-4. The
normal position for IKC425A is' open (providing flow.) Even if this valve were
to be cycled closed, there would be no safety concern since the reactor
coolant pumps will be off when this TN is performed. Prior to returning the
valve to service, a functional verification and retest will be performed to
verify valve operability. -

An unreviewed safety question does not exist.

PT/2/A/4200/26 Change #20

This change adds steps to close the manual isolation valves for Residual Heat
Removal (NO) containment spray prier to testing Containment Spray (NS) valves
2NS-388 and 2NS-43A. It was discovered that opening 2NS-38B and 2NS-43A while
at power with the manual valves open could degrade N0 system injection flow to
less than that assumed for FSAR t.0CA analysis. Steps have been added to
record "AS FOUND" position of the respective manual valve, close the valve,
and return the valve to "AS FOUND" position after testing is complete.

The test p-eviously contained steps to verify ND discharge pressure less than
56 psig by reading a gauge located on 522' elevation. This ensured that
pressure was not. sufficient to force water out of the NS Spray nozzle during
the test. This pressure verification is still necessary with the manual valve-

closed. If pressure were high enough (approximately 79 psig), water could be -

trapped above the check valve in that line. This could cause water to be
discharged when the manual valve is opened at test completion. The wording
has been changed to al' tow verificatioa of less than 56 psig from Control Room
gauge 2NDP5080 for train B and 2NDP5090 for train A.

T

This change also adds steps to test 2NS-38B and 2NS-43A using Containment
Pressure Control System (CpCS) interlocks. Previously, the valves were given
a containment nressure permissive and then opened and closed from the control
room. This inge documents that, given a pressure permissive, the valves are
allowed to be opened from the control room, and that the valves automatically
close when the permissive is removed. This documentation will allow the CPCS
Periodic Test procedure to be deleted as it is being incorporated into other
tests. Valve strote timing will be performed using these interlocks.

Independent verification of manu:1 valve positior, ensures that the valves are
closed for test and returned to the as found posi ion at test completion. Not

unreviewed safety question is created.

. .
.
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PT/1/A/4200/26, Change #36

The purpose of this test is to satisfy the requirements of Section XI, Sub-
section IWV of ASME Boiler and Pressure Code with regard to the measurement of
valve stroke time, valve operability and valve position indicator verification
es required by Catawba IVV Submittel.

Containment Spray (NS) Valves INS 3BB and INS 43/. are being changed to co'd
shutdown testing. McGuire LER 369/90-22 states that opening these valves
while at power could degrade Dacay Heat Removal (ND) system operation in the
event of a large Break Loss Of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) in which injection
flow would be diverted from both trains of the ND system. Therefore, these
valves will only-be_ stroke time tested during Modes 5, 6, or no mode. By
keeping these valves closed during power operation, and therefore not
degrading the ND system, the consequences cf an accident is decreased.

Valves 1NS42 and Iks47 are being deleted. When closed, these valves isolate
ND from the NS Spray Header. With this test now being performed in Modes 5,
6, or no mode, there is no longer a need for ND to be isolated from the NS
Spray Header. By deleting these valves, there is no longer a need for
operations support in lower containment, thus reducing Catawba's Personnel
Radiation Exposure.

By piscing Solid State Protection System (SSPS) ISSPSA and ISSPSB in test
position, an inadvertent safety system actuation is defeated, and therefore
spray into upper containment will be prevented. 4

No unreviewed safety question is created.,

PT/2/A/4200/26; Change #23

The purpose of this test is to satisfy the requirements of Section XI, Sub-
section IWV of ASME Boiler and Pressure Code with regard to the measurement of i

valve stroke time, valve operability and valve position indicator verification
as required by Catawba IWV Submittal.

Containment-Spray (NS) Valves 2NS38B and 2NS43A are being changed to cold
shutdown testing. McGuire LER 369/90-22 states that opening these valves

-while at power could degrade Decay Heat Removal (ND) system operation in the
event of a Large Break Loss Of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) in which injection
flow would be diveeted from both trains of the N0 system. Therefore, these
valvH will only be stroke time tested during Mode 5, 6, or no mode. By

,

keeping these valves closed during power oparation, and therefore not
,

degrading the ND system, the consequences of an accident is decreased.

Valves 2NS40 and 2NS47 are being deleted; When closed, these valves isolate
ND from the NS Spray' Header. With this test now being performed in Modes 5,
6, or no mode, there is no longer a need for ND to be isolated from the NS
Spray Header. By deleting these valves, there ic no longer a need for
operations support in lower containment, thus reducing Catawba's Personnel
Radiation Exposure.

!
i
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By placing Solid State Protection System ($$PS) 2SSPSA and /SSPSB in test
position, an inadvertent safety system actuation is defeated, and therefore
spray into upper containment will be prevented.

No unreviewed safety question , created.

TN/1/A/1163/00/02A, Initial Issue

implementation procedure TN/1/A/1163/00/02A replaces the present Unit 1
Turbine Controls System with a new Digital Turbine Controls System inc

accordance with Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11163. Rev. O. This
control system incorporates circuitry and equipment to control the operation
of the Main Turbine Generator.

Work activities within this procedure will require that turbire control
functions be disabled. Disabling the control functions requires the turbine
to be s'..t down and Unit 1 to be in Modes 4, 5, 6, or No-Mode.

The present turbine controls system is non-safety. However, this syste n and
other systems affected by the implementation of this procedure are Tech. Spec.
related and will require certain actions. Because certain Raattor Trip(

signals are related to the turbine control system, mode requ 'ements are
stated in accordance with the associated Tech. Spec. All the turbine over-
speed protection will be disabled, and therefore this procedure will be worked
when turbine overspeed protection is not required per Tech. Specs. ,

Another system affected by this procedure is Control Room Ventilatten. The
Control Room Ventilation system will be affected by pulling cables through
Control Room firestops. - This will require tne use of a Compensator / action
form to provide specific instructions for opening and closing Control Room
firestops such that Control P.oom Ver.tilation will remain operable. A
Compensatory action form will also be required for opening the Cr,ntrol Room
door fo_r extended periods _of time. This door will be opened to vent fumes
related to welding being performed per this procedure.

All Main Control Board devices affected per this procedure will have stickers I
placed on them to ensure that the Operator at_the Controls (OATC) is aware of
the affected Control Board indications. Isolations in this procedure are made

,

to ensure that both equipment important to safety and personnel safety are
maintained. Station control procedures will be used to perform the specific
work activities as stated in the procedure.

Upon completion of the implementation of this procedure, all the Main Turbine
System input devices will be calibrated and tested. Verification of all the
lurbine Trip interlocks will be performed. Devices reloc6ted to implement
this procedure wil1 be functionally verified. Control Room Ventilation _will-

be retested to ensure eperability in accordance with Tech. Specs. Operations'
.,

Start-up' testing, Control Valve testing, stop Valve testing, and Turbine
Overspeed testing will ensure proper operation of the new system. This
testing will be documented on a separate work request for this NSM.

The implementation of this procedure in accordance with the design for NSM
CN-11163, Rev. 0 will not create an unreviewed safety question.

i
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IP/0/BD 314/30M, Change #3

This change deleted the output blocking for OEMF43A and OEMF438, Control Room
Ventilettor, (VC) Intake Mon! tors, The control function (closing of the intake
dampers) was temoved per Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-50422. The
Technical SpecificaGon change was made to Tech. Sp?c. 3.3.3.1, and the eed
for an FSAR thange was identified in calculation CNC-1503.13-00-0369.

The chenge daes not affect any of the Chapter 15 analyses. No fission product
barriers or source term evaluations are affected by the change. The post Loss
of Coolant Accident control room dose calculations are likewise unaf fected,

'

Failure will not create a situation which has not been considered in the FSAR.
Neither VC ner OEMF43A and 0 interact with other safety equipment. The
ability of the VC system to maintain control room and control room area
temperatu m and pressure is not affected. No setpoints, design ilmits or
operating parameters have been affected by this change.

In conclusion, there are no Unreviewed Safety Questions associated with this
change. No FSAR revisions are required beyond those required by
CNC-1503.13 00-0369.

IP/0/8/3314/15 Change #34

This change deleted the output blocking for OEMF43A and OEMF43B, Control Room
Ventilation (VC) Inteke Monitors. The control function (closing of the intake
dampers) was removed per Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-50422. A
Technical Specification change was made to Tech. Spec. 3.3.3.1, and the need
for an FSAR change was identified in calculation CNC-1503.13-00-0369.,

'

The change does not af fect any of the Chapter 15 analyses. No fission product
barriers or source term evaluations are affected by the change. The Post Lost,
of Coolant Accident control room dose calculatinns are likewise unaffected.
Failure will not create a situation which has not been considered in the FSAR.
Neither VC nor OEMF43A and B interact with other safety equipment. The
ability of the VC system to maintain control room and control room area
temperature and pressure is not affected. No new safety related equipment hs
been added. No setpoints, design limits or operating parameters have been
affected by this change.

p
.

In conclusion, there are no Unreviewed Safety Questions associated with this
change. No FSAR revisions are required beyond those required by
CNC-IS03.13-00-0369.

TN/1/A/1168/00/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure will perform numerous wiring changes to the plant as part of
the outage work associated with Nuclear Statica Modification (NSM) CN-11168,
Rev. O. NSM CN-11168. Rev. O replacas the existing Feedwater Control System
for Unit I with a new Digital Feedwater Control System (0FCS).

This procedure will provide guidelines for the activities required to install
the new Digital Feedwater Control System. Due to the number of-changes
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associated with this modification, the Feedwater System (CF) will be rendered
inoperable while the NSM is being implemented. Therefore, this new control
system will be installed during a refueling outage for Unit 1. Specifically,

ithis procedure will be performed while Unit 1 is in Modes 5, 6, or No Mode.

The present Feedwater Control System, as well as the new Digital Feedwater
|

Conttol System, is non-safety. However, there are several Tech Spe:. items I
associated with the Feedwater System. The mode requirements which have been |

established for implementation of this modification are such that the !

Feedwater System will not be required by the Tech. Specs.

There is a substantial quantity of work to be perforined in the Control Room
area for this NSM. The Control Room Ventilation System (VC) will be af fected
by pulling cables through Control Room firestops. A Compensatory Action Form
will be used to provide specific instructions for opening and closing
firestops such that Control Room Ventilation will remain operable and positive
pressure will be maintained. Personnel will be prepared to immediately seal
the penetrations should the need arise. All Main Control Board chart
recorders'and gauges affected by this procedure.will have out of service
stickers placed on them to ensure that the operator at the controls is aware
of the affected indications. The out of service stickers will be removed at
various times during implementation of the modification to allow the Control
Room to have required indications operable as needed. -

Isolations in this precedure are made to ensure that both equipment important
to plant safety and personnel safety are maintained. Station control
procedures will be used to perform the specific work activities as stated in
the procedure.

Upon completion of the implementation of this procedure, all of the Digital
Feedwater Control System input devices will be calibrated and tested. Also,
all devices in the Process Control Cabinets which are relocated to implement
this rrodification will be functionally verified. Calibrations will be
performed on all valves and transmitters affected by this procedure to ensure
proper operation.

The implementation of this procedure will not create an unreviewed safety
question.

MP/0/An600/130, Initial Issue

This procedure is to perform corrective maintenaccc on Atwood and Morrill
Bolted Bonnet Swing Check Valves with bolted hanger brackets. This procedure
is applicable to valves e 'n various system applications (presently the
only application where alves are installed is in the Liquid Radioactive
Waste system).

This procedure has been reviewed against approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the corrective maintenance
controlled by this procedure will return the valve to as-built /as-designed
condition. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

i
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MP/0/A/7600/129, Initial Issue

This procedure 1s-to perform corrective maintenance on Atwood ud Morrill 4"
Pressure Seal Check Valves.- This-procedure. is only applicable to valves used
in the auxiliary _ feedwater (CA) system.

This procedure has been reviewed against approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the corrective maintenance
controlled by this procedure will returr, the valve to as-built /as-designed
condition. These actions will ensure valve compliance with FSAR accident,

analysis. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question exists.

MP/0/A/7600/38, Change #3

This procedure is for performing corre:tive maintenance. NRC Information
Notice No. 90-03 identified the potential for i.he lower disc arm to fail (i.e.
crack) causing separation of the disc from the lower arm. This change
requires that a PT Examinatior be performed on the lower arm ta identify
surface cracks that may lead to failure.

The added PT examination is an additional inspection of parts aircedy
receiving a visual inspection. Warranted by the information provided in IN
90-03, this additional inspection in the procedure will improve upon the
reliability of low pressure Borg-Warner swing check valves. A representative
sample of valves will be inspected using this procedure in response to IN
90-03. This will insure that the possibility, consequences, and probability'
of an accident remains unchanged. Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions
are created,

PM/IG - 114 Deletion

this safety evaluation is for the deletion of PM/IG - 114. Procedure number
MP/0/A/7300/14 has been written to control ventilation equipment bearing
inspection and lubrication and will be used from now on in place .f PM/IG -

E 114.

A full safety evaluation was performed on MP/0/A/7300/14 bef;re it was
approved. MP/0/A/7300/14 was written based on approved vendor manuals, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the actions controlled will
return the fan bearings to their as designed as built condition. Since the
-fan bearings will be returned to their as designed ccnditions, the
possibility, consequences, or probability of a nalfunction will ta reduced.
Therefore, no unreviewed safety question is created by the deletion of PM/IG -

14 or the use of MP/0/A/7300/14 in its place.

* MP/0/A/7150/l' Retype, Chanbes 0 tc 4 Incorporated

Tech. Specs. 3.1.2.1, 3.1.2.3 and 3.1.2.4 may be affected by this procedure.
Operations has the responsibility and the procedures for compliance with these
Tech. Specs. Mr.intenance will be performed on this gear drive when Tech.
Specs. allow, Mr Operat 'on's procedures. This rewrite will clarify and

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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assure that maintenance activities will return the gear drive to as-designed
conditions.

The changes ~made by this rewrite have been reviewed agiinst approved vendor
manuals, design _ documents, and station procedures to ensure that the correc-
tive maintenance controlled by this p'ocedure will return the gear drive to
as-built /as-designed conditions. These actions will ensure the gear drive's
compliance with .FSAR accident analysis Since the gear drive will be returned
to as-designed conditions, the possibi ity, consequences or probauflity of a
malfunction will be reduced. Thfre fo rt , no unreviewed safety questions exist.

MP/0/A/7150/04, Retype, Changes 0 to 10 .ncorpora+ad

This re-write of the maintenance procedure for Component Coolia" '".ter (KC)
Pumps includes steps for the option of installing labyrinth type oil seals in
place of the conventional oil lip seals. The option was requested because of
housekeeping problems created by the relatively short service life (2000-3000
hours) of the lip seal. The installation option was approved according to
variation notice CE-3159. Use of the labyrinth seal is expected to increase
the availability-and' reduce the required maintenance of the KC Pumps.

The installation of the labyrinth seal does not increase the probability of
previously evaluated accidents because no accident initiators are affected.
The maintenance work involved requires a complete teardown of the pump, and
tctual installation is performed in the Mechanical Maintenance shop. There-
fore, the implementing steps added to this procedure for installing the
labyrinth oil seals does not create any unreviewed safety questions. Other
than the oil seal steps, only minor procedure format changes were made in this
procedure re-write to enhance usability.

MP/0/A/7150/16A, Change #5
1

Revision 5 of MP/0/A/7150/16A changes the required gap between the ends of the
motor and gear unit shafts. This gap is set during pump alignment. The
procedcre lacked specific guidance in that no reference was made to the button

3 machined ir, the gear unit shaft. This change compensates for the button so
that the gap is properly set.

No significant changer to structures, systems, or components as described by
the-FSAR are being made by this change'. No procedures, as described in the
FSAR, are affected significantly by this change. This change does not involve
a test or experiment as described in the FSAR. No unreviewed safety questions
are created.

TN/1/B/1201/00/01A, Initial Issue

This Nuclear Stat',an Modification (NSM) will install a set of accelerometers
on each of the lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs). A total of six
(6) transducers will be installed onto each of the LCVU's fan / motor. Two
accelerometers will be installed on each LCVU fan and two on each LCVU fan
motor. Two tach. probes will be placed near the fan and motor shaft. The

, - - , . - - - _
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output from the accelerometers on each LCVU will be sent to one of four
instrument racks located in 1ELMC0024. These accelerometers will be used to
' detect bearing faults and allow remote balance' calculations to be performed.

-This NSM is non-safety, and_the-installation of this NSM will not have any
adverse impact on equipment used for normal plant operation.- The-installation
process for_this NSM has been established to take only_one fan out of service
at a time during the Shot-Peening process, so that lower containment-

temperature can be stabilized. After the Shot-Peening process, it may be
determined that more than one unit can be taken out of service.

This procedure will install new vibration monitoring equipment and delete the
old equipment in 1ELMC0024. This NSM has not changed the capability of the
Lower Containment Ventilation Units from performing their intended function of
maintaining lower compartment temperature within the limits of safety
analysis.

No cable pulling will be allowed during containment closure or mid-loop
operations. Compensaton seasures for penetrating firestops were handled per
station directive 2.12,t. No unreviewed safety questions were created by
these activities.

TN/1/B/1201/00/02A, Initial Issue

This Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) will install a set of accelerometers
on each of the Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs). A total of six

.(6) transducers will be installed onto each of the LCVU's fan / motor. Two
accelerometers will be installed on each LCVU fan and two on each LCVU fan
motor. Two tach. probes will be placed near the fan and motor shaft. The
output from the accelerometers on each LCVU will be sent to one of four
instrument racks located in IELMC0024. These act31erometers will be used to
detect bearing faults and allow remote balance calculations to be performed.

This NSM is non safety,.and the installation of this NSM will not have any
adverse impact on equipment used for normal plant operation. The installation
process for this NSM_has been established to take only one fan out of service
at a time during the Shot-peening process, so that lower containment
temperature can be stabilized. After the Shot-Peening process, it may be
determined that more than one unit can be taken out of service.

This procedure will install the accelerometers and the sound power phone on
lower containment unit LCVU-1A. This procedure has not changed the capability
of .the Lower Containment Ventilation Units from- performing their intended

-function of maintaining lower compartment temperature within the limits of
safety analysis.

No cable pulling will be allowed during containment closure or mid-loop
operctions. Compensatory measures for penetrating firestops were handled per

,

station directive 2.12.7. No unreviewed safety questions were created by i

these activities.
|
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TN/1/B/1201/00/03A, initial Issue. '

This Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) will install a set of accelerometers
on each of the Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs). A total of six

(6) transducers _will be installed onto each of the'LCVU's fan / motor. Two
accelerometers will be installed on each LCVU fan and two on each LCVU fan
motor. Two tach. probes will be placed near the fan and motor-shaft. The
output from the accelerometers on each LCVU will be sent to one of four
instrument racks located in IELMC0024. These accelerometers will be used to
detect bearing faults and allow remote balance calculations to be performed.

This NSM is non-safety, and the installation of this NSM will not have any
adverse. impact on equipment used for normal plant operation. The installation
process for this NSM has been established to take only one fan out of strvice
at a time during the Shot-Peening process, so that lower containment =

temperature can be stabilized. After the Shot-Peening process, it may be
determined that more than one unit can be taken out of service.

This procedure will install the accelerometers and the sound power phone on
lowr" containment unit LCVU-18. This procedure has not changed the capability
of the lower Containment Ventilation Units from performing their intended
function of. maintaining lower compartment temperature within the limits of
safety analysis.

No cable pulling will be allowed during containment closure or mid-loop ;

operations. Compensatory measures for penetrating firestops were handled per
station directive 2.12.7. No unreviewed safety questions were created by
these activities, ,

TN/1/B/1201/00/04A, Initial Issue

This Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) will install a set of accelerometers
on each of the Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs). A total of six -

(6) transducers will be installed onto each of the LCVb's fan / motor. Two

accelerometers will be installed on each LCVU fan and two on each LCVU fan
motor. Two tach, probes will be placed nrar the fan and motor shaft. The
output from the accelerometers on each LCVU will be sent to one of four
instrument racks located in 1ELMC0024. These accelerometers will be used to
detect bearing faults and allow remote balance calculations to be performed.

,

This NSM is non-safety, and the installation of this NSM will not have any
adverse impact on equipment used for normal plant operation. The installation
process for this NSM has been estab?ished to take only one fan out of service
at a. time during the Shot-Peening process, so that lower containment
temperature can be stabilized. After the Shot-Peening process, it may be
determined that more than one unit can be taken out of service.

This procedure will install the accelerometers and the sound power phone on
lower containment unit LCVU-1C. This procedure has not changed the capability
of'the Lower Containment Ventilation Units from performing their intended
function of maintaining lower compartment temperature within the limits of
safety analysis.

I
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No cable pulling will be allowed during containment closure or mid-loop _j.

operations. Compensatory measures for penetrating firestops were handled per
station directive 2.12.7. No unreviewed safety questions were created by
these activities.

TN/1/B/1201/00/05A, Initial Issue

This' Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) will install a set of accelerometers
on each of the Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVUs). A total of six

(6) transducers will be installed onto each of the LCVU's fan / motor. Two
accelerometers will be installed on each LCVU fan and two on each LCVU fan
motor. Two tach. probes will be placed near the fan and motor shaft. The
output from the accelerometers on each LCVU will be sent to one of four
instrument racks located in 1ELMC0024. These accelerometers will be used to
detect bearing faults and allow remote balance calculations to be performed.

This NSM is non-safety, and the installation of this NSM will not have any-
adverse impact on equipment used for normal plant operation. The installation
process for this NSM has been established to take only one fan out of service
at a time during the Shot-Peening process, so that lower containment
temperature can be stabilized. After the Shot-Peening process, it may be
determined that more than one unit can be taken out of service.

This procedure will install the accelerometers .and the some power phone on
lower containment unit LCVU-10. This procedure has not changed the capability
of the Lower Containment Ventilation Units from performing their intended
function of maintaining lower compartment temperature within the limits of-

-safety analysis.
.

-No cable pulling will be allowed durir intainment closure or mid-loop
,

. operations. Compensatory measures for .netrating firestops were handled per
station directive 2.12.7. No unreviewed safety questions were created by
these activities.

OP/1/A/6700/01, Change #19

Data Book Table 6.5 lists the required boron concentration for 1% and 1.3%
shutdnwn margins as a function of temperature.and burnup. It is obtained from
the Catawba 1 Cycle 6 Startup and Operational Report (CNNE 1553.05-00-0010).
which is prepared by Duke Power Company, Design Engineering Department. As
such, it is a controlled document, and all calculations in it are done by
approved methods (controlled by Design Engineering).

The main purpose of table 6.5 is to provide data _for use by OP/0/A/6100/06,
Reactivity Balance Calculation, in calculating required boron concentration
for shutdown margin at different temperatures and burnups. By maintaining
this boron concentration, the accident analyses given in FSAR chapters 15.4.6,
15.'1.4 and 15.1.5 remain valid. One of the initial conditions assumed in
these analyses'is that the boron concentration is that required for shutdown
margin.

- - - _ .- _ . . - . _ .
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The refueling boron concentration required to maintain Kef f <0.95 with all
. rods in is listed on the bottom of the page. This boron concentration or 2000
ppm (whichever is more restrictive) is required for Mode 6 and is also assumed
in the FSAR analysis of chapter 15.4.6.

This is a data table only, soithere is no possible effect on equipment
important to safety. It will not increase the possibility or consequences of

,

-an accident-analyzed or d::ferent from an accident analyzed in the FSAR. No
unreviewed safety question is created by this change.

OP/1/A/6550/01, Change #25

This change to OP/1/A/6550/01, DIESEL GENERATOR (0/G) FUEL OIL SYSTEM
OPERATION, was developed to conduct a leakage test on the Unit 1 D/G Fuel Oil
tanks. It is desired to fill all four. tanks within a 24 hour period. This
will render both Unit 1 D/Gs inoperable because the FSAR required 24 hour
settling time of the tank will not have occurred. The inoperability of both

Unit 1 D/Gs while in NO MODE is not a Unit I concern. There are no Tech.
Spec. requirements for the D/Gs while in NO MODE. This procedure does require
manipulations of the Unit' 2 power supplies to Control Area Ventilation and
Chilled Water Systems, IEMXG, and 2EMXH to Unit 2 power. Additionally, this
places' Unit 2 in an alternate Nuclear Service Water (RN) alignment with 3 RN
pumps out of service.

At the end of the 24 hour settling period, the Unit 1 D/G Fuel Oil Storage
Tanks will be operable and subsequently remove any inoperability placed on the
Unit 1 D/Gs due to the fuel tanks.

OP/0/B/6200/16,- Change #30

Temporary Station Modification (TSM) 3727MES has replaced the Turbo ice
. machine with a Cryo ice machine. This change gives procedural guidance in the
Operation of the Cryo ice machine and removed the guidance for operating the
Turbo ice machine..

-The Cryo ice machine is supplied with borated water using the current ice
solution system. Ice produced by the low side of the machine will be routed.

to the permanent chute for C Flakice' ice machine by an auger / chute system.
.During the initial 45 minutes of operation, the ice produced is below the
allowable boron limit. The first four ice drops of the machine are routed to

the roof to ensure the-boron limits are met. The waste ice on the Auxiliary
4

Building roof will melt and eventually end up in the conventional waste pond.
The ice machine is not required to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

.

No unreviewed safety question is judged to be created.*

PT/0/A/4150/24, Change #3
i

The subject change alters the reference source for obtaining spent fuel pool
locations of the fuel assemblies selected for examinations. The new reference
source is validated for use in PT/0/A/4150/18 and is thereby appropriate for
use by this procedure.

. - . . - ,
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No change to the method by which the fuel assemblies are handled or examined
is-involved in this change. No unreviewed safety question is created.

'

-PT/0/A/4150/26, _ Retype #1, Changes 1 to 2 Incorporated

PT/0/A/4150/26,-Rod Control Cluster Assembly (RCCA) Ultrasonic / Eddy Current
Testing . directs all activities associated with the-setup of Ultrasonic / Eddy,

Current examination equipment, use of this equipment to examine RCCAs, and the
dismantling and removal of it following completion of examinations. The test
apparatus employed performs both Ultrasonic Testing (UT), which assesses '

external RCCA defects (e.g. , vibratory and/or RCCA Guide Cud induced wear
marks), and Eddy Current Testing (ECT) which quantifies RCCA clad cracking
internally induced by absorber to clad contact. All examination data is
obtained and analyzed by approved Vendor procedure (which is incorporated as
an enclosure of this procedure). Such examinations are essential to the
accurate assessment of the RCCA's cladding integrity. Extensive thinning and
eventual breeching of RCCA cladding would result in the loss of the neutron
absorbing materialz contained therein. This would have significant impact on
existing nuclear safety analyses.

The equipment affected by this precedure is the RCCAs themselves. All
assumptions made in existing FSAR analyses concerning RCCA manipulations will-
be unaffected due to the fact that the RCCAs are at all times handled in the
Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) with 'the same handling apparatus (RCCA Change Tool) as
they are during normal Fuel Assembly Component shuf fles. Movement of the_

RCCAs from their resident Fuel Assembles to the UT/ECT examination fixture is
performed under approved procedure at all times.

The examination fixture itself is designed to fit into an SFP storage rack
location, simulating a fuel assembly. It has been designed to be compatible
with the RCCA Change Tool. The conduits through which the RCCA's rodlets are
lowered and raised (to allow full length examination) are poly coated to
preclude damage to external cladding surfaces. Additionally, these conduits "

are sized such that they are larger than the most restrictive diameter of a
Fuel Assembly guide thimble to ensure smoothest possible passage of RCCA
rodlets. . Independent verification of-proper replacement of RCCAs into their
designated fuel assemblies (F/A) per PT/0/A/4150/26 shall ensure that all
RCCAs will reside in proper core locations following core reloading.
Examinations are to be conducted following completion of the F/A insert
shuffle.

Accuracy of examination data 11 validated by a rigorous pre-exam benchmark
using a vendor supplied RCCA with internal and external clad defects etched
into it. Proper calibration or UT and ECT- equipment is verified by ccrrect
identification of geometry and depth of the manufactured defects by benchmark
examination. This calibration is repeated every 12 hours for the duration of
examinations.

IJT/ECT examinations have absolutely no effect upon latching and manipulation
of the RCCAs via Rod Control System hardware. Accident analyses based upon
assumptions concerning stuck rods or misoperation of the Rod Control System
are therefore unaffected.

_ _ - - - _ _ -
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Assurance that the structural' integrity of the RCCAs is not degraded by
RCCA/ examination fixture interface guarantees that neutron absorbing material
will remain intact-during subsequent power operation. The thoroughness of
this nondestructive examination program will ensure that RCCAs with degraded
cladding integrity are replaced before failures during power operation can
result in loss of absorber and consequent impact on shutdown margin analyses.

,

5

In summary, UT/ECT examination of RCCAs is a-prudent undertaking at M
industry-wide problems with Guide Card induced wear on outer cladding
surfaces. Control rod repositioning has been employed to more evenly '

distribute this wear, and the effectiveness of this program can only be
assessed by such examinations. Nuclear Safety is ultimately enhanced by these
examinations. No unreviewed safety question is created.

TN/1/A/2762/CE/01A, Initial Issue

Due to a wear problem on the Rod Control Cluster Assemblies (RCCAs), it is
desired to reposition the fully withdrawn elevation of the RCCAs. This
procedure is written to revise the thumbwheel settings for the Control Bank
RCCAs. The work required by this procedure will be done in the IRE Logic
Cabinet. No isolations are required by this. procedure, and the changes will
be made while Unit 1_is in Modes 3, 4, 5, 6 or No Mode. Functional
verification will be done by both Instrument and Electrical (IAE) and
Performance. The functional verification will consist of calibrations, rod
drop time testing, overlap check and insertion limit checks. This testing has

.been discussed with'the IRE System Expert and has been determined to
adequately test the modification.

A revision to the Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) will be made and issued
by Design Engineering. Implementing this procedure will have no effect on
Tech. Specs. An unreviewed safety question will not be created during the
implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1107/00/03A, Initial Issue

-Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11107, Rev. O provides an alternate
recirculation loop for the Unit 1 Boric Acid Tank (BAT) in the chemical
control, purification, and makeup subsystem of the Chemical and Volume Control
(NV)-system. A recirculation pump with isolation valves, drain valves, and
instrumentation will be added for BAT recirculation. The pump will employ
suction and discharge frem existing BAT connectiors. This new recirculation
loop will provide a more thorough and uniform mixing of the BAT contents than
is presently provided by the existing Boric Acid Transfer pumps.

In order to: perform this procedure, the Unit 1 BAT must be drained to
' facilitate system tie-in's. The BAT supplies boric acid solution to support
unit operation. The tank is designed to store sufficient boric acid solution
for a cold shutdown from full oower operation. The BAT will be drained while
Unit 1 is in No Mode; therefore, unit shutdown requirements will not be a
concern. Af ter completion of the BAT tie-in's, the BAT pressure boundary will
be restored, and the BAT can be returned to service to provide make-up
capabilities to support unit operation as required by the FSAR.

, , . . _ . - _ _ _.
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This modification also requires system tie-in's to the Boron Recycle (NB) and
Liquid Waste (WL) systems. The NB tie-in will be performed using a wet-tap
procedure to eliminate system down time. No NB system isolations are
required, and the wet-tap will not affect NB system operation. Therefore, no
cdditional operational concerns are imposed. The WL tie-in will be installed
in a Class 'E' section of piping which supports various station equipment
drains and leak-off flows. The tie-in is located at an elevation above the
main drain header; therefore, installation will not impact system draining
capabilities.

This procedure installs the BAT recirculation pump, recirculation piping,
along with manual isolation valves and check valves, and makes the required
tie-in's to the BAT, NB and WL piping. After installation, portions of the
piping will be hydrostatically tested, with the remainder visually inspected
at system temperature and pressure to verify piping integrity.

No unreviewed safety questions are judged to be involved or created by this
procedure. No Tech. Spec, revisions are required as a result of
implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/2677/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2677, Work Unit 01A. This modification replaces manual loaders 1CAMLO360,
0400, 0480, 0520, 0560, 0600, and 0640 with Moore Products 352B Single Loop
Digital Controllers. These manual loaders provide manual control of valves
ICA36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60, and 64 and are adjusted to regulate Auxiliary
Feedwater (CA) flow to the Steam Generators. The new controllers will be
programmed to function as manual loaders, thereby providing the same function
as the existing manual loaders.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode. Auxiliary Feedwater is not required during these mom. The
controllers are located on Main Control Board IMC10. This panel will not be
adversely affected by the work performed in this procedure. No other
equipment will be affected. Electrical isolations for this procedure involve
opening / closing sliding links and will only affect the controllers and
instrument loops in which they are contained. These links are specifically
addressed in the procedure to be closed during the restoration process.
Testing involves performing an instrument loop calibration and string check
(IP). These IPs verify correct output of the manual loader at 0, 25, 50, 75
and 100% of range and verify proper response of other components in the
instrument loop. Since the controllers will be programmed to function as
manual loaders, there are no tuning requirements. Since the IPs verify proper
valve response, no other testing is-required. All testing will be completed
prior to entering Mode 4 to ensure proper system operation before returning it
to service.

This procedure creates no new failure modes. Failure of the manual loaders is
not evaluated in the FSAR. No operating parameters or safety limits will be
changed. Setpoints will be returned to their normal operating value before
return to service.

- __.
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In conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

TN/1/A/2677/CE/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2677, Work Unit 02A. This modification replaces manual loaders 1CAMLOS61,
and 1CAMLO601 with Moore Products 352B Single loop Digital Controllers. These

,

manual loaders provide manual control of valves 1CA56 and ICA60 and are
adjusted to regulate Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) flow to the Steam Generators 1A
and 1B from CA pump.1A. Both are located on Auxiliary Shutdown Panel A and
provide a secondary means of control for these valves. The new controllers
will be programmed to function as manual loaders, thereby providing the same -

function as the existing manual loaders.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode. Auxiliary Feedwater is not required during these modes. The panel on
which the manual loaders are located will not be adversely affected by the
work performed in this procedure. No other equipment will be affected.
Electrical isolations for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding links
and will only affect the loaders and instrument loops in which they are
contained. These links are specifically addressed in the procedure to be
closed during the restoration process. Testing involves performing an
instrument loop calibration and string check (IP). These IPs verify correct
output f the manual loader at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of range and verify
proper response of other components in the instrument loop. Since the
controllers will be programmed to function as manual loaders, there are no
tuning requirements. Since the Ips verify proper valve response, no other
testing is required. All testing will be completed prior to entering Mode 4
to ensure proper system operation before returning it to service.

This procedure creates no new failure modes. Failure of the manual loaders is -

not evaluated in the FSAR. No operating parameters or safety limits will be
changed. Setpoints will be returned to their normal operating value before
return to service'.

In conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

TN/1/A/2677/CE/03A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2677, Work Unit 03A. This modification replaces manual loaders 1CAMLO401
and ICAMLO441 with Moore Products 352B Single Loop Digital Controllers. These
manual loaders provide for manual control of valves ICA40 and ICA44 and are
adjusted to regulate Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) flow to the Steam Generators 1C
and 10 com CA pump 18. Both are located on Auxiliary Shutdown panel B and
provide a secondary means of control for these valves. The new controllers
will be programmed to function as manual loaders, thereby providing the same
function as the existing manual loaders.

,
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All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode. Auxiliary Feedwater is not required during these modes. The panel on
which the manual loaders are located will not be adversely affected by the
work performed in this procedure. No other equipment will be affected.
Electrical isolations for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding links
and will only affect the loaders and instrument loops in which they are
contained. These links are specifically addressed in the procedure to be
closed during the restoration process. Testing involves performing an
instrument loop calibration and string check (IP). These procedures verify
correct output of the manual loader at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of range and
verify proper response of other components in the instrument loop. Since the
controllers will be programmed to function as manual loaders, there are no
tuning requirements. The tests verify proper valve response. All testing
will be completed prior to entering Mode 4 to ensure proper system operation
before returning it to service.

Failure of the manual loaders is not evaluated in the FSAR. No new failure
modes are created. No operating parameters or safety limits will be chanced,
and setpoints will be returned to their normal operating value before return
to service.

In conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

*

TN/1/A/2677/CE/04A, Initial Issue

This. procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2677, Work Unit 04A. This modification replaces manual loaders 1CAMLO361,
0481, 0521, and 0641 with Moore Products 352B Single Loop Digital Controllers.
These manual loaders provide manual control of valves 1CA36, 48, 52, and 64
and are adjusted to regulate Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) flow to all four Steam
Generators from CA pump #1. All are located on Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine
Control Panel and provide a secondary means of control for these valves. The
new controllers will be programmed to function.as manual loaders, thereby
providing the same function as the existing manual loaders.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode. Auxiliary Feedwater Is not required during these modes. The panel on
which the manual loaders are located will not be adversely affected by the ,

work performed in this procedure, and no other equipment will be affected.
Electrical isolations for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding links

-

and will only affect the loaders and instrument loops in which they are
contained. These links are specifically addressed in the procedure to be
. closed during-the restoration process. Testing involves performing an
instrument loop calibration and string check (IP). These procedures verify
correct output of the manual loader at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of range and
verify proper response of other components in the instrument loop. Since the
controllers will be programmed to function as manual loaders, there are no
tuning requirements, and since the procedures verify proper valve response, no I

other testing is required. All testing will be completed prior to entering
Mode 4 to ensure proper system operation before returning it to service,

i
|
,
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Failure of the manual loaders is not evaluated in the FSAR. No operating
parameters or safety limits will be changed. Setpoints will be returned to
their normal operating value before return to service.

In conclusion, there will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

TN/1/A/2679/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2679, Work Unit 01A. This modification replaces manual loaders 1NVML2940 -
and controllers INVSS5571 and 1NVSS5651 with Moore Products 352B Single Loop
Digital Controllers. The manual loader provides for manual control of valve
INV294 and is adjusted to regulate charging flow from the Centrifugal Charging
Pumps. Controller 1NVSS5571 operates valve INV148, and controls letdown
pressure downstream of the Letdown Heat Exchanger to prevent flashing.
Controller INVSS5651 operates valve 1NV309, and controls seal water injection
flow to the Reactor Coolant pumps. All are located on Auxiliary Shutdown
Panel (ASP) A and provide a. secondary means of control for these valves. The
new controllers will be programmed to function as single loop controllers for
INVSS5571 and 1NVSS5651 and as a manual loader for INVML2940, thereby
providing the same function as the existing manual loaders and controllers.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 4, 5, 6, or
No Mode. Control of letdown, charging, or Reactor Coolant seal water flow
from 1ASPA is not required in these modes. The panel on which the manual
loader and controllers are located will riot be adversely affected by the work

performed in this procedure. No other equipment will be affected. Electrical
isolations for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding links and will
only affect the controllers and instrument loops in which they are contained.
These links are specifically addressed in the procedure to be closed during
the restoration process. Testing involves performing an instrument loop
calibration and string check (IP) and verifying the ability of the controllers
to maintain a specific setpoint with satisfactory process response. The IPs-

. verify correct output of the manual loader and of the controllers when placed
in manual mode, at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of range and verify proper response
of other components in the instrument loop. Since the manual loader has no
tuning requirements, and the IPs verify proper valve response, no other
testing is required. For the controllers, valves of flow / pressure expected
during normal operating cenditions will be used as setpoints to verify the
tuning constants provide adequate control. All testing will be completed
prior to entering Mode 3 to ensure proper system operation before returning it
to service.

This procedure creates no new failure modes. Failure of the loaders or
controllers is not evaluated in the FSAR. No operating parameters or safety
limits will be changed. Setpoints will be returned to their normal operating
value before return to service.

In conclusion, there will be no l' aviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it will not regt _ any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR.

_. _ _ __ __ , __
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TN/1/A/2679/CE/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE-2679, Work unit 02A. This modification replaces manua? loaders 1NVML1241
and controller INVSS5652 with Moore Products 352B Single Loop Digital
Controllers. Manual Loader INVML1241 provides for manual control of valve
INV124B, which is adjusted to maintain excess letdown pressure to prevent
exceeding the allowable back pressure on the Reactor Coolant pumps' (NCP's) #1
seals. Cont-oller INVSiS652 operates valve INV309 and controls seal water
injection flow to the NCPs. Both are located on Auxiliary Shutdown Panel
(ASP) B and provide a secondary means of control for these valves. The new
contr.:llers will be programmed to function as single loop controllers for
INVSS5652, and as a manual loader for 1NVML1241, thereby providing the same
function as the existing manual loader and controller.

All work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 1 in modes 4, 5, 6, or
No Mode. Control of excess letdown or Reactor Coolant Pump ieal water flow
from 1ASPB is not required in these modes. The panel on whict the manual
loader and controller are located will not be adversely affected by the work
performed in this procedure. No other equipment will be affcM ad. pectrical
isolations for this procedure involve opening / closing sliding iinks and will
only affect the controllers and instrument loops in which they are coo ained.
These If nks are specifically addressed in the procedure to be closed during
the restoration process. Testing involves performing an instrument loop
calibration and string check (IP) and verifying the ability of the controllers
to maintain specific setpoints with satisfactory process response. The IPs
verify correct output of the manual loader, and of the controllers when placed
in manual mode, at 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100% of range, and verify pi ier response
of other components in the instrument loop. Since the manual loact:r has no-

tuning requirements, and the IPs verify proper valve response, no other
testing is required. For the controllers, values of flow expected during
normal operating conditions will be used as setpoints to verify the tuning
constants provide adequato control. All testing will be completed prior to
entering Mode 3 to ensure prepar system operation before returning it to
service.

This procedure creates no new failure medes. Failure of the loader or
controller is not evaluated in the FSAR. No operating parameters or safety
limits will be changed. Setpoints will be returned to their normal operating
value before return to service.

In conclusion, there will oe no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this
procedure, and it'will not require any changes to the Technical Specifications
or FSAR,

PT/1/A/4200/13H Retype, Changes 0 to 9 Incorporated

The purpose of this procedure is to comply with the Catawba IWV testing
program requirements for operability (full stroke exercise) for those valves
listed in the procedure. During performance of this test, safety Injection
(NI) pumps A and B and Chemical Volume Control (NV) centrifugal charging pumps
A and B are operated in Hot Leg and Cold Leg INJECTION with suction provided
by: 1) Residual Heat Removal (ND) pumps A and B; or 2) the Refueling Water
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6. Section 9.0 " Sections 12.1 through 12.29" was changed to " Enclosures 13.1
-

.through 13.29" and " Sections 13.30 and 13.31" was changed to Enclosures
13.30 and:13.31".

7. Section 11.0 " Sections 12.1 through 12.29" was changed to " Enclosures
13.1 through-13.29" and " Sections 13.30 and 13.31" was. changed to
Enclosures 13.30 and 13.31".

8. Section 13.0, added "13.38 Trouble Shooting.Using NI pump".

9. The following changes apply to Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29.

Step 8.0, PREREQUISITE SYSTEM CONDITIONS was deleted.-

Section 12.0 was renumbered.- Presently the numbering does not --

~

include the prefixed number that identifies with its existing
enclosure. For instance "12.6.1" of Enclosure 13.6 now reads
"12.1" of Enclosure 13.6.

- Section 12.0, step 12.1 now reads " Ensure that all
prerequisites in Section 7.0 and 8.0 are satisfied."

-Section 12.0, step 12.3 and step 12.18, valves listed on the NI-

test header panel were changed to reflect its proper labeling
(SV was added after the NI). "1NI391" was changed to
"1NISV391", NOTE: valves 1N11228, INI153A, and 1NI154B.are
NOT listed on the NI test header panel; therefore, they do not
reflect this change.

Section 12.0, step 12.4 was added to assure the Test--

coordinator that a flow path to the NI test header exists or
directs the Test coordinator to Enclosure 13.38 which provides
means of establishing a flow path.

.

10. The following changes apply to Enclosures 13.30 and 13.31.

The REQUIRED UNIT STATUS section was deleted. These-

requirements are addressed in the cody of the procedure,
Section 7.0.

Sections 8.0 and 12.0 were renumbered. Presently the numbering'-

does not include the prefixed number-that identifies with its
existing enclosure.

Section 8.0, steps 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 were deleted. These-

requirements are addressed in the body of the procedure,
Section 8.0.

- Section'12.0, step 12.1 now reads " Ensure that all
prerequisites in Section 7.0 and 8.0 are satisfied."

,

11. On Enclosure 13.32, pages 1-through 10, " Sections 12.1 through 12.29" was
changed to " Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29."

. . . . . .
__ _- _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ -



12. On Enclosure 13.33, "Section 12.30" was changed to " Enclosure 13.30."

13. On Enclosure 13,34, "Section 12.31" was changed to '' Enclosure 13.31,"

14. On Enclosure.13.35, "Section 12.1 through 12.29" was changed to
" Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29".

15. Enclosure 13.37 was renumbered.

16. Enclosure 13.38 was added to assist the Test coordinator in
reestablishing a flow path to the NI test header.

17. Previous changes 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32 have been incorporated.

The purpose of this procedure is to satisfy the Surveillance requirements of -

Tech. Spec. 4.4.6.2.2. The testing is done to ensure early detection of
possible in-series check valve failure. The valves which are tested by th;s
procedure are important in preventing over pressurization and rupture of the
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) low pressure piping which could result in
a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) that bypasses containment.

This change will provide guidance in re-establishing a flow path to the. Safety
Injection (NI) test header. Historically, N195A has failed closed repeatedly
during the performance of this test. The original procedure provided no steps

J in re-establishing a flow path to the NI test header in the event NI95A
I closes. This change will allow flow to be re-established to the N1 test

header by operating the NI pump (s) per OP/1/A/6200/09 (Increasing Accumulator
Level). Operating the NI pump (s) to increase the accumulator level is the
original design of the system.

During'the entire test, only one train of N1 will be inoperable while
re-establishing a flow path to the NI test header. Therefore, the
consequences of accidents already evaluated in the FSAP, remains the same. No
unreviewed safety question is created. -

PT/1/A/4350/02E Retype, Changes 0 to 51 Incorporated

This procedure is extremely diverse in the variety and number of surveillance
requirements it fulfills. Therefore, in order to adequately address all
unreviewed safety questions that may exist, this evaluation is divided into
the.following 5 sections:

A) Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) pumps' Auto-Starts
B) Turbine Driven CA Pump's Auto-Starts
C) Feedwater Isolations
D) Main Turbine Trips
E) ATWS/AMSAC Actuations

Aj Motor-Driven CA Pumps' Auto-Starts
(Enclosures 13.1, 13.2, 13.5, and 13.6)

In these Enclosures, the pump under test is aligned in recirculation to
the Upper Surge Tank. Various automatic start signals are simulated in
order to response time test the pump, as well as to verify proper

i
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actuation of the associated flow control valves. Accident flowrate is
set up in, advance by;0perations to' ensure that conditions *xist for a

'

Evalid pump response time.

'Eachlof'theseEnclosures_requirestheUnittobebelowMode3(i.e.,--
~

- Modes:4, 5, 6,-or No Mode) when the CA System is not required to be
Operable. The pumps are operated well_within their design limits.

B) Turbine-Driven ~CA Pump's-Auto-Starts
(Enclosures 13.3, 13.4, 13.7, and 13.8)

-In these Enclosures, CA Pump #1 is aligned'in recirculation to the Upper -
Surge Tank. Various automatic start signals are _ simulated in order to
response time test-the pump, as well as to verify proper actuation of the
associated flow control valves and steam admission valves. Accident
flowrate is set up in_ advance.by Operations to ensure that conditions
exist for a valid pump response. time.

Each of these Enclosures requires the secondary side Steam Generator
(S/G) pressure to be above 900 psig (Modes 1, 2,- or 3) in order _ to run CA
Pump #1. Therefore, at least one motor-driven CA Pump will-remain
operable during the performance of any of these Enclosures. The
automatic-pump start signal is initiated by placing a jumper that affects
no other. components. The pump will be operated well within its design
parameters.

_CJ Feedwater Isolations
(Enclosures 13.9 and 13.12).

These Enclosures will test Main Feedwater (CF) Isolation on Hi-Hi
Doghouse Level and Hi-Hi S/G Level. The Hi-Hi Doghouse Level is
simulated by jumper placements, while the Hi-Hi S/G Level is simulated by
manipulation of Process Control Cabinet Logic Cards, and placement of one
train of Solid State Protection System (SSPS) in TEST mode.

~

Placing the jumpers for Hi-Hi Doghouse' Level _causes Feedwater Iso a<'on
of valves corresponding to the appropriate Doghouse. The simulated
signals cause these valves to fail to their fail safe positions, and thus
do not af fect the operability of- any components, regardless of the mode.
Process Control Cabinet modifications and placement of one train of SSPS
to TEST mode cause no additional safety concerns in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode-(when these Enclosures are performed). The Reactor will be tripped,
and the CA System will not be in operation (and is not required) during
the performance of any of-these Enclosures. Precautionary steps are
included to ensure that the Main Feedwater System is in a configuration
to prevent an undesivable increase in S/G levels. The only equipment

. ' operation is- the-normal stroking of valves to their fail-safe positions.

DJ Main Turbine Trips
(Enclosures 13.10, 13.11, 13.13, and 13.14)

,

The Main Turbine will be tripped on the following signals: Loss of Both
CF' Pumps, Reactor Trip, Hi-Hi S/G Level, and Manual Trip. The Main
Turbine is not safety related. These trips will be performed with no,

,
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steam passing through the Turbine (i.e., with the Main Steam Isolation
Valves closed). There will be no transient effect on the Reactor Coolant
System, and no interaction with any safety related systems. Turbine Trip
-capability is not required in the modes that these Enclosures will be
performed.

O M WS/AMSAC Actuation
(Enclosure 13.15)

The Main Turbine will be tripped, and both Motor-Driven CA Pumps will
simulate a start on the following ATWS/AMSAC signals: Loss of Both CF
Pumps, and loss of 3/4 CF Flowpaths. Since the ATWS/AMSAC System is not
a system required by Technical Specifications, operability is not a
concern, except for the fact that some safety related trip signals and
interlocks are blocked in this Er. closure in order to verify the actuation
signal is positively originated by the ATWS/AMSAC System. The valves
manipulated for this Enclosure are not required for containment closure,
since the S/G's are assumed to be adequate barriers to potential releases
of radioactivity. If the need should arise, this Enclosure could be
aborted, and all CF Valves could be closed immediately. None of these
components are required in Modes 4, 5, 6, or No Mode.

No unreviewed safety questions are created by this procedure.

PT/0/A/4400/02, Initial Issue

On August 29, 1990, Problem Investigation Report (PIR) 0-C90-279 was written
because it was found that testing of the fire hose stations was inadequate to
ensure design flow and pressure was being delivered. The fire hose system is
designed to deliver a flow of 75-100 gpm at a minimum pressure of 65 psig. It

was recommended that several of the fire hose stations in the Auxiliary
Building be flow tested to ensure that no degradation has occurred that would
affect the fire-protection system.

In order to perform this testing, a periodic test (PT/0/A/4400/02) was
written. This test will involve full flow testing of several hose stations
throughout the Auxiliary Building and will be performed once every five years.
The water will be discharged into groundwater drainage (WZ) Sump C. For the
hose stations on the 543' elevation, pressure and flowrate data will be taken.
For the other elevations, a restrictive orifice will be inserted between the
end of the hose and the discharge to the drain, and the pressure back at the /
hose station valve will be monito*ed, The orifice will restrict the flow to a
range of 75-100 gpm through the p' essure range of 60-100 psig.

All the fire hose stations that 4re to be tested are required by Chapter
16.9-4 of the FSAR (Selected Licensee Commitment Manual) to be operable
whenever equipment that is prow ted by them is required to be operable..

During this test, the hose stauon being tested will be inoperable due to its
normal fire hose being disconnected and a test hose being connected between

-

the hose station and the discharge drain. The-e is a Caution statement at the
beginning of each test that says that the fire i.'se should be disconnected
from the hose station for less than an hour, or so m means of protection for
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the areas left' unprotected will be provided. Since each hose station > 'l be
inoperable for less than-an hour, and since_there will be someone at + hose
station valve to shut-it and reconnect the fire hose in case of a fire, none
of the equipment protected by the hose stations will be left unprotected.

During the performance of this test, it will be necessary to keep open certain
fire doors and tornado pressure doors. In order to do this, the Compensatory
Action Guidelines for Plant Access Doors must be followed. This document
gives the requirements for closing these doors and the time the action must be
performed in,

This test does not affect any other part of the Fire Protection System. Thare
are suf ficient compensatory actions in place to return those parts of the
system the test does affect to their normal conditions. None of the equipment
protected by the hose stations is left unprotected. The conditions of this
test do not violate- the design basis assumptions as described in the FSAR. No
unreviewed safety question is created.

.

PT/0/A/4400/08A, Initial Issue

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all Train A safety related
components receive adequate cooling water during a faulted Engineeree Laiety
Features (ESF) situation from the Nuclear Service Water (RN) System. This
procedure does not create an unreviewed safety question.

1-

There are two different component balances performed using this procedure.
One is the full flow balance, which includes all necessary plant components,
such as the Component Cooling (KC) Heat Exchangers, the Containment Spray (NS)
Heat Exchangers, and the Diesel Generator Jacket Cooling Water (KD) Heat
Exchangers. The other portion of the flow balance will only set flows
pertaining to the pump itself, such as bearing lubrication, motor cooling, and
bearing oil cooling.

During the full flow balance, the trains are first isolated from each other. '

Neither train is made inoperable, although the component on which maintenance-

was performed is considered to be inoperable. The component flows are
adjusted, and throttle valves are locked once all flows are within the
specified range,

Upon the cleaning of a KC and/or NS Heat Exchanger, the associated RN train
- will be considered to remain operable; only the isolated heat exchanger will
be considered inoperable. During the post cleaning flow balance, the
addressed heat exchanger will gradually be brought back into service while the
key flows are monitored for their maintained operability.

. During the pumphouse portion flow balance, only the pump under test is placed
in service. Should the pumphouse flows fail to meet their " Allowable Flow"'

limits, out meet the " Minimum Allowable Flow" limits, the crossover valves are
opened, and pump discharge pressure is returned to the one pump operation.

*

status. Neither train of'RN is made incperable by this procedure. Each pump
is tested individually for " Allowable Flow" limits at this increased pressure.

|

I
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The RN System is not degraded by this test. The RN pumps are not operated
*

outside design conditions. The performance of the test does not make any
train of RN inoperable.

I

PT/0/A'4400/088, Initial Issue

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that all Train B safety related
components receive adequate cooling water dur!ng a faulted Engineered Safety
Features (ESF) situation f rom the Nuclear Service Water (RN) System. This
procedure does not create an unreviewed safety question,

i

lhere are two different component balances performed using this procedure.
One is the full flow belance, which includes all necessary plant component s, -

such as the Componer.t Cooling (KC) Heat Exchangers, the Containment Spray (NS)
Heat Exchangers, and the Diesel Generator Jacket Cooling Water (KD) Heat
Exchangers. The other portion of the flow balance will only set flows
pertaining to the pump itself, such as bearing lubrication, motor cooling, and
bearing oil cooling,

i

During the full flow balance, the trains are first isolated from each other.
Neither train is made inoperable, although the component on which maintenance
was performed is considered to be inoperable. The component flows are ,

adjusted, and throttle valves a e locked ence all flows are within the ,

specified range. '

.

Upon the cleaning of a KC and/or NS Heat Exchanger, the associated RN train
will be considered to remain operable; only the isolated heat exchanger will
be considered inoperable. During the post cleaning flow balance, the
addressed heat exchanger will gradually be brought back into sersice while the
key flows are monitored for their mait ained operability.

During the pumphouse portion flow balance, only the pump under test is placed -

in service. Should the pumphouse flows fall to meet their " Allowable Flow"
limits, but meet the " Minimum Allowable Flow" limits, the crossover valves are
opened, and pump discharge pressure is returned to the one pump operation
status. Neither train of RN is made inoperable by this procedure. Each pump
13 tested individually for " Allowable Flow" limits at this increased pressure.

ine RN System is not degraced by this test. lhe RN pumps are not operated
outside design conditions. The performance of the test does not make any
train of RN inoperable.

PT/0/A/4400/22A, Change #31

The purpose of this procedure change is to allow for the Nuclear Service Water
(RN) Flow Balance: Train A; the Nuclear Service Water Pump Train A
Performance Test, and the RN Pump 1A Flow Versus Pressure Data Acquisition to
be performed simultaneously. The flow path line-up will be established using
the RN Flow Balance. No unique valve line-up or alignments are required
beyond the normal scope of the Flow Balance in the combination of these two

- _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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procedures. pump Inservice Test (IWP) data will'be taken while the_ pump is
aligned pei Flow Balance.

_

The RN system is not degraded by these tests, The RN pucaps are not operited
outside che design conditions. The performance of t''ase tests do not mab any
train of RN iroperable. No unreviewed safety-question is created.

PT/0/A/4400/08E, Initial issue

Tnis procedure allows for the implementation of the Nuclear Service Water (TN)
pur.p portion of the RN Flow Balance withou+ the need to complete the entire RN
Flow Balance. In this procedur?, only the pump in test is placed in service.
The discharge pressure is reduced to the previous full RN Flow Balance
discharge pressure; or below, to simulate the conditions of the previous
complete ?,N Flow Balance. The Ive pump support flows, the Upper Bearing <

Injection, Lower Bearing Injection, Upper Bearing Oil Cooler, Packing Flusn,
and Motor Cooler, are all checked against tneir " Allowable Flow" limits.

If, under this reduced pressure alignment, any of the " Allowable Flew" limits
are unachievable by use of the throttle valves, a check aga'nst the " Minimum
Allowable Flow" limits is performed. If any one of the flows is unachievable,
the pump is declared inoperdle. If the " Minimum Aliowable Flow" limits are
met, the restrictive alignment used to achfeve the previous RN Flow Balsnue
discharge pressure is removed, and the pomp support fitws are compared to the
" Allowable Flow" limits at the normal operating pressure. Failure to achieve
the " Allowable Flow" limits at the reduced pressure, but acceptance at the
normal pressure, places the pump in a 30 day operability.

This procedure is determined to be conservative because the pump discharge
pressure is required to be equal to or less than that of the previous RN Flow
Balance. _To do this, options to_ align flow to the Component Cooling (KC),
Diesel-Generator Engine Cooling Water g D), and Containment Spray (NS) Heat
Exchangers (Hx) are provided, with the cautions of each addressed. The KC Hx

-har the possibility of overccoling the Reactor Coolant (NC) pump seals when
air is removed from the KC valve actuator, and the velves fail completely
open. Thus, the KC Hx is placed in - the " Minimum Flow" Mode. The operators
are informed that it will be used for pump minimum flow protection, and the
other KC Hx of the sane unit will be in the rTemperature" Mode. The
possibility of KD Hx overcooling exists when the outlet isolation valve is
open. This concern is generally limited to winter time lake temperatures and
is monitored more frequently ar. this time. This overcooling is not a concern
when the diesels are in operation. All four NS Hxs are included in the flow
path options. Flow is not to exceed 4939 gpm for any of the N5 Hxs. Caution
statesents for the KC. KD, and NS Hxs are included in the procedure to alert

-the test coordinator / operator at the controls of these specific concerns.

The pump flow parameters are addressed in the procedure. Pump run out is a
concern if the discharge pressure is reducart significantly. Minimum flow for
the pump is also a concern if too few flow paths exist. A caution is included
to monitor pump flow such that pump dead heading and pump runnout are not
achieved. The variations of KC, KD and NX Hx options provide the flow paths

- - - . .
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necessary to achieve the test conditions and remain within the safe flow
parameters of the pump

The RN system 1s. not degraded by this test. The. test will not degrade the
ability of the system to perform its design function. In the event of an E3F
signal, the RN pumps will start and provide all essential flows as described
in the FSAR. _The fail open KC and KD Hxs are in their Engineered Safety
Features ESF positions. The RN pumps are not orarated outside of their design
conditions. The m&ryin of Lafety as defined in the bases of the Technical-

Specifications is nct reduced. No unreviewed safety question is created.
1

PT/0/A/4400/08F, Initial Issue

This procedure allows for__ the implementation of the Nuclear Service Water (RN)
pump portion nf the RN Flow Balance without the need to complete the entire RN
Flow 641ance. -In this procedure, only the rump in test is placed in service.
The discharge pressure is reduced to the previous full RN Flow Balance
discharge pressure, or below, to simulate the conditions of the previous
complete RN Flow Balance. The five pump supoort flows, the Upper Bearing

Injection, Lovier Bearing Injection Upper Bearino Gil Cooler, Packing Flush,
and Motor Cooler, are all checked against their " Allowable Flow" limits. If,

under this reduced pressure alignment, any of the " Allowable Flow" limits are
unachievable Sy use of the throttle valves, a check against the " Minimum
Allowable Flow" limits is performed. if any one of the flows is unachievable,
the pump is declared inoperable. If the " Minimum Allewable Flow" limits are
met, the restrictive alignment used to achieve the previous RN Flow Balance
discharge pressure is removed, and the pump support flows are compared to the-
" Allowable Flow" limits at the normal operating pressure. Failure to achieve
the " Allowable Flcw" limits at the reduced pressure, but acceptance at the
normal pressure places the pump in a 30_ day operability

This procedure is determined to be conservative because the pump discharge
pressure is required to be equal to or less than that of the previous RN Flow
Balance. To do this, options to align flow to the Component Cooling (KC),
Diesel Generator Engiao Cooling Water (KD), and Containment Spray (NS) Heat
Exchangers (Hx) are provided with the cautions of each addressed. The KC Hx
has the possibility of overcooling the Reactor Coolant (NC) Pump seals when
air is removed from the RN/KC Hx inlet valve actuator, causing tne valves to
fail completely or,en. Thus, the KC Hxs are placed in the " Minimum Flow" Mode,
and the other two KC Hxs are placed in the " Temperature Monitoring" Mode. The ,

operators- are informed that the " Mint-Flow" Mode will be used for pump flow
support, and the other KC Hxs will be used as the temperature monitoring
control.

The possibility of KO Hx overcooling exists when the outlet isolation valve is
failed open. This concern is generally limited to winter time lake
temperatures and is monitored more frequently at this time. This overcooling
is not a concern when the dieseis are in operation.

All four NS Hxs are included in the flow path options. Pump run out is a
concern if the discharge pressure were to be allowed to drop too Icw. A

f
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minimum flow limit is stated, and the operators are influential in determining-
the alignment of-the KC, KO, and NS Hx flow paths.

The RN system is not degraded by this test. RN does not init' ate any accident
conditions in the FSAR. - The test will not degrade the abilite of the system
tc perform its design function. In the event of an Engineere Safety Features
(ESF) signal, the RN pumps will start and provide all essential flows as-
described in the FSAR. The fail open position of KC and KO Hxs are in their
ESF positions. The RN pumps are not operated outside of their design
conditions. The margin of safety as defined in the bases of the Technical
. Specifications is not reduced in any way. No unreviewed safety question-is
created.

PT/1/A/4200/09, Change #90

This change adds prerequisites for stroking Refueling Water (CW)
valves IFW27A and 1FW55B to ensure that water is not transferred from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (FW5T) to the Reactor Coolant (NC) System. The
change reduces the probability of emptying the FWST by gravity feed to either
the refueling canal if the reactor vessel head is off, or to the NC system if
the head is on. In addition, the Residual Heat RemovM (NO) pump on the train
being tested is verified to be of f prior to the test, to that the ND pump, if
aligned to the loops, will not pump the FWST to the HC system. 1FW27A and
1FW55B will be stroked in the same mar.ner as they normally are for the Valve
Inservice (IWV) quarterly test, except that u e ir.Riattnq signal will be
different. A jumper is placed in the Engi'nred Safcty Teatures (ESF) test to

= simulate 1NI185A or INIl848 open. The margin of safety as defined in the
bases to Tech. Specs, will not be reduced. No unreviewed safety question is
created.

PT/1/A/4400/030, Change #2

The Auxiliary Shutdown Panel Supr'y Units (?SPSU) were designed to be provided
cooling water from the Nuclear Service Water system. Nuclear Station
Modification (NSM) 11146 will codify the ASPSU's normal cooling medium to be
provided from the Component Cooling (KC) System. The ASPSU's will still have
the system ability to be providea cooling water during an ASP event from the
Nuclear Service Water (RN) System.

The maximum design fluw rate supplied to both A and B train ASPSU's from the
Component Cooling 5, stem at any one time will be no greater than 32 GPM.
NSM-11146 will have Catawba Instrument and Electrical group to perform a
string check on .ne applicable KC inlet flow' switches to the ASPSU's which
regulates KC h,let flow based on refrigerant head pressure. Verification that
the additior on this flow to the ASPSU's A and B will not decrease flow to any
other amponents below already established acceptable values will then be
confirmed by the successful completion of this procedure.

The capacity of the Component Cooling Pumps f ar cxceeds the additional flow
required for the ASPSU's A and R. In the worst case scenario, the KC flow
required during a Safety Injection plus Low-Low Refueling Water Storage Tank
level is ~6980 gpm. -The capacity of one train of KC pumps is '10,000 gpm.

-
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This procedure can be run during all modos of operation. Section 12.1<

(Refueling) will only be run during mode 5. Sections 12.2 and 12.3'can be run
in_any mode of operation,- but only one train at'a time will be tested while-
the; opposite train ~will be supplying the cooling loads required per Technical
Specification'3.7.3.

~

- - 1

NSM-11146 revised FSAR Sections ~9.2.1.2.3 and 9.2.2.4, and FSAR Tables 9.2.2-1
-

and.9.2.2-1 to reflect the changes associated with supplying cooling water to
the ASPSU's A and B with Component Cooling Water. This change does not create
an unreviewed safety question.

d

s

PT/0/A/4400/08B, Chance #11

This restricted procedure change is to provide a method of adding the recently
cleaned Component Cooling (KC) IB Peat Excharger (Hx) to the Nuclear Service. _

Water (RN) flow alignment without performi- flow balance on the entire B[
t train.

Presently, Containment Spray (NS) 18 and KC IB Hxs are tagged out and not in
the RN system alignment. KC 1B is needed to be functional for-drain down>

following refueling. Due to the fact NS 1B is tagged out of service and will
remain so for the next one to two weeks when KC 10 is required, a full flow
balance alignment"is not available. To ensure Unit 2's operability is not in,

question when KC 10 is valved in following cleaning. a design analysis was
performed for existing ' plant conditions (Unit 2 in Mode 1 'and Unit 1 in Mode 5
or 6, approximate day 45 in -1E0C5) to determine an acceptable reduced flow for
KC 1B that would not jeopardize the operability of Unit 2 B Train. The-error
adjusted flow (by Design Analysis) through KC 18 was determined to be 3150-

gpm. The difference between-the Test Acceptance Criteria (TAC) Sheet operable
- flow requirement of 5280 gpm and 3150 gpm is 2130 gpm. This exceeds the
required flow of 571fgpm that_would have been established to NS IB Hx by RN 2B

- Pump,; required -to _ simulate Auxiliary Feedwater _(CA) and Containment
'

Penetration Valve Injection Water System (NW) make up to Unit 2.
Additionally, by verifying acceptable flow, and at the'same time not adjusting

; he throttle _ valves to KC 20, NS 2B, Diesel Generator Jacket Water Cooling
(KO) 2B and Control Area Ventilation / Chilled Water (VC/YC) B Train, this 3150
gpm--to-KC 1B-is established at the reduced pump discharge pressure..

4 - Therefore, it-is determined that the adjusted flow paths are conservative for
' the present-plant condition and 2B RN is demonstrated. operable.

'

The;RN-system is not degraded by these tests. The RN pumps are not operated
! outside the_ design conditions. No equipment malfunctions are created. The
! performance of these tests do not make any train of RN inoperable. No
5 .unreviewed safety _ question is' created.

J -

Retype, Changes 0 to 3 IncorporatedMP/0/A/7150/29

Section 11.0 of this procedure has been completely rewritten to include
"

lessons-learned and improved techniques for working on the Nuclear Service<

Water (RN) pump. The pumps are being modified to remove the tube injection.

i

,
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system on the pumps. - The procedure shows two methods for repacking the pump,
As soon as all pumps have been modified, the old method will be deleted from
the procedure. In step- 11.10.13, the option is now-being-given to use the-

~0ptalign method for aligning the pump and motor,

- lech Spec.' 3/4.7.4 is_affected by this proceJure. Operations has the
responsibility and the procedures for compliance with these Tech. Specs.

. Maintenance will be performed on this pump when Tech Specs. allow, per
Operatien's procedures. This rewrite will clarify and assure that maintenance

- activities will return.the' pumps to.as-designed conditions.
.

The changes made by this 'ewrite have been reviewed against approved vendor
manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the
corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the pump to
as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure the pump's:

compliance wit.h FSAR accident analysis. Therefore, no unreviewed safety
question exists.

PT/0/A/4400/08A, Change #2

The purpose of this procedure change is to allow for the Nuclear Service Water
(RN) Flow Balance: reain A, the Nuclear Service Water Dump Train A
Performance Test,'and the RN Pump 1A flow versus pressure data acquisition to
be performed simultaneously. The flow path line-up will be established using
.the RN Flow Balance. No unique valve line-up or alignments are required
- beyond the normal scope of the Flow Balance in the combination of'these two
procedures.

Before the completion of the RN Flow Balance on Pump 1A, a flow versus
pressure data profile will be recorded. This is new enclosure 13.8 of the'

Flow Balance'. While in the RN Flow Balance, the ordinary valve line-up is
.

such that the flow-conditicos are near the maximum flow paths available to RN
in the one pump / isolated train alignment. Thus, by opening the final
Containment Spray (NS) Heat Exchanger (Hx), a flow path of 2 NS, 2 Component
Cooling (KC), 2 DieselLGenerator Engine Jacket Cooling Water (KD) Hxs,1

- Control Area Ventilation / Chilled Water (VC/YC) chiller and various other flows
maximize the flow for that data point of the pump curve profile. Following

4

the maximum flow :lignment, the ' return to normal operating alignment will be
performed, By grauually closing of f each of the flow paths, a flow versus
pressure profile may be constructed. This activity is the normal return to
the "As Found" condition. The flow balance safety positions will not be
affected in any way. The profile will be obtained as the system is returned
to the normal operating alignment for Train A. Cautions to avoid the pump
runout condition of 26,000 gpm and mint-flow dead heading of 8,500 gpm are
emphasized throughout the procedure steps.

One concern beyond the scope of the RN Flow Balance is the possibility of a
second pump start while the flow paths have been reduced in the gathering of
low' flow, high pressure data. On the possibility of a low pit level, a signal
for the second train pump to start could exceed the immediate mini-flow
alignment. The operators at the controls have the capability to open the NS
Hxs from the control board. The Test Coordinator has the capability of

i
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removing air from 1RN291 and 2RN291 immediately allowing full flow to the KCHxs,
The KC Hxs would then be returnad to their flow balance, fail safepositions.

These cautions are also highlighted within the prncedure.
failure of the instrument air (VI) system occurred, the KC Hxs would beIf a

mini-flow protection ~or the two pumps. aligned to their fall safe position, reraeving any concerns of inadequate
flow path to ensure no dead headirg occurs for >>oth pumps in pration[he KC Hxs can adequately provida a

.

lhe RN system is not degraded by these tests.
The RN pumps are not operatedoutside the design conditions.

The performance of these tests do not make any 'itrain of RN inoperable.
No unreviewed safety question is created.

MP/0/A/7150/94, Initial Issue

Cable - type tube dartpers are instal'ed i
steam generator tubes to limit theamount of their vibration, and to limit th .r range of motion should the tubet.or ,letely sever.

service by pluggino both the hotTubes which have dampers installed are also removed from.,

leg and cold leg ends.
k

The installation of this damper will not degrade a primary system pressurebount.'a ry .
Tcbe rupture is already analyzed in the FSAR.

damper will limit tube movement should it completely sever.The presence of the
lindts or assumptions made in any safety analyses have been violatedNo operating

..

.

There are no unreviewed safety questions concerning the installation of cabl- type tube dampers into the steam generato 3. e
referencea procedure. In accordance with the above

.

TN/1/A/1242/00/09A, Initial Issue

circuit wiring on valves ICA002, 004, 006, Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-ll242, Rev. O, will modify the control
230A, 305B, 3158, 320A, 332B, 333A, 3380, 4248, 4?5A,IFWOOlA, 0328, 1KC003A, 0188, 2288
1RF3890, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limited actuated" torque switch bypassIND032A, 0658, INF2338,

,

contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves
The M3V testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values.

.

selected, set,
and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximumThe settings are

differential pressure expected on the valve during both normal and abnormalevents within the design basis.
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on TotalThe new thrust values ensure the valve willThrust, AP Thrust, and Packing Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Fire Protection (RF) valveIRF3898.
Instrurrent and Electrical (IAE) will perform all work at the val <e.lAE will rewire the retors,

set up the switch rotors. verify add on pak switchsetup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

_ .
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TN/1/A/1242/00/09A requires power to ba removed from 1RF389B during
implementation. IRF3898 is the Containment 9uilding Hose Rack Isolation ,

Valyc This valve may be operated r..anually at the valve or from the Control
Room. This valve is a containment isolation valve descri'ed in Tech. Spec.
3.6.3. Per this Tech. Spec., this valve is not required to be operable for
the cantainment isolation function in Modes 5, 6, and No Mode. This procedure
will be performed with the unit in these modes.

This valve is kept normally ::losed, to keep the hose rack header dry. Thus,
removing power from the valve will render the containment hose rack (s)
ineperable. In addition, in order to perform MOV and type "C" leak rateb testing on the valvr,1RF-254 and IRF-923 are required to be closed, inis
disables the following equipment:

1. Sprinklers in the Unit 2 Auxiliary Building Cable Room Corridor, -

Unit 2 Auxiliary Building Battery Room Corridor, and the Unit 2
,

Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room.

2. Hose stations in Unit I lower containment.

3. Hase stations in the Auxiliary Building elevations 543', 560', 577',
ard 594'

By isolating 1RF-3898, the systems are incapable of automatic action (i.e-,
sprinkler actuation.) Fire Protection operability is addressed in the
Selected Licensee Commitment Manual. Fire protection equipment is generally
required to be operable whenever equipment in the area is required to be
operable. To compensate for 1RF-254 and IRF-923 being closed, a Compensatory
Action statement we written. An operator with a hand-held radio was to be
stationed at valves IRF-254 and 1RF-923. Upon notification from the Fire
Protection Console Operator, valves 1RF-254 and IRF-923 would be opened.

Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest
will be performed to verify valve operability. No unreviewed safety questions ~

are created by implementat e of this pri tre.

TN/1/A/1242/00/10A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on valves 1CA002, 004, 00' IFWOO1A, 012B, 1KC003A, 018B, 228B,
230A, 305B, 3158, 320A, 332B, 333A, 338B, 4248, 42cA, IN0032A, 0658, INF233B,-

1RF389B, 4478, and 4578 to provide " limited actuated" torque witr.h bypass
contacts which can be adjusted indepenGntly of indicat;vns or interlocks and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valves.
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old torque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust v lues. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum
differential pressure expected on the valve dur Ny both normal and abnormal
events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, AP Thrust, and Packing Load.



This procedure will control work being performed on Fire Prciecu.a (RF) valve
IRF4478. Instrument and E'actrical (I AE) will perform all work ai the valve.
IAE will rewire the rotcrs, set up the switch rotcrs, verify add-on pak switch
setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

TN/1/A/1242/00/10A requires power to be removed from 1HF447B during
implementation. 1RF4478 is the Containment Building Sprinkler Isolation
Valve. This valve may be operated manually at the valve or fsm the Control
Room. This valve '. a containment isolation valve described in Tech. Spec.
3.6.3. Per this Tm.h. Spe:. , this vah is rat required to be operable for
the containment isolation function in Modes 5, 6, and No Mode.

This valve is kept normally closed, to keep the sprinkler header dry. Thus,
removing power from the valve will render the containmenc sprinkler system
inoperable. Selected Licensee Commitment 16.9-2 requires that the sprinkler -

system be operable whenever equipment protected by the sprinkler system is
required to be operable. This TN was implemented during No Mode of the Unit 1

-

refueling outage. Thus, r.3 equipment protected by this sprinkler system was
required to be operable while the work was being performed, and the
containment isolation function was not required.

i

Prior to returning the valve to service, functional verification and retest
were performed to verify valve operability. An unreviewed safety question
does not exist.

TN/1/A/1242/00/11A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11242, Rev. O, will modify the control
circuit wiring on valves ICA002, 004, 006, IFWOO1A, 032B,1kC003A, 0188, 228B,
230A, 305B, 3158, 320A, 3320, 333A, 338B, 4248, 425A, IN0032A, 0658, INF2338,
1RF3898, 447B, and 4578 to provide " limited actuated" torque switch bypass
contacts which can be adjusted independently of indications or interlocke and
provide data to complete Motor Operated Valve (MOV) testing of the valve y
The MOV testing information included in the NSM will supersede the old tcrque
switch setting values and replace them with thrust values. The settings are
selected, set, and maintained correctly to accommodate the maximum
dif ferential pressure expected on the valve dt ring both normal and abnormal

,

events within the design basis. The new thrust values ensure the valve will
operate during normal and abnormal events by setting limitations on Total
Thrust, AP Thrust, and i'acking Load.

This procedure will control work being performed on Fire Protection (RF) valve
IRF457B. Instrument and Electrical (IAE) will perform all work at the valve.
IAE will-rewire the rotors, set up the switch rotors, verify add-on pak switch
setup, and perform MOV testing of the valve.

TN/1/A/1242/00/11A requires po~er to be removed from 1RF457B during
implementation. 1RF4578 is the AnnH us Iprinkler Header Isolation Valve.
This valve may be operated manually at the valve or from the Control Room.
Removing power from the valve will catae it to fail as is. This may render
the annalns sprinkler system inoperable. Selected Licensee Commitment 16.9-2
requires that the sprinkler system be operable whenever equipment protected by
the sprinkler system is required to be operable. This TN was implemented

|
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during No Mode of the Unit i refueling outage. Thus, no equipment protected
by this sprinkler system was required to be operable while the work was being
performed.

Prior to returning the valve to service, a functional verification and retest
were performed to verify val , operability. No unreviewed safety question was
created by implementation of .his procedure.

TT/1/A/9200/062, Initial Issue

5) This procedure will initiate four transient tests to verify proper operation
of the modifications performed on Feedwater and Turbine Control.

The first transient test will simulate the loss of one of the two breakers -

that feeds the Digital Turbine Control System. The system was designed so
that two breakers feed power to the system. In the event that one of those
breakers opens, the remaining breaker will be able to feed the system without
loss of turbine control or power to the Operator's control panel. The tested
power system is considered to be a Non-1E Class system by the FSAR. This
turbine system is not required for safe shutdown of the reactor. The breakers
that are opened are not safety related and only affect the Digital Turbine
Control. The system shall be tested per its design and will not be placed

under abnormal conditions. No other system will be affected.

The transient tests described are considered to be Condition I transients.
Condition I transients are those that are considered normal and expected
transients during power operation, Also, Condition I transients cannot be
expected to cause Conditions 11, III, or IV, but do affect the consequences of
those fault conditions.

The second transient test initiates a 10% step decrease in load by dropping
120 MWe from the turbine. The third transient test initiates a loss of a
feedpump at 100% power to verify Turbine Centrol will run the system back to -

65% Load, and Digital Feedwater will control Steam Gen'rator (S/G) levels
within alarm setpoints. The fourth transient test simulates a loss of
electrical load at a power level below P-9 to verify that the Turbine Control
will reduce load without tripping the turbine, and the Feedwater control shall
maintain the S/G 1evels. This transient test is performed by disconnecting
the system from the grid by opening the main generator breakers. The
proceeding evaluation will apply for ail three transients since the same
systems are affected and called upon during the transient tasts.

Certain conditions must be met prior to performing any of the three transient
tests. First, the pihnt shall be in normal operating condition for safe plant
operation. The plant shall also meet stability criteria as specified in the
procedure prior to beginning the tests. All three transient tests were
required for initial Unit startup and are described by the FSAR under Chapter
14, Section 14.5. The procedure will not test any system beyond its design
capabilities. No configuration of the plant will be made that could
jeopardize equipment operation. All trips and protection systems required by
Tech. Specs, and Chapter 15 of the FSAR shall be operable prior to performing
the test. The affected systems are considered to be non-safeti relsted and

;
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'1e system is beingare not required for the safe shutdown of the reactor. ,,

operated as designed.

totection trip funttions for the turbine, st.ch as Overspeed Protettion, are
not oypassed by the test. The reactor protection trip functions shall also be
naintained during tha test'*o ensure safe shutdown to the reactor. The testede

systems are not contigurtd 'n any way to challenge the systems beyond their
design.

Since plant configuration will be maintained iri a normal alignment, no Tech.
Spec. action statements shall be entered. The only possible affected Tech.
Spec. occurs during load rejection, and the Rod Insertion Limit Annunciator is

*

picked up. The procedure reco9ntres this and provides for correttive action.
Per the Tailgate package, the operators are notified beforehand that they will
need to take necessary actions per OP/1/A/6150/09 to clear this alarm.

Based upon this evaluation, nu Unreviewed Safety Question exists for this
procedure.

TT/1/A/4150/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure will be used to connect a Westinghousa digital reactivity
computer (DRC) to the Boron Dilution Mitigation System (BDMS) (Etic) train A
raw detector signal output. This will allow an alternate method for,

connecting the DRC which avoids taking a Power Pange (P/R) detector out of
service. The p;ocedure has_an option in it to either connect the DRC locally
at the ENC amplifier box, or to allow the DRC to be remotely conr.ected via the
Operator Aid-Computer (OAC) Wide Range (W/R) flux signal cable.

The BDMS is required in Modes 3 tu 5. This test will not render it inoperable
while in these modes. ENC train A will become technically inoperable when the
connections are made between the QA-1 ENC circuit and the non-QA DRC (local
connection) or jumper to the OAC cable (remote connection). However, this -

will't be done in Mode 2 following the train being defeated. The single
failur Iteria for the ENC system is still satisfied because train
separat will still be maintained. If the Unit enters Mode 3 with train A
inoperab.., the procedure has steps to restore it to operability. The Tech.
Specs, allow one train to be inoperable for 48 hours in Modes 3 to 5. Both
trains may be inoperable in Modes 3 to 5 for 12 hours. Restoring the train
can be done in less than six hours.

While in Mode 2, no FSAR accident takes credit for the ENC system. Train A,

will be rendered inoperable only in the technical sense. It still will be
functional. Since it is blocked in Mode 2, no equipment important to safety
is affected. The margin of safety in the Tech. Specs, 's not reduced.
Adequato nrecautions.are in plat.e to restore the train within the Tech. Spec.
ailowable time if the Unit enters Mode 3, No unreviewed safety question is
created.

. . . _ . . . .
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TT/1/A/4150/010. Initial Issue

This procedure will be used to connect a Westinghouse digital reactivity
computer (DRC) to the Boron Dilution Mitigation System (DOMS) (ENC) train B
raw detector signal output. This will allow an alternate method for
connecting the DRC which avoids taking a Power Range (P/R) detector out of
service. The procedure has an yption in it to either connect the DRC locally
at the ENC amplifier box, or to allow the DRC to be remotely connected via the
Operator Aid Computer (OAC) Wide Range W/R) flux signal cable.(

The BDMS is required in Modes 5 to 5. This test will not render it inoperable
- while in these modes. ENC trein B will become technically inoperable when the
connections are made between the QA-1 ENC circuit and the non-QA DRC (local
connection) or jumner to the OAC cable (remote connection). However, this
will only be done :n Mode 2 following the train being defeated. Train B only
provides W/R flux indication to tM Control Room. Train A W/R indication will
still be available. The single failure criteria for the ENC system is still'

satisfied because train separation will still be maintained. If the Unit
enters Mode 3 with train B inoperable, the procedure has steps to restore it
to operability. The Tech. Specs. allow one train to be inoperable for 48
hours in Modes 3 to 5. Restoring the train can be done in less than six
hours.

While in Mode 2,*nh r$AR accident takes credit for the ENC system. Train B
will be rendered inoperable only in the technical sense, it still will be
functional. SU.ce it is blocked 1- Mode 2, no equipment important to safety
is affected. The margin of safety in the Tech. Specs. is not reduced.
Adequate precautions are in place to restore the train within the Tech. Spec.
allowed time if the Unit enters Mode 3. No uweviewed safety question is
created.

TN/1/A/1229/0CN1A, initial Issue
,

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11229, Rev. O replaces the Unit 1 Post
Accident Liquid Sample System (PALSS) with the pALSS 11+ system which will be
more reliable and require less maintenance. The new syst'em has a simple
layout,_ fewer components and a less complicated control panel. This_ procedure

-

controls the installation of Nuclear "ampling (NM) valves 1NM801, INM805, and
1NM806 and associated piping. These valves will be useo to provide system
isolation to support installation of-the PALSS 11+ system.

in ordrr to perform this procedure, the Unit 1 Reactor Coolant (NC) A and C
Hot Leg sample lines and Residual. Heat Removal (NO) Pump Discharge sample
lines must be isolated. Isolation of these lines impacts NC system sampling
requirements for Tech. Specs. 3/4.4.7 and 3/4.4.8. Tech. Specs, require that
the NC system be sampled and analyzed at least once per 72 huurs to verify
system chemistry and specific activity limits Implementatiun of this
procedure will be coordinated with Catawba Chemistry sampling intervals to
ensura compliance with Tech. Specs.

During implementation of this procedure, the sample input tubing to the PALSS
panel will be disconnected and modified to allow installation of the isolation
valves and associated equipment. This tubing will remain disconnected from

i
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tht PALSS panel after this procedure is completed and will be reconnected to
the PALS $ 11+ panel insta11ad under TN/1/A/1229/00/02A Whi'e the input
tubing is disconnected, no ,ampling capabilities are available through the
PALSS canel. The PALS $ panel allows sampling of the NC and ND systems and
containment sump during accident conditions for laboratory analysis. With the
PALSS panel out of service, the NC and kD systems and containment sump could -

be manually sampled through the NM system piping and Radiation Monitors (EMrs)
to provide indication of system and containment conditions during accident
sjtuations. Therefore, in +he event of an accident during implementation of
this procedure, sampling capabilities are available. Also, other means, such
as station EMFs and High Range Containment Monitors, are available for
evaluating core damage and containment environment during accident conditions.
No other systems or equipment important to plant safety are affected by th'ese
isolations.

-

After installation of the isolation valves and associated equipment, the
modified tubing and piping will be visually inspected at system tamnerature
and pressure to verify piping integrity. This will ensure hM system integrity
to support subsequent sampling activ' ties.

Sampling capabilities are available during implementation of this procedure,
and no other equipment required to support safe operation of the station is
affected. Based on the above, no unreviewed safety questions are created by
this procedure.

TN/1/A/1229/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-ll229, Rev. O replaces the Unit 1 Post
Accident Liquid Sample System (PALSS) with the PALSS !!+ system which will be
more reliable and require less maintenance. The new system has a simpler
layout, fewer components and a less complicated control panel. This procedure
controls the installation of the new PALSS 11+ system, installs the associated
piping and support equipment, and completes all associated electrical -

activities.
'

In order to perform this procedure, the Unit 1 PALSS panel and its associated
control _ panel must be removed from service and all_ inputs ia the panel
is) lated. This includes electrical isolation of the PALS 3 panel and sump pump
and mechanical isolation of Component Cooling (KC), Instrument Air (VI),
Demineralized Water (YM), and the PALSS Nitrogen supply. These isolations
affect inputs to~the PALSS and Post Accident Containment Sample System
(PACSS) and associated components only, and will not affect the operation of
any other equipment important to plant safety. The Auxiliary Building
Ventilation (VA) duct to the PALSS panel will be disconnected with the VA
system in service. This nas no impact on VA system o;>erability.

,

The PALSS and PACSS are part of the Nuclear Sampli.ng (NM) system which
provides various system sampling capabilities. The PALSS and PACSS allow
sampling of the Reactor Coolant (NC) and Decay Heat Remo'al (ND) systems, thev

containment sump, and the containment atmosphere _during accident conditions
for laboratory f nalysis. With the PALS $ and PACS $ out of service, the NC and
ND_ systems and containment atmosphere could be manually sampled through the NM
system piping and Radiation Monitors (EMFs) to provide indication of system

. . . . . . _
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and containment conditions during accident situations. Therefore, in the i

event of an accident during implementation of this procedure, sampling
capabilities are available. Also, other means, such as station EMFs and High :

'

Range Containment Monitors, are available for evaluating core damage and ;
containment environment during accident conditions.

|
,

After installation, the associated PALSS 11+ tubing and piping will be 4

visually inspected at systen temperature and pressure to verify piping :
integrity. Also, the PALS $ 11+ syste.n will be tested in accordance with the
post Accident Lioubt sampling $ystem Periodic Test to verify system !
performance end <C ability.- Continuity checks will be performed on all new i

and revised c1' C n to ensure operability. After completion of this
procedure, the ' " 11+ system pressure boundary will be restored and the '

,

PALSS 11+ systen and pACSS returned to service.

System isolations are n_ot required, and controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specificaticas. Post Modification Testing is not

,

required for this modification. Based on the above, no unreviewed safety -

questions are created by this procedure. >

TN/1/A/1005/02/01A, Initill Issue
..

Nuclear Station Modification (HSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model KCX. This math model includes supports on the Component Cooling (KC)
system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration.

There are na system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
'concern is-the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during

implementation of this procedure. _ Math Model KCX has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. it has also been qualified for .

the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require ;

numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be ;

done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided that all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by'the Technical. Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid i

exceeding the 72 hour limit and _ declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Des 8gn Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However, .

if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability, Design Engineering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports provided the i

affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures *

prnide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure

t
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will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all Technical
Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required, and controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications, post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification. Based on this discussion, there are no
unreviewed safety questions associated with the implementation of this
procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model KCF. This math model includes supports in the Component Cooling (KC)
system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration..

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure, The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCF has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim-configuration (with some-
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because-the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this_ reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
muifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the _

modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time' limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Eng4 ieering has stated they could
justify operable status of any configuration of modified supports provided the
affected piping is adequately supported. This procedure will p* ovide the
necessary controls to ensure compliance with all Technical Specification
requirements.

System isolations are n_ot required, and controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

..

_ . _ - _ _ .
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TN/1/A/1005/02/05A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubberc.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model KCA.
This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC) system.

There are rLo system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCA has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours j
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. in order to avoid -

exceeding the 72 hour limit and declarhg the af fected system (s) inoperable. |
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping '

|could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. -However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an '

analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration of modified '

supports provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station ,

maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately
supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure ;

compliance with all technical specification requirements.
,

System isclations are not required, and controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specificaticos. Post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
'

with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/07A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 mndifies various piping system
,

analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model KCB.
This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC) system.

There are n_o system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model KCB has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been. implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would require

.
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numerous analyses, for this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the af f ected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours

{ allower by the Technical Specification for snuhbers, in order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af f ected system (s) inoperable,

__

Design Engineering has performed analyses thet indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in

- the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration of r;>dified
supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported. S t a t ' c.n
maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure tne piping is adequate:y
supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ersure
compliance with all Technical Specification requiremants.

System isolations are not required, and controls are provided to ensure

.
compliance with Technical Specifications. post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
. with the implementation of this procedure.

1N/1/A/1005/02/08A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-liOO5/02 modifies various piping systerr.
,

_ nnlyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
- This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model kcl.

This math model includes supports only on the Component Cooling (KC) system.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during

-

implementation of this procedure. Math Model kcl has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with rome
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
bechuse the many possible combinations of $/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may

- be don while the af f ected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Destgo Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have

- been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an-

analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration of modified
supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supoorted. Station
maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately
supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure

. compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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System isolations are not required. Controls are pruvided to ensure i
compliance with lechnical Specifications. post Modification Testing is not

.

required for this modification. |
,

-Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated i
'with the implementation of this procedure.
$

TN/1/A/1005/02/09A, initial issue

iNuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model NDA.
This math model includes supports only on the Residual Heat Rem w al (ND)
system..

.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. 1he only
concern is the seismic qualification of the af fected systems' piping dur;ng '

Iimplementation of this procedure, Math Model NDA has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for 1

the support / restraint configuration which will be in place af ter this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed ..!

because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the-Technical Specification for snubbers, in-order to avoid
exceeding the ]2 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the effected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status _of any configuration of modified
supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station
maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately
supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure
compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are _not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification festing is n_q.t
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/11A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system ,

analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model NON.

__ . _ _.__ _ . _ _ _. _ _ _ . . _ . . . - _ . _ , _. _ - _
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This math model includes supports only on the Residual Heat Removal (ND)'

system.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the af fected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model NDN has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid -

exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration of modified
supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station

-maintenance-procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is-adequately
supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure
compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is no_t
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

_

TN/1/A/1005/02/12A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports in various
systems. This support analysis includes supports only on the Hydrogen Bulk
Storage (GS), Component Cooling (KC), Boron Recycle (NB), Reactor Coolant
(NC), Chemical and Volume Control (NV), and Solid Waste Control (WS) systems.

There are no system isolations required to implemp t this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses, For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided that all the sLpport

.
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modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af fected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour-time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
modified-supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is,

adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to
ensure compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.>

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/16A, Initial Issne

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model NBD.
This math model includes supports only on the Boron Recycle (NB), Decay Heat
Removal (ND), and Safety Injection (N1) systtms.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure, This Math Model has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R corifigurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determired this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the_ entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af fected syston(s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports base
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit. Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated they could justify operable status of any configuration of modified
supports, provided the affected piping-is adequately supported. Station-
maintenance procedures-provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately
supported, This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure
compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

_ _ _ . ._ _ ._ _ _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ -
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System isolations are n_ot required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications, post Modification Testing is not:
required for this modification. |

4

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/18A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various pt;'ng system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model YCA.
This math model includes supports only on the Chilled Water (YC) system.

- There are rLo system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during

- implementation of this-procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the I

- present_ support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for |
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this '

procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined this work may be
done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours .

allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering.has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
modified supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
Station maintenance orocedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is
adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary contre's to '

ensure compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is not

'

required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

- TN/1/A/1005/02/20A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
,

analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
> - This procedura provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model RNE.

This math model includes supports only on the Nuclear Service Water (RN)
system.
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There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, i t has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed '

"

because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determinad that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, piovi ed all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the af fected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in

.

the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
modified supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported. ,

Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is <

adequately supported. -lhis procedure will provide the necessary controls to
ensure compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

! System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications, post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.-

Based on th'is discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

,

:

TN/1/A/1005/02/21A, Initial Issue

i Nuclect Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
| analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.

This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model BWD.,

| This math includes supports only on the Steam Generator Blowdown (BB), Steam
Generator Wet Lay-up (BW), and Maire-up Demineralized Water (YM) systems,

l
There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The onlyr

concern is the seismic qualification of the af fected systems' piping during
Splementation of this procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the

esent support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
toe support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has deterinined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours

,
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid

I exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable.
| Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
|

|

|

,
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could be qualified..provided the modifications to the existing supports have
i

been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
.the 72 hour time limit. Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering

,

has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuretion of 1

mudified supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
,

Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is,

adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ,

ensure compliance with all Technical $pecification requirements. '

System isolations are n_o_t required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is not
required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure. '

TN/1/A/1005/02/23A Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses _with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.,

This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model CAF. .

This math model includes supports only on-the Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) and
Main Feedwater (CF) systems.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The.only- I
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the
present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration:which will be in place af ter this

. procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of $/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that-this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours -

allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
.

exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, :
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping *

could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However,.if the support modifications cannot be completed in

~

the 72 hour tine limit, Design Enoimdng will be contacted.to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to detern,ine ope tbility. Design Engineering ,

has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
,

modified supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is
adequately supported. This procedure will provide.the necessary controls to
ensure compliance with all Technical-Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with TecHical Specifications. Post Modification Testing is not
required for this i C.lfication.

'

,

i
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- Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/A/1005/02/29A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the rework of supports on Math Model BWC.
This math model includes supports only on the Steam Generator Blowdown (80).
Steam Generator Wet Layup (BW) and Mateup Demineralized Water (YM) systems.

There are no system isolatir s required to implement ttis procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualitication of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure. This Math Model has been qualified for the
present-support / restraint (5/R) configuration. It has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented, llowever, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require

~numerous-analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
modifications for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours
allowed by the Technical Specification for snubbers. In order to avoid
exceeding the 72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable,
Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping
could be qualified, provided the modifications to the existing supports have
been completed. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in
-the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an
analysis of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering
has stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
modified supports, provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is
adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to
ensure compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are not required. Controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. post Modifiction Testing is not
required for.this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated4

with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/A/0032/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear' Station Modification (NSM) CN-20632, Rev. O, will revise the controls
on the VF (Fuel Building Ventilation) system so that when a trip 2 signal is
received from Radiation Monitors (EMF's) 35, 36, 37, and 42, the system will
go into filter mode instead of shutting down the fans. This procedure will
provide guidelines for isolation, electrical work, restorations, and
functional verification of the modification.

. . . . - .. .
_ - _ _ _ _



. This procedure may be implemented with Unit Two in any mode. The isolations
that will have to be performed to implement this procedure will affect the VF
System (Fuel Building Ventilation), VE System ( Annulus Ventilation), and two
of the Reactor Vessel Head Vent valves.

During the implementation of this procedure, as a result of the isolations,
both trains of VF will be inoperable. per Tech. Spec. 3.9.11, this is allowed
as long as no operations involving movement of fuel within the storage pool or
crane operation with loads over the storage pool is taking place. No fuel
movement will be taking place during the implementation of this procedure.

Also as a result of the isolations, VE Train A will be inoperable due to power
being removed from VE Fan 2A, damper 2AVS-D-4 (2VE-4, VE Fan 2A Miniflow
Isolation), and 2AVS-D-5 (VE Fan 2A Isolation Damper). Per Tech. Spec.
3.6.1.8, one train of VE mcy be inoperable for 7 days while the Unit is in
Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4,

The isolations for this procedure effect Tornado Isolation Dampers 2FPX-D-3A,
2FPX-D-6A, 2FPX-D-30, 2FPX-D-6B, and 2AVS-D-5. As a result of the isolations,

Fuel Pool Exhaust' dampers 2FPX-D-3A, 2FPX-D-6A, 2FPX-D-3B, and 2FPX-D-6B will
fail open. However, these dampers have a back-up air supply tank that would
close these dampers if the Tornado Isolation pushbutton was depressed on
Control Board 2MC5. Damper 2AVS-D-5 is also a fail open damper, so this
damper will be gagged closed before the isolations are made to protect the
plant in case of a tornado. VE Train A will be inoperable during the
- tmplementation of this procedure, so having 2AVS-D-5 closed will not be an
operational concern.

- The isointions made for Control Board plug P-04-16 also af fect Reactor Head
Vent valves 2NC251B and 2NC2528. Two of the four Reactor Head Vent valves,
2NC252B and 2NC253A (in.se es), are closed with power removed during normal

L operation. Therefore, a single failure would affect only one of the two
powered valves, 2NC250A and 2NC2519. Valves 2NC251B and 2NC2520 will have'

power removed from'them to implement this procedure. 2NC2518 will be tagged
i

: closed for this procedure,. making one of the reactor coolant vent paths
inoperable. To comply with Tech. Spec. 3.4.11, all valves in this vent path,

,

1NC250A, 1NC251B,-1NC252B, and 1NC253A, will be tagged closed. Per Tech.! -

; Spec.'3.4.11, ine reactor coolant vent path may be inoperable for 30 days
L while the Unit is in Modes 1, 2, 3, or 4.
;.
i. All modified circuits will be functionally tested prior to returning them to

service. No unreviewed safety questions are created.i

TN/2/A/0611/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20611, Rev. O replaces the Unit 2 Post
Accide-t Liquid Sample System (PALSS) with the PALSS 11+ system which will be

,.

t

more reliable-and require less maintenance. The new system has a simpler
layout, fewer components and a less complicated control paael. This procedure

,

; controls the installation of Nuclear Sampling (NM) System valves 2NM801,
; 2NM805, and 2NM806 and associated piping, These valves will be used to

provide system isolation to support installation of the PALSS 11+ system.
;
4

3

4
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In order to perfor;n this procedure, the Unit 2 Reactor Coolant (NC) A and C
Hot Leg sample lines and Residual Heat Removal (ND) Pump Otscharge sample ,

lines must be isolated. Isolation of these lines impacts NC system sampling
requirements for Tech. Specs. 3/4.4.7 and 3/4.4.8. Tech. Specs. require that *

the NC system be sampled and analyzed at least once per 72 hrs. to verify
system chemistry and specific activity limits, implementation of this
procedure will be coordinated with Catawba Chemistry sampling intervals to
ensure compliance with Tech, Specs.

,

,

Ouring implementation of this procedure, the sample input tubing to the PALSS
panel will be disconnected and modified to allow installation of the isolation
s'ves and associated equipment. This tubing will remain disconnected from
the PALSS panel after this procedure is completed and will be reconnected to
the PALSS 11+ panel installed under TN/2/A/0611/00/02A, While the input
tubing is disconnected, no sampling capabilities are available through the
PALSS panel. The PALSS panel allows samplir9 of the NC and N0 systems and
containment sump during accident conditions for laboratory analysis. With the
PALSS panel out of service, the NC and ND systems and containment sump could
be manually sampled through the NM system piping _and Radiation Monitors (EMFs)
to provide indication of system and containment conditions during accident
situations. Therefore, in the event of an accident during implementation of
this procedure, sampling capabilities are available. Also, other means, such

,

as station EMFs and High Range Containment Monitors, are available for
evaluating core damage and containment environment during accident conditions.
No other systems or equipment important to plant safety are affected by these
isolations.

After installation of the isolation valves and associated equipment, the
modified' tubing and piping will be visually inspected at system temperature
and oressure to verify piping integrity. This will ensure NM system integrity
to support subsequent sampling activities.

No new failure modes or operating characteristics are introduced by this
procedure. Sampling capabilities are available during implementation of this
procedure. No other equipment required to support safe operation of the-
station is affected. No unreviewed safety questions are judged to be involved
or created by this procedure.

TN/2/A/0611/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20611, Rev. O replaces the Unit 2 Post
Accident Liquid Sample System (PALSS) with the PALSS II+ system which will be
more reliable and require less maintenance. The new system has a simpler
layout, fewer components and a less complicated control panel. This procedure-
controls the installation of the new PALSS II+ system, installs the associated
piping and support equipment, and completes all associated electrical
activities.

In order to perform this procedure, the Unit 2 PALSS panel and its associated
control panel must be removed from service and all inputs to the panel >

isolated. This includes electrical isolation of the PALSS panel and sump
pump, and mechanical isolation of Component Cooling (KC), Instrument Air (VI),
Demineralized Water (YM), and the PALSS Nitrogen supply. These isolations

- .. .. - - ~ - . - - .. _ - - . . . - - - -___.-
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affect inputs in the PALSS and Post Accident Containment Sample. System (PACSS)
and associated components only, and will not affect the operation of any other
equipment important to plant safety. The Ant 11ery Building Ventilation (VA)
duct to the PALSS panel will be disconnected with the VA system in service.
This has no impact on VA system operability.

The PALS $ and PACSS ate part of the Nuclear Sampling (NM) system which
-

provides various system sampling capabilities. The PALSS and PACSS allow
sampling of the Reactor Coolant (NC) and Decay Heat Removal (ND) systems, the
containment sump, and containment atmosphere during accident conditions for
laboratory analysis. With the PALSS and PACSS out of service, the NC and N0
systems and containment atmosphere could be manually sampled through the NM
system piping and Radiation Monitors (EMFs) to provide indication of system
and containment conditions during accident situations. Therefore, in the
event of an accident during implementation of this procedure, sampling
capabilities are available. Also, other means, such as station EMFs and High
Range Containment Monitors, are available for evaluating core damage and
containment environment during accident conditions.

Af ter installation, the associated PALSS 11+ tubing and piping will be
visually inspected at system temperature and pressure to verify piping
. integrity. Also, the PALSS 11+ system will be tested in accordance with the
Post Accident Liquid Sampling Systen.ttri,dic Test to verify system
performance and reliability. Nr.e.inu't', r. hecks will be performed on all new
and revised circuits to ensure operability. After completion of this
procedure, the PALSS II+-system pressure boundary will be restored and the
PALSS 114 system and PACSS returned to service.

No new failure rnodes or operating characteristics are introduced by this
procedure. Sampling capabilities are available during implementation of this
procedure. No other equipment required to support safe operation of the
station is affected. No unreviewed safety questions are judged to be involved
or created by this procedure.

PT/0/A/4600/068,- Initial Issue

This procedure supersedes unit specific procedures PT/1/A/4600/06B and
PT/2/A/4600/06B. It is identical to these procedures with the exception of
the following changes:

1. Step'1.2, 11.1, and 12.15 - The reference to the Data Book was revised to
make it applicable to either unit.

2. Step 6.4~- A new step was added to provide warning of Radiation Monitor
(EMF) alarms,

'3. Step 8.3 - The step was revised to ensure that the applicable unit is
identified to Radiation Protection (R.P., previously " Health Physics")

-for posting.

4. Step 8.4 - The step was changed to specify use of Unit Containment Entry
Log.



. . . .

5. Step 12.6 - The step was revised to allow incore Detector System (CNA)
detectors to be returned to Storage and R.P. posting to be removed if new
detector setpoints are required but further ENA operation is not

i presently desired.

6. Step 12.10 - New steps were added to provide for re gosting of
appropriate areas prior to subsequent ENA operation.

7. Step 12.14 - Notification of Operations as well as Radiation Protection
was specified.

The ENA S3.'em is operated at all times in accordance with Op/0/A/6150/07,
"Incore Instrumentation". Additional measures are adopted to ensure that no
personnel radiation exposure results from ENA detect')r operation. No
unreviewed safety questions are created by this procedure.

PT/0/A/4600/06A, Initial Issue-

This procedure supersedes unit specific procedures PT/1/A/4600/06A and
1 P1/2/A/4600/06A. It is identical to these procedures with the exception of
5 the_following_changesi

'1. Step 3.1 - The required time was changed from 2 hours to a more accurate-

duration of 1-hour.

2. Step 6.3 - A new step was added to provide warning of Radiatioi Monitor
(EMF) alarms.

3. Step 8.2 - The-step was revised to ensure that the applicable unit is
identified to Radiation Protection (previously 'h nith Physics") for
posting.

4. Step 8.3 - The requirement for Shift Supervisor signoff was deleted.
The applicable unit's Containment Entry Log is to be reviewed by the Test
Coordinator instead.

5. Step 12.19 - The step-was changed to specify that detectors be withdrawn
after voltage plateaus are obtained, instead of being operated in SCAN
and RECORD.

6. Step 12.21 - The notification of Operations as well as Radiation
'Peotection was specified.

7. Step 12.22 - The reference to Data Book s.as revised to make it applicable
to either unit.

8. General - PT/1/A/4600/06A had previously specified that strip chart
traces be retained. This issue adopts retention of detector voltage
plateau data via PA0 Table, as specified by PT/2/A/4600/06A. This PA0,

data is enhanced, however, by addition of provisions to record the
applied detector voltage coincident with corresponding detector response
noted on the PA0 table.



,

|
The Incore

None of the above changes introduces a nuclear safety concern.
Detector (ENA) System is at all times operated in accordance withAdditional measures are adopted to
Op/0/A/6150/07, "Incore Instrumentation"
ensure that no personnel radiatior exposure results from ENA detector
operation.

P1/1/A/4150/28, Initial Issue

lhe purpose of this test is to set the feedwater heater levels such thatthe method for obtaining these levels
optimum performance is obtained. A change in the shell liquid levelinvolves changing the sht11 liquid levels.
can cause damage to the heater when the level at ths entrance to tht-Before damage
sub-cooler is too low, resulting in a flashing condition.Drain Cooler Approach
causing low shell liquid ievel is reached, thaAt this point during the test, the
temperature will increase significantly.Also, the shell liquid levels will not be
level will not be lowered further.
lowered more than 5" below the normal liquid level, even if a sharp increase
in the Drain Cooler Approach does not occur, preventing the possibility ofThis will also prevent heater damage in theoverranging related equipment. The feedwater heaters are not safetyevent of an equipment malfunction.
related. No unreviewed safety question is created.

PT/0/A/4400/228, Change #26

The purpose of this procedure change is to allow for the Nuclear Service Water
Train B; the Nuclear Service Water pump Train B

(RN) Flow Balance: and the RN Pump 18 flow versus pressure data acquisition toPerformance Test; The flow path line-up will be established using
be performed simultaneously.No unique valve line-ups or alignments are required
the RN Flow Balance.
beyond the scope of the normal flow balance in the combination of these two

Pump Inservice Test (IWP) data will be taken while the pump isprocedures.
aligned per the flow balance.

The RN pumps are not operated
The RN system is not degraded by these tests.The performance of these tests do not make any
outside the Design conditions.No unreviewed safety questions are created.train of RN ir. operable.

PT/0/A/4400/08B, Change #4

change is to allow for the Nuclear Service Water
The purpose of this proceduraTrain B; the Nuclear Service Water Pump Train B
(RN) Flow Belance: and the RN Pump 18 flow versus pressure data acquisition toPerformance Test; lhe flow path line-up will be established using
be performed simultaneously,No unique valve line-ups or alignments are required
the RN Flow Balance. Valves 1kN4BB, IRN50B, and

beyond the normal scope of the Flow Balance.1RN51B will be deleted from the valve line-up because Unit 1 is in mode 5, and
the Unit 1 Non-Essential Header is not being supplied.

Before the completion of the RN Flow Balance on Pump 10, a flow versusThis is new enclosure 13.8 of the
pressure data profile will be recorded.While in the RN Flow Balance, the ordinary valve line-up is
Flow Balance.

- - - - - - - - - _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _
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such that the flow conditions sre near the maximum flow paths available to RN
in the one pump / isolated train alignment. Thus. by opening the final
Containment $ pray Heat Exchanger, a flow path of two Containment spray, two
Component Cooling, and two Diesel Generator Engine Cooling Water Heat I.

: Exchangers, one Control Area Ventilation / Chilled Water chiller, and various |

other flows inaximize the flow for that data point of the pump curve profile. 1

By gradually closing off each of the flow paths, a flow versus pressure
profile may be constructed. Cautions to avnid the pump runout condition of
26,000 gpm and mini-flow dead heading of 8,500 gpm are emphasized thruughout
the procedure steps.

One concern beyond the scope of the RN Flow Balance is the possibility of a
Isecond pump start while the flow paths have been reduced in the gathering of

low flow, high pressure data. On the possibility of a low pit level, a signal
for the second train pump to start could exceed the immediate mini-flow
alignment. The operators at the controls have the capability to open the '

Containment Spray Meat Exchangers from the control board. The Test'

Coordinator has the capability of removing air from 1RN351 and 2RN351,
immediately allowing full flow to the Component Cooling Heat Exchangers. The
Component Cooling Heat Exchangers would then be returned to their flow
balance,-fail safe positions. These cautions ata also highlighted within the
procedure 1,f the f ailure of the instrument air system occurred, the
Component Cooling Heat Excnangers would be aligned to their fail safe
position,. removing any. concerns of inadequate mini-flow protection for the two
pumps, The Component Cooling Heat Exchangers can adequately provide a flow
path to ensure no dead heading occurs for both pumps in operation.

The RN system is.aot degraded by these tests. The RN pumps are not operated
outside the design conditioris. The performance of these tests do not make any
train of RN inoperable. Ho unreviewed safety questions are created.

TN/1/A/1005/02/26A, Change #1>

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CH-11005/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers. ,

lhis' procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NV-01. This change adds an alternate support 1-A-KC-4946 to the scope

3
of this procedure. This support will be deleted from the Component Cooling
(KC) system, in addition, this change provides direction allowing insulation

.

steps to be NA'd if not required and properly documanted within the work
'

request.

'

There are pLo system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems' piping during
implementation of this procedure, Math Model NV-01 and the KC system have
been qualified for the present suppert/ restraint ($/R) configuration. They
have also been qualified for the support / restraint configuration which will be
in piece after this procedure has been implemented. However, the interim
configuration (with some deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has
not been analyzed because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations
would require numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has aetermined that
this work may be done while the af fected system (s) are operable, provided that
all the support modifications for the entire math model are completed within

. _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _ , _
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the 72 hours a!10wed by the Technical Specification fc,r snobbers. In order to !
avoid. exceeding the-72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) )
inoperable, Design Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the
affected piping could be qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, ;
provided the modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This |
procedure is written to complete all modifications before deleting any,

,

supports. However, if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72
hour time limit, Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis,

of the affected piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has
stated that they could justify operable status of any configuration of
modified supports provided the affected piping is adequately supported.
Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is
adequately supported. This procedure will provide the necessary controls to
ensure compliance with all Technical Specification requirements.

System isolations are ncLt required, and controls are provided to ensure
compliance with Technical Specifications. post Modification Testing is not ,

required for this modification. Based on this discussion, there are no '

unreviewed safety questions associated with the implementation of this
procedure. -

PT/1/A/4400/01, Change #19

the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) flow balance of the Safety Injection
(NI) and Chemical and Volume Control (NV) system is normally performed in "No
Mode" with the reactor vessel head removed and water allowed to overflow into
the reactor cavity. This restricted procedure change will provide the
necessary guidance to perform this balance with the reactor vessel head
installed and the M actor Coolant (NC) system filled and vented.

,

Chapter 15 of the FSAi4 addresses dilution accidents in Mode 5 and recognizes
that by having proper o;>eration of the Baron Dilution Mitigation System
(BDMS), there is adequate time for termination of the dilution source and
injection of bora.ed water to ensure that_ shutdown margin is maintained. This

-procedure change ensures that shutdown margin is maintained by ensuring proper
boron concentration in the Refueling Water Storage Tank (FWST), which is the

,

in,iection source. FWSf temperature is also verified to be above 80'F to ,

ensure shutdown margin is not compromised by the injection of this source of ,

water. It also ensures that the BDMS system is operable as required by Tech,
Spacs. for Mode 5. Equipment required to terminate this event will be

,

available,'-

,

'The test flowpath of the N1 and MV system will be identical to the desig,ed
flowpeth, which is to take water from the FWST through the NC system and the

; pressurizer, with venting-through the Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT). Proper
-termination criteria for pressurizer level is provided in the procedure, and
the PP,T_is vented to lower cor.tainment through vent valves and directed to the
containment auxiliary charcc.a1 filters.

Operation of all pumps will be within their design requirements. By limiting
the temperature dif ference between the FWST water and the NC system,
Pressuriver and vessel heatup and cooldown limits are maintained within Tech.
Spec. limits, fWST water quality is maintained within Tech. Spec. limits to

---. ,_ _ __ _ _ . _ - . _ . _ - - _ . _ _ . _ .._ _ ,. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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provide r.acessary makeup to the NC system. Proper termination criteria for

pump parameters, temperature limits, and pressurizer level are provided in the
test. .

i

With the unit in Mode 5, there are no requirements by Tech. Specs. for the
operation of the ECCS equipment. Only one NV pump is required to be operable
with an assured source of emerg6ncy power. During this entire test, an
operable boration flowpath, as defined by Tech. Specs., will be maint W ed.
Also, the Residual Heat Removal (ND) train providing core cooling will be
available for immediate operation as defined by Tech. Specs. This Tech. S ec.t
allows for the termination of ND flow for up to an hour, as long as no
dilutions are in progress, and the NC system is below saturation by 10 F. The
test provides termination criteria by limiting time that the ND pump can be '

off to I hour and ensuring the NC system temperature, as measured by core exit I
thermocouples, is not allowed to exceed 140 F, which is well below saturation !

'temperature of 212'F at atmospheric pressure. As d; fired by Tech. Specs. for
an NC system with filled loops, either another ND train will be operable, or
two Steam Generators will be filled +o greater than 12% Narrow Range Level.

All plant equipuent will be operated within its design requirements as
specified by the limits and precautions in the procedure. Pump protection _is >

-provided by insuring proper net positive suction head prior to pump start. A-
minimum flowpath is also verified prior to starting any pump. The flowpaths
provided in the procedure do not differ from the designed flowpath of the
operated, systems.

The change ensures that all Tech. Spec. requirements are maintained by
ensuring shutdown margin is maintained, a boron flowpath is maintained, and
BDMS is available with backup from the source range channels. Core cooling
requirements are maintained as specified for mode 5. Pressurizer and NC
system heatup and cooldown limits are maintained. Therefore, no Unreviewed
Safety Question exists by the use of this procedure change.

'

-0P/1/A/6700/01, Change #200

Full Power Range (P/R) Nuclear Instrumentation Syistem (NIS) Currents

This section of Table 2.2 contains P/R Nis full power calibration currents at
axial uffsets of +20%, 0%, and -20% derts)d per approved procedure
PT/1/A/4600/05E, Preliminary NIS Calibration. The M Factors denoted in this
section..have not been changed (they remain the same as the factors determined
per the final Cycle 5 performace of the quarterly Incore/Excore calibration).
The new calibration currents are generated by adjusting the final calibration
currents of Cyclo 5 for the expected change in core power distribution from
End of Cycle 5 to Beginning of Cycle 6. These currents are used by Instrument

and Electrical to enhance the calibration of the NIS to ensure the most
accurate possible indication of Axial-Flux Difference (and f (AI) input3 *

function to the Overtemperature Differential Temperature setpoints in the 7300
process circuitry) during initial power escalation to 30% Full Power (F.P.)
(or the highest power level.a!,owad per PT/1/A/4150/21, Controlling Procedure
for Startup Testing)-following refueling.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . _ _ _ ,
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Power Range NIS Trip _Se_tpoints

Trip setpoints for the P/R Nis Detectors may at no time be deliberately
established at greater than 109% F,P. The trip setpoints may be sat lower
than 109% by approved procedure, Tech. Spec. Action statement, or by direction

; of the Shift Supervisor. The value of 109% F.p. i s set forth by Tech. Specs.
to ensure that power operation is at all times bounded by the assumptions used
in FSAR Chapter 15 analyses. Any setpoints below 109% are for desired
conservatism or compliance with Tech. Specs. In this case, the trip setpoints
are established at 25% F.P. per Tech. Spec. Special Test Exception 3.10.3 and
PT/1/A/4150/21, Controlling Procedure for Startup Testing, for the purpose of i

imposing strict conservatism on initial operation at below 10% F.P. following I
refueling. This ensures that all low power (particularly zero power physics) j
testing is satisfactorily completed, thereby validating the new core's design
predictions, before continued power escalation is permitted.

No unreviewed safety questions are created by these changes.

OP/1/B/6100/10E, Change #12

Nuclear Station Modification CN-11168/00 has modified the Steam Generator
(S/G) feedwater control system to use digital electronics. This system
replaces the former feedwater control system's signal processing and output to
include more redundancy of input, signal quality control, signal substitution
during recognized control system malfunctions, and the transfer of feedwater
control to the operator when automatic control is questionable. Components
affccted by~the modification include the main feedwater valves and the main
feedwater pumps. This evaluation covers only the procedure changes made to
the annunciator responses that support the operation of the S/G digital
feedwater control system (DFCS).

The anrunciator responses are written'to a specified format that precludes the
need for discussion of the setpoint, the origin, the probable cause and the
automatic ~ actions. These items are determined by the modification, and
reflect the as-bsilt configuration of the plant. Immediate and supplemental
actions are determined by knowledgeable individuals and bear review here.

"CFCV ISOL VLVS CLSD, E/5" has the operator determine which main feedwater
isolation valve is closed and makes preparation to open it without causing a
perturbation to the feedwater system. . Subsequent action ensures the cause of
the alarm is fully understood should the alarm not clear af ter the isolation
valve'is opened.

"DFC5 NOT IN AUTO, D/5" has the operator manually control the feedwater
system, since control of the system has been transferred from automatic. With
the exception of-one channel of feedwater flow, the operator has availabic all
the indications available to the automatic control function. Manual control
of the feedwater system is an analyzed and qualified operator function.
Subsequent actions determine and correct the cause of the malfunction and
. restore the feedwater system to automatic control.

,

I
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"DFCS 1 ROUBLE, C/5" has the operator take appropriate actions to other DFCS
alarms before requesting maintenance support in this response, since this
alarm will actuate on any malfunction of the OFCS feedwater control system
whether operator action is required or not. Of the four alarms discussed,
this has icwest priority of response. Subsequent action is to determine and
correct the cause of the malfunction and ensure the optimum performance of-the
control system.

"FCV OR BFCV DEVIATION, B/5" has the operator determine which feedwater or
bypass control valve is experiencing a deviation between its demand position
and its actual position. Based on plant conditions, actions are prescribed to
either take manual. control of the feedwater supply for the affected loop or
monitor loop indications while the system corrects itself. Subsequent actions
determine and correct the cause.of the ralfunction and describe the sequence
for re-establishing automatic valve control.

r

The actions provided for operator control of the S/G feedwater control system
in manual as a result of the modification, CN-11168/00, do not constitute an
unreviewed safety question. Actions not previously prescribed are required to
satisfy plant conditions or were previously accomplished by normal, abnormal
or emergency operating procedures. Incorporation of these actions into this '

procedure merely reflect the addition of a mechanism to alert the operator to
a need to_ operate _ manually or monitor the feedwater system for proper
operation.

TN/2/B/0605/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Oump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV030.

The_. steam dump system is not essential for safe. shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides '

added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's;may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV030. _The
Operations Group will coordinate tha isolations necessary to implement this '

procedure. The isolations required for implemeN ation of this procedure are
the same as the isolationt required when performing repair or maintenance on.

,

2SV030.

-Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block .

valve open. Also,.a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of 2SV030 to open under main steam pre -

conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation perfon and
i

'i
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approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced b this evaluation is identified on the post
Modification Testing Plan and has ten reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the co.cerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV030.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. -The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is af fected. -

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0605/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Attuospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing ore will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modif'. cation to ADV 2SV032.

The steam dump systvm is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power. -

Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV032. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV032.

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
post Modification Testing program at the station, The valve and itss

associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of 2SV032 to open under main steam pressure

-conditions. This te'st has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to

< . . _ ___
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ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post |
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV032.
Post modificatien te> ting will be performed to ensure the valve performs its .

intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no laterface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpcint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is af fected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0605/00/03A, Initial Issue

Nuclear $tation "lodification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve compo1ents will
either be-replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the-chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV034.

The steam dumo system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Oprations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV034. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV034.

Testing for NSM CN-20505, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
- Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentatfor, will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure

(
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be

: perfcrmed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
' .vaive'open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to

demonstrate the ability of 2SV034 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. -This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation pet *ed and-

approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
.The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if'he valve opens and fails to close.t

Al_1.of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV034.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. .The ADVs are not used for accidnnt mitigation. They have

i
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no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. Nn new
operating mode: or characteristics are introduced by this proct. dure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0605/UO/04A, Initial Issue
-

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new compor,ent, or the existing or.e will be modified, '

These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV036. 4

The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
i s not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides

- added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations-Group, one or two- -

ADV's may be taken out of service whise the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV036. The-
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this-
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the-isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV036.

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev, 0, will be performed in wcordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The-valve and it5
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup aild checked out to ensure
proper operation and-indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block

- valve open. Also, a-test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the abi11ty of 2SV036 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The~te.; will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient'if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The 0perations Group will control the isolations re,uired to modify 2SV036.
Post modification testing'will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used.for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes.or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither

- any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based-on this discussion, there are no urireviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.'

.
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TN/2/B/0605/00/05A, Initial Issue:

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-2060:. Rev. O, prnvides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV} that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified. l

These modifications will reduce the chances of valve f ailure and enhance tre |
perforrhance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide |
guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV038.

The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system rwrely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken cut of service while the unit is at 100% power.

' - Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV038. The
Operations. Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV038.

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev. O, w''l be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its 1

associated Instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and eressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a-test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of 2SV038 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimi e the potential for a plantt

transient if the valve opens and fails to close. -

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV038.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new

- operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is af fected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the imple,aentation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0605/00/06A, Initial Issue 4

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. 0, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will,

either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.

n.
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These_ modifications will reduce the chances of valve _ failure and enhance the
performance _of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the_ modification to ADV 2SV040.

The steam dump _ system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV040. The

'

Operations _ Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. -The _isolatiors required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV040.

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with'the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and 1dication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performid at operating wperature and pressure w(>.a the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of 2SV040 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluai:m, performed and

approved before_the test is performed during implemer. att of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97*f power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Tu ting Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to ,

ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV040.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function, The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plar; system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating. modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither

-any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is af fected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2nl/0605/00/07A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump-Vaive (A0V) that will improve the reliability
:and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new' component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance.of the valve. The purpose of this procedure-is to provide

,

guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV042.

The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dunp system merely provides

I
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added'_ flexibility in unit operation. 'Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while_the unit _is_at 100% power.
Implementif.g this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV042. The

_ Operations._ Group will coordinate _the isolations necessary tc. implement this- .,

procedure. The isolations-required for implementation of this procedure are
p - the same as the _.isolations required when performing repair or_ maintenance oa

-2SV042.-

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev :0, will be performed in accordance with the
Post _ Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for laakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associtt;d block
valve open. Also, a-test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate _the ability of 2SV042 to s,en under main steam pressure -

conditions. This test has its'own ICCFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this pr:cedure.
The test will be performed at_97% power to minimize the potential for i plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing re/erenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing-Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing-identified adequately addresses the concerns o' the post-
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV042.
,

Past modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interf ace with any plant system used for accident mitigation, No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit,_nor any operating parameter is-affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

-

:TN/2/B/0605/00/08A, Initial-Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will

either be replaced with a new comaonent, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for_the modification to ADV 2SV044.

- The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely_provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be_taken out of_ service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV044. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedae. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _
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the same as thi isoletions required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV044.

Testing for NSM CN-20605,_Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the ,

Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. -A visual inspection for ieakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block

.'

valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
-demonstrate the ability of 2SV044 to open under main steam pressure

'

conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during-implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
-transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

_

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program,

aerations Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV044.
dification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its

u d function. The-ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
'rface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
ng modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither

tpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

ad on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
Ewith the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0605/00/09A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20605, Rev. O, provides modifications to -

each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will_ improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
:These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV 2SV054.

;The steam dump--system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is_not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 2SV054. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
2SV054.

Testing for NSM CN-20605, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its

-associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure

.
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proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the_ associated block

_

valve open. -Also, a test will-be performed by the performance Group to-

.

demonstrate: the ability- of: 2SV054 to open under main steam pressure-
conditions. This' test bas its own 10CFRSO.59 evaluation | performed and
approved before.the test is performed during implementation of'this procedure.
The test will be performed at-97% power _to minimize the-potential for a plant ,

transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

~All s'.the testing . referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification-Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the_ testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations-Group will control the isolations required to modify 2SV054.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

3ased on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the-implementation of this' procedure.

'

TT/2/B/9200/063, Initial' Issue

--This_ procedure will stroke the Atmospheric Dump Valves against differential ^

pressure to verify proper operation of the modifications performed in
CN-20605.

The valve. stroke test will open one of the Atmospheric Oump Va'ives 25%. The
procedure requires that the plant to be at ur below 97% power due to the
slight increase in power that will occur when the valve is opened.

The test does.not_ configure the plant se that equipment operation will be
-jeopardized. If the atmospheric dump valve was to remain open or fail open, -

the' Control Room Operator can isolate the steam leak by closing the asseciated
block valve. The Atmospheric Dump Valves are considered to be non-safety
related equipment and.are.not required _for' safe shutdown of the reactor.
Since-the valves are being operated as designed, no new accident is created
that is not already addressed in the FSAR.

nThe valves will be tested within their designed function'and shall not be
challenged beyond their normal function. Even though the valve is non-safety,
if it-were to malfunction, the control room can close the block valve,o
isolating the valve. This does not af fect safety equipment.

LThe: Atmospheric Dump Valves are not addressed by Tech. Specs.

No unreviewed safety question exists for this procedure.
_

,
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TN/1/B/1224/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to *

each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve ( ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of-these valves. Several of the valve components will *

either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the

Jerformance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV ISV030.

The_ steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; .thus, it
_

is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides-

added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
.-ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implement"g this procedure will require isolation of valve ISV030. The -

Operations Group will coordinate the isolatiM s necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
1SV030.

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station, The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A isual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of ISV030 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has-its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before.the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close,

s. All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to - "

ensure _the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The.0perations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV030.
: Post madification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no-interface with any plant system-used-for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
.any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.4

1
Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/B/1224/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to-

each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified..
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These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the-valve. _The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for:the modification to ADV 1SV032.

,

-The steam. dump system is- not essential for safe shutdown of the unit;. thus, it
is not designated as safety-related, The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may-be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require. isolation of valve 1SV032. The
Operations Group will-coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure'are
the same as the isolations rcquired when performing repair or maintenance on
1SV032.

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked-out to ensur_e
proper operation and-indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating-temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to-

' demonstrate.the ability of ISV032_to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient.if the valve opens and falls to close.

,

All of the testing referenced-_in this evaluation is identified on the Post
,

Nodification Testing Plan and has been-reviewed by the system engineer to
.

ensure the testing ide'ntified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modt fication . testing . program.

The Operations Group will ' control the isolations required to modify ISV032.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by thi_s procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
withL the implementation of this procedure.

t

TN/1/B/1224/00/03A, Initial _ Issue

-Nuclear-Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump. Valve (ADV) tnat will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or.the existing one will be modified.

-These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance-for the modification to ADV 1SV034.

The steam dump syster is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
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added flexibility in unit operation Per the G?erations Group, one or two
ADV's may-L- take, out-of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this precedure will require isolation of valve ISV034. The
Operations Group will coordinate-the isolations neesssary_to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
ISV034.

Testing _for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station, The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visuai inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to-
demonstrate the ability of ISV034 to open under main steam pressure -

conditiens. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before tFe test is ,oerformed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will .be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Port
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing _ identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

_The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV034.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no-interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced'by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating _ parameter is af fected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure. "

,

TN/1/B/1224/00/04A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
=each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the_ reliability
and niaintainability -of these valves. -Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of _the vElve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV ISV036.

The steam _ dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated _as safety related. The steam dump system merely providess

added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve 1SV036. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
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. Storage' lank (FWST). The reactor vessel is open with no fuel in the core
'

during performance _of this test. NI and NV pumps discharge into the reactor
vessel,.and water is allowed to overflow into the reactor vessel cavity.

Performance of this test provides assurance that adequate Emergency Core -
Cooling System (ECCS) flows will be delivered to the Reactor Coolant System in
the event of a loss of Coolant Accident.

With the reactor vessel head removed, there is no possibility of
overpressurizing the Reactor Coolant System. The Emergency-Ccre Cooling
System (ECCS) is not required to perform any safety function during "No Mode"
operations.

Failure of the ECCS during this test would not result in any accident
different than any already evaluated in the FSAR. The ECCS will be aligned in
configurations similar to those which would be required following an accident
condition. However, the reactor vessel will be open and FWST water will
overflow into the cavity.

Technical Specifications do not require the ECCS to be operable during "No
Mode" conditions. This test ensures that Technical Specification Surveillance
Requirements are' satisfied for the ECCS and that the system will be able to
meet its design safety function when required during accident conditions.

Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that the proposed procedure does
not involve an unreviewed safety question.

PT/1/A/4200/01N Retype, Changes 0 to 33 Incoiporated

The changes made as a result of this retype are as follows:

1. Section 2.0 was-completely revised to separately categorize the source
documents. FSAR Section 6.3.4 was included as an additional reference
source.

2. Section 5.0, step 5.1, changed " Sections 12.1 through 12.29" to
" Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29" Steps 5.1.3 and 5.2.4, "Heise" was
changed to " Pressure".

3. Section 6.0, was renumbered and steps 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 added. Step
6.4 assures the Test coordinator that a testing path exists. Step 6.5
makes aware the possibility of inaccurate reading based on the phenomenon
'f flashing. Step 6.6 is an administ-ative addition. Previous step 6.6
av. ueleted. It is incorporated into Section 2.0, Tech Spec 4.4.6.2.2.

4. Section 7.0 was renumbered, and step 7.1, " Sections 12.1 through 12.26"
was changed to " Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29".

5. Section 8.0 was completely revised to group similar prerequisite
conditions (Step 8.4) for Enclosures 13.1 through 13.29.
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the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
ISVC36.

Testing-for NSM CH-11224,-Rev. O, will be perforned in accordance with the
Post Modification _ Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure

-proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve'open. .Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
-demonstrate the ability of ISV036 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This. test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of tnis procedure.
The: test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
. transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations requireo to modify ISV036.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intendea function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/B/1224/00/05A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves, Several of the valve components will-
either be replaced with a new component, or tt.c existing one will be modified.

'These modifications-Will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification-to ADV 1SV038.

The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility-in-unit operation. Per the' Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve ISV038. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The Isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when per4rming repair or maintenance on
1SV038.

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing prog am at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure

1
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proper operation;and indication. A. visual-inspection for leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the-associated block
valve open. -Also, a. test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of ISV038 to open under main steam pressure

~

conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50,59 evaluation performed and
approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The tesc will be performed at 97% power to minimize the -potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and falls to close.

All of the tecting referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identif__ied adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testi.ng program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV038.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs its
intended function'. The ADVs are not used-for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is af fected.

Based on this discussion, there are no-unreviewed safety questions associa+ed
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/8/1224/00/06A, Initial Issue
-

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
.each main steam Atmospheric Dump _ Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. 'Several of the valve components will
either be replaced.with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of. the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV 1SV040.

'

~The steam dump system _ is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility _ in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
-Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve ISV040. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
1SV040.

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
-Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve-and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure

; proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be
' performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
i valve open. Also,-a test will be performed by the. Performance Group to

demonstrate the ability of 1SV040 to open under main steam pressure
conditions. This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
approved before the te t is performed during implementation of this procedure,

i
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- The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential _ for a plant
_transiant it the valve opens an'd fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation _is-identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by_the system engineer to-
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the' concerns of the post
modi fication -testing program.-

** The Operations Group will control the isolations_ required to modify ISV040.
Post modification testing will be performed to ensure the valve performs-its
intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any-setpoint, design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/B/1224/00/07A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11124,'Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance .the

-performance of the valve. The purpose of this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV ISV042.

The steam dump system Is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in _ unit operation, Per the Operations. Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out of service while the unit is at'100% power,
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of valve ISV042. The

--Operations Group will _ coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
_ procedure. The-isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
1SV042.

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev 0, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated,. setup and checked out to ensure

. proper operation and indication. A visual inspection fc r leakage will be
performed at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
Vdive open. Also, a test will be perforned by the Performance Group to
denionstrate the ability of ISV042 to open under main steam presst.7e
conditions. This test has its-own 10CFR50,59 evaluation performed and

. approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will be. performed at 97% power to minimize the potential-for a plant
transient if the valve opens and-fails to close.

All of the testing re'erenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
: Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to

- _ - -
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ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post i

>

modification testing. program.

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV042.
Post modification testing will-be performed to ensure the valve performs its
-intended function. The ADVs are _ not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with~any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither
any setpoint,. design limit, nor any operating parameter is affected.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewe j safety questions associated '

with the-implementation of this procedure. ,

-TN/1/B/1224/00/08A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam Atmospheric Dump Valve ( ADV) that will improve the reliability-
and maintainability'of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.
These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve- The purpose of this procedure is to provide.

guidance for the modification to ADV ISV044.

The steam dump system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit;_ thus, it
is not designated as safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be taken out-of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will require isolation of~ valve ISV044. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolations required for implementation of this procedure are
the same-as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on
ISV044

Testing for NSM CN-11224, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance_with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will ;e
perfortred at operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Gru p to-
demonstrate the ability of ISV044 to open under main steam pressure

--condi ti on s . -This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and
-approved before the test is performed during implementation of this procedure.
The test will_ be performed at 97%-power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced _in this evaluation is identified on the Post-
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to
ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program.

;

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV044.
Post modification testing will be performed to_ ensure the valve performs-its.

intended function. The ADVs are not used for accident mitigation. They have

., .. -- - -, - -.- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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no: interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
Loperating_ modes or characteristics are introduced by this procedure. Neither ,

any setpoint, design-limit, nor any-operating parameter is affected.

Based on th_is discussion, there are no'unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/1/B/1224/00/09A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-11224, Rev. O, provides modifications to
each main steam' Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV) that will improve the reliability
and maintainability of these valves. Several of the valve components will
either be replaced with a new component, or the existing one will be modified.

:These modifications will reduce the chances of valve failure and enhance the
performance of the valve. -The purpose of_this procedure is to provide
guidance for the modification to ADV ISV054.

The steam dump' system is not essential for safe shutdown of the unit; thus, it
is not designa hd as_ safety related. The steam dump system merely provides
added flexibility in unit operation. Per the Operations Group, one or two
ADV's may be'taken-out of service while the unit is at 100% power.
Implementing this procedure will re' quire isolation of valve ISV054. The
Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement this
procedure. The isolat'ons required for implementation of this procedure are
the'same as the isolations required when performing repair or maintenance on

- ISV054.-

Testing for NSM CN-11224,-Rev. O, willibe performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The valve and its
associated instrumentation will be calibrated, setup and checked out to ensure
proper operation.and indication. A visual inspection for leakage will be

performed at._ operating temperature and pressure with the associated block
valve open. Also, a test will be performed by the Performance Group to
demonstrate the ability of 1SV054 to open under main-steam pressure
conditions, This test has its own 10CFR50.59 evaluation performed and

. approved before the test is performed durtig implementation of this procedure.~

The test will be performed at 97% power to minimize the potential for a plant
transient if the valve opens and fails to close.

All of the testing referenced in this evaluation is identified on the Post
Modification Testing Plan and has been reviewed by the system engineer to

-ensure the testing identified adequately addresses the concerns of the post
modification testing program"

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to modify ISV054.
Post modification testing.will be performed to_ ensure the valve performs its
' intended function. The ADVs:are not used for accident mitigation. They have
no interface with any plant system used for accident mitigation. No new
operating modes or characteristics are introduced by this proctdure. Neither
any setpoint, design limit, ner any operating parameter is affected.

,

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated,

with the implementation of this procedure.
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PT/1/A/4150/21 Retype, Changes 0 to 13 Incorporated

This reissue of Post Refueling Controlling Procedure for Startup Testing
involves the following substantive changes:

The evaluation of calculated R (using measured F versus Reactor
Coolant (NC)SystemFlowisnolongerrequiredd$)torevisionofTech.

*

Spec., 3.2.3. Measured F is no longer used to calculate P* (operating
powerlevelrestriction)3$uetothisTech. Spec.revisionaswell. F

is now determined as a ratio of measured F inferred from measured b)limit (specified by the Core OperatNg(Limits Report). 0to F Any
res.thetions on operating power level during power escalation are imposed
by actions resulting from violations noted by this evaluation (per
PT/1/A/4150/05, Core Power Distribution).

_

Provisions for the performance f 10% Load Transient bsts at various*

power levels are added per the post Modification Testing Program for the
Digital Feedwater Control System. This testing will be performed per
TT/1/A/9200/062, and these evolutions will be under the control of
approved operating procedures.

The revision of the checkout of the Rod Control System Logic during*

approach to t.riticality allows for evaluation of the system modification,
which now sets fully withdrawn (wd) position at 222 steps wd (with 110
step overlap). Manipulation of control rods is performed per Rod Control
operating procedure and evaluation of required Shutdown Margin at this
new control rod alienment has been performed by cognizant Design
Engineering personnel.

Provision to allow power escalation above 50% F.P. with an indicated*

Excore Tilt in excess of 1.02 has been added in accordance with revised
Tech. Spec. 3.2.4. It is now permissible to waive compliance with this
limit until the Incore/Excore Calibration test has been performed (at 76%
power or 100% power) following refueling. -

Revision of applicable Tech. Specs was performed to comply with the new fuel
vendor's (B & W) core design methodology. The subject changes ensure full
compliance with the new Tech. Specs. Conservative approach to full power is
assured by core monitoring (flux mapping) at the power levels specified in
FSAR 14.3, Startup Physics Test Program. All restrictive actions imposed by
peaking factor evaluation are observed throughout power escalation.

No unreviewed safety question created.

PT/1/A/4150/05 Retype, Changes 0 to 27 Incorporated

The changes incorporated by this ceissue address compliance with the revision
of the subject Tech. Specs., which have been changed in accordance with the
core design methodology used by the new fuel vendor (B&W). These changes
involve the following:

Tech. Spec. 3/4.2.2 - The FQ-W(Z) evaluation for Baseload and RAOC modes*

of operation has been deleted from the surveillance requirements. The

|
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Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) is still verifled using measured
FQ (adiusted for measurement and design uncertainties). I''e new
surveillance requirements involve evaluation of Operational and Reactor
Protection System (RPS) Margins (the limits for which are specified in
the cycle specific Core Operating Limits Report (COLR)). The Action
Statements for LCO and Surveillance requirements involve forced reduction
of Axial Flux Difference (AFD) operating space, allowable operating power
level, K1 term of Overtemperature Differential Temperature (OTAT), and K4
term of Overpower Differential Temperature (0 PAT). These penalties are
imposed per changes incorporated in this procedure. Additionally,
extrapolations of Operational and RPS Margin < are evaluated to ensure
that adequate margin to limit wil' exist for the next surveillance
interval (31 Ef fective Full Power Days (EFPD)). If margin is projected
to be lost during this period, the next flux map is required prior to the
burnup (B/U) at which margin is lost, or a 2% penalty is imposed on -

measured FQ margin and appropriate punitive actions taken as required.
Provisions for covering these contingencies are incorporated p r this
reissue, as well.

Tech. Spec. 3/4.2.3 - The Calculated R vs Reacter Coolant (NC) System*

flow evaluation has been deleted from the LCO. The measured F6H has been
superseded by an evaluation of Measured Radial Peak Ratio to Allowable
Radial Peak Ratio (both specified by the applicable COLR). Extrapolation
of the margin between these ratios is performed (with subsequent 2%
penalty on Ratio Margin or requirement for flus map pricr to B/V at which
extrapolated margin is lost) as is done for FQ. Punitive actions for
margin violattens include operating power level restrictions and
reduction of K1 term of OTAT, which are handled by incorporated changes.

The SNA Core incore computer code used to analyze raw flux map data, which
provides output of measured FQ peaking f actors, and the new MONITOR code (f rom
B&W), which computes FAH margins and performs extrapolations, have both been
rigorously benchmarked and QA'd by cognizant B&W and Duke Power Design

_

personnel. The method by which raw incore data is obtained (via Muvable -

Incore Datector System) is unaffected by these changes.

These changes ensure full compliance with these Tech. Specs. at all times
during cycle operation by either imposing the restrictions previously
discussed or mandating more frequent core monitoring, No unreviewed safety.

questions are created by these changes.

TN/2'B/0623/00/01A, Initial Issue

This Procedure will add three backup filters on the Radiation Protection
clothes dryers to prevent lint from clogging air flow monitoring device
2ABFX-AFMD-2. This is being done to ensure that the Auxiliary Building
Ventilation (VA) System can carry out its function. Catawba Nuclear Station
Technical Specifications 3/4.7.7 require that the flow rate of each train be
tested and shown to be 30,000 CFM 10%. The surveillance is performed with
the use of air flow monitor device ABFX-AFMD-1 located upstream of the VA
filtered exhaust subsystems, and air flow monitor ABFX-AFMD-2, located
downstream of the VA exhaust filters used for flow balance testing.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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During implementation of this procedure, the VA System will remain in service.
The dryers will be isolated by red tagging Motor Control Center _(MCC) SMXH
breakers F06E, F06F and F06G OPEN. These breakers isolate only electrical
power.to the three Radiation Protection clothes dryers, and their isolation
coes not present a concern for safe plant operation.

Testing will be performed by electrically checking dryers ODRYR0001, ODRYR0002
ard ODRYR0004 foc correct operation and phase rotation, and by checking air
flow monitor 2ABFX-AFMD-2 throughout the Unit 2 End of Cycle 4 outage to
insure backup filters are performing as desired.

No failure modes are being introduced. The related aspects of ti e VA System
will be maintained during the implementation of this procedure. Based on the
above discussion, it is determined that an unreviewed safety question does not
exist.

PT/2/A/4200/09A, Change #76

This change. deletes the requirement for closing Containment Penetration Vahe
Injection Water (NW) System Valve 2NW-62, NW Surge Chamber 28 Nuclear Service
Water (RN) Supply Isolation, from Enclosure 13.40A. This valve is closed for
normal testing as a precautionary measure to reduce the chance of RN flow to
the surge chamber. Closing the valve makes Train B NW inoperable. Train A NW
is inoperable at this time, due to RN being isolated. Therefore, it is
desirable to keep Train B NW operable. 2NW-618 must be tested from closed to
open for operability. 8 Train NW pressure is higher than RN header pressure;
there-fore, no flow to the NW Surge Chamber should occur. The inlet vahe,
2NW-61B will be open for testing for less than 10 minutes.

Flow to surge chamber should not occur due to the pressure differential. No
unreviewed safety question is created.

PT/2/A/4200/27, Change #13

The Control Room closed indication for Containment Penetration Valve Injection
Water System (NW) valve 2NW-1108 does not work and is to be repaired under
Work Request 47898095. This work request is scheduled for the Unit 2 Trip

,

List. -Restricted change #13 to PT/2/A/4200/27 allows stroke time testing of
valve 2NW-110B from closed to open without the green closed indication. The
fail safe position of this valve is open. The Valve Inservice (IWV) test
times the valve from initiation signal (depressing of open control room
pushbutton)_to open indication. Placing the valve in the closed position is
accomplished by depressing the open control room pushbutton, verifying the
open red light is illuminated and then depressing the close control room
pushbutton and verifying the open red-light is not illuminated.

Valve position is sensed by an open and a closed reed switch. Total stem
travel is less than 0.5 inches, and the average stroke time is approximately
0.2 seconds. Position indication is eithe: open or closed. There is no

I
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" Intermediate" indication. Verifying, on depressing the close pushbutton,
-_thatsthe red-_open indication extinguishes confirms that the reed switch sensed
a change of valve position.

A' flow /no-flow test to prove valve closure would be impractical, as- this would
require entry into containment. Reed switches have been known to fail due to
the heat generated-if the valve is energized for an-extended period of time.
They have also come out of adjustment'due to cycling of the valve.

Due to the knowledge that the valve is moving from the open position and
- because of the short travel and extremely fast stroke time, it is reasonable !
.to assume that the valve is traveling to the closed position and thus the i

stroke time recorded under this modified test is valid.
'

Travel to the fail safe position of this va'fve is proven. _The function of
this valve is to open to provide seal water for 2KC4248. No unreviewed safety
question is created,

TN/1/8/1197/00/01A,.Initia1 Issue

This procedure will provide work activities necessary for the replacement of
the High Temperature Cutout Switches on the Ice Condenser (NF) Air Handling
Unit (AHU) Defrost Heaters for Unit 1. >

High Temperature Cutout Switches on the Ice Condenser (NF) Air Handling Unit
(AHU) Defrost Heaters for Unit 1 presently have to be manually reset if they
trip. -This creates problems because the switches are located in upper -
containment', and the trip condition is only observed during Operation's weekly
wa.lk through. Ice build-up due to the defrost heaters not operating when the

_

switches are tripped is the final result. These switches protect the NF AHU
heaters from an over temperature condition which could result in equipment
damage and system inoperability. They are being replaced with automatic
resetting: switches which will perform-the same function; however, they will

- reset automatically if- temperature conditions return to normal.

The replacement of-the old switches and the retest for the new switches will
be controlled by this procedure. Replacement of the old switches will require
-the' associated AHUs to-be electrically isolated for personnel safety. Because
this procedure can be implemented with Unit 1 operating (mode 1), the number-
of AHUs removed from service has to be controlled to ensure NF AHU cooling
capacity is maintained. This procedure controls the number of AHUs removed-
from service at 2 AHus or 4 switches at any one time. This will ensure that
the cooling capacity, as stated in the design bases for the NF AHUs, is main-
tained. The new switches will be installed prior to the retest. All AHU
timers will'be' reset to the correct time of day such that they will defrost at
the correct-time intervals set for normal operations. The heater-trip
circuitry wi'll be fully retested using a heat gun as a heat catalyst for the
new switches. This will prevent the heaters from being subjected to a large
heat load while te_ sting. All retesting will ensure that the new switches will
perform all of their intended functions per the design bases. No other
systems will be affected by this procedure.

'This-procedure will not create any unreviewed safety questions.
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TN/2/A/0565/00/01A, Initial Issue

The referenced procedure will be used to provide guidance.in the implementa-
tion and check out' of Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20565. This i

modification.will repower the Train A Boron Dilution Mitigation System (ENC),
referred to as the Train A Neutron Flux Monitoring System in the scope
document for NSM CN-20565. During normal plant operating conditions, power
will-be supplied from a 1E power sour : (2ERPA BKR #20), and during a Safe
Shutdown Facility (SSF) event, power will be supplied from an SSF power source
(SKPG BKR #36).

The implementation of this procedure will involve pulling nonsafety cable
2 ENC 539 and: safety cables 2* ENC 540 and 2* ENC 541, along with picking up spare
conductors from safety cables. Cables 2* ENC 501, 2* ENC 5G2, 2* ENC 524 and
2* ENC 529 will be voided. Fire watches will be established when and if fire
boundaries are breached. This procedure will also involve mounting 2TBOXO603.,

| The system and panels affected by the implementation of this procedure are
safety related. Wiring installed in this procedure will effect systems and
components that are energized. This procedure will be implemented in com-
pliance with all applicable Technical Specifications. Limits, precautions,
warnings, and notes are listed in the procedure such that systems important to,.

L safety are not degraded. The implementation of this procedure will not affect
the bases for any of the systems as stated in the Tech. Specs.

Accordingly, this procedure will not create any unreviewed safety questions.

TN/2/A/0313/00/01A, Initial Issue

The Boric Acid Tank (BAT) does not have adequate overpressure protection.
This problem could result in failure of the tank. The purpose of Nuclear
Station Modification (NSM) CN-20313, Rev, 0, is to modify the below the
diaphragm vent line so automatic venting capability is provided. The purpose
of this_ procedure is to provide guidance for the modifications to the below
the diaphragm. vent line.

Implementing this procedure will require isolation and draining of the BAT to
90% level; therefore, the BAT will still be available as a source of borated
water. The Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to
implement this procedure. The modification to the vent line may be performed
during an outage in Modes 5, 6, and No Mode. The BAT will be out of service
during the modification. The systems and equipment affected by this procedure
can be out of service during Modes 5, 6, and No Mode.

Testing for NSM CN-20313, Rev. O, will be performed in accordance with the
Post Modification Testing program at the station. The new relief valve will
be tested and verified to relieve at the design setpoint. This testing will
be performed before and after the valve is installed in the system. The test
of the valve before installation will verify the valve has been properly

.

designed by the manufacturer. The test of the valve after installation will
verify that the new test connection will perform its intended function, which
is to provide a flowpath for in-line testing of the relief valve. The testing
after installation uf the relief valve will be performed in Modes 5, 6, or no
mode while the tank is out of service. In addition, the BAT level protection

\
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channels will be calibrated to verify proper operation of the instrumentation.
Since the BAT is designed as an atmospheric tank, pressure testing of the newpiping and components is not required.

'

The Operations Group will control the isolations required to implement thisprocedure. Post modification testing will be perfJrmed to ensure the reliefvalve performs its intended function.
tics are introduced by this procedure. No new operating modes or characteris-Based on this discussion, there are no
unreviewed safety questions associated with the implementation of thisprocedure.

PT/2/A/4250/03B Retype, Changes 0 to 16 lacorporated

The intent of this procedure is to ensure the operational readiness of Motor
.

Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump 28 as well as to verify that the Valve
Inservice Test (IWV) requirements for several critical CA check valves aresatisfied.

Several changes included in this retype will ensure increased availability ofCA Pump 28. These changes include the addition of compensatory measures to
this procedure, which will allow CA Pump 2B to be considered "Available"during the performance of this test, Likewise, the alignment of critical CA
valves within the procedure will minimize the amount of time that CA Pump 2B
is in recirculation alignment to the Upper Surge Tank, and unable to feed the
Steam Generators without requiring Operator action. Several changes were
included to allow the Operations monthly Head and Valve Verification Procedure
to be performed in conjunction with this procedure, further reducing the kamount of " Unavailable" time for CA Pump 28.

The addition to this procedure of backflow testing requirements on the mini-
flow check valves for CA Pumps 2A and #2 ensures thr.t the probability of
nifunction of these check valves is decreased. Likewise, limits and pre-
cautions have been added as a result of this retype to ensure that bearing

~~

temperatures do not exceed a specified limit during this test, and that the
time limit of miniflow operation is observed.
decrease the probability of a malfunction of CA Pump 28.These precautions will actually

A limit and precaution in this procedure has Operations verify that CA Pump 2B
C

can be removed from service for the duration of the test. This will ensure
that the two remaining CA Pumps are in service and able to perform their
safety function before this test is allowed to proceed. Also, the addition of
compensatory measures as described above will ensure that CA Pump 28 is able
to perform its safety function with minimal operatcr action. This will serve
as a further means of maintaining the margin of safety as described by Tech.Specs.

Tha remaining changes included in this retype that are not discussed above areadministrative in nature. Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions exist asa result of this procedure retype.

I
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PT/2/A/4250/03A Retype, Changes 0 to 19 Incorporated

The intent of this procedurr is to ensure the operational readiness of Motor
Driven Auxiliary Feedwater WA) Pump 2A, as well as to verify that the Valve
Inservice Test (IWV) requirements for several critical CA check valves are
satisfied.

Several changes included in this retype will ensure increased availability of
CA Pump 2A. These changes include the addition of compensatory treasures to
this procedure, which will allow CA Pump 2A to be considered "Available"
during the performance of this test. Likewise, the alignment of critical CA
valves within the procedure will minimize the amount of_ time that CA Pump 2A
is in recirculation alignment to the Upper Surge Tank, and unable to feed the
Steam Gene *ators without requiring-Operator action. Several changes were
included to allow the Operations monthly Head and Valve Verification Procedure
to be performed in crnjunction with this procedure, further reducing the
amount of " Unavailable" time for CA Pump 2A.

The addition to this procedure-of backflow testing requirements on the mini-
flow check valves for CA Pumps 2B and #2 ensures that the probability of
malfunction of these check valves is decreased. Likewise, limits-and pre-
cautions have been added.as a result of this retype to ensure that bearing
temperatures do not exceed a specified limit during this test, and that the
time limit of miniflow operation is observed. These precautions will actually
decrease the probability of a malfunction of CA Pump 2A.

A limit and precaution in this procedure has Operations verify that CA Pump 2A
tan be removed from service for the duration of the test. This will ensure
that the two remaining CA Pumps are in service and able to perform their
safety function before this test is allowed to proceed. Also, the addition of
compensatory measures as described above will ensure that CA Pump 2A is able
to_ perform its safety function with minimal operator action.

The-remaining changes included in this retype that are not discussed above are
administrative in nature. Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions exist as
a result of this procedure retype.

MP/0/A/7600/108 Retype, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

This procedure is to perform corrective maintenance on valves used in various-
system applications. This procedure has been reviewed against approved vendor

-manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the
corrective maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the valve to

as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure valve compliance
with FSAR accident analysis. Therefore, no unreviewed safety question eFist!.

l

|
|
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_MP/0/A/7450/31 Retype #2, Changes _6 to 3 Incorporated

This procedure change is being done to give more detail and better guidance
for obtaining charcoal samples from MSA carbon beds.

Tech.-Spec. 3/4.7 is affected by this procedure. Operations has the responsi-
bility and the procedures for compliance with this Tech. 5pec. Test samples
will be taken on these filter units when Tech. Specs. allow per Operations

-procedures. These charges will clarify and assure that the filter bed will be
returned to the as-designed condition.

Activities performed under this procedure have been reviewed against approved
vendor manuals, design documents and station procedures to ensure that
activities controlled by this procedure will return the filter bed to the
as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure the filters'
compliance with FSAR accident analysis. Therefore, no unreviewed safety
question exists.

MP/0/A/7300/05, Initial Issue

This safety evaluation is for the rewrite of PM/IG-84 to MP/0/A/7300/05. The
following is a summary of the changes made to tiis procedure.

All sections were renumbered to fit the Maintenance Procedure*

format.

Section 11.2 was added for the quarterly preventive maintenance of*

the turbine governor valve, force check of the governor valve, and
oil pressure testing of the governor.

Steps 11.2.3.18, 11.3.7 and 11.4.5.') were added to obtain additional*
oil samples from the pump, turbine, and governor.

Tech, Specs, 3/4.7.1 is affected by this procedure. Operations has the
responsibility and the procedures for compliance with these Tech, Specs,
Maintenance will be performed on this pump / turbine _when Tech, Specs, allow,
per_ Operation's procedures, This rewrite will clarify and assure that main-
tenance activities will return the pump / turbine to as-designed conditions.

The changes made by this rewrite have been reviewed against approved vendor
manuals, design documents, and station procedures to ensure that the preven-
tive maintenance controlled by this procedure will return the pump / turbine to
as-built /as-designed condition. These actions will ensure that the pump /
turbine complies with FSAR accident analysis, Therefore, no unreviewed safety
question exists,

PT/1/A/4150/28, Change #1

The test procedure involved in this change is used to optimize the feedwater
heater levels and involves no safety related equipment. The change being made
will delete the " Instrument Range" column from Enclosure 13.2. The deletion
of this column will allow the Test Coordinator to select test equipment
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specified in-this procedure based on the needed rang and equipment availa-
bility. This change will in no way degrade the performance of this test. No
unreviewed safety question-is created.

TN/2/A/3342/CE/01A, Initial Issue

In oroer to comply with the ASME Code Section XI Inservice Inspection req'uire-
ments, a radiographic examination must be performed on the weld located be-- ,

tween Steam Generator (S/G) 2C and the 32" diameter main ste' (RM) piping.
In order to perform this radiography ef ficiently, a hole is needed in the SM
system-piping:to allow access inside the piping. Exempt Change CE-3342 was
originated to provide the access hole for the radiographic examination of the
above: weld. After the examination is complete, the hole will be plugged. The
p'urpose of this procedure is-to provide guidance for the drilling of the hole
and the installation of the half coupling and plug.

The Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement
this procedure. S/G 2C and its associated main steam line will be out of_ ,

'
service during the installation phase of this procedure. The drilling of the
hcle and-the installation of the half coupling and plug will be performed
during. Modes 5, 6, and no mode. The Operations Group will be notified to
ensure containment integrity is maintained while the affected main steam line

-

is open to containment.

Testing for CE-3342 will be performed in accordance with the post Modification
' Testing program at the station. Since the hole is one inch in diameter, a
pressure test is not required-per ASME Section XI exemptions; however, a
visual inspection for leaks will be performed in Mode 3 with the affected SM
piping at normal system temperature and pressure. This inspection will not
affect the function or operation of-the SM system. System isolations or
abnormal alignments are nqt required.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of-this procedure,

i

TN/1/A/3283/CE/02A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change
CE 3283, Work Unit 02A. This modification provides manual throttling capa-
bility for Safety Injection (NI) valve 2NI1788. This will be accomplished by
adding a third position to the power disconnect switch located on 2MC11, which
- will defeat the seal-in circuitry for the M/0 and M/C circuits. This will

'

allow 2NI1789 to be positioned to any intermediate position by depressing the
OPEN or CLOSE pushbutton, then releasing the pushbutton when the valve reaches
the desired position. This capability will only be available when the dis--

- connec'. switch is placed in the throttle (new) position-

'All wrrk in this procedure will be performed with Unit 2 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode and Residual Heat Removal (NO) Train B out of service. No plant equip-
ment other than the valve will be affected. The changes described in this
procedure-involve only electrical wiring changes to the valve control
circuits; no changes to the valve or valve actuator will be performed.

- . - ,
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Electrical _isolations involve red tagging specific breakers open. Testing
involves stroki_ng the valve full open and closed to verify that the present+
valve operating characteristics are maintained. The steps contained in
Periodic fest PT/2/A/4200/18 which verify power removal for 2NI1788 will be
performed to verify that the ability-to remove power to the valve actuator and
temply with Technical Specification 3/4.5.2 has not-been degraded. Since the
purpose of tnis modification is t3 provide thrcttling capability, the valve
will be placed in the throttle mofe, and the control board pushbutton will be
used to position the valve to var'ous intermediate positions between full open
and full closed. All testing w'il ne completed ,rior to entering Mode 4 to
ensure proper system operation tefore returning it to service.

This procedure will be performed when ND Train B is not required to be
operable-or-perform a safety function ,<ithin mode- 5, 6, or No Mode. This
procedure creates no new failure modes, and the failure analysis presented in
the FSAR for this-valve will not be affected. No operating parameters, safety
limits, or setpoints-will_ be changed.

. 1here will be no Unreviewed Safety Questions created by this procedure.

TN/2/A/3283/CE/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure provides guidance for the implementation of Exempt Change .

CE-3283, Work Unit 01A, This-modification provides manual throttling capa-
bility for Safety-Injection (NI) valve 2NI173A. This will be accomplished by
adding a third position to the power disconnect switch located on 2MCll, which
will _ defeat the seal-in circuitry for the M/0 and M/C circuits. This will
allow 2NI173A to be positioned'to any intermediate position by depressing the
OPEN or CLOSE pushbutton, then releasing the pushbutton when the valve reaches
the desired position. This capability will only be available when the dis-
connect switch is placed in the throttle (new) position.

All_ work in this procedure will be performed with Unit 2 in modes 5, 6, or No
Mode and Residual Heat Removal (ND) Train A out of service. No plant equip-
ment other than_the valve will be affected. The changes 6 scribed in this
procedure involve only electrical wiring changes to the valve control
circuits; no changes to the valve or valve actuator will be performed.
Electrical isolations-involve red tagging specific breakers open. -Testing
involves stroking the valve-full open and closed to verify that the present
valve operating characteristics are maintained. The steps contained in
Periodic Test PT/2/A/4200/18 which verify power removal for 2NI173A will be
performed to ve'rify that the ability to remove power to the valve -actuator and
comply with' Technical Specification 3/4.5.2, has not been degraded. Since the
purpose of this modification is to provide throttling capability, the valve
will be placed'in the throttle mode, and the control. board pushbutton will be
used to-position the valve to various intermediate positions between full open
and full closed. -All testing will be completed orior to entering Mode 4 to
ensure proper system operation before returning it to service.

This procedure will be performed when ND Train A is not required to be
operable or perform a safety function within modes 5, 6, or No Mode. This
procedure creates no new failure modes, and the failure analysis presented in

W T* '



the FSAR for this_ valve will not be affected. -No operating parameters, safety
limits, or setpoints will be changed.

No Unreviewed_ Safety Questions.are created by this procedure.

TN/2/A/3097/CE/01A,-Inttial Issue

In order to comply with the ASME Code Section XI Inservice Inspection require-
ments, a radiographic examination must be performed on the weld located be-
tween Steam Generator (S/G) 20 and the 32" diameter main steam (SM) piping.
In order to perform this radiography efficiently, a hole is needed in the SM
system piping to a_llow access inside the piping. Exempt Change CE-3097 was

~

originated to provide the access hole for the radiographic examination of the
above weld, After the examination is complete, the hole will be plugged. The
purpose of this procedure is to provide guidance for the drilling of the hole
and the installation of the half coupling and plug.

The Operations Group will coordinate the isolations necessary to implement
this procedure. S/G 2D and its associated main steam line will be out of
service during the installation phase of this procedure. The drilling of the
hole and_the installation of the half coupling and plug will be performed

'during Modes 5, 6, and no mode. The Operations Group will be notified to
ensure containment integrity is maintained while the affected main steam line
is open-to containntent.

Testing for CE-3097 will be performed in accordance with the Post Modification
Testing program at the station, Since the hole is'one inch in diameter, a
nressure test is not required per ASME Section XI exemptions; however, a
visual inspectica for leaks will be. performed in Mode 3 with the affected SM
piping at normal system temperature and pressure. This inspection will not
affect the function or operation of the SM system. System isolations or
a'onormal alignments are not required.

-Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

-

TN/1/B/0758/00/01A, Initial Issue-

This procedure will perform activities for Nuclear Station Modification (NSM)
CN-10758, Rev. O. This madification will upgrade the existing Recirculation
Filtering System that services the Diesel Generator Engine Fuel Oil (FD)
Storage Tanks, This upgraded filtration system will be a vendor supplied unit
comprised of a clay polisher with a-filter on-its upstream and downstream side
and a high capacity pump,

The implementation of this procedure will involve a concrete pour in the yard,
pipe installation, removal-of instruments, conduit installation, rerouting
existing non-safety cable to the new vendor skid, relocating Motor Control |

Center (MCC) cubicles, and checkout of new piping and electrical system. All
work-performed by this procedure is non-safety and will not affect the
operation of any. safety related equipment. The modified portion of the FD
System, located in the yard, involves Class G piping and is still isolated ;

i
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from the safety portion by Class C normally closed va'ves and-check valves.
Electrical and instrument isolation will consist of opening MCC-1MXC Breaker
R04G (Fuel Oil Recirculating Pump Motor IPMTR0076) and closing the root valves
for loop 1F05030.

Provisions have been made with Operations and Chemistry parsonnel to assure we
do not violate our requirements to check for and remove accumulated water from
- the fuel oil storage tanks once every 31 days per Tech. Spec. 4.8.1.1.2.0 and
obtain a sample of fuel oil for particulate contamination once every 31 days
per Tech. Spec. 4.8.1.1.2.F.

The new system will operate as before, but will provide cleaner fuel to the
Diesel Generators.

The modification is isolated by closed Class C valves ano check valves from
the safety related portions of the system. Also, the interlocks to shut down
the recirculation pump and prevent adverse system affects on Diesel Generator
operation are unchanged.

There are no unreviewed safety questions associated with this procedure.

TN/2/A/0564/00/01A, initial Issue

This Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) modifies various meter scales,
recorder scales, nameplates, pushbuttons, and switch escutcheons on the Unit 2
Main Control Board, the-Unit 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Turbine Control (Panels, and Auxiliary Shutdown Panels A and B to conform with Human factors
Standards.

The implementation of this NSM will not cause the degradation of any plant
safety system. _The changes are mostly cosmetic in nature and take place on
the surface of the above mentioned boards, This work will not cause the.
seismic characteristics of the boards to change in any manner. This work will
be accomplished with the unit in Mode 4 and below.

No unreviewed safety question is created by this work.
_

TN/?/B/D103/00/01A, Initial Issue

This procedure will perform activities for Nuclear Station Modification (NSM)
CN-20103, Rev. O. This modification will upgrade the existing Recirculation
Filtering System that services the Diesel Generator Engine Fuel Oil (FD)
Storage _ Tanks. This upgraded filtration system will be a vendor supplied unit
comprised of a clay polisher with a filter on its upstream and downstream side

-and a-high capacity pump.

The implementation of this procedure will involve a concrete pour in the yard,
pipe installation, removal of instruments, conduit installation, rerouting
existing non-safety cable to the new vendor skid, relocating Motor Control

- Center (MCC) cubicles, and checkout of new piping and electrical system. All
work performed by this procedure is non-safety and will not affect the
operation of any safety related equipment, lhe modified portion of the FD

_ _ - - _ - - - - - - _ _ - -
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LSystem, located in the yard, involves Class G piping and is still-isolated
: from the safety portion by Class C normally closed valves and check valves.
Electrical and instrument isolation will consist of opening MCC-2MXC Breaker

- -R04G (Fuel Oil Recirculating Pump Motor 2PMTR0076) and closing the root valves
for loop 2FD5030.

Provisions have been made with Operations and Chemistry personr.el to assure we
do not violate our requirements to check for and remove accumulated watee from
the fuel oil storage tanks once every 31 days per Tech. Spec. 4.8.1.1.2.C and
obtain a sample of fuel oil for particulate contamination once every 31 days
per Tech. Spec. 4.8.1.1.2.F.

The new system will operate as before, but will provide cleaner fuel to the
Diesel Generators

The modification is isolated by closed Class C valves and check valves from
the safety related portions of the system. Also, the interlocks to shut down
the recirculation pump and prevent adverse system affects on Diesel Generator
operation are unchanged,

There are no unreviewed safety questions associated with thi. procedure.

TN/2/A/0396/02/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NM-208. This math model includes supports on the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system. These supports will be deleted from the system.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
-ivlementation of_this procedure. Math Model NM-208 has been qualified for
.the' present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been qualified
-for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been_ implemented. However, the interim configuration-(with some

. deleted snubbers removed and some still.in place) has not been analyzed
-because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations-would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72-hours allowed-
by the technical specification for~ snubbers. In. order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, Design
Engineering has performed analyses that indicate- the af fected piping could be |

_ qualified unde _r any combinattun of snubbers removed. However, if the support |
_

' deletions cannot-be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering |

iwill be contacted .to perform an analysis of the affected piping to determine
operability. -Design Engineering has stated that they could justify operable
status _of any configuration of deleted supports, provided the affected piping
is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures provide guidance to
ensure-the piping is adequately supported. This procedure will provide the

i- necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical specification
| requirements.
L

. - - . - - - - - . , - . ,
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Post Modification Testing is not required for this modification.

. Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/A/0396/02/02A, Initial Issue

, Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system ,

analyses.with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NM-209. This math mudel includes supports on the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system, These supports will be~ deleted from the system.

.There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only-
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model NM-209 has been qualified for

,

the present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified
for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted. snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the -many possible. combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses, For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done1while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed
by:the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) 1.noperable, Design
Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping could be
quali.fied under any combination of snubbers removed. . However, if the support
deletions cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design Engineering
will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to determine
operability. Design Engineering has stated that they could justify operable
. status of.any configuratinn of deleted supports, provided the affected piping
is adequately supported. Station maintanance procedures provide guidance to
ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure wl'll provide the
necessary controls to ensure compliance with all.-technical specification
requirements. -

Post Modification Testing is rct regul ed for this modificacion.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

.

1

TN/2/A/0396/02/06A, Initial Issue-

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model NM-205. This math model includes supports in the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a j
different configuration. j

i

. - ~.
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There-are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only-
concern is-the seismic qualification-of the affected system's piping during
-implementation of this procedure. Math Model NM-205 has been qualified for
.the present-support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified
for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
. procedure has been implemented. However, the _ interim configuration (with some
: deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For-this reason,-Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected syste_m(s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed
by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperablr, Design
Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping could be
- qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the modifications
to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is written to
complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However, if the
support modifications cannot-be completed in the 72 hour time limit, Design-
Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected piping to

- determine operability, : Design Engineering has stated that they could justify
- operable status of any configuration of deleted supports, provided the-
af fected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance procedures-
provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. This procedure

- will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with all technical
specification requirements.

Post. Modification Testing is not required for this modification.

- Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/A/0396/02/08A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) -20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reduc,ng the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model.NM-207. This math model includes supports in the Nuclear Sampling (NM)
system._ These supports will either be deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration.

|There are.no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
implementation of-this procedure. Math-Model-NM-207 has been qualified for

-

-the.present_ support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified
for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,

because the.many possible combinations of S/R configurations would reoutre
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entire main model are completed within the 72 hours allowed
by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit arJ declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, Design

t

e
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Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping could be
qualtfled under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications ct.nnot be completed in_the 72 hour time limit,.

Design Engineering will-be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated that they
could justify operable status of any configuration of deleted supports,
provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance
procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported.
This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with
all technical specification requirements.

Post Modification Testing is nol required for this modtfication.

-Based on this disco sion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/A/0396/02/16A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers, i

This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math,

Model BB-201.- This math model includes supports in the Steam Generator Blow-
down (BB) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
revised to a dif ferentNonfiguration.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only .

- concern is the seismic qualification of the affected systems piping during
implementation of this procedure. Mrith Model BB-201 has been qualified for
the present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified
for the support /rettraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
de uted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
becau e the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the af fected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entia math model are_ compit.ted within the 72 hours allowed
by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the af fected system (s) inoperable, Design
Eraineering has_ performed analyses that indicate the affected piping cculd be
qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,

-Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determint operability. Design Engineering has stated that they
could justify operable status of any configuration of deleted supports,
provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance
procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported.
This W ocedure will prceide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with
all technical specification requirements.

. _ - _ _ - _ _ _
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Nst Modification Testing is not required for this modification.

.

Baseo o.: this discussion, there are no unreviewed saf ety questions associated
with the 1.?olementation of this procedure.

!

!TN/2/A/0396/0i'/17A, Initdal l$ sue

Nuclear Statior Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with t,1e objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure trovides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model 00-202. ints math model includes supports in the Steam Generator Blow- -

down (BB) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
revised to a differwit configuration.

There are rio system isolations required to implement this prc:cdure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during

,

implementatu.,n of this procedure. Math Model BB-202 has been qualified for
the. present support / restraint (S/R) configuration. It has also been qualified
for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. Howsver, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require ;

numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has deter'nined that this work may'-

be done while the affected system (s) are operabie, provided all the support .
,

-deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed
by the technical specification for snubbers. in order to avoid exceeding the
72 hot.c limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, Design -

Engineering has_ performed analyses that indicate the_affected piping could be
qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing _ supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any support $. However,
if.the support modifications cannot be completed in'the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected'

piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated that they
could justify operable status of_.any configuration of deleted supports,
provided the offected piping _is adequately supported. Station maintenance
procedures provide guidance to ensure thn_ piping is_ adequately supported.

_

This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with
all technical specification requiretaents.

post Modification Testing is n.ot required for this modification. -)

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions asscciated
with the implementation-of this procedure.

TN/2/A/0396/02/18A, Initial issue
,

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.

_

This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubter> deleted from Math
Model 08-204. This math model includes supports in the Steam Generator Blow- -

- . . _ _ - _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _
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down (BB) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
revised to a different configuration.

There are no system isolations reouired to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model BB-204 has been qualified for-

the Fresent support / restraint (S/R) r.onfiguration. It has also been qualified
for the support / restraint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed
because the many possible combinations of 5/R configurations would reautre
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support
deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed
by the technical specificatlon for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the -

72 hour limit and eclaring tie affected system (s) inoperable, Design
Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected-piping could be
qualified under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written to complete all_ modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit,
Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the affected
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated that they
could ,iustify operable status of any configuration of deleted supports,

_provided the-affected piping is adequately supported _ Station maintenance
procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported.
This_ procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with
all technical specification requirements.

post Modification Testing is ng required for this modification.

Bas +d on this d hcussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

.

,

TN/2/A/0396/02/20A, Initial Issue-

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifios various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math

,

Model CFA. This math model includes supports in the Main Feedwater (CF) !

system. These supports will either oe deleted from the system or revised to a
different configuration.

.

There are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only
concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model CFA has been qaalified for the

' present support / restraint ($/R) configuration, it has also been qualified for
the support / restraint configuration which will be ir, place after this,

procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,

N _because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the af fected system (s) are operable, provided all the support

- . -__.
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' deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed <

'by the technical specification for snubbers. In order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, Design
Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the af fected piping could be ;

-qualified under any combinaticn of snubbers removed, provided the ;

modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This proc (dure is
written to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However, t

if the support modifications cannot be completed in the 72 hour time limit, |
Design Engineering will be contacted to 4erform an analysis of the affected |
piping to determine operability. Design Engineering has stated that they

,

could justify operable status of any configuration of deleted supports,
provided the affected piping is. adequately supported. Station maintenance !
procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. |
This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with

.

'

all technical specification requirements.

Post Modification Testing is noi required for this modification. '

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure. *

,

TN/2/A/0396/02/21A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20396/02 modifies various piping system
analyses with the objective of reducing the number of mechanical snubbers.
This procedure provides guidance for the removal of snubbers deleted from Math
Model BB-203. This math model includes supports in the Steam Generator Blow-
down (BB) system. These supports will either be deleted from the system or
revised to a different configuration. ,

lhere are no system isolations required to implement this procedure. The only ;

concern is the seismic qualification of the affected system's piping during
implementation of this procedure. Math Model BB-203 has been quallfled for
the present support / restraint (S/R) configuration, it has also been qualified |

'for the support /restreint configuration which will be in place after this
procedure has been implemented. However, the interim configuration (with some
deleted snubbers removed and some still in place) has not been analyzed,
because the many possible combinations of S/R configurations would require
numerous analyses. For this reason, Design has determined that this work may
be done while the affected system (s) are operable, provided all the support 2

. deletions for the entire math model are completed within the 72 hours allowed i

by the technical specification for snubbers, in order to avoid exceeding the
72 hour limit and declaring the affected system (s) inoperable, Design -

Engineering has performed analyses that indicate the affected piping could be
,

qualified-under any combination of snubbers removed, provided the
modifications to the existing supports have been completed. This procedure is
written-to complete all modifications before deleting any supports. However,
if the support modifications cannot be completed in the-72 hour time limit, '

Design Engineering will be contacted to perform an analysis of the af fected
',

piping to determine operability. - -Design Engineering has stated that they
could justify operable status of any configuration of deleted supports,
provided the affected piping is adequately supported. Station maintenance !

procedures provide guidance to ensure the piping is adequately supported. I

I

i
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This procedure will provide the necessary controls to ensure compliance with |all technical specification requirements.
;

post Modification Testing is not required for this modification.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

TN/2/B/0011/00/01A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20011, Rev. O will modify the Ice
Condenser piping associated with the floor cooling units on the Ice Condenser
Refrigeration (NF) System. This modification will be implemented in parts.
TN/2/B/0011/00/01A provides guidance for modifying piping in the lower i

elevations of the NF system. '

-The primary concern for the implementation of this modification is melting the
ice in the Ice Condenser. With this consideration in mind, this modification
will be implemented in parts to minimize the time that the NF system will be
out of service. TN/2/B/0011/00/01A involves work activities associated with- -

the lawer elevation tie-ins and modifications of the NF system. This work i

will be performed during the unit 2 outage while the Maintenance Ice Condenser
*crew is on their scheduled off time. This will enable the NF floor cooling

units to be removed from service while minimizing the possibility of ice
melting. ,

'

Technical Specification 3/4.6.5 discusses the Ice Condenser. This Technical
Specification is only required for Modes 1,2,3, and 4 and requires that the ,

temperature be maintained below 27 degrees. The modification will be
performed in modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Implementation of this modification will 7

not cause the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System to be inoperable;
therefore, Operations will still be capable of monitoring the temperature of
the' Ice Condenser. In addition, this modification will not affect the Ice Bed
Doors ~ associated with the NF System.

Section 6.7 of the FSAR discusses the Ice Condenser design. NSM CN-20011 wilt 1

reroute .the. Ice Condenser floor cooling supply line from the AHt) return line -
directly to the lower portion of the Ice Condenser compartments. This will
enable- the NF System to provide cooler glycol to the floor cooling units and
will decrease the temperature differential between the lower Ice Condenser and
the Ice bed. Implementation of this modification does not affect the NF
System in a manner which requires a change to the FSAR. i

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated-
with-the implementation of this procedure.:

,

TN/2/B/0011/00/02A, Initial Issue

Nuclear Station Modification (NSM) CN-20011, Rev. 0 will modify the Ice
- Condenser pping associated with the floor cooling units on the Ice Condenser
Refrigeration (NF) System. This modification will be implemented in parts.

t ,
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1N/2/B/00ll/00/02A provides guidance f or modif ying piping in the upper
elevations of the NF system.

The primary concern for the implementation of this modification is melting the
ice in the Ice Condenser. With this consideration in mind, this modification

1(
will be implemented in parts to minimize the time that the NT system will be
out of service. TN/2/B/00ll/00/02A involves work activities associated with
the upper elevation tie-ins and modifications of the NF system. This work
will be performed during the unit 2 outage while the Maintenance Ice Condenser

' crew is on their scheduled off time. This will enable the NF system to be
removed from service while minimizing the possibility of ice melting. _z

um
Technical Specification 3/4.6.5 discusses the Ice Condenser. This Technical

_

Specification is only required for Modes 1,2,3, and 4 and requires that the
temperature be maintained below 27 degrees. The modification will be>

performed in modes 5, 6, or No Mode. Implementation of this modification will
not cause the Ice Bed Temperature Monitoring System to be inoperable;
therefore, Operations will still be capable of monitoring the temperature of

__

the Ice Condenser. In addition, this modification will not affect the Ice Bed
Doors associated with the NF System. =

Section 6.7 of the FSAR discusses the Ice Condenser design. NSM CN-200ll will
reroute the ice Condenser floor cooling supply line from the AHU return line
directly to the lower portion of the Ice Condenser compartnents. This will
enable the NF System to provide cooler glycol to the floor cooling units and _

will decrease the temperature differential between the lower Ice Condenser and
,

the ice bed. Implementation of this modification does not affect the NF
System in a manner which requires a change to tha FSAR.

Based on this discussion, there are no unreviewed safety questions associated
with the implementation of this procedure.

PT/1/A/4600/ll, Retype #2, Changes 0 to 6 Incorporated

PT/1/A/4600/11, Neutron Noise Data Acquisition, is not described or mentioned
in either Tech. Specs. or the FSAR. The purpose of the procedure is to enable
the General Office Neutron Noise Analysis team to safely acquire data from

_

plant instrumentation.

The procedure addresses attaching (and disconnecting) leads to the Operator
Aid Computer (OAC) test patch panel, the Incore Instrumentation (ENA) system
OAC buffer amps and the Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS) drawers' test
points. The OAC and ENA test points are not safety related and do not have
any affect on plant safety or plant parameters. The NIS test points used are
buffered test points and will not have any affect on the plant. The procedure
addresses the possibility of personnel error in connecting to the wrong test,

points. The Operator At The Controls (0ATC) is warned abou the connection,
and caution statements are in the procedure to stop if any alarms occur in the '

control room.

This procedure does not adversely affect any plant systems or components
_

important to safety. No unreviewed safety question is created.

__ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _
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PT/2/A/4450/050, Retype, Changes 0 to 12 Incorporated
'

in Step 6.11, notification of Radiation protection (Rp) upon completion of
'test was deleted, and step 7.6 was_added to replace it. Step 7.6 notifies RP

supervision of the possibility of airborne contamination every time the test
is performed. " TEST" selector switches were deleted from all sections and i

verified to be in the correct initial position in section 8.0. When 3

applicable, jumpers are placed to perform the function of the deleted " TEST" >

'selector switches. Deletion of the "TES1" switches allows the Hydrogen
Skimmer Fan (HSF) and the Air Return Fan ( ARF) to be run at the same time,
Section 12.1 was written to verify parameters associated with both the HSF and
ARF, and sections 12.4 and 12.5 were included for retest of the fans
individually. A jumper with a switch is installed when the same terminals in
the Unit 2 Solid State protection System Train A (2SSpSA) are used in more -

than one section of the procedure (instaad of instelling/ removing temporary
jumpers), and the position of the switch is changed to initiate the
appropriate actions. Verification of the "As Found" and "As left" position of
the switches, fans, and dampers is vertfled once before beginning the
procedure and once at the end of the procedure. Each section addresses the
correct initial position of the switches, dampers, and fans when applicable.
The breaker associated with the HSF is cycled at the end of ' irocedure to ,

ensure that the trip latch lever has been fully reset per r w mendation of '

the manufacturer. '

Required initial test position of the switches, fans and dampers are addressed
in ear.h section of the precedure. problems were encountered with the breaker

for HSF-2A tripping during September 1989. If HSF-28 is operated during the
performance of this procedure, the procedure requires that the breaker f or
HSF-2B be cycled to ensure that the trip latch lever has been fully reset per
recommendation of the manufacturer. After the breaker is cycled, section 12.6
verifies that power has been returned to HSF-28 by the completion of Enclosure
13.1.

Section 12.1 of this procedure verifies the auto-start of HSF-2B and ARF-28 '

after an Sp test signal, the 15 minute run time for each fan, the running .

speed and current for each fan and the Containment pressure Control Circuitry'

(CFCC) permistives to start and stop ARF-20, Two jumpers are placed in
2EATC2, one to open the bypass dampers when ARF-2B starts and one to simulate
2VX2B open to allow HSF-2B to start. power is removed from ARF-D-4 to prevent
an inadvertent opening of the ice condenser doors during the operation of
ARF-28, 2NSFT5240 is placed in the test position, and the test pot is
adjusted inside 2CPCC2 to simulate a > 0.4 psid containment pressure, which
gives one start permissive for ARF-2B. A jumper in 2SSPSB initiates the Sp
signal (timer 2VXTD2 starts), which gives the start signal to both fans af ter
the timer expires. After both fans start, the required alignment of
associated dampers is verified, and then the speed and current for each fan is
measured. In the svent of a L.0CA during the operation of the fans in section
12.1, ARF-D-4 would not open and violate the 9 minute time delay for operation
of ARF-28 as , assumed in the Design Basis Accident (DBA), but 2VX2B would.open
after the 9 minute delay so that HSF-2B would operate as_ assumed in the DBA.
The Sp test signal is removed before HSF-2B and ARF-2B are shut down to verify
fan operation after the Sp signal is removed (as designed). After the 15
minute run time is met, 2NSPT5240 is returned to normal, ARF-28 is verified to

1

stop then the selector switch for HSF-2B is placed in the "Off" position, and

,
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HSF-2B is verified to stop. Applicable jumpers are then removed, and power is
returned to ARF-D-4. Section 12.6 verifies that power has been returned to -

ARr-D-4 by the completion of Enclosure 13.1. Except for the closing of
2 ARF-0-4 and the simulation of an open 2VX2B, the above alignment operates
HSF-28 and ARF-2B as designed using the proper safety circuitry.

Section 12.2 of this procedura verifies the auto-open of the Air Return Fan
discharge damper ( ARF-D-4) on an Sp test signal, af ter the required time delay
and the CPCC permissives to prevent / enable the opening of ARF-D-4. After
verifying that the CpCC permissive is not initiated, a jumper is placed in
2EATC2 to simulate an Sp signal for ARF-0-4. Tl.en, ARF-D-4 is verified to be
closed. The jumper i_n 2EATC2 is removed, then 2NSPT5250 is placed in the test
position, and the test pot is adjusted inside 2CPCC2 to siniulate a 3 0.4 psid
containment pressure, which gives one open permissive for ARF-D-4. A jumperc
is placed in 2SSPSB to initiate the Sp signal (timer 2VX1041 starts), which
gives the o; signal to ARF-D-4 after the timer expires. Since thoro is a
possibility _.at 2VX2B could open if the Sp signal is left in for 9 minutet, a
"CAUTICN" statement was added to ensure that the Sp test signal is removed
before 2VX2B is given the signal to cpen. The procedure requires that-
2 ARF-D-4 be closed immediately after it opens in order to reduce the
possibility of Ice Condenser bypass leakage in the event of a LOCA during the
test.- ARF-2B and HSF-2B are blocked from starting by placing their selector
switches in the "0FF" position, to prevent bypass leakage in the event of a
LOCA and to ensure that the Ice Condenser doors are not opened during the
test. The above alignment opens ARF-D-4 as designed using the p, 1er safety
circuitry.

Section 12.3 of this procedure verifies the auto-open of the Hydrogen Skimmer
Fan (HSF-28) suction valve (2VX2B) on an Sp test signal, followed by the start
of HSF-2B after the required time delay. The-design of the system requires
that 2VX2B open or begin to open before HSF-2B will start. There are two 9
ninute timers associated with the start of HSF-2B on an Sp signal. One is
2VXTD2, which h the timer that gives a start pern.1asive signal to HSF-2B and
ARF-28, and one is 2.VXTD21, which gives the open signal to 2VX2B. This
section verifies the correct time for 2VX1021 (section 12.1 or 12.4 for
2VXTD2). - A-jumper in 2SSPSB initiates an Sp signal for HSF-2B (timer 2VXTD2
starts), and then at_least three minutes later another jumper in 2SSPSB
initiates an $p signal for 2VX2B (timer 2VXTD21 starts). This alignment
ensures that the valve opening (after 2VXTD21 expires) is what starts HSF-28.
The procedure requires that HSF-20 be shut down immediately after it starts to
limit time that HSF-28 operates with 2VX2B open. A CAUTION statement is
incitded to ensure that HSF-28 is not operated more than S minutes with 2VX2B
open. - ARF-28 is blocked from operation by placing the selector switch in the
"0FF" position, to ensure that it will not start in the event of a LOCA during
this section and violate the 9 minute time delay. The above alignment
operates HSF-2B and 2VX2B as designed using the safety circuitry,

.The performance of sections 12.2 and 12.3 of this procedure puts the
Containment Air Return and Hydrogen Skimmer System (VX) system in a
configuration which deviates from the assumed initial conditions for a
Designed Basis Accident (DBA), because the deck leakage area is increased by
opening ARF-D-4 and air is moved from Lower to Upper containment by running
HSF-2B with 2VX2B open. In both of these alignments, a condition exists for
Ice Condenser bypass leakage during a LOCA. The open damper ( ARF 0-4) is

>
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addressed in P1R 2-C87-0061, and the conclusion of the P1R was that the offect
of the additional steam bypass area on initial compression peak .oressure was
small. Both sections are required by Tech. Spec. 4.6.5.6 to be performed.
Tech. Spec. 3.6.5.5 allows an equipment hatch to be open for 1 hour which also-
deviates (in the same manner as above) from the initial conditions for a DBA.
Caution statements and notes are included in each section to minimize the time
that the system is in an alignment as mentioned above. Since the test'

duration for both sections 12.2 and 12.3 is on the order of a few minutes, not
ho'.cs, the margin of safety as defined in Tech. Spec. will not be reduced.

'O
Siction 12.4 of this procedure verifies the auto-start of H5F-28 on an Sp test
signal (after the required time delay), the 15 minute run time, and the fan
running speed and currents with 2VX2B closed. The HSF-2B is operated in the
same alignment as in section 12.1, and ARF-2B is blocked from operating by
placing the selector switch in the "Off" position and by not initiating the -

CPCC permissive. This section is included for retest purposes, but may be
performed instead of section 12.1 if desired.

Section 12.5 of this procedure verifies the auto-start of the Air Return Fan
_ (ARF-28) after an Sp test signal, CPCC permissives to start and stop the fan,
the 15 minute run-time, and the fan running speed and current with the
discharge damper (ARF-D-4) closed. ARF-2B is operated in the same alignment
as in section 12.1, and HSF-2B is blocked from operating by placing the
selector switch in-the "Off" position and by not opening _2VX28.-_ This section
is also included for retest purposes, but may be performed insteaa of section
12.1 if desired.

The procedure requires that Containment Air Return Fan 2B (ARF-2B) and
Hydrogen Skimmer Fan 2B (HSF-28) be declared inoperable during the performance
of this test. ARF-2A and HSF-2A will remain operable for the duration of the
test as required by Tech. Spec. The system is not placed in any unusual
alignments. Placement / removal of jumpers, opening / closing of breakers and
returning switches, fans and dampers to the required positions are
independently verified within section 12.0 or 13.0 of the procedure. Power is -

verified to be returned to equipment that was deenergized by the procedure on
Enclosure 13.1. For these reasons and the ones stated above, an unreviewed
safety question does not exist.

PT/2/A/4400/060, Initial' Issue
,

The test is performed to determine the heat removal capability of the
Component Cooling (KC) Heat Exchanger and does not affect its operability
during the test. KC Train 2B and the Nuclear. Service Water (RN)' system will
both be_ aligned for normal operation, if KC and RN temperatures'are not
stable, 2RN351 will be throttled by use of a regulated air supply in an effort
to stabilize temperatures.

Both KC and RN will remain operable during the test. If an air supply is
connected to 2Rt4351 to throttle flow, the valve will still be capable of
failing open=upon receipt of a S signal. If an air supply is connected to
2RN351,thevalvewillfailopeadhileconnectingtteairsupply,whichcould
cause the KC system to cooldown. This, in turn, could cause a cooldown of the
Residual Heat Removal System, which would affect reactivity. If Operations,

b i. o . .. .
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desires, 2RN347B can be closed to prevent a cooldown. In either case, the
procedure has precautions to ensure temperature is closely monitored so that 4

appropriate action may be taken. Steps are also included in the procedure to
ensure that there is an adequate safety mat,,in in the event of cooldown.s

No unreviewed safety questions are created.

PT/2/A/4250/03C Retype, Changes 0 to 3G Incorporated

The intent of this procedure is to ensure the operational readiness of
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump #2, as wall as to verify that the
Valvn Inservice Test (IWV) requirements for several criticci check valves are
satisfied.

_

The addition to this procedure of Backflow Testing requiremen's on the
miniflow check valves-for CA pumps 2A and 2B ensures that the probability of
malfunction of these check valves will decrease. Likewise, changes included
in this retype will ensure increased availability of CA Pump #2, which will,
in turn, lessen the consequence of an accident. These changes include the
addition of compensatory measures to this procedure, which will allow CA Pump
#2 to be considered "Available" during the performance of this test.
Likewise, the alignment of critical CA valves within the procedure will
minimize the amount of time that CA Pump #2 is-in recirculation alignment to-
the Upper Surge Tank and unable to feed the Steam Generators without requiring
Operator action.

CA. Pump #2 will be-run under normal conditions-in recirculation to the Upper
Surge Tank. No part of this test requires the pump to be run outside of its
nurmal operating parameters.

Several Limits and Precautions-have been added as a result of this retype to
ensure that bearing temperatures do not exceed a specified limit during this
test, and that the time limit of miniflow operation is observed. These -

-additional precautions will reduce the probability of safety equipment
malfunction.. Changes have also been included to avoid the system alignment

'which is conducive to water hammeriin the CA discharge piping.

A Limit.and Precaution in this procedure has Operations verify that CA Pump #2
can be removed from service for the duration of the test. This will ensure

-that'_the two remaining CA Pumps are in service and able to perform their,

safety function before this test is allowed to proceed. Also, the addition of
compensatory measures as described above will ensure that CA Pump #2 is able
to perform. its safety function with minimal operator action.

The remaining changes included in_this retype that are not discussed above are
administrative in nature. Therefore, no unreviewed' safety questions exist as
a. result of this procedure retype.

PT/1/A/4250/03C Retype, Changes 0 to 49 Incorporated

The intent o/ this procedure is to ensure the operational readiness of
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (CA) Pump #1, as well as to verify that the

i
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Valve Inservice Test (lWV) requirements for several critical check valves are
satisfied.

Several changes included in this retype will ensure increased availability of '

CA ? ump #1, which wil: in turn, lessen the consequence of an accident. Thase
changes included the aouition of compensatory measures to this procedure,
hich will allow CA Pump #1 to be considered "Available" during the
ierfortnance of this test. Likewise, the alignment of critical CA valves
within the procedure will minimize t% zmount af tim.e that CA Pump #1 is in
recirculation alignment to the Upper Surge Tank and unable to feed the Steam
Generators without requiring Operator action.

CA Pump #1 will be run under normal conditions in recirculation to the Upper
Surge Tank. No part of this test requires the pump to be run outside of its
normal operating parameters.

Several Limits and Precautions have been added as a result of this retype to
ensure that bearing temperatures do not exceed a specified limit during this
test, and that the time limit of miniflow operation is observed. These
additional precautions will reduce the probability of safety equipment
malfunction. Changes have also been included to avoid the system alignment
which is conducive to water hammer in the CA discharge piping.

A Limit and Precaution in this procedure has Operations verify that CA Pump #1
can be removed from service for the duration of the test. This will ensure
that the two remaining CA Pumps are in service and able to perform their
safety function before this test is allowed to proceed. Also, the addition of
compensatory measures as described above will ensure that CA Pump #1 is able
to perform its safety function with minimal operator action.

The remaining changen included in this retype that are not d!scussed above are
administrative in nature. Therefore, no unreviewed safety questions exist as
a result of this procedure retype.

MP/0/A/7150/68 Retype #4, Changes 0 to 1 Incorporated

The changes that have been made to this procedure do not affect its technical
c o r.te n t . The changes made include the following:

* Added FSAR Section 6.7 to section 2.0.

Added additional safety considerations to section 4.3.*

Removed the Shift Supervisor sign off of Section 6.0, as there is a*

required sign off on the work request.

Added the ice basket repair parts master sequence number to Section*

7.0.

On the Data Sheet (Enclosure 13.1), all entries of time have been*

deleted, except for steps 6.1 and 6.2, where the procedure is being
verified, and in the Crew Changes section. Experience with this
procedure to date has shown that there is no value in having the
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technicians record the time for every step that is done. This
tr ormation has never been used, and it is slowing the work to a
small degree.

1his procedure has been compared with Tech. Specs., the rtAR, design
documents, and station procedures to ensure that the actions it controls will
maintain the ice baskets in their as-built /as-designed condition. Therefore,
no Unreviewed Safety Question exists.

MP/0/A/7150/67 Retype #11 Changes 0 to 7 incorporated

This_ procedure is for performing latching and unlatching operations on the
. Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) drive shaf ts. Instruction manuals
CNM-1201.00-0030 and CNM-1201.13 038 provided technical information for the -

development of this procedure. This evaluation is for charges made following
the Unit 1 End of_ Cycle 5 outage. The Catawba FSAR and Technical
Specifications have been reviewed and are not affected by this revision. The
probability of an accioent or a malfuntion of_ equipment previously addressed
wl'' not be increased nor will any unreviewed safety questions be involved.

.This evaluation includes the following changes.

Step 2.1 Added reference CNM 1201.00-0030.*

Step 11.6 - Added word "stop" after track for clarification.*

'

Step 11.14.28 Removed I.V. from this step.*

Step J.14.35 Added this step to perform visual verification of drive*

rod locking screw position independently of step 11.14.2.

Revised Enclosure 13.1 Data Sheets for the above changes.*

MP/2/A/7150/42 Retype #5, Changes 0 to 4. Incorporated
'

This procedure is for performing removal and replacement activities required
on the Reactor Vessel Head during refueling out es. This evaluation is for
changes made during the procedure review follow mg the Unit 1 End of Cycle 4
outage. .These changes were required to clarify steps for better understanding

.and'to add manufacture's information on new equipment. See procedure changes
below.

Step _6.6 Deleted this step from prerequisites. The sequence is*

covered under step 11.3.4.

Step 10.3 * Caution * must change to "should" for temporary'*

' installation of covers and seals.

Step 11.2 Nil Ductility Transition Temperature (NOTT) changed to*

Head Flange Temperature requirements for detension/ tension
sequence as specified in Operations reference procedure.

(..... . . . . , -
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* Step 11.3.8 Deleted this step. Head stand lead shielding is no longer
required due to head stand modification.

Step 11.4.2 Changed ND'T to temperature specified in step 11 2.*

Step 11.4.9 Changed spherical washers to top of the closure stud for*

clarification.
,

Step 11.4.22.1 Added compensating weight settings.*

Step 11.4.24 Added cleaning requirements for stud hole plug*

installation.

Step 11.4.25 Deleted steps. These steps are covered under guide pin*

& 11.4.26 installation procedure.

Step 11.4.26 Reworded to add cleaning requirements for alignment pin*

stud hole locations.

Step 11.4.27 Added reference to MP/0/A/7150/63, Guide Stud Removal and*

Restoration procedure.

Step 11.4.34 Added note on match markings.*

l Step 11.4.38 Renumbered to 11.37.4.*

Step 11.4.38 Added new step for installing head ladder.*

Step 11.4.50 Added note #4.*

/ Step 11.5.5 Added 7 steps for installation of new design o-ring clips*

( per manufacturer's instructions. (

Step 11.5.23 Added Caution #1.*

Step 11.5.30 Changed NDTT to temperature specified in step 11.2.*

Step 11.5.01.6 Deleted. This step was not required. Renumber ed the*

following steps.

Revised Data Sheets per above changes.*

This procedure will be used to maintain the Reactor Vessel head in
original design requirements and specifications. The Catawba FSAR an_
Technical Specifications have been reviewed and are not affected I, this
procedure change. The probability of an accident or a malfunction previously
addressed will not be increased nor will any unreviewed safety questions be
involved.

.
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